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ABSTRACT

This is a study of the Prefixed letters in the twenty nine chapters of the Qur'an known as

mystery letters, huruf almuqatta'Zt (cut letters). The study of these letters has always been in

vogue; however this study differs for its Textual Linguistic approach and application of

Stylistic tools. The prefixed letters of the Qur'anic text are first checked for their phonemic

constituents. The leading phonemes and their molphemes are then checked in the relevant

chapters. As a next step the cohesion among these morphemes is sought with reference to the

prefixed letters. This lays the foundation for srylistic analysis which is carried out for sample

chapters in Chapter Five. The guiding linguistic theories are descriptive linguistics and

cohesive theory of Halliday that use the empirical data in Chapter Four of this thesis for

description and analysis. For stylistic analysis Geoffrey Leech's tripartite model and

\fliddowson's pedagogic stylistics have been used. The study provides an introduction to the

stylistic methodology of Halliday, Leech and Mike Short used in the analysis explaining how

the analysis can be used in the analysis of the Qur'anic textual relations. Detailed stylistic

studies of representative Qur'anic chapters and relevant data each with a different set of

letters to highlight different features of the methodologyhave been carried out. This work is

a new development which brings to the field of Qur'anic study the fruits of linguistics and

stylistic studies, providing a systematic andysis of the Qur'anic chapters with prefixed letters.

The findings provide textual links between the prefixed letters and the text of the relevant

chapters.
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IN]RODUCTION

l.lThe Prefixed Letters in the Holy Qur,an: An tntroduction

There are one hundred and fourteen chapters in the Qur'an. Scholars such as Al-

Suytti (1999, p. 448-449) and Zarkashi (1972, pJ6a" 180 )in ltqan and Burban have

categorized ten different ways of opening for them, chapters that begin with hymn of

Allah such as'albarndu lillahi all praise to Allah; with certain letters such as atif lam

mlm, with vocative such as ya 'alryuballazina 'amana , o the believers, with

declaratives, iqtarabatis sa'a, the hour came near, with oaths, such as redt tini , by the

fig; with conditional, such as idha ja'anasrullzhi when the help of Allah came, with

imperatives, such as lqra'Read; exclamatoray such as 'alam nasbrab, Did not lve

open?; curse zuch as waillul lil muufifin and u'hl giving reason such as litlafi quraysh

for the safery and securiry of Quraysh. The focus of this research is the rwenry nine

chapters that begin with certain letters; called cut letters fauatip mystic leners or

mystery letters. They occur as a single letter or two, three, four or five letters in the

beginning of chapters. In this work they are constantly referred to as prefixed lemers as

this name is linguisticllay more zuitable describing their position in the chapters.

Bellarmy (1973, p.270)says that 'students who take interest in the study of text would

always be attracted by challenging tasks. Anyone who comes across the Arabic text of

the Koran is more or less perplexed by the problem of the mysric letters/ cut lemers,



prefixed letters or huriif ul muqatta'a, as known in Arabic which stand at the

beginning of many of the chaprers'.

leffery Q92a) in an article tiied The Mystic Letters surveyed writings of Noldeke,

Goossens and Bauer regarding these letters. The writer ends up with an encouraging

note for research when he says thar many of the approaches are 'arbitrary' (p. 260) and

that an 'entire solution to the mystery' h. 260) is required. This work aims ro work

out a theory based approach that may provide a guideline outline for furure work.

1.1.1 Prefixed leters as lettcrs

There are many issues that surround the topic of these letters zuch as whether rhese

are names or lefters, verses or just letters. Scholars such as Zamakhshari, Baydawi

Khalil and Saibawayh have discussed these in detail. I have dealt with these issues as

much as these are relevant to the present research in the literature review. For a

systematic dealing of these refer to Allubab (as cited in Abi Hafs, 1998, p,259), the great

Tafseer that has collected all the prominent scholars'interpretations under one cover.

As an example, tradition of the Prophet reported on the authoriry of Ibne- Mas 'ood

(r.a) in Tirmizi (as cited in Abu Eesa, 2003, p. 24) shows that these were referred to as

seParate letters and not one word, '\UThoever reads one letter from the Holy book gets

ten rewards, I do not say that alif lam mirn is one word, but alif is a lemer, lam is a

letter and mim is a lerter.'



1.1.2 DediningtheAlphabet

There is also an issue of how these be read, whether we should read them as single

separate letters sT h alif lam mirn or'a hm.Ibn Kathir opines in this regard,

The grammarians agree that these leners be not declined but
uttered separately like numbers; one, two, three, however,

when considered as nouns, they will be declinable nouns

and referred to as Kaafun hasan or hasana depending on

their gender. (2000, p.100)

This is also important from this research point of view as once they are declined they

lose their identiry as separate letters and begin to have restricted meanings, for

example, if we decline alif lam mirn, we get'dld.m. which becomes a question particle.

However as separate letters, alif larn mim they have hundreds of other possible

meanings and srylistic relationship which this research explores.

1.1.3 Alphabet as Verses

Another issue whether these are verses or not is also debated by scholars such as

Zarkashi who says that Kufi and Basari scholars have different opinions - the former

do not count them as verses while the latter do. This is explained by Zamakhshari in

Kashaaf in the following way,

As for alif krn mcern is concerned, it occurs in six chapters

as a verse, and alif lam ra occurs in five chapters and is not a

verse, and alif krn rlreetn rd is not a verse, and so on alif larn

rneem saad is a verse and Ta seen n?eem a verse in two
chapters, and Ta ha and Ta seen are two verses while Ta sen
is not a verse, Ha mem is a verse in all the chapters ar,.d Ha
meem and'ain seen qaf are two verses, if you say one word

to be a verse as in zura Rahman, al Rahman is averse. (1977,

p.e47)



The significance of this quotation from this research perspective, is that all the

prefixed letters eirher form first verse of the chapter or become part of the first verse

along with other phrases, however, in ba mtm 'ayn sin qZf chapter 42 the second part

'a,yn sin qZf makes the second verse and not the first . Many relevant details regarding

prefixed letters have been noted in an MA dissertation by Abu 'Issa (2003) such as

opinions of different scholars, history of their srudy and so on' however, the work

moves on very rraditional lines and does not attempt any texrual study of the chapters

in which they occur as prefixed letters. This srudy aims to do text based study of the

issue.

1.1.4 Use of Irtters in Arabic Literanre

Use of letters in rhe Arabic literature can be traced. For example, the Qur'anic text of

the present times can be seen showing, mlm to show stop, where the reader must stoP.

Similarly, /m, tZ, s-ad and various other letters are used as symbols. In Arabic poetry as

well, we nore such couplets es Qultu laha qififa qalat h qaf, I

Thus it is not for the first time that these letters have been used in the Qur'an.

However, the issue seems more complex when it is related to the Qur'anic text.

lef{ery writes on rhe various issues related to the interpretations of these lemers.

Both Moslem and non-Moslem scholars, however, have been

diligent in seeking an interpretation, and the inquiry has

exercised such different types of mind as Avicenna and

1 Couplet from Abul \(did bin'uqba (q. in Allubaab V. L/30)



Siyuti among Moslem scholan, and Sprenger and Franz

Buhl among Christians.... It is sufficient to notice that they

fall roughly into two types, (1) those who treat the lerers as

mystic signs, and (2) those who attempt some rational

intelpretation of them. The Turkish translator of Ibn

Khaldun, e. g., represents the first type. nGod," he says, "has

placed these letters at the head of several Suras as a son of
defiance; it is as if He had said to them, 'These are the

elements of which the Koran is composed, take them and

make of them a book equal to it in sryle,"' or according to

Zamakhshari as Ibn Khaldun quotes him - "They indicate

that the sryle of the Koran is carried to such a degree of

excellence, that it defies every attempt to imitate it; for this

book which has been sent down to us from heaven is

composed of letters. (1924,p.247)

The comment by Jefferey serves to show the involvement of Muslim and non Muslim

scholars in the iszue and the significance of these letters for the reader of the Qur'an

from different angles. Jeffiery was writing in 1924 and his comments also zupport tle

stance taken in this research that no textual study with reference to the prefixed letters

was carried out on the letters, and scholars were grving their opinions on the topics

from which this research aims to proceed a step funher. Not much has changed since

then regarding these letters and Robinson (2003) expresses that these are letters which

occur more frequently in the prefixed chapters: a point which needs more serious

dealing and that is aimed at in this research.

1.1.5 Grouping the Irtters

There are various ways these chapters can be grouped, for example, if we make the

groups on the basis of numbers, we get four main groups, i) alif larn mtnt. (six), ii) alif

lam ra (five), iii) ba rnm (seven), rv) ga sin ( three) nad one lettered. i.e. nun, qaf, yd (

three ). This accounts for twenty four chapters. There are two chapters alif am mlm ra



which seems to belong to series one and two and oWk* mim sad. that seems to belong

to series one and also the letter sad and we do not know their exact status. Then there

is ya sin, kaf ba'ayn 1-ad and ta ha which seems isolated and cannor be grouped. It is

expected that any appropriate account of these chapters should be able to give proper

categorizing of these chapters. This is provided in the model developed at the end of

chapter three of this research. The following table (adapted from Abu Issa, 2003, p. 17)

gives funher relevant information regarding these letters.



Table 1 showing Chapten with prefixed letters

Table 1; Chapters with prefixed letters

S.No. Chaptcr no. Chapteraemc Prefircd letcr(s)

I 2 Cow/ Al Baqara Alif lam rnim

2 3 House of Imran / iliimr-aurr Alif lZrn rnirn

3 7 The Heights/ Al A 'rIf Alif lam rnim s:ad

4 10 Jonah/ Yiinus AlrJ ldm tnvn ra

5 11 Hiid Alif lZm ra

6 12 Joseph /Yusuf Alif lam ra

7 L3 The lightenin g/ Ar-ra' ad Ah.J lam mrrn ra

8 t4 Abraham/ Ibrahim Alif lam ra

9 15 Al Hijr Alif lam ra

10 t9 Mary/ Maryam Kaf baya'dyn s,:ad

tl 20 Ta ha td hd

t2 26 The Poets/ Al Shu'ara tastnmim

t3 27 The Ant/ An Namd tZ sin

l4 28 The story/ Al Qasas tZinmim

l5 29 The spider/ Al 'Ankabiit Alif lam mim

t6 3o Rome/ ar- riim Alif larnmim

17 3l Lokman/ luqman Alif larn mlm

18 32 The Prostration/ Al Sajda Alif lZm mim



19 36 I a srrl fdstn

20 38 sacl stld

2l 40 The Believer/Mu'min / Ghilir bam,m

22 4l Clearly Spelled Out / Fusslat hzmtm

23 42 Consultation /Al Shiire ha mim;'ayn sin qaf

24 43 Gold/ Al Zukhruf pamim

25 44 TheSmoke/ Al Dukhan hdfium

26 45 Kneeling Down/ Al Jarhiyah bd rntnx

27 46 The sand dunes /Al Abqaf/ hamim

28 50 Qef q4l

29 58 The PenlAl Q"l"r" Niln

1.2 Background to tfie Sn dy

There has always been a heated debate around the topic of the prefixed letters of the

Qur'anic text. The nature of these letters is zuch that these are scattered throughout

the Qur'an, i.e. from the very beginning to the last chapters2. In the words of

Bellarmy, these attract the reader in such a way that at'every encounter' one feels that

a limle effort would suffice to decipher them. Scholars from Muslim traditions are,

however, divided into two main groups; those who feel that these are nor meanr for

mankind to look into Al Sha'bi and Safyan Thori and scholars who feel that there

',alyh^ mlm occurs in the beginning of the second chapter after a short seven lined Al Fatiha
and /n un/is prefixed to the chapter sixty eight which occurs in the last section of the Qw'an.



must be some meaning to these. Taba Tabai and Islahi are among these. On the other

hand non Muslim scholars have also expressed great interest like Noldeke, Goossens

and Massey. These scholars have come up with different interpretations some of

which are related to the history of the text and some to the history of writers. Scholars

unanimously agree that there mu$ be some explanation for them. Generally, the

studies of scholars of the Qur'anic text can be divided around three main headings: the

traditionalisr, who follow a strict line of the radition and move from the

impossibility of interpretations to various types of interpretations; the Modernists

who dare to experiment with the text and come with innovative solutions; and finally,

the Post Modernists, who along with having respect for raditions, follow a path of

academic framework provided by different theories of linguistics and srylisdcs.

Scholars like Ibn 'Abbas Al Syuti and Zamakhshari come under the first heading,

Bellarmy, Noldeke under the second while Robinson, Rauf and Haleem come under

the last.

It was during the M Phil coursework that an assignment on the description of a

Qur'anic chapter was given. I, being a student of Linguistics, was more interested in

carrying out a descriptive linguistic study applying the latest in Srylistics regarding

foregrounding and parallelism. Vhen the assignment was presented it was met with

appreciation and an early desire, to carry out a linguistic study of the Qur'anic text,

began to unfold. But before I could embark on the actual thesis, I had an opportunity

to do an MA in Linguistics from the Universiry of London ( SOAS) and as a test case

I submitted a thesis 'Morpbo Pbonemic Tempktes in six alif lanr mim chapters of tbe



Qur'an. That was pan of the plan leading to this work. Many questions were felt to be

unanswered in that dissertation. The purpose of the research began to succeed from

the very first step. Later,I came to see an MA dissertation by Saleh from Universiry of

Nablus Palestine. The writer has collected valuable information about the prefixed

letters covering various topics such as the opinion and counter opinions of different

scholars alongwith critical comments and counter comments of other scholars, the

status of these lemers in history and Arabic literature and so on.The work can serve a

good source of information as an anthology on the subject so far. Vhat is still missing

from this research point of view is any texual study that may establish a link berween

the text and the abbreviated lefters or show otherwise which is the aim of this srudy.

1.3 Aims andAssumptions

This study begins from the point that although there has been considerable debate on

the subject from the first and second rype of scholarship, treaditionalists and

modernists respectively, yet there is no equivalent effort made under the third

category - the post modernists, and hence, there is a need to fill the gap. This study

aims to discuss the iszue of prefixed lemers from a texmal point of view as texmal

evidence is more objective and provides the basic data for the srudy of cohesion in the

text according to Halliday and may help in funher exploration of the text for srylistic

studies according to the principles provided by Leech, \fliddowson and Mick Short.

Broadly speaking this study aims to open up the subject of prefixed letters for texrual

explorations: a subject that will hopefully contribute to ar least one angle of
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understanding of the text, intertext intratext relationship and may contribute to an

understanding of the issue of cohesion in the Qur'anic text.

This study which is expected to provide a model for future studies collects corpus

from the prefixed chapters from the perspective of the prefixed lemers, arranges it into

an organized whole so that the main themes of the chapter begin to reflect in the data.

This data is then linked by cohesion and coherence, Halliday (1994) funher analyznd

by the srylistic tools of the contemporary school of srylistics such as pedagogic

srylistics of Leech, \Tiddowson Pragmatic stylistics of Pratt (1977) who lays emphasis

on context and Functional srylistics of Halli&y (1971) who looks for cohesion in the

text. This is done from rwo angles: firstly for representative chapters and secondly for

different grammatical funcdons so that a comprehensive coverage to the zubject is

made. The study, however, is by no means exhaustive and is only suggestive that

exPects to open up the subject for further broader and more profound approach to the

topic.

L.4 R€search Satement

The prefixed letters play a pivotal role to form morpho phonemic templates that

pattern to form the co text and context of the Qur'anic text in the twenty nine

prefixed chapters. The prophets' stories, events, different characters and the overall

narrative in the Qur'anic text exhibit different cohesive and coherent characteristics

and are portrayed from different angles and the prefixed letters play a prominent role

to cohesively link, set the tone and syntactically arrange the text of these chapters.

Moreover, the alphabet in Arabic language also carries various connotations. The
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Qur'anic text presents a combination of these characteristics to proceed within the

text and link them to their internal groups.

1.5 Objectives of the Researc,h

D To see if chapters with prefixed letters make inter and intra groups

with reference to these letters.

ii) To look for cohesive links with reference to these letters within the

prefixed chapters.

iii) To look for links of coherence in the prefixed chapters.

iv) To look for phonological, syntactic and semantic patterns with

specific reference to these letters.

v) To see if the lexical selection in the prefixed chapters relates to the

prefixed lemer.

By the end of this project a verifiable ard analyzable data should be available f.or arry

furcher research with a valid, formal sktement as to the presence or absence of any

linguistic connection between these letters and the related chapters. It is expected that

this study would draw attention of the Qur'anic scholars towards the textual srudy of

the Qur'anic text with reference to the prefixed letters and discover the inter and intra

textual relationship (The Nazrn) between different chapters of the Holy Qur'an with

reference to these letters.
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t.6 Significance of tfte Snrdy

Scholars such as Ibn'Abbas, Ibn 'Arabi, Zamakhshari, Tabari, Al Suyuti, from the

traditional Muslim scholarship while Noldeke, Goossens and Bellarmy from the

Modernists school have chosen to speak on the topic and yet there has not been a

convincing explanation to the issue makes it worth studying. The fact that:

i). They are sdll referred to as 'mysterious' fieffery, 192a), @ellarrn], 1973),

'inexplicable' (Massey, L996), detached letters (Robinson 2003, p.203) which shows

that research in the field may be carried out. Statement one shows that no objective

consistent explanation that can be applied to all the chapters with abbreviated letters

has been offered which makes this srudy open for further research @iscussd in detail

in Literature Review). ii) Scholars like Tabari and Islahi have expressed the need for

research in this field which makes this investigation valuable. iii) No text based

linguistic investigation at research level on these letters has yet been undertaken

making this study compelling. iv) That the above research objectives have not been

addressed so far, hence the present research becomes incumbent. This study is also

significant because by their nature these letters seem to be cohesive links, and cohesion

in different chapters can help understand intertext reladonship as Haleem (1999, p. 14)

notes, 'much work has to be done in English on the cohesive devices in the Qur'an.

He stated this in response to Bell's objections on the lack of cohesion in the Qur'an'

(1e58, p. 82-100).

Text based study of the Qur'an was initiated by Muslim scholars such as Sibawayh

from the 2"d century of Islam and continued till Al Sakkaki and Jurjani, in the 12'h
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century (Versteegh, 1997).ln the modern times there has been a revival of the textual

approach where foregrounding and intertext studies are carried out. \7ith the

launching of. Joumal of Qur'anic Studia and a regular bi-annual conference at SOAS,

Companion to the Qur'anic studies at Cambridge, this interest has revived. Modern

studies in the themes and style of the Qur'an by Haleem, discourse studies by Rauf

and many other Quranic scholars from the East and the \7est have set a revived trend.

The Qur'anic Encyclopedia (2001) is also an effort in this direction. The present

research aims to be part of these revived trends (see section 2.3). This is mainly a

terual approach, and in the words of Khaldi, can be summed up as follows;

This is one area where collaboration between Muslim and

non Muslim scholanhip holds much promise, in terms of
both new knowledge ro be gained and a better

understanding of the place of the Qur'an and of Islam in the

contemporary world. (2008, p. xxvi)

It is therefore expected that by opening the srudy of the prefixed letters in the

Qur'anic text to modern tools with specific aim to understand the link berween the

prefixed letters and the text, a new field of research is being opened for fumre scholars.

It is ealso expected that further in depth studies would follow that may contribute

even gready. Following is the proposed plan of this work.

1.7 Organization of tfre Thesis

The whole work is divided into five chapters. Chapter 1 introduces rhe topic of the

prefixed letters and details of the chapters in which these are used. Chapter 2,

Literature Review, deals in detail what is written about the prefixed letters and
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attempts to show the need for this research. The great work of scholars from

Tradidonal to contemporary: divided into traditionalists, modern and post modern on

the prefixed letters is surveyed. This research notes that there is plenty of coverage for

the topic in Traditional and Modern era, however, there is no literature available in

the spirit of Post Modernism and this work finds a gap for research. This chapter is

divided into three sections; Traditional, Modern and Post Modern approaches to the

study of Prefixed letter. The Post Modern scholars included are those that have carried

out the study of the Qur'anic text with reference to modern tools. However, as it is

shown, there is no serious work with reference to the prefixed letters in Post Modern

context. Chapter 3 is about Research Methodology that explains the methodology

adopted in this work in detail. Chapter 4 is about data presentation and analysis in

which data collected from various prefixed chapters is presented to be described

linguistically. It analyses the data for linguistic purpose to categories such as Lexical,

Grammatical, Structural, and Phonological and looks for cohesive links in the text

with reference to morphemes made of the phonemes of the prefixed letters. Chapter 5

gives the stylistic analysis of at least one chapter from categories in chapter 4 and

explained in chapter 3. The section on conclusion draws conclusions on the basis of

the findings of the work and suggests ways for further research.

1.8 Qur'anic Text and Translation

This work uses lines as a unit of comparison for the purpose of uniformity as a verse

in the Qur'anic text does not in any wey make a uniform unit of comparison. Verses

are referred to whenever that is necessary. There may be some variation in referring
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to the verse numbers, so one text published from the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 3 has

been followed. Translations from Mohammad Asad and Abdullah Ytsuf Ali have

been used and referred to where necessary.

1.9 Transliteration

Transliterations of the Arabic text have been used from the Islamic Studiesa fonts of

the Journal of klamic Studies,International Islamic Universiry Islamabad.

'Whenever there is need, however, the complete letters or the phonetic rymbols are

used.

1.10 Terminology Used

This research is written with the presumed background knowledge in Qur'anic

Arabic, Contemporary Descriptive and Functional Linguistics and Srylistic studies.

Terminology used in this thesis makes sense to such a reader. Anyone interested in

this study may follow these lines, which become self explanatory as the research

unfolds; however, necessary notes accompany to explain new terminology at the end.

1.11 Formating Style

APA sryle of documentation has been followed generally in this research.

Bibliography has been divided into two sections; general and Classical Islamic sources.

l.l2 Limitations of Srylistic Approach

3 Al Qur'anil karim the Text of the Qur'an Majm'ul Malik Printing Press Al Saudia Arabia
o 

Islamic Studies. A Journal of IRI International Islamic university Islamabad Pakistan
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\7hile linguistic description is objective and reliable for its descriptive data, stylistic

analysis may vary according to the emphasis laid by the analyst; the srylisdc approach

is therefore considered e leap of faith which may yary from person to person. In

order to keep subjectivity to a minimum level, the guidelines provided by the model

have been followed. Moreover, newer interpretations have been avoided. It is left for

the exegetes to look into these matters.
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CFIAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIETT

This chapter is divided into three sections. Section one deals with the writings of

scholars whose dealing of the prefixed letters is strictly traditionalist5 and includes

survey of the major traditional scholars from the times of the Prophet Mohammad

(peace be upon him) till &te. Section two discusses the dawn of the modern era when

a new interest in the original text developed under the impact of materialism,

empiricism, orientalism and descriptive lingpistics. Covering the scholars of this

period I enter the contemp orary ere where linguistics, textual study and srylistics have

remained the guideposts: The Post Modern Era. This is considered to be the period

from 1960s onward. Every section opens with an introduction to the approach itself

and how it accesses the study of the Qur'an in general and the prefixed letters in

particular. The section on Post Modernism covers relevant information on Arabic

alphabet and swiftly moves to a brief introduction of srylisdc analysis with different

approaches within stylistics, however, concentrating specifically on pedagogic

srylistics of Viddowson and Halliday that leads to the stylistic model for this thesis.

t 
This term is defined in section 2.1.2 in detail.
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This chapter aims on rhe one hand to collect, synthesize and consolidate the efforts

made by early scholars in the field, and on the other hand clarifies that Muslim

scholars have always kept the doors of research open and that there is little truth in

the popular myrh rhat no such smdy on these lewers is possible or should be taken up.

It further aims to distinguish linguistic approach from non linguistic ones and expand

upon rhe former to show rhat the subject has linguistic potential and deserves to be

dealt in accordance with this spirit.

2,L.1 Context of the Prefixed Letters

Scholars have attempted to trace and find the context of each verse of the Qur'an;

however traces of the context of these letters were never studied. Some scholars who

ried to link these letters with the Makkan6 period were puz-zled by the presence of

Medina/ chapters which have these letters. However as this srudy points out to the

linguistic conrexr of these letters, it is suggested to look at these le*ers from the

broader linguistic perspective of the immediate Arab world in particular, but the

universal linguistic perspective in more particular terrns as the general challenge of the

Qur'an points in this very direction. "And if ye are in doubt as to what V'e have

revealed from time to time to Our servant, then produce a surah like thereunto and

call witnesses as helpers" 2/ 23. The challenge within the text seems linguistically

relevanr as this will be noted in the end that the association of the prefixed letters,

6 chapters of the qu/an revealed in the city of Makka.

' Chapters of the Qu/an revealed in the city of Medina.
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their phonemes, connotation and d€notations find an exhibition in the prefixed

chapters which can be mken as part of the challenge mentioned in this verse. So in the

following sections the srudy of these letters is traced from the early times of Islam to

the present day: the Traditionalists, the Modernists and the Post Modernists.

2.1.2 TheTraditiotmlists

Traditionalists are the scholars who believe strictly in the literal meaning of the

revealed Text. They begin their srudies from the point of belief in God and His

messengers. Their concentration is mainly on what the text conveys and would not in

arLy way go beyond the revealed text or the Traditions of the Prophet. Their approach

to the prefixed letters, is, however, not monolithic. It varies from the impossibility of

any interpretation of the prefixed letters to the existence of some sort of meaning to

these letters. This section discusses in detail what has been written about the prefixed

letters by different scholars. It is divided into rwo sub sections.

The first section gives opinions of majoriry of scholars who have discussed about these

letters. This section is further divided into two sub sections. The first deals with

scholars from Ibn-e Abbas, times of Prophet Mohammad (saw$ till the Nineteenth

Century. Scholars who think there is no interpretation possible. The writings of

those, who feel there is a possibility of interpretation, are further divided into Textual

and extra textual Approach. Textual approach is furher divided into Descriptive and

Prescriptive approaches.
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2.1.3 lnterpreation Not Posible

I begin this section with the aszumption of scholars who feel that there is no

interpretation possible. Their reason for the uninterpretability lies in their conviction

that the Qur'an is a miracle and miracles can never be fully understood. Qurtubi

quotes these scholars such as Amir ash Sha 'bi, Sufyen ath Thawri and a group of

hadith scholars in the following words;

Allah has a secret in each of His Books and these letters are

Allah's secret in the Qur'an. They form pan of the

mutasbabib (open to interpretation) Zyats in the Qur'an
sbout which only Allah knows. It is not necessary to discuss

them but one should simply believe them and recite them as

they have come. This position was related from Abo Bakr as

Sidfiq and Ali Ibn Talib, Abul Layth Samarqandi rlated that

'IJmar, Uthman said, 'The separated letters are part of a

hidden knowledge which cannot be explained. (Qunubi
2003 pt31)

Such an observation leaves little room for any further explorations in the field.

However, it is found out through funher research that all scholars do not feel this

way. Qurtubi is also one of the scholars who feel similarly. His reason for the

uninterpretable character is the presence of two kinds of verses in the Qur'an. On the

basis of Q.3/7 a Qur'anic verse that talks of rwo kinds of verses; one which are clear

and interpretable and other which are metaphorical and therefore not open for

interpretation; Qurnrbi explains further;

These are from the rnuta shaa bihat (metaphors) and no one

knows their interpretation except Allah", and it is said that

these are the beginnings of names that the Prophet knew

fully, and this was narrated by Ibne Abbas that led to the

probabiliry of. alif for 'Ana, (I) ,' lam'(for Allah), and

meemfor'a'lam. (Ibid, p. 131)
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The reader may nore that in the very quote on the uniterpretability, the author

provides an explanation for the same. This shows that there has always been a natural

need to understand and explain to quench the natural curiosiry of knowledge seekers.

The comments, above, also comes, though roughly, under textual explanation as the

words chosen seem to be related by alliterative relationship to the sounds of the

letters. This shows the initial recognition of the scholars who would have an

instinctive understanding of the mutual relationship between words and letters.

Qurnrbi then follows scholars who gave different explanations of these letters, such as

Zaidlbn Aslam is quoted (P.133) " They are the names of the s[rahs." Al kalbi as

saying, "They are oaths which Allah Almighty swore by due to their excellence and

honour. He also says, "Some say that alif lam mim means, " This Book was revealed to

you from the Preserved Tablet". Thus one can, at the very outset, see the possibility

of research in this field. I have picked these themes mentioned by Qurnrbi one by one

with other opinions of scholars in the following sections.

2.1.4 Specielty of the Qur'an

Kufi scholars3 differed on the alphabets that opened the Qur'anic chapters, so some of

them such as Sha'bi hold that rhese are of the type of confusables (mutashabibar) and

Allah has kept the knowledge of them to Himself and no one knows its interpretation

excepr Him (God) and this is what has been narrated to us by our mentors. It is

commonly narrated on the authority ol Amtrul Mu'minln / (Caliph Ali) that every

book has an elite and rhe abbreviated letters are the elite of the Quran' Some
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contemporary Muslim scholars (Present times) tend to accept this position: for

example, Taqiuddin Usmani in The Meaning of tbe Noble Quran, writes,

These isolated letters found in the beginning of different

chapters are called, Al-Huroof-ul-Muqdtta'a.'The correct

position about them is that their exact meaning is not

known to anybody. It is a Divine secret that may be

disclosed only by Allah in the Hereafter. Since no practical

issue depends on their knowledge, our ignorance about

them does not have any adverse effect on our faith or

practice. Q007,p.7)

Al Shawkani (n.d.) in Fatha-al Qad.eu, not only discouraged scholars for going after

their meanings, but also condemn those who do so, on the basis of, these being

confusing (m.uusbabibat).Thns is an extreme view.

This kind of approach itself has adverse effects: First; it seems to close the doors of

research; second, how do we know that it is a divine secret or metaphors, when it has

nor been stated by God or His prophet anywhere in the Qur'an or in the traditions of

the Prophet (peace be upon him). Third, how do we presume that knowledge of

things unknown may not affect us practically, as no informed opinion can logically be

given in a state of ignorance?

The latest in this regard is The Noble Qur'an which has also a similar approach, and

simply closes the debate on these letters by saying: 'These letters are one of the

miracles of the Qur'an and none but Allah (alone) knows their meanings' (Khan, 2005,

p.62).
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As can be seen in the above argument offered by these scholars that it is intuitional

rather than supported by any textual or extra textual evidence, their strongest point of

these being the secret of God is not very convincing as can be seen in the following

section where f,wo types of interpretations have been put forward by scholars.

2.L.5 Non Texnul Interpretations

It is interesting to note that Traditionalist scholars who defend the case of these letters

as undecipherable go on to give some sort of explanation. Such different explanations

are listed below. The common factor between all these explanations is their non

rcxrual instinctive character.

2.L.6 Number Based lnterpretetion

Numerology is a universal phenomenon; letters in every language are related to

certain number and Arabic is no exception. Al Murtaza (1982) gives the value of these

letters, alif as one, lam, thirty, mim f.orry, si.d, ninetlr; all this comes to 1160. He

furcher claims that these words pose a challenge being from the same language and

none being able to bring a similitude.

2.1.7 Names of God

The prefixed letters as names appeal to scholars all over the world. I have picked up

the traditional scholars in this section who consider these as names of some entity;

God, the Qur'an or the Qur'anic chapters. Modern scholars on the same issue have

been discussed in section 2.2.2.
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ln Tafsir Allubab (Abi Hafs, 1998, p. 136) it is mentioned on the authority of Saeed

Ibn Jubair, that these are the names of Allah in broken forms and if you join them

properly you would know the great name of Allah, i.e. alif lam ra and ba rnTm and

niin make ar- Rebman, and in this way all of them.

Some said these contained the great name of Allah: quoted from Ibn 'Abbas and

'Akrama. Baidawi (1993) in his Tafsir writes: As narrated on the authority of Ibn

'Abbas,(may Allah be pleased with him), alif is the ah'Allab, ( Height of Allah) lam isHis

Lutf ( Delicary) end nim mulhubii (FIis Estate), and he said alif lam rZ end ba mim and

niin ere the combination in Al Rahman, and similar combinations in all opening letters.

Even if this interpretarion is accepted on the face of it many letters remain un-deciphered

such as ta and s7z. Moreover, there is hardly any logic behind such a limited

interpretation.

2.1.7.1 Names of the Qtu'an

Some of the scholars feel they were the names of the Quran, Qatada (as cited in

Qurrubi, 2003, p.133), Mujahid and Ibn Jareer, and some other scholars hold that

rhese were openings that Quran is opened with; Al Balkhi picks it, holding that

this ends the foregoing and marks the beginning of the forth coming. The same

interpretation is picked by Bellarmy (section 2.2.1).

This, in fact is the first indication towards a serious consideration of the prefixed

letters in the beginning of the Qur'anic chapters. It points to the fact that Arabic
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language had a tradition of using alphabet for more than what other languages do: use

them for further meaning.

2.1.7.2 Names of Days

In Tusi's Tibyan Dahak (as cited in Abi Hafs, 1998, p. 256) said that these are the

names of six days that Allah created this world in. Such an interpretation also seems

conjectural as six days' names do not match by *y link with these letters or the

phonemes they are made of.

2.1.7.3 Names of Chapters

Bukhari8 quoted on the authority of Abi Huraira recalling, the Prophet used to recite

alif lam rntm Sejda along with other chapters mentioned by him' and this can be

quoted as evidence that these were used as names of the chapters. Zamakhshari

explains further in the following words;

As for the reason of their naming the example is as if
someone names his children Zid ail another Umer, he is

not asked why he named one Zaid and another Omer, it is

but distinguishing one from the other, and similarly no one

asks why this commodity is named as man and the other as

horse, and if you ask why this abbreviated letter is a verse

and the other is not the answer would be it is from the given

knowledge and is out of the scope of imagination. (1966, p.

140)

It is true that a man may not be asked why he named one of his children Omer,

however, one would certainly wonder why he names six of his children Omer then six

t Abr, 'iss", Fazal Abbas Saleh Abu Iateef Abu 'issa has written his MA thesis on the topic of
these letters. Al Huroof ul Muqatta'a fi 'awaili Sor.Jami'a Najah Al \ilataniya. Palestine. 2003.

He has collected valuable information on these letters.
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as Bakar and then seven as Zaid. Zamakhsahri's explanation does not provide a

principled answer to this question. This work serc out with the assumption shared by

many scholars that the chapters having these letters are not random and that there

must be some reason for placing these letters in the beginning of single as well as

groups of chapters. Scholars such as Ibn 'Ashoor (n.d.) and and Shaltoot (1965)

disagree with this stance on grounds that the aim to name is to remove doubts which

this approach does not serve.

2.1.8 Multiplelnrcrpretations

In his research on these leffers Abu 'Issa (2003) has collected many different

interpretations listed here. Some claim these are oaths that Allah has sworn by

(Ibn 'Abbas, 'Akrama, Akhfaz and Zarkashi). These are the proof that Qur'an is a

miracle of God (al Baqilani, Zamakhshari, Ibn Kathir). These are the proof that

Mohammad is the true Prophet of God @amakhshari, Nasafi and Baydawi). Some

suggest that they were alphabem that represent the Arabic alphabet; some others

said that they were letters from the number of sentences, some claimed that every

book has a secret and the secret of the Holy Qorar is this; some said these are to

attract the polytheists (mushriktn) who preached to avoid this Quran till they heard

these letters (ALRazi and Zwqani); some assert that these were the beginnings of

chapters by which Allah opened their narration.
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2.L.9 Phrases in Themselves

Mohiudduin Sheikh Zadt, narrating from Ibn 'Abbas,

Atif Inm mtm means Anallah u A'lam, (I am the God dl
knowing) and Alif lam rZ meats Anallahu A'lam wa'ArZ, {
am the God Knowing and Seeing, ) *d Kaf for Kafin (the

sufficient)and ha for h-ad, (the guide) and yZ f rom h aklrn,(the

one with wisdom),and 'ayn from 'ahm lrnd sad from s-adiq

(the truthful). (t999, p. 133)

Ibn Kathir (1966, p.tO2) writes: 'some linguists also stated that they are letters from

alphaber and that Allah did not cite entire alphabet of rwenty eight letters. For

instance, one might say "My son recites alif ba fi thA"...he means the entire

alphabet although he stops before mentioning the rest of it'. This opinion was

also supported by Ibn Jarir $95a).

2.1.10 Spirinrd and Philosophical Implications

Non rexrual explanation is limited only by the imagination of the scholars and the

prefixed letters are no exceprion. Many spiritual and philosophical implicadons have

been sought, of which I have noted a few'

Extra textual explanations of these letters have attracted scholars like Ibn 'Arabi to

relate them to dig into the unknown area such as relating them to angels and link it to

the known: the Prophet (peace be upon him). Ibni 'Arabi comes up with the

following inspirations,

The three letters, alif km atd rntrn hint to the totality of

the universe as alif is the first of all the existence that
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occurred, lam is the active wisdom that is Jibril (Gabriel),

which gains from the source and delivers to the end part

that is Mohammad who is the last of creations and by whom

the cycle of creation completes itself. (1978, p. 13)

Such an intelpretation points to the imaginative heights of the scholar and may mean

a lot for philosophers, however, from linguistic perspective it yields little meaning as

this cannot be extended to other letters as it is extra textual and does not explin Alif

lZm, ra, or ha nfim or nun, because whatever is said of alif lam rnlm above stan& true

everywhere in the Qur'an while the prefixed letters keep changing, which would be

difficult to explain as in that case rZ. should lead to the end part, or ya stn; in which yZ

should point to the origin and stn rc the end part while the active wisdom ()ibreel)

seems to be missing. Moreover, such an explanation does not fall unsder linguistic

realm and hence outside the scope of this work. He however, leaves us with the

importance of letters in the Arabic language.

Mohammad Ibn Al Murtaza (1982), one of the great scholars of the eleventh century

remarks that Alif is the name of Allah and has the greatest name in it, prayers are

responded with it and asserts that only people with mature knowledge will understand

these lemers, Quoting from Aali 'Irnran/7, that only firmly grounded in knowledge can

understand it.

Alan Jones in his article , The Mystical Letws of tbe Quran (2005) after rejecting any idea

of adding these letters by the scribes puts forward another theory. According to him

as ba Mim, l.a Yansuriina,'were the watch word of Muslims at the siege of Medina'

these are therefore of 'mystical significance' and writes,'but how would that help us
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understand their meaning?', meaning is the thorniest problem, but holds that being

the watch word provides 'decisive evidence' for their being nothing but 'mystical

symbols.' Still the question of their precise meanings remains unresolved.

Thus he concludes with a note of uncertainty. 'There remains the question whether

the letters had any precise meaning. Opinions have been divided on the point and in

the absence of. any clear evidence on the subject this will no doubt continue to be the

case. Abdul Majid DaryaAbadi n The Holy Qur'an Pronounces,

Three letters of the Arabic dphabet generally held to be

symbolic of some profound and sublime mystic verities''

God knows best what He means by these letters"'Arabic

orators sometimes used to open their discourses with similar

vocables. Also compare Ps 119 in the Old Testament, where

the Psalmist has arranged his meditations in an elaborate

alphabetical form' It has been called the alphabet of Divine

Love. (1971, P. 6A)

Strangely speaking Darya Abadi does not discuss these letters with reference to any

other chapter and simply goes by; however, his statement is suggestive of some

solution hidden there.

2.l.tt Possibility of intcrpreation

From impossibiliry assumption of scholars, there are a Bre tnumber of scholars who

presume that these letters have a meaning which is relevant to the reader and must be

understood. The great scholar Al Razi (1981) after discussing different propositions

about these letters defends the case of these letters as the guidance of mankind to bring

them out of darkness by pointing rc the Presence of some meanings. He alleges that it

does not become a book sent ro bring mankind out of ignorance and blindness into
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light of knowledge, to contain words, which are incomprehensible so there mu$ be

someone in the slaves of God who possesses the knowledge of the Book. He quotes

verses from the Holy Quran, '\trill they not contemplate the Quran? Do they have

locks on their hearts? / Q. LS.ZS and, 'ln clear Arabic tongue' Q.26:196, implying that

its interpreation should be clear to men and'Those seeking its meaning would have

found it out from them'/4:83 And 'For we have sent the scripture down to you

explaining everyrhing /16.89 And, 'Gddance/2:6 and 2/185, Asking that if

unexplained, the Quran would not justify itself as clear in meaning and guidance, as

unclear cannot be a guidance, and quoting on the authority of Ali Ibn Abi Talib

quoted in Al Lubab and Baidawi notes and comments on a tradition/ hadith of the

Prophet (peace be upon him):

For you is the book of God, in it there is news of what has

passed before you and what is to follow and decisions for

what is amongst you: a decisive discourse and not a frivolous

talk...The scholars would never satiate from it and its

wonders would never come to an end. (as cited in Abi Hafs,

t998, p.255-256)

Thus it is not befitting that these letters are incomprehensible. He judges that the

fact that these letters are the secrets of God does not mean that the people of sound

knowledge would never have access to them. This approach encourages search for

rhe meaning and significance of these letters instead of blocking the way as it points

to hope and guideline in this regard. Instead of insisting on the secrecy hypothesis

which leads to passivity and submission, he quotes from the Qur'anic verses which

discourage this such as 'and when they are reminded of the signs of God, they do not
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fall prostrate deaf and blind,' Q:25:73; implies according to Al Razi that these must

be investigated and some logical explanation must be sought.

Al Razi claims that a study is possible. It justifies at least an attempt or continuous

research on these until some satisfactory explanation from some angle is provided. Al

Razi's commenr about the abiliry of men of knowledge to explore these letters is

interesting as it opens the doors of research.

He furcher adds that these lemers specially occur in chapters that talk of the

miraculous narure of the Qur'an and these are Mekkan (revealed at Makka) therefore

addressed to the polytheists inviting them to the fold of Islam; contain addresses to the

people of the book and the proving of verdict on them.

Yet this explanation has problems as many of the chapters are not Mekkan and even

rhe srarement about the book being a miracle cannot be generalized as the Chapter

spider (,Anhabilt),Mary (Maryam) end The Pen @l Qalan) do not have any zuch

beginning. Also such an explanation is based on surface reading while the issue seems

to deserve more profound explanation as will be seen later.

Khan (2005, p. 62) writes, 'Alif Lam rneern; these are just three Arabic letters that

consrirute the first ayah (verse) of. Sura Al-Baqarah....then he asks the reader, 'Are there

special features common to all these chapters? And what does this signify?' The

question he poses reflects the growing consciousness of our times regarding the

presence of some features in all these chapters and that there must be some significance

in it.
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2.L.12 Relation to Ntrmber Nineteen

Rashad Khalifa (1989) in the Twentieth century drew world attention by

mathematically calculating the prefixed letters in the concerned chapters and finding

that there is a strange existence of the component of the number t9 multiplied by any

number in these chapters for example according to his calculations the alif in Baqara

occurs 4205 times and it is the divisible of 19 in the same way niln occurs in chapter Al

Qalam5263times and it is the divisible of 19 multiplied by 277 (I<halifa,1989, p. 5a0).

His srudy temporarily thrilled the world, however came under severe criticism by

scholars such as Abdullah Q005, pp128), who called his work a mischievous effort to

tamper the Qur'anic text and its meanings and Bilal Philips(1987) called it a hoax.

Abdurrehman (1424/2003), who in his thesis, debates and denies the truth of rhe

number calculations of Khalifa. His main thesis is to deny what Khalifa claimed about

the divisibiliry of the number of occurrences of the letters by the digit 19.

2.1.t3 Relation to General Cdculation of Numbers

There is another aspect of the alphabet - number relationship wherein every alphabet

is by tradition related to a certain number for example alif stands for number one lam

for 30, mim for 40 Qaf for 100 nun for 50 ra for 200 @akri, 1979). This led the

scholars of the time of the Prophet (peace be upon him) to relate it to the time span of

the dominance of Islam. As narrated by Abil 'Alia in the following words;

IU7hen the Jews came to him, he (the Prophet), recited to
them chapter, Alif Latn Mm Baqara (cow) and they

calculated these letters by their numbers and said, 'How can

we enter a religion whose whole duration is only seventy
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one years?' The Prophet smiled and they asked, 'Is there

more?' so he said, 'Alif UmMw, Saad, andAlif lnm Ra and

Alif Lam Mim Ra'they said you mixed it up for us, so we do

not understand what to make out of it. (as cited in Abi

Hafs, 1998, p.259)

This may lead us to suggest that there was an early curiosiry about the knowledge of

these letters and that the Prophet (peace be upon him) encouraged his addressee to

explore the area on logical grounds providing further clues to approach the whole

issue anew.

2.1.L4 Limiations

The above study points to multiple interpretations and hence the significance of these

letters according to rhe knowledge that existed regarding these alphabet. It shows that

in fact there is no school of thought who believes in the absence of interpretation.

Every school of thought provides some soft of explanation to these letters.

Paradixically, rhose who assign no meaning to these keep on providing different

explanations, while those who believe that there is some meaning and they do not

know it suggest further research. One can clearly see that it was the early philological

period and therefore rhe interpreters were limited by their times in giving their

opinions. The above srudies show that an impressionistic connection is made berween

the letters and different atributes of Allah. Such studies mark the first step towards

texrual association taken up in this work. However, such types of explanations fall

shon of any logical justification as zummed up below;

I Vhy same sets of letters occur in the beginning of six chapters of Alif larn

mim? \thy another group of lemers alif lam ra occvr before five chapters?
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2 Vhy different letters occur in the beginning of different chapters?

3 \Vhy ba mtm occurs in the beginning of seven chapters?

  \[hy all chapters don't have prefixed letters?

It also fails to explain the grouping of these chapters and their ultimate relationship

that has to do something with these letters.

2.1.L5 Need for Search

The desire to know about these letters continues in the twentieth century. Even

radidonal scholars who follow a strict line of tradition in their understanding of the

Qur'an feel that if a convincing interpretation has not been provided there must be

efforts made in these directions. Amin Ahsan Islahi (1989), a renowned Pakistani

Muslim scholar, on the other hand writing in the twentieth century, calls it a dury of

scholars to find the meanings and significance of these letters as it is due on the

scholars to do so. Thus the contemporary scholars have a varied approach and this

thesis is a tribute to scholars such as, Allama Taba Tabai (1973), who keep inspiring

the smdents of the Qur'an to keep following the path of research. This thesis therefore

owes to Ibn 'Abbas, the companion and uncle of the prophet (peace be upon him), and

then all scholars who initiated the debate on this topic and advanced it, such as

Zamakhshari Q.l.3.L) who initiated the linguistic analysis of these letters.

Zamakhshari, who has already been discussed under traditional approach serves as a

bridge berween the tradirional and modern linguistic approach for his attention to the

sounds of the letters and their various charecteristics as discussed below.
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2.1.16 Neo Linguistic Approach

Muslim scholars had as early as the twelfth century AD begun the study of sounds on

initial anachronistic grounds. A good example is Zamakhshari'' who gives very

detailed aniculatory account of these prefixed lemers. He, for the first time, engages in

a phonetic description of these letters in hrs Kashaaf, His concentration is mainly on

these letters in isolation. He holds that these letters present some interesting

philological features. 'That you find half of the Aramaic letters i. e. fourteen of them

and these are alif, ld.m, mtm ard yd end rZ, kaf ail ha ard qaf and niln in 29 chapters.

He then describes the places and manner of articulation of these sounds with reference

to the leading sounds carried by these. He continues, 'then if you look at them you

find that half of them are devoiced half of these are voiced that is alif, lam, rnlrn, rd'

'ayn tZ qaf ya (mis) and niln. He also mentions the fortis and lenis sounds and (palatal)

mufatult, (open); tongue position with regard to high and low sound;

Zamakhshari provides an anachronistic description that can be considered a

predecessor of the modern phonetic description of the phonological characteristics of

the sounds of the letters. He also hints to some extra texrual context when he holds

that their number (occurrence as one, f,wo, three, four and five) is related to the

consonanr number combination in the Arabic speech, but he never attempts to find

, ,Th. rexr runs ,anna fihi mahmtsa niEfuhU; al g1d, wal kaf, wal he, wal sln, wa lam, wa

minal majhora nigfuhu, al'alif, wal lam, wal mrm, wal'ayn, wal qef, walya,wannon, wa

minash shadida nisfuhq al'alif, wal kaf,wa wal qaf, wal ya, wa -inar rakhwa nisfuhU; al lam,

wal mim, war r4 waq qad, wal ha, wal'ayn, wal srn, wal wal ya,wann[n. wa minal matbaqa

nisfuhu; ...... P139)
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any inter or intra linguistic connection. Zamakhshari's study marks the beginning of

the phonetic approach and I have used the leading phonemes of the letters as the basis

for the phonemic and morpho phonemic templates traced in the prefixed chapters for

which Zamakhshari laid the foun&tions.

2.1.16.1 Place of Articulation

Similar phonetic interest can be seen in Baidawi's writing, who writing two centuries

aker Zamakhshari provides a link between the place of arciculation and the zuggested

intentions of the text. The comment by Baidawi interests the linguist who may see in

it the beginning of an Articulatory Phonedc description only to be perfected in the

20'h century.

And it is said, alif is wtered from the farthest area of the

throat and it is the beginning of articulation and lam from

the sides of the tongpe and it is the middle and mlm is from

the lips and it is the last area. The intention, therefore, is

that the slaves (of God) should begin their speech by the

remembrance of Allah and the middle and final of the

speech should be in the remembrance. (1968, pp. 139-1a1)

Allama Taba Tabai in his Tafsir Al Mizan, claims that these are the specialties of the

Quran and no other divine book has them, and after repeating the traditionalists'

views on the subject, he opines in the following words;

If you ponder a litde over the chapters/suras that share these

letters such as mims, rZ, tawasln( plural of ta :nn) aad

l1awZmim ( pl. of ba *r*) you find in the related chapters

certain commonality of subjects, and context that you do

not find in other chapters. (1973,p. lll)
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This, he says, is further emphasised by the fact that in majoriry of these chapters, we

find verses in close proximity with these letters, which talk about the Book; its

revelation and the negation of doubt about the revelation and so on. This is a

posibiliry that there is a special reladonship berween the prefixed letters and the

Qur'anic text of the chapters they occur in the beginning; this, he says, is reinforced

by the fact that in chapter 7 Heights / A'raf. which has alif lZm mtm and sad pre{Ilxed

to it, there is a collection of subjects ol mtm end ;ad while Thunder/Ra'ad./ Q.l3

seems a collection of the subjects of. alif lam mirn and ra.

The possibility, according to Taba Tabai, is that if more attention is paid to the text of

the prefixed chapters and comparison is made more might be revealed. Taba Tabai, for

the first time moves from the letters to the text and the zubject contained in the

relevant chapters. He desires that a more concentrated study should be carried out of

those chapters that contain these letters with the expectations that something of

relevance between the text and the letters might be discovered. As shall be seen in this

study Taba Tabai's remarks point to a very basic fact and mark the beginning for the

study of subtle sryle of the Qur'an that unfolds it.

2.t.17 Textul Approach: from ktter to the Text

Taba Tabai's recommendation is taken as a guideline in this research with closer

attention to the text, quoting Margaret Attwood's line, If you look a litde under the

surface you will see me/ 10 sums up the above discussion. I move to the next section

to Line from a poem by Margaret Atwood, Tltis b a Photograph of Me, published in Ronald
Caner et al, \Vorhing with Text, 1997, p. t5l
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where a textual stance has been taken by scholars. Taba Tabai, who after following the

tradition of non textual approach of scholars, moves to textual investigation.

2.1.18 Foun&tion of Tertual Approach

Linguistic analysis of literary text is a recent phenomenon (in 60s of the last century)

in the modern linguistics ftIalliday 1960, Viddowson 1975 and Leech 1984). However,

the Arab scholars took very keen interest in the srudy of the Qur'anic text earlier (12'h

century) as it was holy and enjoyed a unique status in the Muslim sociery. Versteegh

has pointed out towards many smdies of the Qur'anic text that could pass for the

modern linguistic textual studies. The present study follows the spirit of the early

studies of text with modern tools of srylistics as explained in section on stylistics

(2.3.10). Suyuti in his hqan fi 'uliimil Qur'an (lt2-tl3) explains this link in greater

details in the following words:

That the chapters with the prefixed letters contain words

that begin with or contain these letters so much so that if we

replace Qaf with nilnitlool<s very unsuitable. The chapter

Qaf f.or example has words such as Qur'an, KhaQ, qautl,

qurb and qawlu 'atld arrd raqlb. Chapter sZl discusses

ukbdsurn between many panies in this chapter such as the

one of the disbelievers and the Prophet (peace be upon him),

another berween two parties in the coun of David, that of

the people of fire and Ibls (satan) with Adam and against

him. (1999, pp. 112-113)

Suyuti takes the reader into the text of the chapters pointing to the theme of the

chapters and this is the closest that has been found regarding the study of these letters

from a textual perspective, however the questions asked initially (in this thesis) about
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the nature of these letters in different chapters are still unanswered as we need to

investigate to find out how this happens. For example: Does the takhasum (dispute)

theme initiated in chapter s-ad pervades through all the chapters where sZd is present?

In my opinion 'Allama al Suyuti lays the foundation of the textual analysis by

pointing to texrual clues and links rather than impressionistic interpretations.

2.1.t9 Melody of the Text

Qur'anic text is read out to millions of Muslims and it is known for its melodious

sound effect.ll The question from this research point of view would be about the

relationship of these letters to the music or melody of the oral effect. Abdul Karim Al

Khateeb explains some relation in this regard,

These letters that occur in some chapters of the Holy Quran
and that in the beginning make the unity of the melody and

the melody of this echo in the whole chapters so it is not
necessary to get into the discussion of the meanings of these.

(lee7)

This comment is a shift from the existing views, but reinforces some of the

phonological views of the present age in which there is more conscious awakening to

the tunes and melody of text. In a highly conscious society of the Arabs at rhe time of

Prophet Mohammad (peace be upon him) listeners enjoyed a state of comperence, as

explained by Chomskyl2 in the twentieth centur)r, in this regard and the musical

11'For the oral effect of the Qur'an please see Qur'an as a Spoken \7ord see: \filliam A.
Graham in Approaches to Islam in Religious Studies, ed. Richard C. Martin, One world,
Oxford, 1985, 2001.

" Chomsky, N. Studies on semantics in generative grammar tdks of the innate ability of native
speakers to understand a newly produced sentence. This can be applied to any narive speakers'
understanding of the text.
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effect was stated more generally, for instance getting peace of mind and soul. This

study, as part of stylistics, includes the analysis of melody regarding the above stated

'echoing' effect and analyzes how far that echo and music of the texr is related to rhe

abbreviated letters. This relates to the phonology of the text where we aim to take the

issue to Prosodic Morphology and see if what is said about melody is true (see section

7.1). The idea of relating to the music of the text is the first step towards textual

approach. Other scholars such as Hans Bauer, as quoted by leff.ery in The Mystic

Letters of Koran goes beyond this and find phrases that he calls 'catch words'. This can

truly be called the beginning of textual smdies.

Now the Titles of the chapters for the most part consist of

more or less striking catch-words which are taken from the

chapters concerned, so we would consider the above cases as

abbreviations of ingenious catch-words also.' 'YS referring

to Yas 'a of verse 19 of the same sura; S stands for Safinatu

of verse 30 of sura S, Q of Sura I refers to Qarinubu of verse

22 and26.TH of Sura XX has two separate references, dre

first for Tuua in verse 12,and the second f.or Harun (Aaron)

mentioned many times in this sura, N of Sura Ixviii is for

majnun which in a way is the zubject of the Sura. (1924, p.

252)

lef{ery calls this a big step but calls it still 'not quite satisfactory' as it has no consistent

theory as to the reason of the signs being these.' Bauer has taken a giant step in the

texrual study of the Qur'anic text regarding these letters. This work is an attempt not

only to explain and take further the work of Bauer, but also to explain the theory that

is behind the use of these words, if there is any. Contemporary Muslim scholars tend

to take two diverse views towards these letters: one school of thought takes an

'enough is enough' view in this regard, for example Irfan Ahmed Khan 2005 p, 6 in
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his, Rellections on the Holy Qur'an, writes, Alif Lam rneern (A,. L. M.) These are just

rhree Arabic letters that constitute the first ayah (verse) of. Sura al-Baqarah....then he

asks the reader,' Are there special features common to all these chapters? \[hat does

this signify? The question he poses reflects the growing consciousness of our times

regarding rhe presence of some features in all these chapters and that there must be

some significance in it.

2.1.20 A Linguistic Chdlmgp

The most popular view, however, put forward by scholars is that the Quranic text is

srructured with the help of letters that are in use by the addressees and it challenges

them to make something similar if they can. Human beings compose poetry and

literature and from these letters Allah has made the miraculous Quran so what e great

difference berween the making of man and the making of the Creator. I quote just one

scholar Qurrubi who explains this in the following manner:

That it is simply about the letters of the dphabet- and Allah

knows the best- so when the Arabs were challenged by the

Qur'an to produce something like it, it would be clear that

it is composed of the same lefters which are the basis of their

normal language. That would make their inability to

duplicate it all the more apparent. In the proof against them

since there is nothing in it ouside of the letters they use in

their everyday speech. Q003,p.132)

However, even this statement may face criticism as it might be called a generalized and

emotional statement; for example the same argument may be put forward by the

enthusiasts of Milton or Shakespeare. The question would be, if the challenge is

related to the text then a linguistic explanation of that challenge would become even
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more necessary: Hence the need for taking up a linguistic analysis. This work

therefore aims to go beyond any emotional statement and includes texmal analyses

that may lead to a better appreciation of the text.

2.2 Modernists

Developments in different branches of Phonetics, Phonology and Historical linguistics

led to the scientific study of language. Confidence in the scientific tools led ro rhe

belief that everything in language must also be scientifically explainable. Scholars

working under these notions accessed the Qur'anic text of whom the pioneers are

Bellarmy, Noldeke, Goossens and Bell. These scholars take help from historical

linguistics zuch as Philology and use their reasoning abiliry taken from the

Empiricism. Following the strict linguistic approach of Sauszure's synchronic study

without taking any historical or literary traditions into considerations, they reject

anything unexplainable in the text on these set lines as a proof that the text needs

modification to suit their method of analysis. This approach in the study of the

Qur'anic text has given birth to many interesting studies noted below.

2.2.1 Tlre Batmdrt,'Hypothesis'

Bismillab is used in the beginning of all but one chapter of the one hundred and

fourteen chapters of the Holy Qur'an. Bellarmy holds that these letters are nothing

but the same BismillZb in the short form. It is significant how Bellarmy introduces the

subject of these leffers:

To anyone seriously interested in the text of the Koran,

these letters are a constant source of irritation, a nagging
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discontent which is revived at each encounter. Scholars are

always willing to confess ignorance, where necessary, but to

do so in this case is particularly gdling, since the fawateb
have so much in common, both in form and context, that

one gets a strong impression that they really must mean

something, and that only a slight effort should be necessary

in order to solve the mystery. $973, p.270)

In fact what Bellarmy is describing is a natural reaction that any linguist would have

had in similar conditions. Talking about Muslim writers he rejects them as guesses'

contradictory.' He writes, "It is important to note, however, that they found nothing

strange in interpreting these abbreviations of Arabic words and phrases" (1973, p.268).

After a review of the western scholars, such as Noldeke, Loth, Schwally, Goossens, he

reaches the conclusion that 'all these theories suffer from two serious defects:

D They treat the iszue of. fawatih in isolation with the textual history of the

Koran

iD They igrore the pre Uthmanic variants.

Bellarmy concentrates on above t'wo points to solve the mystery, which according to

him is the most important, as he puts it,'any solution must give full weight to the

pre-Uthmanic readings and how the variants which are the proof of comrption in the

text arose'. He funher notes that any solution must answer the following questions,

Vhether these fawatih are pert of the revelation or not. ii) At what

point in time they were introduced to the text? iii) \fhy there are

faantih only before 29 out of. LL4 surahs? iv) Vhy the meaning of

the fau:atih was forgotten so completely that the earliest
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commentators on the Koran, no longer had any idea of what they

really meant.'

After all this, Bellarmy comes up with his interpreadon of them as 'Basmalah,'

My own solution to the problem as indicated in the title, is

that all rhefawatih are the abbreviations of basmdhh.

2.2.1.1 Vhen was hsrulab Introduced?

He then poses another set of questions, '\tr7hen was BasrnalaD introduced? \J7hy is it

omitted from surah 9? \Vhy are so many abbreviations used when one would serve

just as well or even better? After dealing with these summarily he claims that the

theory of. basmalab is the only feasible one, he claims;

No other interpretation is consistent with facts. If any new

explanations of. the faantib are proposed, they will not only

have to stand on their own merits, but they will have to

explain away the close connection between the fawatib and

basmalrt that has been established here. @ellermy, 1973,

p.278-279)

Bellarmy, therefore strongly believes that the prefixed letters are abbreviations of

basmalab and no other explanation is possible. However, not all letters are easily

adaptable rc basrnalah so there would be emendations required. In the third section

on 'Emendations, Q79-285) he discusses the abbreviations and the principles on

which they work in the Arabic language,' 'These abbreviations are constnrcted on a

very simple principle; they may consist of a single letter (not necessarily the first)

taken from the word or phrase.'
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The writer then moves with great caution to avoid any accusation of being 'arbitrary'

and to provide an acceptable solution to the ever-existing issue of the abbreviated

letters. But despite all that, he proposes fourteen major 'emendarions' to rhe Qur'anic

Text (Iable 5 and 6 p.253.) The writer tahes exceptions to his arbitrariness saying that

'The only emendation that is not confirmed at all by repeated use and hence is

completely erbitrary is that of Kaf rc be alif 'which he considers negligible and

therefore to be acceptable.

2.2.1.2 Ilow fusrulah Gets lnsertod?

Bellarmy explains the process by which basmakb might have been included in the

text. He explains in greater details;

Insertion of BSM over BAH as a gloss, (First) Gloss creeps

into text, (second) ba -alif mrstaken for kafi ha is joined to
the following ba mim is mistaken for sad (Finally), Copyist
sees only three strokes instead of the four in ba-sin atd
mistakes the last two for the open topped 'ayn and the fint
ya. @ellarmy, 1973, p.282)

The above comment is an example of how the prescriptive approach finds expression

in Bellarmy's work. In order to accept what Bellarmy is offering we will have to

accept seven errors for one set of the prefixed lemers. I have marked these below for

the convenience of the reader.

Insenion of BSM over BAH as a glos.( First) Glosr creeps

into text,(second)2ba -alif mistaken forhaf lba is joined to
the following aba mirn is mistaken for sad (Finally) ,5 Copyist

sees only three strokes instead of the four in ba-sin and
6mistakes the last two for the open topped 'ayn andthe Tfirst

ya. @ellumy, 1973, p. 282)
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In fact he makes more than scores of emendations in the said paper; his first

emendation is to change I q] to [B] @ellarmy, 1973,p.280)so we get BSM for the tsm(A

sln mlm). This is a great success according to Bellarmy, then he proposes to emend YS

(ya *n) to BS (8; sin) and qad and qaf to mrm. The problem with Bellarmy's approach

is that it goes against the historical facts of the text of the Qur'an although he claims

othervise. It is arbitrary and he accepts it and prescribes a new set of data in order to

make room for his assumption although he claims objectivity when he says, 'the

reconstruction presented here mainly involves the selection and arrangement of

pertinent data, sometime supported by addidonal arguments and only rarely the

eliciting of new data from the sources at hands'. Bellarmy's work belongs to early

linguistic raditions as modern linguistics is descriptive rather than prescriptive. By

suggesting emendations ro the text he goes against the spirit of descriptive linguistics.

As for this custom of abbreviations is concerned, it is true that the Arabs used

abbreviations of the above kind, however, whether these stand f.or Basmala is highly

debatable at the face of the great number of emendations he has to propose. Keeping

the above principle in mind he examines alif lam mim, alif lam 14 alif larn mlm rZ, hZ

mim and nun and finds that these make ideal abbreviations of basmakb. This,

according to Bellarmy, solves the problem of the mystery of. the letters, however. But

then he faces another difficulty. In his own words; 'the problem, of course, lies in the

nine abbreviations before ten surr$ which do not fit and here we must resort to

emendations of the text to put these things right. So Bellarmy begins with the

emendations of the fauZflb and ends up with the emendation of the Text. Such a
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solution complicates the issue rather than help and does not meet the standard textual

analytical methodolo gy.

2.2.2 Re&ctionists:Noldeke

Noldeke was the first German scholar who paid serious aftention to the study of the

prefixed letters and proposed the redactionists' theory. Noldeke 'suggested that these

letters are owners' marks which appeared on the separate collections of surahs from

which Zeidb. Thabit made his first recension.. Thus TH (Aba) cou,ld represent Talha,

til{ (hamtm) andN (nun), Abdur Rahman and so fonh @ellarmy,1973, p. 258). This

theory was retained by Hirschfield with cerrain modificarions (Ncildeke, 2005).

Noldeke identifies the names of scribes i.e. mim for Mughira, qaf for Qasim, but

Massey holds that identification is not the point and 'To prove the catalogue of

idendfication is to see more of a tribute to the imaginations of the researcher than any

solutions. Some explanation is needed in the matter of chapter 42...This case, however,

can be explained in one or tc/o ways (l)...in this case there are actually two separate

patterns here. (2) Another possibiliry is that, given the location of. +2 in the middle of

six other chapters ha mtm has been added later by analogy. His theory also does not

explain the 'one-letter' 'chapters and therefore he suggests a different line for these.

2.2.2.1 Keith Massey

The tradition of the abbreviated letters being names of some entity was taken in

section 2.L.7 with reference to traditional scholars, it was then picked up by Noldeke
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and then given up as names of scribes, however Keith Massey picks it up once again

with a little difference, he writes:

If the letters are an ordered list, the best candidate for

referents is names of people who, for some reason, are being

ranked by the person who has put down the letters. For

what reason would people be ranked? The best modern

parallel is well known to anyone who has used a criticd

apparatus. (1995, p. 500)

Massey, therefore, feels that the names show the ranking of the scribes that would

guide the reader about the authenticity level of the text. He strongly believes that

these are the names of scribes who abbreviated their names and wrote them in front of

the chapters. In his own words:

I assen that this precise practice is what the Mystery Letters

of the Quran are reflecting. !flhen Zayd ibn Tabit, at the

order of 'IJthman, complied the Quran, he used several

sources. For those Surahs which had either more than one

source (or perhaps whose reading was supponed by

more than one source, as in the Greek New

Testament), he acknowledged those sources by listing

one letter abbreviations of them, in his perceived rank

of imponance. (7996, p. 500)

Massey seems to stick to a point propounded by Noldeke but withdrew from it as

stated by Jefferey (1924). Massey, therefore picks up something rejected by its

originator, which makes his case weaker. However, one may ask, why should there be

only rurenty nine chapters so marked out of one hundred and fourteen chapters of the

Qur'an. The difference is that Massey is more interested in the organization of

chapters in the Qur'an and feels that these letters have a treat deal to do with that.

The scribe hypothesis can neither explain the grouping such as alif lam mirn and alif
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lZm rZ or alif lam mirn ra, therefore seems a surface study rather than a profound

probe.

2.2.2.2 Names of Chapters: Goossens' Explanation

Goossens also thinks these are the names of the chapters just as Zamakhshari did

(discussed in section 2.1.7.4). The question, however, is, how can we have six or seven

chapters by the same name as explained by Goossens (as cited inletf.ery,1924):

Goossens provisionally ansv/ers this by pointing out that it
does not follow that the abbreviation in every case is for the

same name. Thus to take ALM, it might be used as the

abbreviation of no less than founeen of the present names.

b.2s5)

He therefore proposes to tackle every chapter individually and he does so. ln case of

'N',Sura Al Qalam,68, he relates it ro ' Al-Hut -(the tish) [effiery, 1924) f.rom the

Nonh Semitic nun -fish' . Goossens makes a good beginning that lays the foundation

of searching the clues of the abbreviated letters in the text itself. How this is picked up

by the presenr writer may be seen in section 6.1.1. This shows that in order to support

the argument of 'names of chapters' scholars began to feel the need to go inside the

text. This, in fact, began the textual approach discussed in the following sections (2.3.9

- 2.3.rt).

2.2.2.3 Reorganizations of Chapters

As Goossens follows 
^ 

yery narrow line of names of chapters/suras regarding these

letters, he also proposes to make changes in the organization of the chapters/suras to

make room for his approach. He thinks sura 36 Yavn and 37, sffit should be united
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and in this way the name Yastn which he thinks stands for Al Yasin mentioned in the

lrter sura as ll-Y-a.s will be a befitting one. Thus, in order to prove a narrow point he

challenges the broader structural organization of the chapters, which complicates the

issue even further rarher than point to the solution. This research Presents the study of

the prefixed letters in a manner that builds upon the existing organization agreed upon

by all the scholars unanimously relating with the srylistic aspect as carried out in

chapter five.

About series alif lam ra his observations that these deal with different prophets and

belong to the Rusul @rophets) group provides good support to one of my evidence

along with many others (see Section 4.9.4).

Sura Sajda 32 according to Goossens gives the greatest difficulry to fit in his scheme'

On Sura Al A 'rAf (alif lam mtm sad), his observation of relating alif larn mtm s-ad with'

'Al-Musawwlr'is only a riny part of the whole text and that is why he finds it difficult

to expand for similar clues in Swa Maryarn (M"ty), so he writes regarding the kaf ba of

haf bayd'a)n sadinthe following manner:

There is clearly nothing with which they can be related in

sura xix' so in order to solve the riddle he proposes to join

sura xviii, and says, ' but if we look for a moment at sura

xviii, we find it is "Al'Kahf that is also a composite sura

containing stories much after the style of Sura xix. So the

conclusion is that they formed one chapter, and the KH at

the beginning of our group of signs is explained.' (letf.erey,

1924, p.258)

For tZ ha and tA in rnim series which have sura 20, 26, 27 , and 28, Goossens succeeds

in finding words or phrases that can be related to these letters and thus he extends on
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what Bauer began with his 'catch words' study which becomes a base for this study.

He, however, finds it greatly difficult to apply his theory on chapter (Ihe story/

Q+"1) Q.28 and in the words of. Jeff.ery,'almost gives it up in despair' (Goossens as

circd in lefferey,7924, p. 259). On bA mim series his observation is based on relating

the prefixed letters to the text and may be noted as follows:

HM,Sura xl;xli; xlii(HM 'SQ);xIiii ;xliv; xlv;xlvi; all having

the same characteristic introduction. They form an

eschatologicd group and doubtless the HM has the same

meaning in each case. Bauer noticed that the words for Hell,

Jahannam, Jahim, Nar occur paniculady frequently in these

chapters, and Goossens notes further that they remark on

the dreadful Hatnirn ( the boiling water)...so he reads HM
from that as perhaps a typical word for furure punishment.'

(1924, p.259)

He makes specific remarks on the second part of the ha mim in Q. 42, he remarks,

'And chapters XLtr has in addition to the HM the group 'a1n sin qaf' 'Goossens

agrees with Bauer following Schwally and Loth in taking the iSQ as an abbreviation of

"lz''alla s-sa'dtd qarlb" (may be the hour- of the bamim-is near).' The approach of

Goossens moves from descriptive to prescriptive which does not fit the texrual

standards propounded by Modern Linguistic studies.

Seale, in his article The Mysterious letters in tbe Quran (as cited in Bellarmy, 1973),

surveying Noldeke's, Al-Suyuti's and Goossen's writings, makes Goossen's writings

the basis of his study. He agrees with Goossen's interpretation of the lemers as, 'some

sort of introduction to the chapters, but not as title, as he (Goossen's) would have us

believe, but as memoria technica' or 'Mnemonics', the process or technique of
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developing the memory'. Goossens then applies this Mnemonic theory on S.19 and is

content with his initial success:l3

the letters of chapter 19 Kaf, H'Y4 Ain, Sad interpreted as

mnemonics exactly cover the contents of the sura. Thus haf
gves kahin used here in the Hebrew sense of priest and

represents Zecharieh; Ha' Gives Haikal, called 'rnihrab' in
the text the holy place where Zechariah saw the vision; Ya

gives Yalrya, ([ohn the Baptist); 'Ain,'Isa, and Sad, the last

letters gives siddQ, sadQ or lisan sidq and refers to Abraham,

Ishmael and Idris who are described at the end of the Surah.

(Bellarmy 1973,p.270)

For alif lam mim and alif lZmra Seale discusses Goossens' stance that these seem to be:

'the case that the letters are Mnemonics of General ropics

ALR is the apostle group and seems ro stand for ar-Rusul.

Here he agrees with Goossen's but disagrees otthe al-Mahul

interpretation as of the ALM group as ' it does not fit S.32

by *y stretch of imagination.' (as cited in Bellarmy,

L973, p.275)

O, !a, Sin, Mlm of. 5.26 and 28, he follows t]re content of the sura and attributes rhese

to Tiir-i- sina and Moses respectively the tZ, sin of S.29 suggested by irs conrenr ro

stand for tZir and SulimZn but for yasin of S.35 in order to provide a sarisfacrory

explanation certain emendations were needed, which propose that chapter 36 and 10

were originally one and were separated somehow:

The initial Ya' Sin of 5.36 stand for Yunus, the prophet

Jonah. These initials, we think, stood originally at the top of
this and the following sura (37), which hCI the fullest

account of Jonah adventure, which a blundering editor
divided into two, giving the name of Jonah to S.1O which

13 
See section on Mary 6.2.Lfor my explanation.
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has but one single verse related to him. (Seal as cited in

Bellarmy, 1973,p.278)

For sld, Qef, Niin, he objects to the present organization of sad and holds:

Sad, I conjecture stands for Sak roasting in the fire, w.49-

64, which probably formed the core of the sura before

expansion, to which stories of David and Solomon were

added. (Sed as cited in Bellarmy,1973, p.278)

Extending the interrelationship of chapters with similar letters, he writes, 'we also

meet with the letter Saad in combination, at the beginning of S. Z "Al A'rif"

seemingly standing for the section dealing with the after life and the state of the

inmates of the Fire (vv.23-49).' Qaf and Nun according to Seale stand for Qarin and'al

but' of. Sura Qaf and Al Qalam, respectively. Here one can see the beginning of inter-

textual relationship of the different suras of the Qur'an.

Conjectures like these of Seal are helpful in the absence of convincing proofs only,

when he says that the theme of sura sad.isSela, 'before expansion, to which stories of

David and Solomon were added', he bases his aszumption on conjectures while we

note that the stories of David and Solomon make an integral part of what the prefixed

letter sld stands (for more details see Rehman ,2OLl; and 5.5.4)

2.2.2.4lmphctttons for Qur'anic Chaptcrs Arangement

Bell (1958), a renowned rwentieth century scholar, began to represent a new trend in

the study of the Qur'anic text. Qur'an, according to this approach needed re-ordering

that could reflect either the chronological order of the revelation or subject- vise

division. According to this approach re-ordering was necessary to make real sense out
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of the Qur'anic text. Bell proposed many emendations which do not enter into the

realm of this research. \[hat is important here is that he made a detailed survey on the

prefixed letters, which he calls 'mysterious leffiers'. According to him these are not

external marks added in Mohammad's (peace be upon him) life or by later compilers,

but belong to the composition of the text. He takes their presence as a proof of the

present arrangement of the surahs; the decreasing order which according to him is

departed from partly when 'en- block' entries of series of the mysterious letters have

been made. 'Altogether the impression is given that groups of suras, similarly marked,

have been kept together when the Qur'an vras put in its present order. Consideration

of the lengths of the chapters tends to confirm this.' The bauZrntm (the seven ba mim

surahs) are given as an example which seem to have been inserted because they belong

to one group and in doing this the decreasing order ofthe surahs has been depamed.

Thus if we take the group XL-XLVI, we find that the first is
a little longer than 39, while 45 and especially 44, are very
shon for their position. It looks as if the order of decreasing

length had been departed from in order to keep the

bawarnimla group as it stood before the final arrangement

was undertaken. @ell, 1958, p. 55)

On the other hand alif lam rnim group have been separated. If they had been placed

together, the deviation from the same rule (decreasing order) would have been far

greater. Also the alif lam ra are qtoted:

Again looking at the alif, hm rd group, we find that 10,

tL,t2 stand approximately in their proper position
according to the length, but 13,14,15 are short, and with 16

1o 
Plural of hd mim
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we return again to something like the length of 10. @ell,
1958, p.55)

He therefore concludes, 'It looks as this group had been inserted as a solid block.'

According to Bell, then these letters belong to the composition of the text and a role

to play in the final arrangement of the holy Qur'an rejecting Noldeke's and Goossens'

redaction and Goossens 'tide' theory. Bell, however, concludes that his analysis adds

little to the understanding of these lemers; He remarks: 'the letters are mysterious and

have so far baffled interpretation'.

Bell's relevance and contribution to this research is the way he describes the style of

the Qur'an as a literary piece in which he finds rhyme which is different from the

Arabic poetry. He also describes the internal rhymes assonance and consonance and

use of conjunction i.db end its significance which I have taken up in the analysis of

different chapters and the development of model for this research.

The basic difference in these approaches is that these, at their best ere very local and

cannot be applied to other series of the same lefters, for example, if we restrict sad to

Salaa (see Seale above), we cannot extend it toMary/ Maryam, where there is no such

thing, If ta stands for tair (bird) in Sura Naml/ Ant, then [a occurs in three other

chapters, but bird/ tair does nor. However, the very fact that we are led to these

questions is positive and demands a broader approach, which this work initiates.

The basic shift that we note between the writings of the modern scholars and the

earlier ones is from a general theological opinion about these letters ro rext analysis for

testing different h;potheses and clues. This is a yery important development and is in
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keeping with the modern textual linguistics and srylisdc developments in the field of

language studies where a balanced- approach towards text, historical facts and thematic

and semantic study of the text is encouraged. This work builds upon the efforts of

these scholars and is an extension of the latter writers mentioned above.

2.2.2.5 Summaryof Section Iaad2

This period of the Qur'anic srudies differs from the Traditionalists and Post Modern.

In the former, the Muslim scholars owned the text and presented their point of view

almost unchallenged by others, wheras in tlre lamer, there are different scholars

providing varying opinions. However, in the Modern period scholars equipped with

the lattest in Modern Linguistics of the early rwentieth century applied their tools on

the text without being challenged by the defenders of the text. The raditionalist

scholars such as Islahi and Q"t"b tried to answer the questions posed by Modernists,

however, they spoke almost different languages; the one equipped with tools of

Modernism while the other with the faith of the Tradidons. It will be seen how this

issue may get resolved in the Post Modern era.

There is however, one more practical difference between those who believe in the

preservedness of the Vord and those who feel free about it. The former are generally

content with whatever they have and move towards inaction and mostly encourage

the same attitude in this regard, while the latter use their imaginations, sometimes wild

in looking for different alternatives, which at times leads them towards correct

solution while often they travel too far. The problem, however, is in the absence of

any linguistically defined theory and tools to restrict any wild flight of imaginations
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through which one may complicate the issue even further. This work seeks to pick on

the linguistic string and utilize the latest in semantics, phonology and morphology and

attempts to explore the issue anew. This work also seeks to find 'clear linguistic

evidence' and leaves it to the linguists to see how far this explains the significance of

these letters. However, before going into the tools of linguistics for description,

cohesion, foregrounding and stylisdcs, I examine the arrival of Post Modernism that

allows the application of modern tools to the study of the text.

2.3 Post Modernisa

The Modernists' era in the study of the Qur'an is marked by the fact that they rejected

what was maintained by traditions. For them, it was the text which was the sole

carrier of meaning. The extra textual information zuch as the information about the

text or the author was of little importance. It is interesting to note that during these

times the leading or dominant role was played by the Orientalists and there was

hardly any significant voice from the Orient itself. However, during the postmodern

period we notice a new development. Now tlere are a number of scholars who,

making very selective use of the Post modern theories, such as pluralistic approach

towards meanings, allowing traditions to play their role in textual analysis and

bringing the past and the present resources together equally were leaving room open

for funher explorations. In this period a number of Muslim scholars such as Hussain

Abdurrauf, Abdul Haleem, Afsarls, Robinson and Salwa also make their voices heard.

" Afsar, Ayazhas published many articles on the narrative techniques of the Qrrr'* and the
Bible. See especially, A Comparative Study of the An of Jonah/ Yunus, Narrative in the Bible
and the Qur'an. Islamic Studies vol. 48. 2009. No. 3
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There is neither the defending character of the traditionalists, nor the rejectionists'

view of the modernists. There is readiness to more understanding to the view of

others. It is therefore for Robinson to come up with a comment like the following, 'It

is noteworthy that alif is pronornced in the throat, lam is pronounced in the middle

of the mouth end rneem is pronounced on the lips-the three principle points at which

sounds are articulated'(2003, p.203).lVe may further note that these three consonants

recur in Q.2.2

Dhalikal kitabu larayba fi.-hi hudal-lil-rr,.tttdqtn

And that they continue to play a dominant role in the following ayahs. This comment

of Robinson may be called the topic of the rest of the research where we search for

how this happens.

2.3.1 Qur'anic Studies in the Post Modern Era

This period sees a new approach to the study of the Qur'an. In the spirit of the Post

Modernism, the Qur'an is studied as Text. It is open for analytical, literary studies so

Haleem (L999) writes a book tirled Undqsunding the Qur'an: Thernes and Style on

these lines. Translation of Qur'an is done as Discourse (Khaldi, 2008); Qur'anic stories

are subjected to the study of Narratology (Afsar,2006); Qur'an is studied as a literary

text (Robinson, 2003; Afsar, 2006; Haleem, 1999); Cohesion and Coherence in

Qur'anic text is searched (R"rrf, 2001, p. 1) and Textual Relation is traced @l Awa,

2005; Izutsu, L959). Postmodernism in the Qur'anic studies, rhen, takes help from the

mature branches of studies such as Srylistics, statistics, Text analysis, morphology and
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syntactic analysis.l6 Moreover, text and context play a very important role in the

description of a text. In the following section I critically explore and evaluate some o{

the resources available for such an approach. I have chosen only those representative

works which are relevant to this study and which have direcdy or indirectly helped

towards the development of the model regarding prefixed letters. However, before

proceeding any further I shall clarify the study of the Qur'an as text in the following

section.

2.3.21s Qur'an a Text?

As mentioned by Salwa El Awa (2005, p. 35), whether we are to deal Qur'an as a

communicative text or not. This thesis follows the line of Salwa and the traditionalist

who have always referred to the poetry o{ Jahiliyya (Pre Islamic poetry) to bring

round literary explanations. The Qur'anic challenge as many scholars agree arises

from linguistic uniqueness. Q.2:23, 'And if you are in any doubt concerning that

which Ve reveal unto our servant [Mohammad), then produce a sard of the like

thereof, and call your witnesses besides God if you were truthful.'

A little pondering over the text shows that this is a linguistic challenge, as one can see

many of the themes in the Qur'an have already been dealt in Old and New Testament

and can be presented as a response to this challenge. However, this issue is dealt in

more detail in the Conclusion. Presently, it suffices to say that it is not the first or last

" While the thesis was under process the article of Martin Nguyen on the Exegesis of the huruf
al muqatta'a was published in Journal of Qu/anic Studies (V.X|V, 2012) carrying out a detailed
analysis of different writers regarding the prefixed letters, which is aother example of the Post
Modern dealing of the subject.
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time that the Qur'an is considered as literature. It has a long tradition as old as the

Qur'an itself and one that continues.

Post modern writers such as Neal Robinson have pointed towards certain features that

have helped in the setting of parameters for this thesis, for example, in responding to

the issue raised by certain scholars such as Noldeke regarding coherence in the Qur'an

he has devised a new approach towards considering the beginning of the surahs and

the various units that comprise a surah (pp. 10G12a) what is relevant for this work is

that he points out the significance of rhyme and rhythm which , as he says, marks the

shift in the zubject matter of the surahs and the "task is cenainly much easier for the

Arabist who can detect changes in rhyme and rhythm, and the occurrence of different

structures." \[ith regard to the rhyme present in s[rah al Baqarah he notes (p.218) that

the rhyme clauses serve to integrate these ayahs Q46-25L).I have taken up this issue of

rhymes in Baqara with reference to the prefixed letters in section 4.5.2). He also points

that different theme of Al Baqara which I have picked in the Alif lam mlrn series.

Certain devices such as conjunction wa idb, and question pardcle such as alam tara

(4.5.7-4.5.8), according to him ties in with earlier discussion and provide a cohesive

link. Moreover, he points out that consonance and assonance in the surahs work as a

link of connection and contrast and thus Qur'an has its own ways of creating links

and coherence. About the iszue of prefixed letters he calls them detached lemers (p.

203), and "that they continue to play a dominant role in the following ayahs. So,

Robinson helps in two ways, he points the elements of coherence and tells us that the

letters play a dominant role in the related text of rhe suub. This thesis connects rhe
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two exclusively made statements and looks for the dominant role of the lemers played

in the cohesive particles in the srylistic analysis of these chaprcrs.

Angelika Neuwirth (2006) points to the rhymed phrases rather than just rhyme that

functions in the Qur'anic text, she writes "upon closer investigation, however, it is

apparent that rhyme as such is not charged with this funcdon, but rhere is now

another device that marks the end. An entire syntactically stereotyped rhymed phrase

concludes the verse" (p. 103-104). This is an important fact to which Neuwirth has

pointed, as traditionally, only rhyme was the point of ending and in English poetry it

is the last ryllable that produces rhyme, however, the Qur'anic text produces this

effect in a rhymed phrase this work has used the rhymed phrase as the focus and used

for linguistic and stylistic analysis.

Abdel Haleem, writing on the themes and style of the Qur'an points out many

literery features such as the study of the use of imagery of water in the Qur'an, use of

metaphors and especially the textual analysis. He also discusses the issue of coherence

and remarks that:

Although the Qur'an was not written in the form of an

edited text, and the Prophet did not interfere in ir revealed

order, adding connecting sentences here and there, the

connection between materid within each surah, is

understood in Arabic, either by short conjunctions or
pronouns, or ceftain words repeated referring to the eadier

material, or contrasting with it, or giving an example. (1999,

P.10

Haleem points towards many stylistic devices such as repetition, cohesive devices, and

references which have been linguistically put together under the heading of Cohesion
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by Halliday and used for Model development by the researcher. One can, therefore,

see an emphasis on rhe search of coherence and cohesion in the Qur'anic text which

has been repeatedly assened by writers like Noldeke and Bell in the Modern to

Robinson and Neuwinh and Haleem in the Post Modern period. Haleem warns the

ffanslarors to be aware of this and should attempt to convey the Arabic into an

English equivalent. He also feels the need for work on cohesion and cohesive devices

in the Qur'an, remarking, "Much work has to be done in English on the cohesive

devices in the Qur'an as they work in Arabic" (1999, p. 11).

About the prefixed lemers, however, he remarks, "these letters are normally followed

by statements about the Qur'an being sent down from God. They come at the

beginning to alert the reader to listen to what follows" (L999, p' M)'

Vhat is noted in the above is that the Post modernists have introduced techniques of

linguistic analysis such as assonance, consonance, rhyme endings, rhyming phrases, use

of conjunctions, use of pronouns as cohesive devices, organization of sirahs and

pointed 19 these as cohesive devices in the Qur'anic text. \[hat is missing is the link of

these letters as rhe main cohesive link that can account for the cohesion for at least

half of the Qur'anic test. For this purpose the following sections trace the Arabic

alphabet in Arabic history, literature and their role in traditional and modern

morphology ro provide a background for further explorations. This, the researcher

feels, is importsant to undersrand their role as prefixed letters in the Qur'anic text.
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2.3.3 Alphabet in Arabic Culture

The Arabic alphabet like other Semitic languages behave in a special manner;

Fairoozabadi writes,l'when the Arab Poets made beautiful use of a certain sound or

letter, their audience would respond, 'You have used this letter in the best possible

manner' Uoqod td)rydrytd, or yryrydyta), /ou used /ta/ or /ya/extremely well. This

supporrs the extraordinary concentration on the use of alphabet. In this spirit, the

great philosopher poet Ibn'Arabi wrote his QasidaTayyiya': the poem which :used a;

the alphabet in the final rhyme.

Abdul Majid Darya Abadi LgTl,inTlte Holy Qur'an remarks:

...Arabic orators sometimes used to open their discourses

with similar vocables. Also compare Ps 119 in the Old

Testament, where the Psalmist has arranged his meditations

in an elaborate alphabetical form. It has been called the

alphabet of Divine Love. (1971, P. 6A)

2.3.4 Alphabet in Arabic Poetry

The Arab Poets seemed conscious about the use of letters in their poetry. They did

this mainly to show their mastery over language use. The letter, being the minimal

unit at that time depicted a poet's command over its use and thereby providing him an

edge over the other poets.

t7 Fairoozabadi, Basair Ztwir.Tameez fiLatarf. il Kitabil 'Azrz deals with all the letters of the

Arabic alphabet in six volumes and can be referred to for these. He deals with the

sociolinguistic use, literary and then the use of these letters in the Qur'an. (p. 8 vol.v/vi).
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Qultu laba qifi fa qalat h.qaf 18

(I asked her to stop and she said I stopped)

The poet uses the le*er /q/, the pharyngeal, four times in the verse and every time

with a difference. Such a line shows the command of a poet over the use of a sound. It

reflects the consciousness of the poet regarding the use of a single letter 'qaf for poetic

economy and beauty. The last word in fact is the letter itself which stands for the

phrase, 'I stopped'.

Moreover, the use of letters to stand for abbreviations was also known at that time.

The following couplet elaborates that the use of a letter to srand for the whole word

or phrase was popular among poets."

Bilkhayr kbaryrZt wa in sharra fal - wa la 'urtd ul sbar illa 'an tl

The last lemer in eachline fa ar.d u stands for a phrase, so rhe first one means 'fashar'

evil. The second one means 'only if you desire'. The couplet can be interpreted as

saying goodness breeds goodness and bad? The question is left open for the listener

and the next line goes, I do not mean ill but if you (again left open). The words in

bracket are implied through the single lefters in the couplet. In the first line [fa] stands

for a whole phrase, while in the second line [ta] stands for t]re implied meaning. This

t8 
See footnote 1, P.4

le lt is l."ding couplet by \flaleed bin'uqba bio Abi Mu 'It, brother of Otbrrnan bin'Affan quoted in Hafq
vol.i/3O. 257. quoted in Iboe 'Atiya, Qurtubi and Abu'issa p. 33, which if translated literally means,
good begets good and if evil then and not I intend evil except you: paraphras ed x, I rnean to do good to
you, howeuer if you begin the euil, yot face tbe music.
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provides some evidence of the literary background of the presence of isolated letters

and their use. Maudoodi (1981) inhis Tfinm writes about the fact that nobody from

the companions of the Prophet ever asked. Their familiarity with this has been

explained in section 2.3.3 arrd2.3.4).

2.3.5 Alphabet in Arabic Oral Traditions

It is mentioned with reference to Ibn 'Abbas 20 thaq it was narrated that Abjad, (the

Arabic alphabet), carried strange meanings; Ab stands for father, jad for grandfather

meaning Adam, hawaz stands for the fall of Adam to this earth, and so on completing

the whole story of Adam's creation to the fall on earth stating that this is only weak

interpretation of the Arabic alphabet. However, this points to peoples' interest and

attention towards the subject.

2.3.6 Templatcs of Isolated Letters: Early Period

As early as 100 H., Al Khalil wrote his book Kitabul'oyn. 'qn being the alphabet and

the whole book is devoted to the different templates formed of the isolated letters.

The writer combines f,wo, three four and five letters to give various templates formed.

He begins with the letter 'aryn for the reason that it is articulated at the pharyngeal

point which according to Khalil is the beginning point and therefore deserves prioriry

over other letters. He gives six of templates for tZ in rnim, i) mtm sin ta, ii) sin tZ mim

11i) ta stn mim, iv) tri mim sin, v) rntm tii sin, vi) sin mtm ta. The book is in seven

volumes. For the letter qaf and templates made in combination with other letters, he

'o source unknown
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has dealt the subject in two hundred sixty four pages. 6- 270 volume v). This supports

the knowledge about the isolated letters.lVriting in the spirit of Khalil, Al-

Fairoozabadi (d. 817) deals with each letter of the Arabic alphabet and gives its usage

in the Qur'an and Arabic literature in six volumes.

2.3.7 ArabicDictionaries

Arabic dictionaries do not move in a linear manner i.e. from A to Z rather their

entries move round the root words so in order to look for the meaning of a word one

must know the root word rather than the word he is facing in the reading. This

specific characteristic is helpful in noting the root words and their relation to the

prefixed letters. Zamakhshari (1966) writes, 'and their occurrence coincides with the

way the Arabs speak, that is in one leffer, fwo letters, three letters, four letters and

five,' providing a link with the speech of the Arabs. Arabic dicdonaries move around

templates of words rather than begin from A and move to Z. Karin (2005) wrires,

'Arabic dictionaries are based on lexical roots and not word spelling. Instead of relying

on the exact ofthography of a word, Arabic dicdonaries are organizrd by the root or

consonant core of a word' (p. 49). This very template approach distinguishes it like all

the Semitic languages from other Indo European languages. This shows a special

dealing of the alphabet.

2.3.7.1 Phonological, Lexical and Grammatical Charactcr of tle Arabic Alphabet

Since early period of the revelation of the Qur'an, there was a need for the correct

utterance of sounds. Arabic sounds were marked for their articulatory points as early

as 8'h century (Versteegh, 1991; Al-Ani, 1970, p. 19). Later with the help of
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spectrograms, it was possible to pinpoint the exact articulation points as shown in the

table below. This helps the Post modern analyst to provide more accurate description

of phonology of the Arabic sounds.

Table 2; The Arebic Phonetic Chart (Al-Ani 1970)

*_**"*:_*^j
I

I*--** **--l

e -i I

*_*_*__L-*,_
,rsh i tr-x

The phonemic didtribution of sounds helps in asigning each sound a place and

manner of articulation which when applied to prefixed lemers helps in rwo very

specific ways: firstly, it provides a link of each letter to a leading consonanral sound so

the letter niln is related to /n/ the nasal sound and srn to /s/, secondly, secondly the

place and manner add value to the sound for example /n/ can be explained as a sound

which has relation with arrogance as explained in section (5.1.4).
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2.3.7.2 Sonority

Universal Grammar provides us with scales of sonority on which we can measure sonority

of a phoneme (Spencer 2OO2). Vowels and nasals are considered essentially sonorant. The

scale of sonoriry is directly proportional to musicaliry. The following figure places vowels

and nasals on the highest scale. The figure below shows the scale of sonority which might

help us in measuring the level of sonority of a phoneme in the prefixed letter.

Figure 1 (Burquest & Payne, 1993, p. 101)

ildmnorou*
{Weakerl coltrrrn antaliry,

Lodmnorout
$tongeet consntnt lM

lro (opon! Yffish
mld wsek
hlgh (dm) vmeHglldeo
flaps
laterab
nmah
mlced fricatiret
voicelesticatirts
mlcsd plodvos
trlcsle$ plodtoc
complox plodrs

The figure above places long vowels on highest sonority scale; nasals are placed in the

middle. It means that a combination of nasals with long vowels will produce high

sonorant effect. This aspect is discussed in Chapter Five with resPect to different

sounds.
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2.3.7.3 t exical and Grammatical Character

One more distinction is that Alphabet in Arabic functions mainly in two different

manners. One type works both grammatical and lexical element. The other is purely

lexical that means it occurs in lexemes but does not make grammatical morphemes, for

example dhf, fi, sln, kaf, lzm, mim, niln, ba and ya of the abbreviated letters work at

the former pattern whrle ra, Td,'ayn, q-ad., Qaf work on rhe later parrern (for more

details also see Fairoozabadi).

The normal order in Arabic alphabet is; AW HA, ra, sin,;ad, Ta, 'yin, qaf, kaf, lam,

/nirn, niin, ba, yaOf. rhese, alif, ba, ra sin, haf, lam, mim, niin haand yafinction lexically

as well as grammatically, while the remaining six are only lexical.

2.3.7.3 Lexical and Grammaticd

Alif, sin, kaf, lam, mim, niln, bi, ya
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ii) Lexical

Ba, rZ, yd,TZ,'ayn

This can be explained with examples such as /m/ which is the leading phoneme of the

letter mlm and occurs initially in lexical items such as / ma' / meaning water and / ma/

which is demonstrative and means 'that'. Thus the letter mim finds its place in the

first category of letters mentioned above. On the other hand /h/ which is the leading

phoneme of the letter ha occurs only in lexical items such as hamrm, hasan etc and not

the initial of a grammatical word and therefore finds its place in the second category

above. The division bet'ween grammatical and lexical sounds help in explaining the

extraordinary frequency of certain sounds such as /?/, /l/ and /m/ which are lexical as

well as grammatical and limited use of certsin sounds such as / q/, ltl and l' I .

Table 3 above shows different implications of the letter alif. The same can be done for

all letters. W'henever analysis of a letter is involved necessary explanations have been

provided that might help towards an understanding of the three levels of language as

explained by the tripartite model of Leech (see 3.2).

2.3.7.4 Connotations of the Arabic Alphabet

Another special characteristic of the Arabic alphabet is that an alphabet itself can stand

alone to give meaning. For example, the alphabet 'ayn can mean people of a town and

home, a spy the chieftain, gold , the sun, the number seventy, a friend and a spring

(Al-Fairozabadi, (d. n, p.4).
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Similar information is available about every letter and can be used for semantic

connotations in stylistic analysis. This gives a letter 
^ 

very vast scoPe of application,

associations and references. In the chapters on stylistic analysis such information has

been utilized.

2.3.8 Introduction: MorphologY

Morphology is the srudy of morphemes which make smaller units than the traditional

definition of words which was defying arry scientific definition. It gives us

morphological categories such as inflectional and derivational morphemes. Its

relevance for this research is the morphological patterns that emerge from seemingly

different units in a chapter. For example, the grammatical morphemes of [kana] are

kunta, akun, kunna, kuntu, hunta, kunti, kuntunna and kuntum and all are related by

morphological relationship. The study of Morphology, according to Karin (2005),

'pertains to the organization, rules, and processes concerning meaningful units of

language, whether they be words themselves or parts of words, such as affixes of

various sorts. Meaningful components or sub-components at the word level are

referred to as morphemes. This subject emerged as a distinct sub-branch of linguistics

only in the nineteenth century. The place morphology has in American Structural

Linguistics can be seen in the figure given by Katamba (1989, p. 4) as follows:
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Figure: 2. From Phonology to Semantics

Semantic level

t

Syntactic lwel

t

deals in meaning

dcals with sentence stnrcture

Morphological levd

t

deals with word - stnrchrre

Phonology (or Phonemics) deals with sound systems

This work follows the above model throughout this research for the organization of

data and in t}re last chapters uses the data so collected for stylistic analysis ( See 3.2).

2.3.8.1 Traditiond Arabic Morphology

In Arabic language, patterns were first dealt by Khalil inhis Kitabul Al'Ayn, where he

gave possible templates formed by different letters. He noted every letter of the Arabic

alphabet that joins with other alphabet and has given the possible combinations that

do not exist in the language. For example, he gives six different possibilities of joining

ta sin mm: TSM, TMS, STM, SMT, MST, MTS2I. His templates mark the beginning of the

morphemic study and are useful for us as a guideline to look into templates of the

prefixed letters.

" F(t), sin(s), mim( M),
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As this work deals with words and templates in the prefixed Qur'anic chapters, it will

be relevant to see how these elements were dealt with by traditional Arab scholars. It

should be noted that the majority of Arabic words are derived from their triliteral

roots and are called minor derivations (ishtiqaq ngbar/saghtr hence hauba, kutiba,

kitab are considered the examples of. isbtiqaq-e- saghtr.Ibn Jinni recognizes a second

rype of derivation which he calls major derivation (isbtiqaq hablr) (as cited in Versteegh,

1997). lt means that the set of permutations of a uiliteral root share the same semantic

import. Instances of this would be kauba end habau,ltamada and rnadaba, kabara and

baraka, zawutaja and jawuaza. This means that the three root radicals are shared

although the meaning may not be related and sequence may not be followed.

2.3.8.2 Ishtiqaq-d- Akbar and Ishtiqeq -a1- kubbar

Vhen two roots share two radicals such as l.taram and sltaram, according to raditional

morphology they are in ishtiqaq:al- akbar relationship. \flhen quadriliteral roots

share t'uro radicals, as in basrnal, barndal; in the case of isbtiqaaq ul kubbar fusion of

rwo roors takes place so bi ismilkh becomes basmalab similar to non analytic

morphology in the modern times so we have bamad.la f.rom albamdu lillah, 'abqasi

from '*abdul qays and so on.The idea behind this is that morphological derivations in

the early traditional Arabic linguistics were all inclusive. They included what we have

of analytic and non analytic morphology (Katamba) and also what a modern

morphologist would exclude, for instance, words that share letters only where there is

no history of derivation, are excluded from modern morphological studies and would

not find a place, for example 'text' and 'tax' or 'exit' would be considered by
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traditional Arabic morphology as part of isbtiqaq or derivation as they share two

letters 't' and 'x' while by modern standard they are not. This brief description does

give us some information about the Arabic derivational study where letters are

considered more basic and the srudy of words moves around lemers and phonemes

rather than meaning. By this standard'alint and'arnila are related as both share the

alif, lam and mim radicals despite the fact that the order is different, and by modern

linguistic derivational standard they would be considered un-related. However, the

Arabic verb forms or the isbti.qaq-e- sagblr does fall in the category of derivational

morphology.

2.3.8.3 Morpho Phonemic Patterns in English

Morpho phonemic studies are part of interface studies which become important when

two subjects interact because problems posed in one zubject cannot be answered unless

resorted to the other. A simple example is /di/ and /da/ which requires explanation in

the morphology of the following words.So, in order to address the variety in the

morpheme one must refer to phonology: hence the need for interface studies. Gimson

explains the need for interface studies in the following manner:

Another rype of length relationship is that between the
vowels in the root morpheme of cognate words. Thus the
root morpheme dioin in divine and divinity displays a

relationship (called a MORPHOPHONEMIC
ALTERNATION) beween the long vowel /ai/ and the
shon vowel/i/. (1962, p.96)

This Morphophonemic alternation is one of the important Factors that explain

the relation between similar and different words that alternate with some fixed

elements. These preliminary assumptions lead to the study of Morphology and
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Phonology interface studies rezulting in the modern morphology as discussed

below with specific reference to the Arabic language. The title of this thesis was

inspired by the interface srudy between phonology, morphology and stylistics

2.3.8.4 Modern Morphological Approach

Arabic morphology works in a unique manner. It follows very regularly what other

languages may exhibit sporadically. How the system works is explained by Karin in

the following words:

Arabic morphology exhibits excellent logic' It diffen from

English and other lndo European languages because it is to a

large extent based on discontinrrots morphemes' It consists

primarily of a rystem of consonant roots which interlock

with patterns of vowels and sometimes certain other

consonants to form word or word stems' This rype of

oPeration is not unknown to English' If one looks at the

consonant sequence of s-ng, one knows that its meaning has

to do with vocal music. By insening vowels into the vowel

slot between the /s-/different English word can be formed;

sing (v), sang (v.) sung (v.) song (n.). (2005, pp' aa-50)

Katamba (lgg3) while explaining word formation enumerates four principles, namely,

i) affixation, ii) compounding, iii) conversion and iv) incorporation. He shows the

presence of one more possibiliry of word formation, i.e. infixing 'inserting a word

building element within the root'. He holds that in &mitic morphology we encounter

a siruation where much of the word formation takes place root- internally' This he

calls infixing and modification of the root rather than the stringing together of discrete

morphemes. He gives the following examplet

Kataba he wrote
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Kattaba he caused to write

Ketaba he corresponded

Takatabi.i they kept up a correspondence

Kitabun book

Kitabatun act of writing

Maktabun office

Makatibu offices

Kutiba it was written

Katamba (1993)proves rhe distinctive character of word formation and assumes that

rhe consonants ktb are the root or the base of the templates above. The above given

list of the derived words is just a glimpse of what happens in the Arabic language as

the different forms of verbs along with the person gender agreement are derived

from the same root, for example,

Kataba,

Katabe,

Katabii

Katabat

Katbata

This concentration on the root word is what has been utilized in the search for

prefixed letter related words in various roots of the text of the related chapters in the

chapter four of this research. Mc Carthy (as cited in Katamba,7993, p. 165) working
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on the same lines hypothesized that 'the verb in Arabic has elements arranged on

three independent tiers at the underlying level of representation in the lexicon. The

three tiers being the root tier (also called the consonantal tier), the skeletal tier and

the vocalic tier. Khalid J. Al Daimi and Maha A. Abdel-Amir explain the difference

berween Arabic and English morphology in the following words:

The Arabic language is an inflectional language whereas

English is an analytic language. The derivation in Arabic is

based on morphological patterns and the verb plays a greater

inflectional role than in English. Furthermore, Arabic

words are built up from roots representing lexical and

semantic connecting elements. This is not the case with
English which employs the stem as a basis for word

generation. (1994, p.29)

According to Bahloul, 'the characteristic feature of Arabic inflectional morphology

has been to delineate; first, its consonantal root basis as the origin of all inflectional

and derivational morphology; and second, the semantic opposition between its two

basic verbal forms' He further states that 'these verbal forms (and by extension all

lexemes) are related to an invariable root' (1994, p.31). The numbers of these elements

vary from one to five, but usually three and following always the same order in a

number of same lexical items.

These consonants and vowels of the root can be shown as below on different

consonantal and vowel tiers:z

" lbid
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Figure#3
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Thus, here we note the role of discontinuous morphemes composed of consonants

which fit in together with other morphemes of vowels to formulate new words and

that happens according to set formulae. The consonantal morpheme which makes the

basis of words is known as the root of the word.

2.3.8.5 Definition of Root

In this study the root word therefore gets prime importance and is followed in the

next chapter requiring an appropriate definition to be provided at this point.

According to Professor lVallace Ervin, 'A root is a relatively discontinuous bound

morpheme, represented by rro to five phonemes, rypically three consonants in a

certain order, which interlocks with a pattern to form a stem and which has lexical

meaning' (as cited in Karin, 2005,p.47).

2.3.8.6 Role of Consonants and Vowels in Root

r$flhat we note is that there are two levels of the skeletal tiers in the word formation

here. This is also called the pattern or the template where the consonants have a set

place and vowels have another. In the case of consonants change, a change in the

semantic field occurs, for example, the change from htb to ilm will bring the change

b
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from the field of writing to knowing at a semantic level on the one hand, but at the

consonantal level on the other. On the other hand, the change in the vowel template

will bring grammatical changes such as kauba to kutiba as mentioned below.23

Flgun I0

[rl cmrsoffirilrtrf

&c rrord$r

l(*Sa rkurio|!

Kul&r -lY*ffiltin

One can see how a word is derived from tlle same root by mere change of vowels

within. A definition of pattern may help us which is the topic of the following sub

section Q.3.8.7). The fact of these templates being formed dominantly of the prefixed

letters in the prefixed chapters is taken up in chapter 4 which is further related to

word formation and development of themes in chapter 5 for srylistic analysis. The

syllabic structure is CVCVC.

2.3.8.7 A Definition of Pattern

Professor Vallace Ervin holds that: 'A partern is a bound and in many cases a

discontinuous morpheme consisting of one or more vowels and slots for root

phonemes [radicals] which either alone or in combination with one to three

23 
Katamba (lbid)
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derivational affixes, interlocks with a root to form a stem, and which generally has

grammatical meaning' (as cited in Karin, 2005, p. 48).

2.3.8.8 Significance of Patterns in the Oral Character of the Qur'an

The study of morphology helps us to see the link that is found between words made

of the same root and pattern them for analysis. The work of Katamba also helps us to

see the connection berween the vowel and consonantal tiers and their various

functions. This is carried out after the patterning has been discovered in the text

(Chapter 4). This especially helps us when we note the aural oral character of the

Qur'anic text (See Robinson, 2009, pp.9-20; also see Salwa El Awa, 2006, p. 16a). The

word'alam2o and'ahm are f,wo different categories of words: the former is a negative

interrogative while the second is lexical meaning painful. Phonologically, however,

they pattern for the similarity of the root radicals /'/, /l/, md /m/ and both are

related to alif larn and mtrn for their first phonemes. These factors help in patterning

them together.

2.3.8.9 'Ilrnul BayIn and Prefired kttcrs

The'ilmal bayanis the companion science of the study of meanings. It is defined by

sakkahi (as cited in Versteegh , 1997 , L64). It is the knowledge of the expression of one

meaning in different ways, by referring to more or less clearly, making clear the

relation of the use of these letters in different contexts as one of the techniques of

Bayan, and according to Zamakhshari (1966), "They indicate that the style of the

Koran is carried to such a degree of excellence, that it defies every attempt to imitate

'o Alo* nashral.t Did not we open?
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it; for this book which has been sent down to us from heaven is composed of letters.

All men may know them equally well, but this equaliry disappears when, in order to

express their ideas they want to use these same letters combined.

If textual relationship of the prefixed letters with the prefixed chapters is established, it

should certainly be something inimitable. However, this is for future researchers to

decide how far this gets the approval of the academia.

2.3.9 Cohesion and Discourse

The concept of texture in text as shown by Halliday (7999, p.33+339) is that thematic

structure along with information structure that is knit with the cohesive tools of

reference, ellipsis, conjunction and lexical cohesion provide helpful insight into the

patterns that emerge from the survey of these chapters. This is the basic model applied

in this research along with the tripartite model of Leech (3.2). I explain this in more

detail in section 3.2. According to Halli&y (L999): reference is when a participant or

circumstantial evidence can be taken as a reference point for something that follows

which means something comes in again. The Qur'anic text is a good example of

reference in Hallidayan sense when things keep coming again and again, Moses' story

can be a good example in this regard. Another element of cohesion and discourse

according to Halliday (L999) is, 2) Ellipsis i.e. when 'a clause, or a part of a clause or

part of a normal or verbal group may be presupposed at a subsequent place in the text

by the device of positive omission- that is by saying nothing, that is where something

is required to make sense.' Ellipsis is a recognized device of the Qur'anic text (See

Asad, 1980 for more deails). 3) Conjunction is the third element of cohesion where a
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clause or clause complex, or some longer stretch of text may be related to what

follows it by one or other of a specific set of semantic relations. 4) Lexical cohesion is

where continuity may be established in a text by the choice of words through

repetition of similar items, synonyms or otherwise semantically related items that

allow for antonyms. Chapter 4 on Linguistic Patterns makes extensive use of these

tools and reference is made to them wherever needed.

Continuity may be established in a text by the choice of words. This may take the form

of word repetition; or the choice of a word that is related to a previous one- either

semantically, such that the two are in the broadest sense qfnonymous such as team and

players (Halliday, 1999), or collocation-ally such that the two have a more than ordinary

tendency to co-occur as bread and butter. Lexical cohesion may be maintained over long

passages by the presence of key words; words having special significance for the meaning

of the panicular text.

2.3.9.1 Cohesion and Coherence

Coherence includes the concept of cohesion but in order for a text to be coherent it

must have cohesion plus other qualities such as register motivation, semantic

appropriacy with lexico-grammatical realizations to match with proper structure (see

Halliday, 1999, p.339). Linguistically this helps; however, in order to explore other

links such as various connotations of words, history of text and context, stylistics may

prove a better tool. In the following sections this link is explored. this brings us to the

last part of the title of this thesis: the stylistic approach.
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23.10 Need for Srylistic Approach

lViddowson advocates the case of Srylistics as a bridge that can find a way between the

literary critics' interest in the messate alone and the linguist's interest in the language

system, saying that Srylistics works berween these two approaches and attempts to

'show specifically how elements of a linguistic text combine to create messages, how,

in other words, pieces of literary writings function as a form of communication. ln

dealing with a poem of W.B.Yeats, he (\0fliddowson, 1975, p. 7) shows how this works.

The need for a Srylistic approach in order to bemer understand provides the rationale

for the present srudy, where the text srudy of the different prefixed chapters is carried

out in search of a better understanding of the iszue of the prefixed letters.

2.3.10.1 Stylistics: An Introduction

Srylistics is a new discipline that emerged mainly after the subjects of linguistics and

Literary criticism matured to some perfection. According to Fish (1980), Stylistics was

born of a reaction to the subjectivity and imprecision of literary srudies. For,

stylisticians purpoft to substitute precise and rigorous linguistic descriptions and to

proceed from those descriptions to interpretations for which they can claim a measure

of objectivity. Srylistics, in shon is an attempt to put criticism on objective textual

evidence zupported by other facts. According to Viddowson, 'The purpose of srylistic

analysis is to investigate how the resources of language code are put to use in the

production of actual messages. It is concerned with pafterns of use in a given text'

(1989, p. t56-157). He further affirms
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By investigating the way language is used in a text, it can

make apparent those linguistic patterns upon which an

intuitive awareness of artistic values ultimately depends. It
provides a basis for aesthetic appreciation by bringing to the

level of conscious awareness, features of the text otherwise

only accessible to trained intuition. (p. 140)

Intuitive awareness leads to enjoyment of a text and the intuitive reader feels no need

for analysis, however, when it comes to explaining why a piece of text is enjoyable,

the need for conscious awareness arises. As this is what we face in the classroom, the

basic application of this stylistic analysis is pedagogic. According to Adab (as cited in

Rauf, 2001, p. 23) Style and meaning are inextricably linked, with the former

contributing to or even creating the latter. An example of the above patterning is,

Pope's couplet Q007, p. 137);

Here Files of Pins extend their shining Rows,

Puffs, Powders, Patches, Bibles, Billetdoux.

In the above example, Viddowson notes that the very juxtaposition of the items

creates new meanings, so Bibles get a new value not found in the dicdonary that of a

superfluous thing like powder and puff. In his words;

The signification of the word 'bible' in the language code is

a sacred religious document But in the context of the poem

the word gets a vdue other than it has in the language code.

(Simons,2006, p. 38)

Juxtaposition of words and pafterns, therefore, gets special significance. In the

following chapter, a study of the style of the Qur'anic text has been made with specific

reference to the prefixed lemers and the word patterns that develop because of

juxtaposition. Let us see how the above study may lead to the study of style in the
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Qur'an. This is being elaborated with an example in which association betloreen sad

end dhihr, apparently two dissimilar items, was proposed. The writer notes the

juxtaposition of prefixed alphabet s-ad. and dbikr in three chapters; s-ad,Mery and al-

a'r-af all of which this alphabet prefixed and draws srylistic conclusions.( See 5.6-5.7)

How Stylistics works to catch the elusive is explained by 'S(iddowson. The way

language is used conveys more or supports the theme of the subject matter,

The literary writer captures his perception of this reality in
the way he manipulates language but the patterns that he

creates express also the very elusiveness of what he

perceives. (197 5, p. 70)

Viddowson argues that patterns of language which the literary writer designs to

capture a unique experience. He also notes that these patterns must not be so regular

as to be predictable. The two elements of \Tiddowson's analyses (the text and patterns)

are analyzable while the uniqueness of the experience is left to the intuition of the

reader. This research deals with the first rwo to pave the way for an understanding of

his experience with the text if he has any. For my stylistic analysis it may be noted

that everything that is so juxtaposed becomes not only relevant, but also significant,

for example, it is significant for this srudy that chapters with prefixed /ra/ contun

references to rusul, prophets which have the /r/ alliteration. Similarly /n/ becomes

significant for its greatest frequency in the chapter prefixed with the lemer Ntrn.

2.3.10.2 Different Approaches of Stylistics

Stylisdcs, however, is not a monolithic entiry. It has developed on different lines of

action. The pioneer, Roman Jakobson, propounded the concept of Formalist
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linguistics and linked it to Poetics, saying, 'The Poetic function projects the principle

of equivalence from the axis of selection into the axis of equivalence'. Jakobson (1960,

p. 358), on rhe other hand, proposes the inclusion of semantics to be very crucial to

the srudy of sryle. Halliday advocares the srudy of lexico syntactic patterns of the text.

His framework for the study comprises ideational, interpersonal and textual asPects.

His emphasis on the srudy of Text can be seen in the following lines:

A text is an operationd unit of language, as a sentence ls

syntactic unit; it may be spoken or written, long or shon,

and it includes as a special instance aliterary text, whether

haiku or Homeric epic. It is the text and not some suPer-

sentence that is the relevant unit for sylistic studies; this is

functional semantic concePt and is not definable by size.

Q006,p.92)

His insight into the srudy of sryle leads to the study of rcfi patterns of prominence

through words, structures, or sounds which function not only as linguistic medium,

but also contribute to the writer's overall meaning. There is Pedagogical srylistics of

\fliddowson (L975) that talks of the self referentiality of the text and, the Pragmatic

Stylistics of Pratt (1977) and Short (1989) that emphasize the importance of the

interaction berween the text and the reader's mind. This work carries out a rynthetic

srylistic study of the said chapters; however, the model of pedagogic stylistics of

lViddowson has been adopted in combination with Halliday's cohesion, explained in

the following secrion. lViddowson (1975, p,7-20,27-30) discusses literature as text and

discourse. According ro him, in order to fully appreciate the value of a literary text,

Halliday provides half the answer. In other words, he says that the Hallidayan

linguistic model must be adapted according to the needs of literary text. Quoting an
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example of Yeats' poem analyzed by Halliday, he feels that the whole truth is

discovered when an additional approach of literature as discourse is applied'

Viddowson holds that the linguistic model of Halliday needs to be extended to

srylistic analysis. He suggests: once the particular nominal grouPs are noticed, one can

then go on to draw out certain implications about the kind of message expressed in the

poem. He proposes that literary interpretation is not only dependent on the

knowledge of code (language), but also on the meaning which linguistic items assume

when they appear in context of use. This additional meaning according to lViddowson

lies in the correlation of code meaning with the contextual meaning that linguistic

items acquire as elements of a paffern which yields what value (additional meaning)

these items have as part of discourse. These Patrcrns may be phonological where

different sounds combine to create an effect, patterns of structure or semantic Patterns

that contribute to the communicative Process. By dealing with these patterns he

moves from the dealing of literamre as text to literature as discourse' It is important to

elaborate through examples how different patterns contribute to the extra meaning in

the text. Examples follow in the section below.

2.3.L0.3 Patterns in Stylistics

In srylistics the srudy of text leads to recognition of patterns; something that is

repeated begins to have more meaning, while something juxtaposed with a certain

item begins to have a new meaning. The placing of different linguistic items may lead

to the desired meanings, for example, the famous line of Ophelia by Shakespeare;
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O, what a noble mind is here o'erthrown!

The courtier's, soldier's, scholar's, eye, tonglr'e' sword

The very placing of the strucrures rogether adds extra meanings to the lines: the chaos

at Denmark is reflected in the grammar of the lines. The genitive and noun seParation

and the disorder of the possessed qualities reflect the chaos at Denmark' Similarly the

word Tyger Tygerin the beginning of the Blake's poem adds meaning and melody and

surprise. The study of panerns, rherefore, is an inevitable aspect in the srudy of sryle'

Jonarhan culler (Lg75, p. 56) writes; 'In other words the poetic use of language

involves placing together in sequence items which ^re 
phonologically or

grammatically related. Patterns formed by the rePetition of similar items will be both

more common and more noticeable in Poetry than in any other kind of language''

Eagleton (1983, p.gg) writes,' what happens in poetry is that we Pay attention to

'equivalences' in the process of combining words together as well as in selecting items'

rve string together words which are semantically, rhythmically, phonetically or

syntactically eguivalent. \7hen these equivalent items are repeated the reader begins to

see patterns. The reader begins to feel that the writer has some intentions behind these

pafterns. The writer seems to give some extra projection to some Part of his message

or text. Viddowson urges that our understanding of a literay text and appreciation

depends on our recognition of patterns over and above the normal use of language; he

explains:

'\Uflhat distinguishes our understanding of the literary

discourse is that it depen& on our recognizing patterns of

linguistic organization which are superimposed as it were

on those which the code requires, and on our inferring the
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social values that linguistic items contract as elements in

these created patterns. (1975, p. 46)

rU7iddowson recounts features of literary discourse which aims to communicate more

effectively, in aliterary text which is supposed to please as well as intended to be read

through times by individuals repeatedly and by different generations. Such a text

according to \fliddowson is organized not only in the language code, but also in

patterns which are related to accepted social and linguistic norms. It is, however, the

choice of the writer why he chooses certain patterns. For this research, those patterns

which have to do something with the prefixed letters have been picked up for stylistic

study.

Viddowson explains how the study of patterns in a text leads to an individual's

understanding and appreciation of the working of a text.

\(hat literature communicates, then, is an individual

awareness of a reality other than that which is given general

social sanction but nevenheless related to it. Of its nature

unstable, incomplete, kaleidoscopic, it cannot be described

but only expressed. The reader of literarure has his

expectations aroused by the patterns of language which give

shape to the writer's perception of this other realiry and

then experiences its elusiveness as these expectations are

denied when the patterns change. (1975, p. 46)

The delicate job of the stylistician is, then, to note the linguistic features, on the one

hand, and the appreciation of the critic, on the other, and attempt to show if these can

be related. In noting linguistic features helshe may find that there are cerrain fearures

that get more prominence than others; a writer may be emphasizing something by

repeating as Dickens repeats the word 'fog' in the first paragraphs of The Bleak House
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(tasl, p. t); 'Fog everywhere. Fog up the river ... fog down the river...fog on the Essex

Marshes, fog on the Kentish heights. Fog creeping ... fog lying out on the yards ... Fog

in the eyes and throats'. The writing by just repetition gives it a new meaning, or gets

emphasis. The srylistician is basically interested in the language and explores how the

writer presents his points of emphasis. The term used for this in srylistics is fore-

grounding discussed below.

2.3.10. 4 Foregrounding

Foregrounding in srylistics is simply to bring something to the forefront in one's

writing so that any intelligent reader may note it and get the message across.

Foregrounding, according to Geoffrey Leech (1969, p. 37), is the act of bringing to

forefront something so that the eye of the reader is caught and helshe is compelled to

pay special attention to it. He further explains that Foregrounding is divided into

regularity and irregularity of. usage. In the first case where the language allows the

writer a choice, he insists on consistently limiting himself to the same option, while in

the second case, where a certain range of selection is available in the language, the

writer makes a selection in the language beyond the range. This type includes

repetitions; formal and free. It is this rype which is found with greater frequenry with

reference to the study of the prefixed letters.

If we can relate the linguistic patterns (grammatical, lexical and phonological) to the

underlying functions of language, we have a criterion for eliminating what is trivial

and for distinguishing tnre foregrounding from mere prominence of a statistical or an

absolute nature. A prominence that on deeper study begins to unfold meanings will be
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a case for motivated foregrounding which is explained by Halliday in the following

words:

Foregrounding, as I understand, is prominence that is

motivated.ItisnotdifficulttofindPatternsofprominence
in a poem or Prose text, regularities in the sounds or

stnrfiures that stand out in the same way' or may be

brought out by careful reading; and one may often be led in

this way towards a new insight, through finding that such

prominence leads to writer's total meaning"' a feature that is

brought into prominence vrill be 'fore grounded' only if it

relates to the meaning of the text as a whole. (Flalliday,

2006, P. 98)

It is this kind of prominence with reference to the study of the prefixed letters which

is sought our in chapter five of the srylistic analysis. The basic motivation for this

srudy comes from the placement of the letters themselves: prefixation to twenry nine

chapters make a good case of prominence. The interest of the scores of scholars quoted

in this chapter is a good evidence for this modvation' Thus the foregrounding in the

Qur'anic text with reference to the prefixed letters is not difficult to understand'

EveryreadercomesacrosstheseagainandagainSomanytimesthatonefeelsthey

musr mean somerhing (Bellarmy). These are Pafierned in groups such as alif lam mim'

alif larn rz and ha mimso that one wants to see some connecdon berween the chapters

of the related prefixed lefiers.2s Funher prominence comes from their rhymes for

examplethechapterMaryendsin/yl/endrhymesend/n/endrhymesinAlQalam

ffiintratextualconnectionswithinandwithoutthegroups,
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and higher frequenry of occurrence of the phonemes of the prefixed letters that have

drawn attention of scholars from all over the world and continue to do so.26

2.3.t1 Different Pattcrns

As everyone, from Jacobson, Halliday, \Tiddowson to kech, seems to emphasize

patterns, it is now important to explain what is the exact nature of those patterns that

we look for in a text? Leech explains that language component which forms the text

into three main components; i) Realization which is in the form of phonology and

morphology, ii) Form which is grammar and content, iii) Semantics which may be

connotative and denotative.

Following that model, I looked for the phonological, ryntactic and semantic patterns

as explained below. Leech (1969, 63-70) was able to analyzn Phonological patterning

comprising Phonemes; vowels and consonants, syllables and alliterative patterns with

grammatical as well as semantic patterning to provide insight into the literary

masterpieces. This work is mainly indebted to his method of analysis for the Qur'anic

text. The following sections deal with these patterns.

2.3.L1.t Phonological Patterns

Sound and sense relationship is the hallmark of great literature. It is specifically related

to poetry which is to be read aloud. Leech (1969,p.89-100), \Tiddowson (1975),end

" For an understanding of this see Shaukat Toorawa Surat Maryam (Q.fS1: Lexicon, Lexical

Echoes, English Translation in Journal of Qur'anic Studies SOAS, University of London, 2004-8

Volume XtrI Issue l20llPP 25-71
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Cummings and Simmons (1983) hold this view that the mere Sounds of words

contribute to the overall meanings and effect of the text, as quoted below;

In ordinary texts, we expect sound and symbol to be

transparent to meaning. But in literature it often happens

that the sound and the rymbols of the medium becomes

imponant in themselves... They are not there just to encode

a meaning- their peculiar arrangement constitutes part of the

meaning of the text. In losing their transparency, they
become objects of attention. . \fle are forced to reflect on the

features of the medium of language. Not just on the

meaning which the medium conveys. (1983, p.7-15)

The medium of the Qur'anic text that is its language becomes relevant for

phonological study as the Qur'an is established basically as an oral text27 a book more

heard than read, its phonology therefore carries special significance. It must have

melody that is light on the ear and must contain phonologically appealing elements

that do not bore the listener, but enchant him. This is not only compatible with the

literature at rhe times of revelation but also continues dll this day. This research

focuses on the phonology of the prefixed letters in the Qur'anic text. I have

concentrated on the assonance, consonance, alliterations and end rhymes with

reference to the phonemes of the prefixed letters.

2.3 .L1.2 Syutactic Patterns

Syntax is the structure of words or phrases in a sentence, as defined by Radford is:

The study of the way in which phrases and sentences are

structured out of words, and so addresses questions like'

\[hat is the structure of a sentence like, \]/bat\ tbe president

doing ? and\(hat is the nature of the grammatical operations

2' 
see Robinson, Neuwirth, El-Awa on the oral character of Qur'anic text
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by which its component words are combined together to

form the overall sentence structure. (200a, p. 1)

Syntax also helps in the overall cohesion of the text. How this works in a text is

explained by Halliday as;

The qualiry of texture depends Partly on cohesion and

partly on strucntre, if the Pronoun and its referent are

within the same clause complex, this is already one

text by virtue of the strucrural relationship berween

the clauses, the cohesion merely adds a funher
dimension to the texture' (1985, p. 312).

Thus, the srudy of syntax guides us to the inner operations involved in the commonly

produced sentences of a language. However, in literature and especially in poetry,

wrirers manipulate the structures of sentences to get the desired meanings. This is

explained by Cummings and Simmons as below:

Literature, as we have learned, makes extrao rdinary use of

ordinary language. As a part of this capacity, literature

makes extraordinary use of ordinary grammar' You will

find that the description given to the grammar patterns of

ordinary sentences holds good for sentences created at arry

level of sophistication. You will also see that imaginative

writers find in ordinary grammar Patterns a potential for

producing literary effects of the most profound kind' (1983,

P.87)

Study of Arabic sentence shows that an Arabic sentence is mainly of two tlPes,

D vso, svo

The first is more common in Arabic, for example,

l) Kauba al anlad.u darsah.
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wrote the boy the lesson his/ The boy wrote his lesson.

Ya'lamu rnZ bayna'aytthim ana m.Z hhalfahum/ Y O

He knows what is in front of them and what is behind them.

The second structure is SVO.

2) ,al uahdu kauba darsabii

The boy wrote his lesson./SVO

The first structure is more common than SVO, al wakdu Kauba darsail. In the

Qur'anic text there are many instances when preference for one kind of structure is

made over the other. A closer study of the verses from the prefixed chapters shows

that the Qur'anic text follows the normal natural qFntactic structures as long as these

fit in the scheme of the prefixed lemers and whenever this is otherwise a normal usage

is given up for its less normal alternative and it is here that clue to the inclination

towards the prefixed letters is proposed.2E As Arabic morphology is linked to its

syntax, this aspect is dealt first.

2.3.t1.3 Inflexions in Arabic Vords

In Arabic, words are more intermixed into syntax as a word carries inflexions of

person, gender and number so we have Quhurn which means'You (plural masculine),

said.'

The case is decided by the case endings (i 'ob). Another perspective that needs our

attention is that the Arabic adjective follows its noun unlike English where it precedes

28 
How this works can be seen in my analysis of the chapter Al Qalam 5.1.4.
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the same. Another factor with reference to the smdy of language of the Qur'an is that

it neither follows the sryle of Arabic prose nor poetry. It has its unique style for which

scholars have invented the name al nann al kareem (see also Robinson 1996, Katamba

Lese)

My contention in this thesis is that if it is agreed that the Qur'an does not follow

Arabic poetry or prose, we cannot compare it with the sryle of Arabic poerry or

prose. One is then left with the choice to compare Qur'an against its own sryle. [n this

section, I have sought to do the same. I have chosen verses which carry the same

message from different parts of the Qur'an and compared them to show how much

their sryle differs or is influenced when they occur in one kind of prefixed chapters.

One need not be a grammarian to observe that the normal structure of Arabic is done

away with for an extraordinary structure, which reflects the choice of one kind of

structure rather than the other.

2.3.11.4 L€xical Cohesion

lVords create cohesive connections in a text when they are repeated, when they

alliterate, have semantic relationship such as synonymy, anronymy or phonological

relation such as assonance or consonance. Whenever these effects are achieved in the

Qur'anic context with the help of sounds related to the prefixed letters such as /t/ in

Al Qalam, it is felt that not only they have cohesion among themselves but there is a

link with the prefixed lefiers. Ronald Carter (1998, p. 119) writes:'In the case of

literary stylistics lexis is rightly recognized as a significant component in any multi

leveled srylistic description. He is, however, aware ofcertain limitations in rhis regard.
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Mentioning the lexical studies by Leech and Short (1981, p. 75-80), check list categories

by Traugott and Pratt (1980, p. 110-114) and lexical set analysis and cohesion by

Cummings and Simmons within a framework of systemic linguistics he states:

Although there are initid advantages to such a procedure,

lexical set analysis is inevitably dependent on the intuition

of analyst and thus is not markedly rystematic on a

linguistically principled sense. (Carter, 1998,p. 122)

Ronald Carter points to the zubjectivity and limitations of this approach in literary

texts', where the fine gradation of meaning, associations, ambiguities, metaphors and

semantic overlap are often densely exploited, does carry some inherent limitations.

Quoting from the analysis of Cummings and Simmons, Fern Hill andysis, he

questions the categorization of words under one heading or the other. Such limitations

are naturally overcome in this analysis as the initiative regarding the selection of lexis

is motivated by the text itself rather than by the enalyzer. The text takes its own

decisions here by pointing to the cohesively linhed lexis which is selected and grouped

further. To put it more plainly in the prefixed chapters of the Qur'anic text the search

for srylistic patterns is dominantly motivated by prefixed letters.

In the chapter on srylisdc analysis (Chapter Five), I have selected words which are

linked to the prefixed letters and have been accepted by the interpreters as carrying the

main theme of the chapters.
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2.3.1L.5 Semantic Patterns

The study of semantics as a part of Srylistics falls under Cognitive Stylistics. The main

exponents of the cognitive theories are Dan Sperberand Deirdre \Tilson (1981, 1986,

and 1987), George Lakoff (1993) and Donald C, Freeman. ln fact, cognitive approach

to the sudy of Sryle places great responsibiliry on the reader, who gets

unconventional meanings from a conventional text. The reader may take various

contextual clues to the text for his appreciation of the text: various connotations and

denotations may help the reader in this process. However, as Leech (1969, p. 57)

points out a linguistic foregrounding is far from spasmodic or random- it follows a

certain rationale of its own: the basic rationale in this case is linguistic.

2.3.12 Summary of the Chapter

This chapter surveyed major representative scholars from traditionalist as well as

modern scholars. In addition to this, it attempted to introduce the various possible

skills and tools that have been introduced in the contemporary Post Modern period

for the analysis of text. One can see that there are representative voices both in the

raditional as well as modern periods; however, what is missing is a smdy of these

letters from the tools of the Post Modern period. As can be seen with the number of

boohs written and researches carried out in this period that the tools mentioned are

applied for textual study of the Qur'anic text. These smdies have already been

recounted which have interesting results and opened up many debates. This research

aims to carry out a texrual srudy that focuses on the prefixed letters. For this purpose,

Chapter Four of this thesis is solely relegated to the survey of the prefixed letters,
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organization and analysis, Chapter five uses the results of chapter four for stylistic

analysis.

This study has picked the template formation from Al Khalil and Katamba, applied

the Hallidayan model of cohesion and discourse, and extended it to \Tiddowson's

model of the study of patterns in literature as discourse. Knowing that there is need

for research and for cohesive links and that there is assonance, consonance, rhymes,

end rhyme phrases and cohesive devices such as selection of words, their repetition,

references and cross references in the Qur'anic text, the procedure for linguistic and

stylisdc analyses has been developed (As explained in 3.9).
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CFIAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 lotroduction

This chapter is divided into three parts. The first discusses the templates formation

and the basis of their selection in the Qur'anic text. This part also explains the short

and long surahs'division as followed in this research and the lexico grammatical

differentiation of the prefixed letters. It also explains the units of contrast and

comparison on the basis of which conclusions were drawn regarding frequency and

consistency of occurrence of the said templates. The second part discusses the

delimitation and procedure of analysis of the data for discussion. The third part

discusses the model followed in the thesis.

3.1.1 Short and Long Chapters

There areyerylongsurabs such as Al Baqarah 710lines, Aa li'Imran 405lines, Al Shu

'ara l46lines and An Namal 132 lines, included in the prefixed chapters end very

short surahs, such as Nun 37 lines. Keeping this variety of length, they were divided

into short and long chapters for &ta collection. The surabs with less than a hundred

lines are considered short while above one hundred lines are considered long'
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3.1.2 ktters Categories

Another consideration was whether the prefixed letter yields a phoneme which is

lexical or lexico grammatical. For the former the whole chapter had to be looked into

while for the latter selected data of ten lines from the beginning and the endings of the

surahs were considered sufficient for its higher frequency of occurrence. On the basis

of these, the alif lam mtm chapters: having prefixed letters of the latter category

mentioned above and prefixed to long chapters were surveyed for the beginning and

the last ten lines of the suralts. Alif lam ra chapters were fully surveyed for the /r/

phoneme being a lexical phoneme. This formula is followed throughout the thesis.

Forry eight extracts were surveyed for the templates formed of the phonemes of the

prefixed letters and tabled in a sequence. Total number of the templates were noted

for each surah and the group of chapters for example , alif lam rntm chapters are six

and so rhere are twelve extracts from these. The results showed individltd' surab

templares and group of surahs with consistent frequency of the prefixed morphemes.

The results so obtained were compared with other chapters to see whether the

frequency is general or specific. Once it was established that the frequency was specific

to the chapters of the prefixed lefters, the next step was to look for cohesion in the

templates. The hypothesis was that if there was cohesion among the templates of the

prefixed letters there would be some significance which needed to be found out. This

is submitted in chapter four after the discussion of the overall rezults of particular

groups of. surahs,
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1.1.3 Template formation

Letters are made of phonemes (see table 5 in a.1.1). The phonemes of the letters make

the templates. The alif lam mim templates have three basic components: /a/, /l/

and/m/. For example, Khalil (791, p. 22O224) gives the possible number of templates

that can be made of alif larn rnirn templates. They have the following trelve

possibilities to join, i)/alm/ ii) /aml iii) /eal/ iv) /mla/ v) /lam/ alif mirn vi) ldm mim

alif vii) alif lanr viii) alif mtm ix)lam alif x) lam mtm i) mim alif xi)mim lam (see

2.3.5). It is words made of these templates that are checked in the Qur'anic text.

Templates on rhese patterns are checked for all the chapters and letters accordingly.

Once the templates are found, they are put together for similariry of roots and thus a

homogeneicy in patterns is looked for (Chapter four) in the light of Halliday's

cohesion and coherence.

Letters / sounds are checked initially, medially and finally, which is the normal

tradition of sound study (see Gimson, L962).Ibn 'Abbas R.A.) is quoted for srying

thet Alif stands for the name of Allah, lArn for the name of Gabriel and rnim for the

name of Mohammad. The above sratement by Ibne Abbas points to the fact that the

letter can be used initially, medially or finally. Alif for Allah is same as we would

expect, however lam for Jibreel (Gabriel) is final (Qurnrbi, 2003,p.732). These are

categorized as alliterations, consonance and assonance.
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3.1.4 Vords

A word is said to be formed of these templates if it is solely formed of these phonemes

so alam contains all the three phonemes. It is also considered when one or two

phonemes are inserted in the template of. alam so azlam, a'larn, ofoh* and similar

other examples.

3.1.5 Phrases

A more flexible criteria is followed for the phrases that are said to belong to these

phonemes, so a phrase Am lam tundhirhum/cow, 2/6 is said to belong to these

templates for the first two words contain these phonemes and Ahrn aqullahum 2/33,is

considered because the first word contains the three phonemes. On the other hand,

'awala ya'lamiina 2/77 is considered as it contains the morpheme /a/ in the first word

and the lam in the second word. Such instances are dominantly found in alif lam rnim

chapters only and they are discussed n alif km mim chapters accordingly.

\Yh man azlamu?/7}4, Arn uqillfina?/,'d dnt.fin'a'larnu.'amillah?/L40, Akm

ara/246, Akm ura/258,'alam u'larn/L06, lV'a ftrd.n 'azlamu/Ll4, dffi

aquliina/L40,'arnillah/140. Each of these constructions use the alif lam mlm letters.

Their significance studied with reference ro alif lam mtm templates in 4.4.1

3.1.6 Units of analysis

3.1.6.1 Unit of Measurement /I,cric:il/ Grammatical ktters

Two different units have been used for measurement; for lexico grammatical

molphemes where the distribution is more frequent the first and last ten lines have
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been used for sampling. This provides reliable data as these chapters, as can be noticed

from graphs2e, follow consistent pattern regarding the occurrence of these phonemes.

For lexical phonemes, the entire chapters have been studied to look for each and every

occurrence for data collection.

3.1.6.2 Unit of Comparison for Linguistic Daa

As consistency has been well checked for the occurrence of the templates in Chapter

Four, it is claimed that whatever is said about one chapter or a chapter in a series

should be representative of other prefixed chapters and series of chapters in relation to

the specific prefixed lemers unless otherwise proven. I move from ten lines to the

srudy of whole chapters here to make any statement about linguistic patterns.

3.1.6.3 Unit of contrast

'Whenever contrast between two chapters or series of chapters was made it was kept in

mind that the prefixed letters between the two comparative units should be as

different as possible. Thus alif lam mim chapters data was compared with 6 ba, ta sin

rather than alif lam ra, chapters; the later being similar in some respects. Similarly alif

lZm rZ, was compared with Niin, QZf or fi ba, and ta sln prefixed letters ro note the

difference of daa.

3.L.6.4 Linguistic Patterns

" Graph Lin 4.4 and Graph 2in 4.6
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Once the data was available from the above survey, it was patterned on the basis of

linguistic similarities, for example, inflections of the same roots were patterned

together and morphemes repeated in the same series or chapters and those cohesively

related to each other were patterned together.

3.2 Delimiations of the snrdy

The t'wenry nine chapters mentioned make 48.2 o/o of the Qur'anic text and it is not

possible o analyze all the verses for linguistic description. So, sampling was the

solution and therefore this research relies on example from samples for the same.

Procedure for sampling, here, is to move from broad base to narrow, therefore in

chapter four on survey; maximum data from all chapters has been sampled out. The

template srudy led to different types of possible categories which could be used as

represenrarive for sampling. The following categories within the prefixed letters were

identified:
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Table 4 Categories Identified

Categories

Division

Representative

Chapters

Syllabic division Syllabic

Description

Category 1; nun CWC Single syllable

Template

formation

Category 2; Almal CVCVC multiple syllables

template formation

Category 3; alqamar CVCCV Infixed syllables

template formation

Category 4; ka,ha CV Non templative or
cut letters3o

based on the way they formed templates;

Category one belongs to single lettered prefixed letters stch es nun, qaf and Sad;

category two contains those templates which make CVCVC syllables and do not need

any other phoneme for template formation such as l'alaml CVCVC or I'am laml

CVCVC all contain the phonemes of the prefixed letters while category three cannot

make CVCV syllables unless a phoneme is infixed between the second consonant and

fourth vowel so l'arrasul/ has to have CVCCVC construction which makes them a

different category. The last category is CV as the phonemes here do not join among

themselves and have to join with some other phonemes to give templates.

to 
For explanation on categories see 3.2.1
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I have selected at least one chapter from each cetegory for stylistic analysis. After data

collection and categorizing,l was in a position to identify prototypes that could be

shortlisted as representatives for other members. Four such rypical members were

recognized i.e. the srylistic analysis of each one of the group was then carried out for

this thesis to work as a model for other members of the group. All of the categories of

the above model are analyzed (Chapter Five) which can be roughly explained step

wise: first, I checked the end rhymes, assonance, consonance, alliteration, selection of

words, syntactic structures; then checked inter-textual and intra textual references;

explored the possibilities of relating the phonemes of the prefixed letters to these

features and figured out the relationship with the theme and the context of the

chapters. All of these fearures are not necessarily always applicable everywhere. If

some of these were found and these made dominant fearures of the said chapters there

was room for stylistic applications. One chapter from each category was chosen for

srylistic study, so Nun, Luqman, Y[sul and Maryam represent each of the above

categoriess.

3.2.1 Daa Collection

There are seven chapters that begin with alif lam mlm, six with alif lam rZ, seven with

ha mim and four with ta siz. Survey of all these chapters was carried out for

morphophonemic templates. Forry eight extracts in all were surveyed. The Morpho

phonemic templates in this thesis refer to the templates made of the phonemes of the

prefixed letters. The data o{ 24 chapters is made available in Appendices and referred

to accordingly for analysis along with Chapters qaf end al-Qalarn. Thus, twenry six
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chapters were taken into consideration, which are highly representative of. the 29

chapters. Next, a typical member of each group was chosen for linguistic analysis. So,

data of one chapter from alif lam mlm, alif lam ra, and ha mim was chosen for

linguistic analysis. The available data is analyzed for linguistic purposes in Chapter

Four and for srylistic purposes in Chapter Five.

3.2.2 Inside tfie Tables

There are meny tables in the Appendices of this study. It is desirable to briefly explain

how the tables provide the data. The left most corner shows the prefixed alphabet that

a certain chapter contains, for example, alif lam mim. The rows on the right contain

examples from the same chapter that has concentration of the leading phonemes of

these letters, in this case, /?/, /l/ ail /m/.In selecting the data it was considered

essential that the first of the phonemes of the prefixed letter be considered so it was

checked in the initial, medial and final positions. The rightmost column shows the

number of templates which occur then used for checking consistency of occurrence

and comparison. The last row provides the morphemic structure of the prefixed

phonemes on the basis of which division of the model was made, so CVCVC make

the prefixed template group, CVCCV make the infixed variation of the prefixed

templates while CV make the cur letrer group.

3.2.3 Procedure for Analysis

The procedure is in two steps; first for data collection and the second for srylistic

analysis. As a first step this research used the templates provided by Katamba's and Al
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Khalil's Arabic templates of Arabic molphemes which form the basis of template

formation.

First of all three chapters with one prefixed letter were checked for the related

templates. The next step was to look at different series. As there are five to seven

chapters in every series, ten lines from the beginning and end of chapters were selected

for the data. Results were checked against non relevant chapters.3' Data from all

chapters was collected for consistenerr comparison and contrast. Cohesive patterns

were norcd for the data collected.

3.2.4 StylisticAndysis

In the second step the linguistic patterns noted from Chapter Four were organized in

Chapter Five and were used for srylisdc analysis. Here the first step was to look for

prominence in the text which may be phonological as the repetition of ya end rhymes

in slrah Maryam ond /n/ end rhymes in Al Qalam or thematic parallelism as dreams

in S[rah Ytsuf, or consistent repetition of the theme of life and death in ha mim

chapters. The next step was to find motivation for the prominence. This was to be

looked into the phonemes or the connotative and denotative meanings of the prefixed

letters. For example, the /n/ end rhyme was easily linked with the prefixed letter

Nun. Its themes were also related to the connotation fish. The stylistic analysis that

follows used these factors for organizing and presenting the material in a systematic

way which can be summed up as checking the phonological fearures such as end

tt Noo relevant chapters in this context rneans those chapters which don't share the lemers
under discussion, in other words they are differently prefixed.
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rhymes, assonance, consonance, alliteration, selection of words, syntactic structures.

Checked Inrer-textual and intra texmal references, explored the possibilities of relating

the prefixed letters to these features and found the relationship with the theme and

conrexr of the chapters. It is important to mention that not all of these features are

always available everywhere, if some of these were found and these made prominent

patterns of the said chapters there was room for making the argument.

The above data is then organized into thematic wholes which look at the zubject of

the chapters and explains how the collected data contributed to the main theme of

single as well as series of these chapters and how the cohesive links lead to thematic

uniry and other effects such as tone, melody and the organization of these chapters.

For the purpose of thematic relationship the already given meanings and

interpretations of the scholars such as Maulana Mawdudi (1980, Abdullah Y[suf Ali

(1993), Ytsuf Ahsan Islahi (1989) and Mohammad Asad (1980) were referred to.

How do I set about discovering the patterns of language and relate them for stylistic

analysis? There was no rigid order of procedure, the technique was to pick up fearures

in the text which vrere most outstanding in the text for example /yZ/ stands out in

Mary, nun stands out in Al Qalam, whlle alif lam mim templates stand out in alif lam

mlm series. If there are plenry of similar examples they were analyzr,d to see if there

was any connection between these patterns and the prefixed letters.

3.3 Model for this Study
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The whole study has been done in two steps; the linguistic and stylistic. For linguistic

srudy templares of the prefixed letters were checked in the prefixed chapters on the

guidelines of the model provided by Khalil and Katamba. These templates make the

basis of statistic study in addition to the study of cohesive links in the said chapters.

For srylistic study this research followed the tripartite model of Leech (1969) for

language analysis which was briefly discussed in chapter t'wo.

Figure 5 Leech's tripartite model

REALZATION FORM SEIT{ANTIC

Phonolory Grammar

and

Lexicon

(denotative or
Cognitive)
MeaningGraphology

According to this model three levels of language i.e. the phonology/ graphology,

syntax and semantic study help us understand t}e role of the prefixed letters. The first

part of the model is phonology and in order to look at the phonology of the prefixed

letters their phonological break up was checked (see table 5). Under the second

heading falls syntax. As Arabic syntax is related to word morphology (2.3.11.3), this

study is confined to syntax of words morphology. The morphemic patterns of all

those words which had any association with the phonemes of the prefixed letters were

checked in the relevant surahs of the Qur'an and put in tables for study. The results

were discussed in detail for making decisions of consistency of occurrence in these

chapters. Halliday's cohesion and texture of text (see section: 2.3.9.1-2) was used for
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these analyses. For srylistic analysis in the next chapter (Chapter Five), the pedagogical

model of \Tiddowson was applied to understand the role of these letters in the text.
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CHAPTER 4

DATA DESCRIPTION AI\D AI{ALY$S

This chapter deals with the subject of the prefixed letters from quantitative and

qualitative angles. First the alphabet phoneme link is established to justify why I chose

phonemes and morphemes from the chapters of the prefixed letters for srudy and

analysis. The zurvey and analysis follows two clear Patterns' Initially sampling of data

from short and long chapters has been done to check focus of morphemes made from

the phonemes of the prefixed letters. The data is checked to show that whatever is said

regarding rhe occurrences of the morphemes is validated. In the next sections, cohesive

links beween the morphemes have been checked so that the motivation behind the

recurrence of the morphemes may be understood. First, two chapters; Al Qalam and

QAf heve been analyzed to check the morphemes of the prefixed letters and then

individual phonemes of the same were checked in the words they are made of' I began

with these as rhey are formed of single letters and seem to be simpler units to begin

with. The results obtained from one chapter were then cross checked in other

chapters to see if the pamerning is chapter specific or common to all' The results are

submimed in the following sections. It was also found during the surwey that there are

chapters where the association between chapters and phonemes of the prefixed letters

is very obvious and requires iust a little effort, for example the Chapter Al Qalam and
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the Chapter Qaf, The chapter sZd. is of inrcrmediate type where the association is more

subtle as the analysis o{. ;-ad can better be understood with reference to two other

chapters. These three chapters (nun, qaf and s-a$ then provide the clue to the linguistic

understanding of these letters. In the second section of the chapter, I have discussed

about different groups of the prefixed chapters, such as alif lam n'im (seven), alif lant

ra, (six),lta Mim(seven), ta Sin mtm ( two), ta *n (one) and this comes to twenty six

chapters which provides the necessary data for thematic, phonological and ryntactic

understanding of the prefixed letters (Please refer to procedure given under heeding3.T

for more details.

The data of prefixed phonemes first shows the maximal presence of related morpho

phonemic templates in them and then their maximal presence in non related chapters.

Secondly it organizes the data into patterns for grammatical, phonological, lexical and

structural implications for stylistic explorations in the next chapter. It should be noted

at the outset that having established the relation between phoneme and letters the

tables of survey mention letters whenever their phonemes appear in the text.

4.1 Morpho Phonemic Distribution: The Link

The tripartite model of Leech begins with phonology so it was essential to have

phonological data of the prefixed letters. As letters do not make a linguistic unit it was

essential to get the phonemic breakup of the prefixed letters first and then see the

morphemes that are made of these phonemes. This has helped in many ways. First, it

helps one see the connection berween letters and phonemes and then their morphemes

in the relevant chapters to arrive at conclusions.
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4.1.1 Phonemic Distribution of Prefixed Letters

As discussed in 1.3 it was noted that the prefixed letters had to be uttered in full rather

than represent the sound that each letter stands for. This has phonemic implications as

the letters contain various phonemes explained below and by uttering them un-

declined every phoneme inside the letter is given a chance to maintain its existence

which is otherwise lost. The following table provides a breakup of the prefixed letters

and by doing so provides a link berween the lemer and their phonemic content, as in

rhe sections that follow I have analyzedthe relevant chapters for the phonemes related

to the letters.

Table 5: Phonemic distribution in prefixed letters

Ser

ial
no.

Na
me

of
lett
er

t*
phon
eme

2"d

phon
eme

3d

Phon
eme

4rh

phon
eme

5rh

Phon
eme

Conso
nants

ina
letter

Vo
wels

ina
lette

r

Total
phone

mes in
a

letter

I Alif ) /a/ /t/ /i/ /f/ 3 2 5

2 lam /t/ /a/ /nt/ 2 1 3

3 mi
m

/nt/ /r/ /nt/ 2 1 3

4 ha /h/ /a/ 1 1 2

5 nun /n/ /n/ /n/ 2 I 3

6 sln /s/ /r/ /n/ 2 1 3

7 sacl /q/ /a/ /d/ 2 I 3

8 kaf /k/ /a/ /f/ 2 1 3

9 ha /h/ /a/ 1 1 2

10 YA /a/ /a/ /t/ 1 3 4

t1 '^y
n

/ay/ /n/ 2 1 3

t2 qat /o/ /a/ /f/ 2 7 3

t3 re /t/ /a/ I 1 2

t4 ra /r/ /a/ I 1 2
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The above table provides much valuable information about the phonemic make up of

the prefixed letters; for example, only one letter is made up of five phonemes; alif, five

letters; lta, ha, ya, tZ and ra are made of two while eight; km, rnlm, sin, Sad, kZf 'ayn

and qaf are made of three phonemes. The long vowel/ a/ occurs nine times and short

vowel/i/ occurs only once. Nine letters end on a consonantal phoneme, while five are

open ended, i.e. they end on a vowel. Relation to end rhyme is also summed up in 6.2.

The above table also shows that in Arabic the first phoneme of the letter is the

represenrative sound for which the letter stan&, i.e. when the letter is present in

orthography the first phoneme is meant to be the sound. Number one and ten have

further characteristic of having vowel sound in them: alif stands for the first phoneme

as well as long and short vowels/a/ end /a/, yZ stands for the first phoneme as well as

for long and shon/l/ and /l/. The table also shows rhat /rn/ is the last phoneme of

rwo letters; /lam/ end /mtrn/. /n/ is the last phoneme of three letters; nun, sln and

'ayr; similarly /f/ is the last phoneme of number one, eight and twelve,' alif, kaf and

qaf. These details have implications in the description of the prefixed letters and will

be referred to accordingly in the data of this chapter. Total consonantal phonemes in

the prefixed letters are therefore twenty one; /?/, /l/, /f/,/m/, /\/,/n/,/s/,

/ql,ldl,lW,lhl,lyl l'1,/tl lr/, fifteen consonants and lal li:l ll| three long vowels with three

short forms. The following table shows the place and manner of articulation of these

consonants.
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Table 6: Description of phonemes within the prefixed letters

S. No Symbol Place of ardculation Manner of
articulation

I ? Glottal Stop

2 /t/ Alveolar Lateral Sonorant

3 /n/ Bilabial Nasal

4 /n/ Alveolar Nasal

5 /h/ Pharyngeal Fricative

6 /h/ Glottal Fricative

7 /k/ Velar Stop

8 /q/ Uvular Stop

9 /t/ Dental Stops

t0 /r/ Alveolar Trill

11, /v/ Palatal Fricative

t2 /E/ Dental Fricative

13 /s/ Dental Fricative

The above break up was necessary as the letters were recited by the Prophet (peace be

upon Him) in full which means that all the phonemes involved in the lemers were to

counr. This also is significant as there are two consonantal sounds; /f/ and /d/ and

three vowels /i/, /u/ and /a/ find their entry by default. Although /f/ does not occur

in the prefixed lefiers, i* phoneme/f./ gets entry through 1, 8 and 12. Another

noteworthy sound/n/ which is part of the letter nun also gets entry as the last
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phoneme of 5, 6 and 11. Similarly /m/ is the ending of letter2 and 3. Five letters: 4, 9,

10, 13 and 14 end in an open manner i.e. on a rising vowel sound.

4.1.2 Relation to the End Rhymes

A study of the end rhymes of the prefixed chapters reveals that nasal /m/, /n/ and

open ending /a/ make the basic rhyme scheme of these. It is significant as these

endings relate to the /m/ of number 2and3 above, while /n/ relates to 5,6 and 11

and /a/ to open ended rising vowel endings in 4,9,10, 13 and 14. Their significance

has been dealt at the relevant places (See chapter Nun). The study of the end rhymes

also confirms as /k/ /q/ velar and glottal plosives are completely avoided in these

positions.

4.1.3 Vowels and the Glottal Phoneme

The glottal phoneme in Arabic is harnza. According to Al Ani, 'Almost all vowels

when recorded are initiated with a glottal stop. Such an initial glottal ardculation

seems reasonable since all words in Arabic begin with a consonant. Also those words

in Arabic which are normally considered to begin with a vowel uzually are initiated

with a glottal stop before the vowel.' This shows the link between alif and bamza as

the letter alif can represent long vowel /a/, short vowel /a/ and /u/ end /i/ by

placing of simple diacritic on or below. This study takes the inclusion of. hamza; the

glottal stop in the alifby default.
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4.1.4 From Phonemes to Morphemes

Phonemes do not occur individually in speech, but join to result in morphemes

which are the unit of discourse. My target in the text is therefore those

molphemes which are formed as a result of the combination of the phonemes

of the prefixed letters. In the following table I have given a few morphemes made

from the phonemes of these letters to show what I'll be looking for in the coming

sections.

Table 7 Morohemes related to orefixed letters

Serial

no.

Name
of
letter

Morphemes having phonemes from the

prefixed letters.

I Alif /? / /?a/, /el/,/'ilf /
2 lam /Lem/. /mel/
3 mtm /Mim/
4 ha Lexical

5 nun /nnn/
6 srn Lexical: savna. zulavman

7 sad Lexical: sabr. sido

8 kaf /kam/
9 ha /ha/
10 YA /va/
11 'eyn Lexical. 'rsa. 'abd.

L2 oat /Qed/, qabr, qayama

13 ta Lexical, tur,
l4 ra Lexical;/Re'a/

The above table provides the guidelines which are followed when I look for

morphemes of the prefixed letters in certain chapters. A morpheme will be considered

in link with the prefixed letter when it contains the phoneme of the prefixed lemer

initially, medially or finally. In order to see these and note them a sample survey was

conducted for all the prefixed letters and the tables of the molpho phonemic
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occurrences were recorded. in the Appendices (1.1- 1.6.12) Discussion around these

occurrences; their percentages, comparison and tests for consistency 
^re 

noted in the

rest of this chapter.

4.2 AlQakn

Now let us looh at the data of Al Qalam/N;ra below. One can see very well that

/niln/ is lexico grammatical morpheme formed of three phonemes;/n/,/u/

and/n/.These three repeatedly occur in the strah which is replete with the examples

of. /niln / from different aspects; grammatical ( row 1-4) grammatical( 5 -13) and

phonological (1a) and its echo forms such as /rnun/, riln, /tun/, as shown in table

below. Insrances which have been repeated in phonological application have been

marked (R) and do not count towards the total.

Table 8. Lexical Morphemes in Al Qalam

S.

No.

Template \U(ord Total

I /noun/
repetition

0 mrjtto/2 2) mzjrdilo/S| 02

) Adjeaival

structure

mamntn/3 muftiin / 6 {rl]6tul 26 r,e$:gru/ n 04

3 / Syntactic

Cohesion

through

Verbs

yastathniin/l8 yudhintin/9 Yas.truiin/1

y*drtzf*i,n/23 nrSirnn/s ahlumiin/36
yatdlwamiin/30 ya'lamtin/ tadrvin/37
t kha)Tariio/38 tzhkumiin/31 yasag4ilo/+Z

ya'lerrtlo/44

13

4 Participles na'imiin/ 19 redhtWtlo/32 33 sElimiin/43 muthqaltin/'{6

Muhtadin/Tmukedhdhibin/8, mu-sbibln/ 17 mugbilinl 21

gerinin/ 22a:drinnl 25 4linir./ 29 gdain/ 3L $iljrrllo/ 35/

t6
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gadiqin/al mxtn/45 $Ilibin/ 50

5 2"d person

singular

'arrtu/ 2'inna rabbtka/ tudhinu/7 04

6 Infinitive
particle

'an 01

7 l" person sing.

And pl.

. nahnu/ 27, rabbina/ 'inna, lrunnE0 / 29,'inna lrunnltdghrn 31,

rabbunil, yubdi lanel'inne ile rabbina, raghibin /32,

10

8 Imperative 'arughdn/ 22 01

9 Adjectives nrhtnl / rlislria/ 24 02

10 Pluralized

forms

Baiinl4/'awwalin/ L''dbE;].dn/ 52 03

11 Relative

Pronoun

Man/7 01

t2 Imperfective kenol L3 01

13 Emphatic

panicle

'innI1l l/,'ima/ 26 02

l4 Phonological

Assonance

yastathniin/18((R)) yudhiniin/9(R) (R) Yasturtin/1@)
yatakhafatiin/23(R) yubsiriia/5(R) tahkumiin/36(R)

yatalawamiin/30(X.) ya'lamiin/(R) tadrusiin/37(R)

takhayyariin/38(R) tahkumiin/39(R) yastati'iin/42(R)

ya'lamiin/44@)

13

Totd 6t

Molphemic

stnrcnrre

CVCV

The above table shows three aspects of the letter nitn; occurrence of. /n/ in more than

sixry places that shows its higher frequency, the word majnun thar occurs in the

second and the last but one verse and the assonance of long back vowel words. The

row 1 above shows the rwice occurring word majnuz in verses, 2 and 57; the second
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and penultimare verses. This is significant as this sets the main theme of this chapter

around which various other sub themes (denial of lunacy) revolve. A look at the

highlighted words in the table also shows that words with long back and long front

vowel are present in forry places. The assonance of. /u/ continues throughout the

chapter; it is present in the lexical items such as majnfin/2,majntrn/51 in adjectival

strucrures zuch rnarnniln/3 muftiin/ 6 dalliln/26 mabritrniln/Zl in syntactic structures

such as yasathniin/\8 yudhin,fin/9 Yasturiln/l ydtdkbafdilin/23 yubliriin/S

tahkumiin / 3 6 yaulaw amiin / 30 ya'lamdin / tad.rusirn / 37 ahhayyariin/38 ubkumiin / 39

ydstdti'i)n/+2 ya'lamiin/44 creating the overall assonance of the long back vowel. The

reperirion of identical vowel sound creates assonance that provides foundadon for

srylistic significance and is dealt in the next chapter.

Knowledge about the letter nun can help to see the various connections that exist in

the chapter for example the letter nun means inkpot which makes the first verse nun

wal qalami wa ma ydstuun meaningful for the relationship of pen, inkpot and writing

is well established. Vith this knowledge the word tahkumiin/36 'take decision'

tadrusiln/37'you study'become more relevant as both the words relate to pen power.

Similarly the knowledge that nun connotes to fish and to the Prophet Yonus who is

mentioned in verse 48 begins to yield textual connections in which nun is the focal

poinr. Verse 48 says, 'Do not be like the rnan of fish.' This verse relates the niin to the

event of Jonah 'the Prophet Yonus 'who left his nation because they would not obey.

Verse 2 denies the opponents' claim of the Prophet Mohammad (peace be upon him)

being a Lunatic. The rest of the chapter develops this theme through phonological
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assonance, inflexion-al and derivational variants of.lniln)quoted above. The whole text

of the chapter is thus knit through the thematic, lexical cohesion and syntactic

structuring.

The next Qur'anic chapter which comes under the category of short chapters it Qal

chapter 50, with thirry nine lines. A survey of this chapter shows a higher frequency

of the /q/ sound. In table 9 below words that contain the /q/ phoneme initially,

medially and finally have been presented.
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Table 9: Chapter QIf; Morphemic Templates

S.

No.
Template Morphemes /Words Total

1 Qur'an
'Wal qur'In/ I qur'an /45 02

2 Qul and
qawl

faqela/Z qawli/ L8 qala/ 23 23 24 25 qawht/ 29 naqiilu/ 30

taqiilu/ 30 yaqiiliina/39 y aq;jlij,na/

52

3 Qawm qa:wma/ 12 qaw m tt/ 14 qawita/ t+ 03

4 Q"d qad/ 4laqad/ l6qad/25 laqad/ laqad/ 22 + qaddamttt/ 28 05

5 h"q b^qqil bilheq/ biftaql aLbilhaq/ 04

6 Q"lb qalbin/ 33 qalbun/ + qablahum/36 03

7 Qabla qablal3g qabla/ 39 qablahum/ 03

8 Khalq khalqi/15 khalqi/15 khlaqna/ khalaqna/ 38 04

9 General tanqusu/ fawqahum/6 'elqayna/ 7 basiqati/tO rizqan/
ll'rqrabu/L6 yatalaqqal/ lTmualaqqiy-^n/ 17 qe;Id/ sa;iqu/ 2L

qarrnuhii/ lil muttaqina/ 3l qarniil36 fa naqqabii/ 36'alqa/ 37

qaribl tashaqqaqu/44

17

Totd 94

Morphemic
stnrcture

CVCV



The above table contains the /q/ contaning words in a qystematic way that can be

paralleled with the use of n[n in Al Qalam discussed in the last section (4.4.0. If

majnun marks the beginning and ending verses of al Qalam above, in this chapter the

phoneme /q/ in the word Qur'an marks the first and last verses, of surab Qaf which is

prefixed with the letter qZf noted in row one Table 9. The Qur'an generally contains

guidance for human beings, it talks of different nations that obeyed and disobeyed;

their reward and punishment in this world and in the hereafter. The chapter qaf slums

up tlrese themes. /q/ marks the beginning of the letter qaf and the Qur'an and thereby

linking one with the other (See table 5).

Row two contains eight variations on the verbal morpheme /qul/ with eleven

instances of occurrence. The verb qala reflects what happens in this world; the sayings

(qawl) of different individuals and groups are collected in this chapter as a proof of

their ultimate failure. For example faqalal kafi.runa haza shay'un 'afib/Z, the non

belimers say this (the phenomenon of a Prophet among them) ls strdnge. Verse 18

quotes, ma yalfi.zul qawlin illa ladaybi raqtbun 'atid, not does be utter but there is a

sentinel by him read.y (to note it). On the day of judgment the disbeliever be thrown to

hell when God orders, 'alqiyz fi jahannam and the debate is covered through the

repetition of the morphemes; qala and Ela as noted above which finds its last

expression in verse 30 yautma naqulu li jabannama hal imula'ti uta taqulu bal mim

mazid.

The above phenomenon constantly recurred with reference to different nations who

belied the message column 3 quotes verses 12-14 which aranges different nations
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qdu)mi nuh,qawmi thamild, qaatmi 'a.d, qaatni sbo 'ayb, who defied the truth/ haq the

word repeated five times in this chapter see column 5 . Similarly the grammatical item

qad, repeated five times (column 6) gives authority and authenticity as this is used for

definite past events.

Data in the above shows alliteration and consonance of the phoneme / q/ which

creates cohesion as Halliday (pp. 330-33a) remarked, 'In order for a lexical item to be

recognized as repeated it need not be in the same morphological shape. For example

dine, dining, diner, dinner are all the same item. This runs parallel to the data of row

2,3, 4,5, 6, and 7 in the above table. In this case the phoneme /q/alliterates in

different words creating consonance and helping in developing different themes such

as qiyarna, qabr, qawrn, qalb and qurb n the Qur'an

4.3 Cohesive Morphemes nChryter QAf

Apart from the repetitions of /q/ words noted above there exists cohesion in these

words for example; fa qalal kafi.riin and the disbelievers said, hadb-dbabat qablahum,

belied before them, uta loqod , oerily indeed, idh yaulaqqal, ubm tbqt meet, laqad..

Verily indced, qZla qannuhii, said bis frimd, qala la. kid he, do not. Cohesion through

rhe /q/ is produced with the alliteration of phoneme /q/, shown in the table form

below,
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Table 10 Cohesion through the /q/ phoneme.

s.

No.

Template Total

I Qawl faqala/2 qawV 18 qala,/ 23 23 qala/24 qala/ 25 qasilu/ 29

naqiilu/ 30 taqiilu/ 30 yaqiiliina/39 yaqnlnna/

10

Grand

Total

10

4.3.1 Findingp

The above study with reference to two chapters points that the prefixed letters with

their representative phonemes play the role of cohesive force in the text, they also

play a role in the themes of these chapters. The srudy also shows rhat nun is an

unshared prefixed letter and makes the first unit of analysis hencefonh called variable

ore. Qaf is a shared prefixed letter and so is s-ad. These two make the first unit of

analysis. The next distinctive unit is different groups such as alif lam mim, alif lam ra

md ba mtm which account for the major number (eighteen chapters) of the prefixed

letters. I begin from the series alif lam rntm, which has seven chapters. I have used the

data from Al Baqara (the whole chapter) for linguistic patterning and quoted only

rarely from other chapters when needed for the reasons stated above.

4.4 Morpho Phonemic Clusters (Appendix 1 tables l.l. to l.l2)

Six chapters which begin with alif lam mlm are discussed in this section. They were

analyzed for first and last ten lines; the results show the densiry of the prefixed

morphemes in relevant chapters. This forms the basis of the survey for this srudy. As

the rest of the chapters occur in groups, I shall investigate them as such and compare
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groups of one type of prefixed letters with other groups with different prefixed letters

for verification of &ta. As discussed in limitation (3.2) the first and last ten lines of the

chapters would be used for sampling. This series shows a marked use of morphemes of

the phonemes from alif lam min in similar patterns as that noted in the above. There

are many words in these chapters that involve the phonemes /a/, /l/, and /rn/,in

different forms. Ve begin with chapter tto alif lam mim Al Baqara being the first in

the sequence of the Qur'an. The procedure (see 3.1) applied on the alif larn mlm series

gives us nine different tFpes of the above templates, for checking verses of the Qur'an.

i) ALM as in 'alam, ii) AAML es in amal, iii) LAMMA lamma, iv) LAM, as in

lamastum, v) MAL as in mZl,, vi) AMLA as in 'amla, vii) ALA, as in'ala, viii)

AMMA, asin'amma, ix) LAL, as n li'alla. The text of different alif lamrntm chaprers

was checked for these templates and the data was put in tables (see Appendix 1. Tables:

l.l-1.12). The data is discussed below.

Survey of six chapters shows that there is consistent and dominant presence of

morphemes that are related to phonemes of alif lam mtm in alif lam mim prefixed

chapters. These are in the form of words such as ahm, 'ahm, 'alayhim, 'aualarn,

almuttaqin,'alrnafsi.diin/ at word level or at phrase level zuch as'alZ qulttbibim/ 'ala

sarn ' ihim/'ala'absarihim/ 'illa 'anfusabum/ or question parricle such as / 'am lam/ .ln

order to check whether cinsistency is present in all the alif lam mint. chapters their

data was compared with chapters other rhan alif lam mtm. The results are submitted

below.

Comparing alif lam minr. templares with non related chapters of the
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Qur'an I surveyed four chapters; Mary, ,la lta, Poets, Naml the resulm are

submitted below,

Table 11. Comparison of alif lam mirn templates in alif lam

mtm and non alif lam mlm chapters.

S. No. Name of
chapter

alif lam

mim

templates in

first ten

lines

alif lam

mlm

templates in

ln non alif
lam mlm

chapters

Average

occurrence

1 Al Baqara 480o/o*32 M^ry l40Yo

2. eli imren 350o/o ta ha l50Yo

3. Spider 340o/o The Poets 180o/o

4. Rome 280 The Ant 200Yo

It can be seen that the phonemes of alif lam mtrn templates present in different forms

in the alif lam mim chapters show minimal presence in non alif lam mim chaptsrs.

The graph below compares the results given above. The difference in the average

occurrence shows clearly that the density of words with prefixed letters increases in

the relevant chapters.

32 
Percentage refers to morphemic presence in one hundred lines.
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Graph 01

Q6mparboa of alif lam nam Te mphe s'a alif km *rtm and s.w
!U

zn-m Chapters

As the ALM chapters show similarity of behaviour, I chose one chapter Al Baqara (

the second surah) as a model for extensive linguistic explorations which should serve

as a model for description.

4.4.1 Alif Inm hftm Templrrta

The study shows the alif lam mim templates in Al Baqarah can be divided into lexical

and grammatical categories. A rypical case is the repetition of the word lJlah, Q79

times)iman (faith and its variations eleven times in w. 1-15) and mala'iha angels

specifically. The grammatical morphemes formed of. alif lam num templates can be

divided into different categories for example, interrogatives, rhetorical questions,
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conditionals and various inflexions all relate to either of these prefixed radicals. The

following deals with this issue in the light of Halliday's Cohesion in text.

There are certain lexical choices that match the prefixed letters and make frequent

occurrences in these chapters, for example harnza'/ glottal stoP aPPears twice in one

word, SJ. Io the beginning and in the middle i.e. before the end of last /ka/,iris

repeated in the following verses, 5, 5, 8, 16,27,39, 81, 82,86, L14,157,160,174, t75,

177, 777, 202, 21g, 2L7, 218, 234, 257, 273, 275,275, 282' The twenty two dmes

occurrence of 4:lin chapter two matches the phonemes of the prefixed letters;

/'/,/l/ arr,.d/a/.

4.4.2 Vowels and the Glottal Phoneme

The gloftal phoneme in Arabic is harnza. According to Al Ani (1970),'Almost all

vowels when recorded are initiated with a glottal stop. Also those words in Arabic

which are normally considered to begin with a vowel uzually are initiated with a

glottal stop before the vowel.' This shows the link between alif arrd bamza as the letter

alif can represent longvowel /e/,shortvowel /a/ and /u/ md /i/ by placing of a

diacritic on or below. This srudy takes the inclusion of hamza; the glottal stop in the

alifby default.

As discussed in Halliday (1985), $ynonyms produce cohesion in a text so the word

rto'minin, the believers relates to zuch words as yfiqinfi.n, the trusting ones rnoqinin,

those who trust muhtadin, the guided ones mubudiln,the guided rnuflihiin, those who

get the best yu'mini).n,believers ntt4ttdqtn, the God conscious qanitiin those who turn
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to God; all having related meanings found in great number in this chaprcr are linked

by their meanings and the alliteration of. /m/ in Al Baqara.

According to Halliday (Ibid) 'Cohesion is what gives a text texture', by this formula of

cohesion the opposites of the above mentioned words such as Kafiriin, disbelievers,

munafi.qiin, hypocrite szalimiin, unjust hhasiriln, the losers and la yu'miniinnon-

believers make the texture of the chapter, contributing to the main theme of the

chapter which is belief and disbelief. Smdy of these templates lead us to conclude that

certain themes; such as God Allah faith/'iman, angels mala'ika, mawt death mo'minrn

and the opposite themes zuch as shirk Polytheism and disbelievers find emphatic

coverage in al Baqara.

4. 4.3 Syntactic Implications

4.4.3.1Tte Conjunction morpheme 3!in Cow/ Baqara

Halliday (1985, p.324 states, 'It is clear that texture is achieved through conjunction

relation.' A very characteristic feature of this chapter is the panern of the conjunction

;! /idh/that is used to refer to every new event. The use of il as conjunction is

explained by Haywood : 439 meaning; 'when, since, after, and because, with

following nominal or verbal sentences.' Robinson (p.205) calls it the 'stock formula'.

Robinson also states that narratives begin abruptly in surah Baqarah, however if

looked from the links of this conjunction we find a certain cohesion berween different

narratives which ultimately link themselves to note the absolute authority of Allah

(every event pointing in this direction) as discussed with reference to the alif lam mim
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chapters, for example, when the story of the creations of Adam is told, it begins with

cl+-r..lto't!.5,/30, when the story of lbrahm (Abraham) begins, it also begins with 5!-r

/ 126. The reminder to Bani krill / 49 begins with llt, the story of the cow begins with

1Jl62. Thus almost every episode in this chapter begins with jland this is a specific

pattern here. The following references may help./idh,/ is a conditional particle and is

one of the conditional pardcles out of the repertoire such as /uta laail, /idha/,The

choice of /idh/ and /idba/ matches not only the theme, but also the prefixed

letter,/alif/. So a model event may be said to begin with /idh/ and end with inni'a

'lamu rnZ la ta 'lamun, I know what you do not know leading to the declaration of the

uldmate authority of God. The following table shows the use of diff.erent/idh/

conjunctions in Al Baqara;

Table: 12 Conjunctions morpheme in Baqaral The Cow

S.

No
Episode Verse

no.

Conjunction

1 1. Behold thy Lord sai4 I am going to make a

vicegerent on earth

1.1. And behold \7e said to the angels

30

34

lVa idh

2 2.

2.1And remember'!tr0e delivered you from Pharaoh

2.2 And remember Ve divided the sea

2.3 Andwhen Moses said to the people

2.4 And remember when you said to Moses

2.5 And remember when \fle said, Enter the Town

2.6 And remember when Moses prayed

49

49

50

6l

58

60

\Va idb
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2.7 Andremember when you said,

2.8 And remember when we took covenant

2.9 Ltd remember when Moses said to his people.

6l

63

67

3 3. And remember when you slew a man 72 \Vaidh

4 4. And remember when we took a covenant from

children of hrael

4.1 And remember when we took your covenant

63

84

Waidh

5 5.1.And remember that Ibrahim was tried

5.2 And remember when we made the House

5.3 And remember when Ibrahrm said

5.4. And remember Ibrahrm and Ishmael

5.5. And behold his Lord said,
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131

133

lYa idh

The table above demonsrrates the use of the conjunctional device repeatedly used in

this chapter. Other examples are quoted below;

4.4,3. 2 Cohesive Conjunction Morpheme tidhl ndlidhd)

13! 3! idbA also plays an imponant role which is present in verses 11, 74, 14, 20, 76,77 ,

87, g l, 156, lg9, 2OO, 205, 206, 231, 232, 233, 239, 282, 282, 282. Thus i! and 15!

make significant parrerns along with other patterns to be discussed shortly.

Emphatic Conjunction ctl: /in/ and / u11;nndbn/ in this Chapter

tland innahlrd! make another important morphemic pattern which is one of the

dominant patterns of this chapter. / in/ is also a conditional particle and is used for
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conditional in furure tense. 6, 20,23,24,3t,70,74,74,76,86, 90, 91,93,94,94, 7ll,

l2l, L37, 740, 143, t44, 146, 158, 159, 161, 164, t72, L74, 181, 184, 184, 192, 192, 792,

198, 208, 214,217, 2L8,220, 222,226, 227,228, 230,230, 233, 233,235, 236,236, 239,

240, 243, 247, 248, 248, 271, 27t, 273, 277, 278, 280, 282, 282, 282, 282, 284, 286: its

repetition in all these verses adds emphasis to what has been added.

Al rt!/innallaha/ makes another morphemic pattern of alif larn mim which is

abundantly used in this chapter combining / alif/ end / lam/ both in its structure 106,

107,109,110,115,133,148,t53,165,173,176,L81,t82,t90,L95,196,2t5,226,227,

231,235,235, 237,258,259,260,267, the repetition now shifts to the authority of

Allah and therby emphasize it. ejlis another minor pattern that occurs in this Surah,

57,69,69,l49,L68,208,248,282andcohesivelyrelatestoGod. YJ canpattern,with

hamza as well as /k/, a 34, 45,78,78,80, 83, 97, 102, 110, 114, 130, 138, 143, 163, l7t,

229. This completes the kalmia la il:aba ill al l:ah which is the Muslim unerance of the

declaration of faith; all these together work with inna and innallaba to create

homogeneity in the chapter.

4.4.3.3 Syntactic Pafferns of. nAMorpheme

/mZ/ as noted earlier stands for negative pardcle 'not' as well as relative pronoun

meaning 'that', the following list explores the use of /me/ in various verses.

L 8,9,9, 4,26,27, 41, 63, 65,68, 68,69,70,7L,74,74,96, 102, 102, L02, 105, ll0,

742, 143, 145, t48, 151, 77L, 172, 775, 193, 200, 267,27L, 295, 296Q6 instances

approx).
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There are other examples of lexical and grammatical/m/ where this phoneme occurs

as a grammatical and lexical morpheme at the end of lexical as well grammatical

morphemes such as P, ta, F, f, i, J, el, Cl, pJ creates a resonant melodfs. The whole

chapter Baqara (cow) is replete with, and is so abundant that it is difficult to note all

the instances. However, within the chapter they are not obtrusive and go very

naturally. It is only when one separates them from the context that one realizes their

presence in such agreatnumber. The list in appendix (1.13) illustrates this.

The repetition of bum, kurn, hammim, man end variations also adds to the mi.

phoneme presence. (See Appendix 3 (1.13) Looking at the in- exhaustive list of words

of. /ma/ involving words in these chapters 'rna',u'pr*', {' ltum', 'tum', {Thurnrna

pervading the whole chapter signifies very consistently of / ma/ and what has been

noted regarding other Prefixed letters with other chapters. It can also be seen that

whatever has been maintained within shoner surahs at a smaller scale has been

extended to long surahs at a larger scale.

4.5 Descriptive statements

It is noted by Salwa (2006: p 65) that 'in the vast majority of the verse endings in the

Qur'an, which are generalized evaluative statements made by God and known as

faansil God is referred to in third person.' Vith reference to the same it is further

stated here with the fauasil of these chapters that these are descriptive statemen$ that

involve the alif lant rnlm letters in toto. The radicals are repeated freely either in the

" /m/ scales high in sonority as a nasal sound.( see 2.3.7.2figure 1)
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beginning of the phras e like / a/ ( ii), (iii), and (iv) below , or / m/ at the end of (i), and

(iii), or the beginning of the last word as in ( iv-vi).

D

ii)

iiD

iv)

,

vi)

lVa labum'ad.habun'alirn / l0

Innt a'lamu ma la ta'kmiin/3O

Innaka antal'alimulh dhtrn / 32

Inna insha'allabu la muhtadiintTl

tVa mallzhu bi ghafi.lin'arnnTz u'maliin /7 4

Lilkbi mashriq wal magbrib/Lll

The phrase /'allm/ contains all the three phonemes of the alif lam mim letters

and this continues in short and long phrases consistently in rest of the

examples(ii to vi above).

4.5.1 The Interrogative

These chapters (alif lam rntrn) often use interrogative structures that make use of the

phonemes h (alif larn mirn) . The sampling chapter in the following examples is /

Baqara (Cow). Arn lam tundbirburn/cow, /6 Ahm aqulkhum/ 33, 'awalZ

ya'kmiina/77Alarn ta'hm?./707.The /a/, /l/ and /m/ phonemes abound in these

examples.

Va man azlamu?/L}4, Am uquluna?/, 'a antunt 'd 'lAfltt4 'arnillab?/740, Akrn

ara/246, Ahm ara/258, 'alam u'lam/106, lVa lnan 'azlarnu/1L4, dffi

uqliluna/L40,'amillah/140. Each of these consrrucrions use the /a/, /l/ and /m/

phonemes.
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4.5.2 Conditionals/ Conjunction Moqphemes

lamma/ 89,lamrna/ 89, 'awa Kullama/l0}, lamma/101, law 'annabum/LO3 abound

and so do the /a/,/l/ end /m/ phonemes.

4.5.3 Negative Morphemes

Similarly negative morphemes are used that include/a/, /l/ and /m/ phonemes

consistently. The following examples make this point clear.

Ma ldbii/l02,laburn/123, Fa la turniltunna/L32, mz 'unzila/4, 126, mallabu/L4l, Ma

wallabum/ 142, Ma hanallahu/ t+3

It can be observed in the above examples phonemes originating from alif lZm mim

form the root of the imponant words in the phrases and form the syntactic patterns

here follow the alif lam mtm templates very closely. These chapters are replete with

hundreds of these examples; however, I have mentioned just a few for ease of

reference.

4.5.4 Assonance, Consonance and Alliteration

Assonance refers to the internal rhyme of a vowel that occurs between consonants and

is also very common in these chapters and of course this would apply to only

multifunctional alphabets. 'am lam tundbir.2/6, Sr,trnnun bukmun 'umyun/2:18,

Khalaqakurn... la 'allakum/2:27 MinassamZimaa/2;22, Fa 'illam uf 'alfi wa lan taf 'alu

/2:24, \Va hutfii ...'r;fi/2:40. The /e/ and /a/ assonance is directly related to the letter

alif which has been explained is related ro these (see table 5 in 4.1.1).
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The occurrence of corresponding consonants at the end or berween words is called

consonance. A famous example often quoted from chapter Qaf is of /q/ consonance.

Yaumanaqilluli jahannarnd....@duqulu /q/. /50:30,V'alaqadkhalaqnal /q/. /sO:lg.

The chapter Al Baqara is replete with the examples of consonance with the /m/ arrd

/l/ phonemes; examples; MimmZ nazzalnZ'alZ 'aWina.mim mitihi/m/. /2:23, Fa

'illam taf 'alil wa kn taf 'aln /l/ and /m/./2:24, 'a ta.'rnr.ffiina...'anfusakum ud

'antum...'afala/2:44. Similarly these zurahs have alliteration of the sounds anch as 'a, lZ

arrd mZ.'which is consistently repeated and creates the resonant effect in the chapters.

4.5.5 Oral Effect

Phonological effect i.e. the combined effect of vowels, consonance, and assonance,

reperirion of /a/, /la/, /ma/, sounds and phrases contribute to the oral effect of a text

when read aloud. The melody of the Qur'anic text is well known for listening,

recitation and reading aloud more than any text. In the following section, I have

concenrrared on the different components of this effect with exclusive focus on the

prefixed letters hZ and m\m.

4.6 Pamim Templates in the l.tamtm Series

Analysis of data in Appendix 4 (fables; 1.22--1.33)

The third series; ha mlm was surveyed for the ha rnim templates. Out of these two one

is exclusively lexical: /h/ while / m/ is lexico grammatical. There are seven chapters in

this group and in the Qur'anic sequence they number from 40-46.It was noted that

the ba mtm templates are not very common for the involvement of one lexical and one
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lexico grammatical phoneme and the chapters contained within this group are

relatively shorter, the whole chapters were therefore surveyed and for comparison

similar number of lines from other chapters were explored with the following results.

First the ha mirn results in the ha mtm series followed by comparison with other

nonba mtm chapters (see section3.2.3 Procedure for details). Below are the results of

the data from tables no 1.22. to 1.33. in Appendix 4 which shows the occurrence of

the ha mtm templates in seven [ra mim chapters row 1-7 and data from appendix 9

and table 8 and 9 of section 4.2 which compares the occurrences in seven other

chapters. Row 8-14. The following table and graph sum up the results.

Table 13. Comparison;. hamirntemplates inbamtm andnon banrim

chapters

S. No. Name of chapter HM templates HM templates in last

ten lines

1./ 146lines Mu'min/ he mim 37 25.34 o/o

2. /88 lines Fussilat ha mrm 27 30.68 o/o

3./92lines )nura/ ha mrm 25 27.77o/o

4./95lines Zukhruflha mrm 23 24.2lYo

5./39 lines Dukhrn/ !a -;* t3 33.33o/o

6./51 lines Jethryah/ [5 mlm l5 29.4tYo

7./69 lines Ahqat t'a ml6 20 28.98.o/"

8/ 37 lines AlQalam/ niin 03 8.290/"

9/ 39lines Qdil qdf 07 17.90/"

10/ 39 lines sadl sdd 07 17.9o/o

11l 3g lines Naml/ ta srn 08 20.5 o/"
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12/ 39lines Mary/ I(af ha ya'ayn
sact

09 23.07 0/o

13/ 39lines La rra/ ta, ha 05 t2.82Yo

14/ 3glines Poets/ ta srn mim 05 t2.82 o/o

Graph2
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The results point to general quantitative difference between the relevant ba

mim a:nd non he mrm chapters. The ha mtm templates in ba mim chapters

move between 23 to 30 o/o, while in non ha mim chapters their presence is no

more than 18 o/o to 23o/o except two chapters, still far less than the ha mim

chapters.

4.6.1 Cohesive lta mlmPatterns n lt4mimSeries

The name Allah dominates the alif lam mlm seies, the attribute rabLord dominates

the alif lanr rZ series, similarly we notice in the able below that attributes of God with

ba mtm such as RahrnZn, Rahim,haryul, Qa1ryiim, etc have a higher freqrency in ha

mim chapters. The following table organizes the data from the data of Appendix 4 to

elaborate rhis. The table also shows other relevant data of the ha mlm chapters which

is discussed in the following section.
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Table 14. Cohesive and Coherent Patterns :m|tamtm Ctapters

1. ha rnlm atd
rahma

40: rahmaa/2 n\tm/z rahmah/7, rahimtahii/9, ra\imta/9,

4L: rtbmantr/ 2, ra\im/2, rq\t^/32, rabmgagt 59

42: ra\lm / 5, rahmatiV8, ra\ ̂  atabi / 28, rahmah/4 8

43t ra)rnasi/17,19, 20, ra\mata/32, ra\rna1v/32 rahmdt/33,

36,45,81.

44: rahmatr/6 rahimaV42, ra\tm 142,

45 rabmah/ 20, rahmatih/30

46: rahrm /8 rahmah/L2

28

) hakim 40: hakrm/8, , hakrm, 8, falhukmu /12, 17



41: hakrm / +2, bikama/ 48

42: hakrm /3, hukmuhii/ l},hafum / 5l

431\^ktm /4,64

44:hafum /4

45: hakrm / lhukma/16 hukma/ 16, yahkumiin/Z\ hakum /37.

46[hak1m /2

3. \ayat and

Mawt

40: amattanL..... wa ahyaytara /11 layatuddurya mata'/39 Yuhyi wa

yumit/58

41: muhyil lnawte-/ 39

42: muhyil mawta 9 mata'ul hayaadduaya/36

43: mata'ul hayat/35

44t yuhylwa yumrt /8 mawtatanalttla/ wa ma na\ut/35

45: f.a ahya .. ba'da mawtiha/5 mahyahum wa mamatuhum/2l

namiitu wa nr\yil 2a yu\ytfum/ 26, hakim/ 37

46: hayatikum/2O, Yuhyiyal mawtd,/ 33

L5

4. haqq"
bihim

40: 5, haqqat kalimatu/5, 20, Haqqa bihim/83

4 1 : t'aqqa' alayhim/ 25, 55,

42: haqqi wa,lmtzAn/L7 haqqa bikalimdrLh/z4 y"Eqqal haqqa/24

43: haqqu wa rasiilun mubin/Z9'Humul haqqu/30. , hikmati 63 Ma

shahida bil haql 86 ,

44: wa ma khlaqnahuma illa bil haq/39

45: bil haql 6,btlhaq/ 22,'alaykum bil[raql Zg,haqqabihim/33

46:baynahuml illa billaql3 liftaqqi la,"^il7 haqqa 'dayhim/18,

Haqqa bihim/26

22

5 barnlm 40 ha mim l, bamtm /18

4l: bamim / lwaliynrn bamim /34

42tbamtm /t

10
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$. bArnirn /l

44:banim/+e bamtnt/+g

45: hanirn /7

46:46bZmirn /l

The above table shows presence of five topics with reference to the ba mirn phonemes.

raltma, mercy, bihma, wisdom ha$t life and maant, dearh baqqa bihim, proved upon

them hamim with two meanings; hell and friend in all the chapters of the ha mtm

series. The following table shows these patterns in more demil.

t44

Table 15; Cohesive Morphemic Patterns of.l.tamlm

0

t?d fi7trn,

templates
40l yahmiliina al' arsha/7 bi \amdr/7

Ja\tm/7 riihan min/15 yahmilrin/7 hamdi rabbihim,/7 salaha

min/8 riiha mtn/ t3 fastahabbul' ama/ 77

hamdi/ 55 a[rsana sawarakum./6+ alhamdu/e5 tahmaliin/80

+l

ha mtm /1 fastahabbul' ame/ !7 hatta idha mr / 20

Fa'asbahtum/23 nahnu awliyS'ukum/3l hamtd/42

tabmilu/47

42t

bamtm / 1bi lamdi /5hafirun'eJayhr/6

hujjatahum./l 6 hantd/ 28 ruhar mi n / 52

43/
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ha mtm /t 84 ahaduhum/17 hatte ie'a hum/29 nahnu

qaso^na/ 32, biqilatin rrun/7 I fasfah'anhum/89

44/

hannm / t

+5/

lillahillramdu/36 hujjatahum / 25

46/ha mtm /1 sihrum m'tbin/7 hamalar hu/15

hamluhii/15 ahsana mI'amilii/16 layatikum/2O

2) mrm ha am hasiba /2L ma\yahum/21 namiitu wamhya/24

'alaykum btlhaqq/29 wa ma nabw/32

05

3) lnterrogative 'amhu,iba/Zt

4) Sa'a ma ya[rkumiin

, mahyahum wa mamdtuhum/21 namiitu wa nahya/24

y$ylkua./26

6 Morphemic

templates

CVCVC

The chapter 45 behaves in a manner in which patterns of. ba rarn have been used to

produce, nouns such as haktm/t and37, the phrase al.ryaba'daTndwdba/s, verbs such

as yulryikurn,/26 with interrogative such as arn basiba/21 and the answer SZ'a mZ

yabkumiin, all having one common phonemic factor: the ba mim mede morpheme.

The above table shows the presence of cohesive patterns wherein ha mtm have a basic

role. I have dealt with the significance of some of these in the next chapter. The

diagrams in the following section point to the common and the variable in the hamim

template.
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4.6.2 Morphologicd Template

The following morphological templates have been separated to show that in the

dominant templates of these chapters ba mtm always appears as a fixed element.

Figure lffi

harnlnr

cvc vc

Vith slight variations ltamim can change into baklnt from the same template.

And hihma and haktm share the same ba mlm templates with change of first vowel and

last consonant phoneme.

Figure #7

haktrn

c110vc
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See how hukma can be achieved from hihma with change of the second /i/ into/u/.

Figure li8

k

Figure l#l

k

As can be seen in the abovelbZ)endlmtrn) make the fixed part of the templates, while

tIC "nd 
vowel vary. This gives ha mlm a permanent place in the templates with many

other variations. ln this research the permanent of the text is studied to show that

prefixed letters have a role here.

4.6.3 Thematic Cohesion b l.ta m:tmPatterns ia l.ta tttm *i*

They have prominent templates which carry the letters ha and rntm. The theme of

hoNt/ life and Mawt/ death is discussed from different angles in these so much that

this topic is a common theme of these all. Other topics are the qpecial selections from

the ninety nine attributes of Allah; ral.tim, rahman, hakim,halryul qayyiim, and the

names of hell jahim, and hamtm. for friend and hell wafuul hamlm, best friend The

h m

\rcv

mh

vgII
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quesrion would be whether these links are cohesive only or lead to coherence in the

text as well. Jeffery gives consideration to this issue when he states,

HM. Sura xl; xli; xlii ftIM'SQ)'; xliii; xliv; xlv; all having the

same characteristic introduction. They form an

eschatologicd group and doubtless the HM has the same

meaning in each case. @auer noticed that words for Hell,

Jabannam, tablm, Nar ocstr panicularly frequently in these

Suras, and Goossens notes further that they remark on the

dreadful Hamirn (the boiling water) which is to be so

essential a part of the punishments in the life beyond. So he

reads HM from that as perhaps a typical word for future

punishment. $92a, p. 259)

Thet ba mlm means the same in each case allows us to put all the seven surabs in one

group, that it points to the boiling water supports what this research finds out,

however there is more to it and this section discusses the larger perspective.

4.6.4 l.ta mlm and the theme of, l.tayat arrd Mzat (if. *d deeth)

One of the major themes in all the seven chapters of the hZ mim series is hayat and

Mawt,life and death and its various implications. This theme is supported in different

manners cohesively as well as coherently.In Ghafi.r/ 11 the disbelievers say,' we lived

twice and died twice', The Mu'rnin (the believing person) in this chapter says, 'O my

nation this life is but a means while the world of the hereafter is to stay'./39, further

supported in/43 and 51. In 67, 'It is He wbo credtes and gives d.eath'. In Fussilat,/76

talking about the wrath of God in this world and in the hereafter, in 31, the angels

say to the believers, v/e are your friends in this life and in the hereafter, in 39,'He

enlivens the dead. ln ShilrZ,/9,'He mlivens the deal, supported by/36.In zukbruf/11,

the disbelievers say in awe, 'roe dre told to get life like tbe dcad hnd'. h Duhhan,/ 8, 'It is
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He who creates and gives death" In the same chapter/ 35 the disbelievers say that we

are but to live this life and do not have any life after death, And in 56, they( the

believers) will not taste death excepr the first one. In Jathiz,/S the earth gets life after

death, in /3l,equal is death and life for the disbelievers, in 34, the disbelievers rePeat

that they are but to live this life and do not have any life after death, in Ahqaf,/33i

don,t thq see tbut the one wbo created the skies and tbe edrth is capable of oeating life from

thedcad?.

The theme of death is furcher zupported by other themes and I have elaborated this

from examples from the first chapter 41; Pharoah said, ' kill their sons and let live

their daughters',25 Pharoah said,' let me kill Moses', 27, the believing man in the

Pharoah' court said, ' Do you kill a man just because he says, I believe,?' The examples

of nations who have been destroyed ftilled) 31 support this theme' 'He said it is He

who gives life and death'; yul.ryi wa yurnit,68 .Vhile talking about the relation of. faitb

and life after death to the letterlMeentl in the bAmiem series, Y;tsuf Ali writes,

If meem here has a signification similar to meem in alif lam

meem, it means the end of things, the Last Day and dl these

surahs direct our special attention to that' Ha, the emphatic

gumural in contrast with the softer breathing of alif "' The

general theme of the whole series is the relation of Faith to

Unfaith, Revelation to Rejection, Goodness to Evil, Truth

to Falsehood. (1993,P. 1365)

Thus, one can see that the common theme running in all these chapters is life and

death and its various repercussions. This is well knit in the prefixed letters, ba rnim as

the ba mimphonemes recur in all the words in question'
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4.6.5 Godas AlltayyU Theliving endAlQayyfrm/ The Eternd.

In this series, the choice of the different attributes of God matches the cohesive links

of /h/ ard /m/ . This is supported by what Y[suf Ali has to say on the zubject:

Another suggestion worthy of consideration is that Ha

stands for Hayy and mim for Qoyyu*. These are two

attributes of Allah, meaning, (1) the Living and (2) the Self

Subsisting, Eternal. The one points to Life and the

Revelation and the other to Hereafter and eternity and both

these matters are specially dealt with in the seven ha mim

surahs. The first letter ha is appropiate for life and the last

letter of Qayyum is appropriate for the Last Days, the

ma'ad, the Hereafter. (1993, p. 1365)

However for lack of a consistent method, Ali calls his intuitions 'mere

conjectures'(Ibid) and for the same reason he explains the double abbreviation of

chapter 42 Shu'ara, 'no authoritative explanation of this second set is available, and I

refrain from speculation.' The evidence from these chapters support the assumption

that ha and ma alliterate with life and death words on the one hand and on the other

hand with the great attributes of God. According to the Qur'an, the presence of these

themes in these seven chapters suggests links besween the text and the prefixed letters.

I shall comment on these chapters separately to show how these themes mentioned

above occur and relate to ba mim,
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The sevenhZ mirn chapters can be summarized in the following table:

T"bt"L6 S"mmary of. ha mlmtemplates h ba nlm chapters

Mu'mi
n

(1)

he-r-

Sajdah (2)

Shura

(3)

Zukhruf

(4)

Dukha

n((s)

Jathia
h

(5)

A[rqaf

a

Attribu
tes of

God

wahid.

!raypl
Q"vv,
m

Mublg,f,.

krmin
hamid.

ghafiirur

rahim,

hafizrrn

'alim,waliyy

ullramrd,

'aliylnrl

hakrm

hakrmun

'?lim,

Rahman(

seven

times)

[rakim chaf
0rur

R"t,
m

General

theme

Discuss

ed

above

Life

and

death

Life and

death

Life and

death

Life and

death

Life

and

death

Life

and

death

Life

and

death

I ruth

Haq

bq
/haqqa

boq

/haqqa
ltq /haqqa boq/

hqq"

hq
/\rqqa

bq
/b^q
qa

boq

Angels yabmil

iinal-

'arsh

nahnu

'awliyd'u

kum

'ibadurra

hmdn

\Uflrath hamrm

J"hi-

'ayy-amin

nahisat

'adhabin

muqim

'adhab

al

:"-'

Jahim

'adhabi

I

muhrn

'adha

bun

ezu\

,

Rijzi
n

ahm
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The

Book

riihan min

'amrine

Kitabin

mubrn

hikmah

!radi

th-in

Kitab

a wal

h"k
ma

ImIm
an wa

rahm

ah,

Good

news

for

MuIs
rtun

Prophet

S

Noah

and

Moses

Moses ibrahrma wa

Miisi wa'rsa

Noah

Moses/

Ibrahim

MiisI

Bam
' --ttlsral I

Miisa

Interrog

ative

'am

hasib

I

The following discussion is based on the above table in recollecting the themes

of these chapters. The sequence of the table is roughly followed for each

chapter. The emphasis is always on how different themes get developed

through the cohesion of the prefixed temPlates.

4.6.6 Ghafir/ Ma'minz4l (columnl above)

Allah is 'alim hahlm/' knower wise, and huhm'authority' is only for Allah to

pur rhe spirit by His order. He is wZbid (alone), lima-nil mulh,ul yd.a)rn liiladhil

wAl.tidil qahhAr.'For whom is the authority? for Allah alone the wrathful. The

chapter Ghafi.r refers to the stories of. qaumu Niih, ' the people of Noah', and
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Moses on whom Haqqat kalimatu/ proved the word. The angels are referred to

as rhe holders of the throne, yabmiliinal'arsha andthat which is around it (ua

man hawlahii) prayingfor man to be saved f.rom'adhAba iahtm (the fire of he11).

The Day of Judgment is called Yawmal ttbab adyawmul altzab. The life of this

world is called l.tayatuddunyd. rnatZ','the means' while the people of fire as

ashZbunnar. His decision is bakama (FIe decided) and He is haklm. Friend is

called hamim, we are advised to sabbih bihamdi rabbika/ Praise your Lord. He

created us in the best of shape, fa ahsana suwarakum/ alhamdu lillahi rabbil

'Zlamin,'a1l praises to the Lord of the world,' He is the one who yuhyi wa

yumtt,gives life and death. Fire is hamim here. The word tamraltiln (go astray)

is especially used in this chapter. Animals and ships carry yolr (tuhtnaliin). haq'

qa bibim (proved on them) what they used to mock. Every phrase referred to

above contains the ha mtm template (see table 13).

4.6.7 Fus.$ht/$amam Saifult 41 (column 2 above)

The attributes of God referred to here are, Rahman and Rahim who is Mu[ri1

(surrounding) everything. He is also haktmin ham\d,'Wise, Praised,' His rabrnah,

blessings mentioned. The (part of) universe is created within two days and the word

added to that is wa aubZ' I revealed'. The world sky is decorated wirh Masabib'

candles. The wrath comes h ayyZmin-nabish (the ominout d"y$. The disbelievers are

said to be the one who preferred blindness fxultabbul 'amZ), the angels say to the

believers, we are your friends, nal.mu awliA'ukum,.''We are your friends'It is God
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who brings the dead to life, (la mal.ryibnawtZ)./Those misguided would wish to crush

their leaders under their feet/ tahta aqdamina/. Friend is called ltamint, He( Allah) has

the knowledge of what is held/ ubmilu/ by the female in their wombs. Every phrase

mentioned shows occurrence of the bamlm templates.(see table 13) A look at these

words such as rahmZn and rabtm, baktmin l.tamld, multiq, rahmab, rnasabth'and phrases

yield one common factor; the templates made of. ha and mirn and these of God are

linked semanticaaly and cohesively with each other to point to one theme: the

merciful nature of God.

4.6.8 ShwZ;42 (column 3 above)

The book has been revealed /Yi;ba ilayka/ to you and He is'anzil hahim,'Powerful

'!U7ise'. He is ghafi)r ur rabim'the forgiver, the Kind' end bafi.zun 'dhflt,' the guarding.

The Knower' al-wali1ryul bamid the Friend, The Praised end al'ali1ryul haktm 'Tbe

High, The V{r'ise. Yarnhul baatilawa yuhiqqal baqqa'The One ubo rubs autay falsebood and

bings forth the Truth.' Angek lryrnn His praises, yusabbiltiina biltarndht. The booh is baqqi

wal mizan, The Truth and the pd.rdtneter, Umma, Al-Hukrnu lilllah; all commands for

Allah. The disbelievers have no Mabis, place to bi.de in'.

4.6.9 Zilkbrilf.43 (column 4 above)

Allah is 'aliylun bakirn, high wisdom 'azizur-rahim power{wl and merciful and

haktmun 'altm. rl//ise Knower. He is Rahman and it is repeated seven times in this

chapter. Moses is called sabir and his people leugh Yadbakirn. Isa came with ltikmah.
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Pharaoh says /hazihilanharu ujrimin ubti/vnder me canals flow. The sent ones say

they came wirh haq. Fotfoh 'Anhilrn, bear utitb thern (See table 13 for these words).

4.6.10 Dukhan:44 (column 5 above)

The same pattern follows in this chapter; Amrin baktm'orders of the \[ise' ordained

with rahmab, 'blessings'. 'The one atbo gioes life and death', Yiil.rytua yumit. They (the

disbelievers) say, u)d ma nahnu bi munsbarin. 'Ve shall not corne bach to life. Ve (GoQ

created tbem on l.taq,' Truth'. A Dq (will come) athm tbq ( mankind) uill be gathered

and punished except tbe ones uho are batoarcd the rehrn, bhssings of Allah as He is

Rabim, Tbe Kind'. They (the disbelievers) will be taken care by saaf il Jalttm,'adhabal

hamim and Jahim.' Kinds of Hell' Vhile the believers will be coupled wirh hiirin

?2.@eautiful companionr. All the key words in the text, here, are linked by the /ba/

and /mZ/ phonemes.

4.6.11 Jdthia:45 (column 6 above)

This chapter begins by 'aztzin ltahl.rn and ends with the same. The beginning and end,

therefore, contain the ha mim templates. bayZt and Maut,'life and death' is one of

the main themes here. In v.5, it is explained with reference to earth. In v. 24, it is

referred to as the claim of the disbelievers who say, we have only one life and no life

after death. In 26, the Prophet (peace be upon him) is made to say Allah gives you life

and death and brings you to e day inwhich there is no doubt. In v. 35, it is referred to

in the context of address to the disbelievers who took the life of the world as an end in

imelf. The ha mtm is further present in the questions asked of the disbelievers, 'arn
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ltasiba,Do they thinki /21, for similar use of ha mim see verses 15, 25, 30, 32,33 (see

table 13).

4.6.12 Abqaf46 (column 7 above)

The book comes from 'aztzil haktm, Tbe Powerful, The lVise'who created everything

ot bq (for the right purpose). 'when the disbelievers see the truth, they use the

expression sehrum-rnubin, openmagic'. Allah is Shdft4r ur rapim, the Forgiving and the

Merciful. The Propher says, I follow what has been revealed to me (mA yiiba ilryo).

Moses' book was imama wwa rahmab, 'guide and blessing' and this book is a good

news for Mohsintn, 'the good doers' who will not see grief (walZ hum yahzaniin)'The

morher carries him/her hamalat-hu and hamlu-hii wa fisZlu'hu (the carriage) and the

separation is thirry months. He /she prays 'an a'mala salihan, 'I may do good actions'

whose good actions are accePted ('absana mZ'amili). On the other hand, those who

reject the worst are rewarded, Qrqqo 'alayhim ul qawl. The disbelievers will be told

'adh-habturn- alryibZtihum, fi ltayatik4rn you received your good things in the life of

the world. They would be told; \{le (God) destroyed the villages around you

(rnahwalakum minal qura) so that you might understand. Don't they see the one who

created the skies and the earth can resurrect (yul.ryiyal mawtZ)'
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The above given (table 13) shows all the words that cohesively link throlfitha mim.

There are other words which then link to these coherently. Ali has quoted some of

them as3a,

The very word Hamim in that sense is used in chapters 40

and 41 (+o:t8 and 41t34), while in other chapters we have

words of equivalent import, e.g., wali, nasir,(42:8 and 31);

qain(43:36,38); mawla(44:4t); awlia or nasirin(45::19,34)

and aw I ia' (4 6 :3 2). (199 3)

Ali concentrates on the word bamtm and compares its variables in other chapters.

This research links the use of bamtm, the prefixed letters and the preference for such

words that use these phonemes, initially, medially and finally. The overall analysis of

these chapters reveals rhat ha mim hes been dealt from various angles. From the angle

of the Creator, He is al bayyul al Qalryiim/ living eternal. He created life and death for

his creations, for the punishment of disbelievers, He created Jaltirn end hamim/ Hell.

The beauty of these seven chapters is that rhey carry the same message of the Qur'an

through the cohesive means of the rwo letters mainly; ha mtm. Ali suggests something

similar when he asks,

'Is it permissible to connect the abbreviated letters Ha mhn

with these ideas as expressed in the word bamim?'(1993,

p.136s )

This research proceeds on the lines of such questions making a case in favor of the

link berween the prefixed letters and the themes discussed. This includes the linguistic

to The d"t, of. gad. is restricted to 39 lines to maintain uniformity as the shortest chapter in
Hameem series is of 39 lines
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4.7

concept of lexical selecdons, semantic connections of coherence and cohesion and

various other linguistic factors already discussed in this thesis.

Assonance

ha mlm as a template contains rwo vowels /a/, /i/ and two consonants while

consonant/m/ occurs twice. Looking for assonance, two vowels /a/ and /7/ may be

noted in 15-55. Out of 85 rhymed phrases we have 59 /e/ and /t/ have assonant

endings. The varied rhyme is /un/ in about twenty five rhymed phrases. This sets the

tune ofthe chapter on the /a/ end /r/ assonance.

4.7.1 RhymedPhrases

I have mentioned rhymed phrases consistently with every series so far. This series also

makes good use of prefixed related rhymed phrases. Verse two ends on 'azlzil 'ah.m,

'azabal jahimT, 'azizil haktm 8, fawzul 'anm, L8 having internal rhyme, min bamim

and72, shows eyery significant contrast with a chapter (ye sin, v.8) where the whole

line is replicated without barntm making the case of the prefixed letters stronger.

4.7,2 Corsonance

On similar scale, these chapters are replete with the consonance of /he,/ and ma/. A

few examples should elaborate this: in surah Mo'min we have, 'altmun baktm,utabid,

bayyal Qayyiim, yabrniliinal- 'arsb, bamlm, Jaltim, in hemim sajdah, we have RabmZn

and rabtm,lt4uhit,haktmin ltamtd, na\nt'awliyZ.'ukurrt, in ShDra we have gbafi)rur
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rablm, baftzun'ahrn, walilryul hamid, 'a@ul bakirn, in Zukhruf we have 'aliyyul

hahin'r, haklmun 'ahrn, RaltmZn( seven times), in Dukhan we have Rahtm, haktm and

this conrinues thoughout this series. Taken that the themes of this series are similar

one can understand that the ha mtm consonance works toward these themes.

4.8 Summary of tfte l.tamtm Series

In this series, one notes the consistent presentation of the attributes of mercy of God,

Rabrnan and Rahim who has created life and death; however the disbelievers do not

see any life after death such will find their way in lahim and hamirn. rnim is a letter

shared by this series with alif lam mtm and there is consistenry of all the applications

of the said series, with the only difference that while, there, rnhn is coupled with alif

lam, here, it is coupled wirh l.ta to create the alliteration, consonance, assonance and

end rhymes.

4.9 Series Alif hm ra

There is one basic difference berween alif larn mim end alif lam ra remplates while

.1{ -.mim is qarnai " ra is sharnsi the phonological difference that it makes is that ra aflects

the preceding al end it gets assimilated so we get arra rather rhan al-rZ so an alif larn ra

template is possible only when another consonant is inserted in berween rhe /a/, /l/

and /r/phonemes such as 'al'ard; rhe alif km rZ arc therefore placed in category 2:

the infixed templates which do not make templates unless a consonantal sound is

tt 
Qamari and shamsi are two Arabic phonological characteristics that affect /l/ pronunciation

commonly known as sun and moon letters.
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inserted. This gives a seParate identiry to this series and hence their placement in a

different variable.

The following table compares the data of table 1. 4.1 To 1.5.10 from Appendix 7 to

show the following,

mPhtes inalif larnrZ, andnonalif

lamra, chapters.

S. No. Name of
chapter

alif lam

rd,
templates

in first ten

lines

1 Jonah t7 alif km
rZ,

170o/o

) Hiid t3 alif lam

rd,

l30o/o

3. Ra'd t4 alif lam
TZ,

140o/o

4. Ibrahrm t2 alif km
tZ,

l20o/o

5. Hijr tt alif lam

fd,

ll0o/o

6. Jospeph36

7. Mary 04 Non alif
ldm rd,

40o/o

8. taha 06 Non alif
ldmrd,

600/o

9. The Poets 03 Non alif
ldm rd.,

30o/o

36 Surah Yusuf has been dealt in detail in chapter 5 of this work (section 5.6')
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10. Naml 08 Non alif
ldmrd,

80o/o

Consistencey in the dominanr remplates in alif lam a and lack of it in non alif lam ra

can be seen. The graph below elaborates the above rezults;

Graph 3
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Alif lam rZ templates were followed to see if any cohesive links could be traced which

are zubmitted in the following section.

4.9.1 Cohesive Patterns in alif lan? rZ Series

First prominent aspect noted in this series is the absence of alif lam mim

templates so abundantly noted in the alif km rnim series. Instead, we find a
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raised occurrence of. alif lam ra templates. In the following section, I have

discussed those morphemes which are frequently repeated and their cohesive

role in the text.

4.9.2 Rdbb (totd) andRusd @rophets) Morphemes

In the last section, ir was noted that alif lam mim templates frequently occur in these

chapters quite sigrrificantly. In the alif lam rZ chapters we have [R[ radical which

deserves attention. This series carries over two letters from alif lam mlm series and

adds a third factor [R] that replaces the'M of the alif lam mtm. A survey of the last

secrion regarding alif lam rZ shows that certain nouns ocorr more frequently in these

chapters. For example, the word lrabb)finds higher frequenry here, Rabbukumallab/

Allahu rabbuhum/ 10:3, Allahu rabbnkum/ 10:32, Al baqqu min rabbihum/t1&.

The above phrases pattern themselves with scores of more examples from the same

chapter. Suffice it to say that chapter Jonah/ Yiinus, which is almost one fourch of the

chapter Cow, contains 23 examples ol /rab/ inflections while chapter Cow (double

the size of Htd) uses nine such examples only marking the shift in patterns. The most

prominent example comes f.rom Al Hijr, which has nine uses of rabb while only two

examples of Allah. This marks a clear shift in the emphasis on the word rabb.It must,

however, be noted that the presence of Allah does not in any vray go against the alif

lam ra templates as the AL of. Allah is common betvreen the two templates. On the

other hand, the word rabb goes with alif lam rZ.bettsr and seems to be the departure

point (see Appendix 8 for examples).
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Table 18: The lrabblvariations in different chapters:

alif lam nim and alif lZm ra

alif

lam

rd

Hiid

34

Yiinus

22

Yiisuf

t7

Ibrahrm

15

Total

88

alif
lam

mlm

Lukman

02

Rome

03

Spider

05

Prostration

10 28

4.9.3 RusulPattetn in /r/ Chapters

The second morphemic pattern is that of the word rusul (messengets), for example,

different varianrs o{. /rcL/ are used with higher frequency inthe alif larn rZchapters.

Hil, rusul/ 8, L2o, yarsul / S2,rusuluna/ 25,69,77 .rusulubilSg,arsalna/g e.

Yfrnrc,/ 47 ,rasiilibim/ +7 , rusulunaA13

Yfuaf,fa arsalil,/lg,arsaltu/3lrfarsililn/4l,rasill/Sl,farsil/65, lan ursilahil/66,arsalna/107

IbrZhim,arsalna/ + and 5 rusulubum/ Ll,l3, li rusulibim/L3,rusulubir / 43, anusul/ 44

Hijr,arsalna/lO, rasill/ll,arsalna/22,mursiliin/57,arsalna/58, rnursaliin/6lrnursalin/80,

Similarly words such as rehrn, amar, ifiirZ and ra'a find higher frequency here. The

significance of these to the main theme has been dealt with in the next Chapter five of

the present smdy especially with reference to sira Yosuf.
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4.9.4 Morphemic Patterns

These are keys to the morphemic patterns and these patterns then link to other

broader patterns of the series making a chain of cohesion that pervades throughout the

chapters and the series of chapters. This can be seen in the following table:

The above table illustrates the fact that certain morphemic patterns are the base

which are common to all the chapters while others are secondary variations that

belong to specific chapters, what is common in all these is the /rZ/ letter that runs

through the whole of the series and thus provides a phonemically knit net. On the

basis of the above findings, it may be said that rabb and rurul is the main focus of these
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Table 19: comparison of rabb and rusul templates in alif lam mim and alif lam ra

chapters

Name of

chapters

Hiid Yiinus Yiisuf Ra'd Hijr ibrahim

General

theme

Rabb, rusul

rabbukumullah

Rabb,

rusul,

Rabb,, rusul Rabb,

rusul,

Rabb,,

rusul

Rabb,

rusul

General

theme

Amara Amara Amara Amara Amara Amara

Specific Ra'a

Rahanw

'ar-ad.a

'ajr

Iftira

Ra'a

Rahama

Ift ra

'ara/ ra'aytu/
'dmdrA

ra'a/

Rawaddt

Kafara

faith

Basbir, Kofo,

Dhikr
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chapters while the secondary focus varies adding individualiry to each chapter

according to the angle of presentation, for example, in sorah Yiisuf, (belonging rc alif

lant. ra) with the same primary theme of rabb ( L"td) and rusul ( Prophets) has been

presented with reference to the story of Joseph/Yusuf (peace be upon him) and the

ru'ya (the dream). ln, surab lbrahim, this focus is shifted to Prophet Abraham/ Ibrahim

and rabb (Lord) relationship emphasized in the chapter with specific reference to the

well known Prayer of Prophet Abrdbarn/lbrahtm. thet repeats the word rabb nine

times in seven verses, Q4-41). Jefferey (1924) praises Goossens for his relating the ra

series with rusul and calls this the biggest advance made toward the solution of the

problem.

4.9.5 [Re] in oW k* rZ Chapters

The two series alif lam mlm and alif lam ra have two letters lALl in common while

contrast in lfuIl and [R] elements. Themes of. AL chapters show one common factor,

Monotheism', Otherwise these fwo series consistently move along different linguistic,

phonological and thematic patterns that a study can be carried out on these lines;

however, here I shall limit myself to a brief introduction of the same first and then

move to deal with alif lam ra patterns description.

Both the series differ in their emphasis on different topics. alif lam mirn chapters

concentrate on the monotheistic philosophy and the sole control of the universe by

one authority. All the six chapters under this group follow this pattern. In alif lam ra

series, apart from the main theme of Monotheism, the shift is towards the message
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that Allah is your rabb, (Creator, Nourisher, and Carer), Fa dhalikumullahu rabbuhum,

Yilnus/32 (so He is God your zustainer).

This is conveyed through the personalities of different Prophem in greater details.

Here Allah fRab), the Lord of the worlds, who has been sending Prophets to the

world to clarify His will to the people. Here the Prophets, their message, their

addresses to their nations, the reactions of their nations and the ultimate wrath of God

on the disobedient nations is discussed in detail. The word 'r0$il1', therefore, finds

more frequent occurrence in alif lam ra chapters than alif lam ntim ones. The table

below compares the occurrence of. alif larn ra chapters (on the left) with alif lZm mim

occurrence.

Table 20: comparison of rurul occurence bet'ureen alif lam rntm and alif lam

ra

Chapters

Chapter The morphem

Rusul In

aliflZmrachapters

Chapter Lexical morphemeRusul in alif
lZm rnim chapters

Hiid 08 Lokman

Yiinus 05 Rome 03

Yiisuf 07 Spider / 'ankabiit 05

Hijr 08 Prostration/

Sajdah

Total 29 08
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After this general thematic unity, there is individual variation in each chapter within

lexical choices, linguistic patterns, rhyme and rhythm; which is discussed below. As

our concentration now is on the lra)factor, we shall solely deal with this.

4.10 fre /rZ/ Morpheme in Chapter Yfinus

This chapter makes e .very special use of rhe /ra/ phoneme and morpheme. The

Prophet is called rajulhere, indhar is used for warning end basbshir for good news. The

word /rabbl is preferred for God. The phrase, inna rabbakumuullab is specifically

frequented along with the variant Allab* rabbuhum, and rabbul 'alamin/32. The

opponents are called kafir,mujrirnin and mushrihin.Their connivings are called mahr

while Allah calls His own method of dealing with them elso makr. The Qur'an is

calledifira by the disbelievers. Not incidentally the theme and lexeme carry the /rZ/

element and give it a cohesive unity.

4.10.1 The Morpheme /rZ/ nChapter hil

Three words can be said to belong specifically to this chapter, rabb, rusul and

'a.rnar. Variations of these three can be found in plenty here; so vre have Rabba

/28, 47,56, 61,88, 92. rabbuha/ in 18,81, 83, 101, 107,108, 110, 118, 119 and

123. Rabbu-kum/3, 17, 18, 34, 56 and 90. Rabbi-him /, 29, 59 rabba-hum /60.

The word rusul as a general them occurs rn Rusul /8, 120 Yursil/52,

rusuluna/25,69,77; rusuhhii/59, arsalna/96 amar; authority' amar/40,43,44,58,

66,73,76, 82,94,97, 101, 103. 'We also have different forms of ra' a.Its specific
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meaning to see is brought out in Ra'Lfil, naraka /27,'arakum/Z9 'ara'aytum/

28, 63. Stylistcally these words link the series of the same prefixed chapters and

move the subject individually.

4.10.2 Refrain bbrtd

La'as'alukum'alaybi ajran in ajria illa'alallazi fagarani/Nid,h addressing h,/Hij.d,/s7,

Ma lahum min 'ikhin ghayruhii. Selih/Hiid/6L/ Ma lahum min 'ilahin ghayrubii./

Sho'aib/84 hkysa minburn rajulur-rasbid/78,LoT 'ala.ysa ybl.tu biqartb/78 l* and

specific constructions zuch as lY'a bi'sal wirdul mawriid/98 Bi\al rifdul marfild/gg .

The presenc e of. alif lZm rZ in these phrases and words is consistent and connects

differenr chapters of the alif lam rZ grotp on the one hand and provides cohesion intra

texmally in the same chapter on the other.

4.tt /rd,/Morpheme rn ra'd

According to Asad (p. 355), the theme of this chapter is 'God's revelation through His

prophets'. This confirms our stance about these chapters. Note that this chapter is alif

lam mtm ra and therefore belongs to both alif lam mim and alif lam raby rhe prefixed

letters sharing. It is interesting to note that the morphemic templates noted in ten lines

yield equal share of alif larn rnlm and alif lam rZ templates (see table 1.5.12 in

Appendix 7).37 The subject matter also reveals that it contains the subject of both the

series. It contains the authority of God with alif lan't mlm series while the reference to

rusul with alif lam ra. This chapter, therefore, can rightly be called a bridge between

" The table in 1.5.12 shows balance between otif t-am mim and alif tZm rZ templates. See also

1.5.13 for olif lam mim rAbmplates.
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the rwo series, not only by the prefixed letters, but by the presence of mixed

morphemes formed of both the sets and the subject matter.

4.tt.l /rz/ Morpheme lmlbrdhir./Abrabam

According to (Asad, 1980, p. 370) the main theme of this chapter is "the revelation of

God's word to man destined to lead him 'out of the depth of &rkness into the light".

The chapter lbrahm focuses on the episodes of Musa and lbr-ahtrn It begins from the

message that leads from darkness into hght,/ nilr/ , to the sirat. lt talks of rusul, the sent

ones who have been /'arsalna/ W'e sent to guide. The example of Musa is giveq wa

laqad 'arsalna miisa (we sent Mnse) 'an 'ahbrij qawrnaka minad.h-dbulurnZti 'ilannilr

(take out your nation from darkness to light. There are signs f.or sabbarin shahiir

(appreciative and grateful). H. guided his nations by reminding them ol early rusul

(Prophets') teachings. They said' innZ kafamZ (we disbelieve and that you are

bashar/(men) like us/9. This theme continues in /ll. The story of Ibrahim just related

from 35-52. The repetition of rabbana trlrrice in/37, in 39, 40 reinforces what has been

said regarding the foregrounding of. rab in these chapters.

4.11.2 End Rhymes in Chapter lbrahimlAbraham

The /ra/ ending rhyme in 1, 5, 26,29, 30, 34,48 and 50 supports rhe / ra/ presence as

informal repetition.3s

38 
see Leech (1969,p.73)
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The above study reveals interesting differences berween the rwo series; alif lZm mirn

and alif lam rZ. It brings out the fact that while the alif lam rnlrn series is specifically

replete with such topics as Alhb, failrh, malaika and monotheism; the alif lam rZ series

is concerned emphatically with the messengers, their preachings and events which

indirecrly convince the addressees to the teachings of Qur'an. This is an interesting

finding (see 5.3.1). \trUe can also see more clearly what selections are preferred in a series

and what are not. For example detailed accounts of the prophets do not ocanr h alif

lam mim series. Similarly, the mention of. mala'ika is almost non existen t in alif lZrn ra

where the words rabb andrusul seem to recur more frequently and the word rnala'iha

is avoided even when reference is made to angels (15: 57) The survey leads to find that

alif lam mtm and alif lam rd. make two distinct series which share some features and

differ in others. Each chapter of the former is homogenously related within and it

relates and varies from the chapters according to limits set by the prefixed letters in

the selection of words, phrases, templates, syntax and phonology. This issue has been

taken up with srylistic approach in the next chaptere. The alif lam ra make templates

and become part of

4.12 ga ha md gz $n chrptnrsse

Lastly, there is an overlapping series, where there is no clear cut division of letters; rZ

ha, ya in, tZ stn mtm and ya s7z. These chapters were initislly sub divided into two

3e Analysis of data from (Appendix 9; tables 1.5.1 to 1.6.10)
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groupqf, and sin.There are four chapters in the first one and four in the second in an

overlapping manner. This is shown in the following table:

Table 21: Chapter Division of tZin

S.

No
The prefixed

letter

Names of chapter

1. ta 1.F hd

2.ti slo

3.ta srn. mim ( fuh shu 'ara, The Poet$

4. .te srn mr m ( Al Qasa9, The story)

2. stn 1.ya srn

2.ta srn

3.te sltr. mim. ( fuh shu'ar4 The Poets)

4. .td sin. mim (Al Qasag, The story)

Data in tables from 1.5.1 to 1.6.8 shows that templates in these chapters are

dominantly formed of the phonemes of these letters, however with a difference: these

letters do not result in morphemes in themselves so the words in these chapters do not

show any morphemes of prefixed letters. I have placed these letters under the

category of cut letters or non templates.

4.12.1 Cohesion of F h four p Chapters

This series includes four chapters, 1a hd, tZ stn and ta sin mirn (rwo chapters, Qasas

(Ihe Story) and sbu'arZ ffhe Poets) . te he (table 1. 42 Appendix) uses twenty seven
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rcmplarcs of. a and sixry seven of ha,while Naml :ur,es ninery of the prefixed letters.

The number of templates for the ta stn mim (Poets) goes as high as one hundred and

fourteen while for Q"g"g, it is ninety four. Survey of tables in appendix 1.6.1 to 1'6.8

shows that there are separate formation of words from these prefixed letters, which

move around certain themes discussed below in detail. Their syllable structure is CV

from the perspecrive of the prefixed phonemes, i.e. they do not make templates within

the phonemes of the prefixed letters.

The preixed letter ta plays a central role in the four ta chapters, ld ha,fi sln, tZ slnrnim

(rwo chapters) as one of the cohesive forces that connects the tZ series within and

without. The first phoneme of. ta is juxtaposed in the Qur'anic text with the valley of

tuwd.in which Muse was first addressed by God.

Hal' ataka l.t atuu Mnsa?

Iz nadabu rabbaba bil uadil muqad"dasil tuutZ

Q79: l5-L6, Vith Pharoah the same sound echoes in ugbZ

Izbab 'ilz fir'awna innahutdgha Q79: 17, Q 20: 24

Go to Pbaroah, be is rebellious.

The opposite of this is'ita'd obedience. The phoneme /t/ in these chapters keeps

occurring for various connotations attached to it and links different chapters of this

otherwise loose group .ln 12 sin Naml, it alliterates the word tayr, the bird, ta1ryar, to

be ominous , gd'irukum, your bad omen, and occurs in a very important verse that

declares the end of the people of L[t, wa 'amgamZ 'alayhim rndtrttn fasa'a matrul

mundhann/S8 'we rained them with the rain of stones and the worst rain of the
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warned.' The chapter ta sin mhn Poets, mainly consists of a refrain that recurs in

verses, 108, 110, 126,144,153, L631nd 180 repeating an'ayi'un f.ollow me,7gA la tuti

'ush sba1tin, the repetition of the refrain connects and integrates the text making the

message of the Qur'an in line with other Prophets' message.The story in chapter

Qassas is that of. Mnsa in tur, and can be simply summed up as such. The chapter ta hZ

has been dealt in detail below as a sample smdy (a.5.a).

+.12.2 Cohesion of. sin in four siz Chapters

S7z occurs in four chapters, lZ sin, ya sln, tZ sin mlm, qasas and sbu'arZ as a prefixed

letter. The first phoneme is /s/, second is /i/ and third is /n/. Let us discuss. In

chapter Shu'ara Mosa,/l5, Niib, minal mursafin, hid, mursahn/t21/ salih/t4lLiit/

mursaltn/160, Shu'aryb, mursaltn/L76 clearly associate sin with the template mursahn.

This is supported by the data from Al shu'ara where a refrain kadh-dhabat qautnu

Niiltinil mursalin/Lll, inni lakum rasiilun amin/Ll7, consistently repeated with a

little variation with the messages of all the Prophets, Niih, Mus4 hiid, salit', Liit and

Shu'ayb. This is funher supported by ana rasiilu/ 17, arsil/L9, wa ja'alani minal

mursalin/2l, inna rasillahum, ursik ila1kum/2l. In 36, (Y^r") the Prophet is

addressed, 'innaka laminal mursabn, this template is repeated in 13 and 14 as mursaliln,

in 20 as Mursahn, 30 as rasiilin, 52 as mursalfin. This is summarized in the following

table. Naml also tells the stories of. Mursahn, the sent ones, but focuses on the story of

Sulayman and the bird which brings him news from the far land of the Queen Saba/

Sheba.
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Table22: The occurrence of rasiil morphemes in different chapters with sin prefixed.

S.No Name of
chapter

Prefixed

letters

murcal templates/ data from whole chapters Total

1 Chapter

26.Shrt'ar-a/

The Poets

td srn

mim
arsil/ 13 ras,tl/76, ana rasiilu/ 17, arsil/18,

mursalrn/ 2l ,lnna rasi.ilakum , ursila tlrykullc./2S

rasnl/ 27 'ursila./ 27 fa arsil/ 53 fa arsala/ 53

musrsalin/ 105, '/, MOsa galilr/1a1 Liit

mursalin/160, Shu'ayb, mursaLn/ 176. rasiilun

amrn NiiV1o7, hiid, :thamiid/l43 Liit/
L62,Sblayb./ 178.

18

2 Chapter 36

Ya srn

va sln , 'innaka laminal mursahn, in 13 and 14

mursaliin,/l3 mursahn, 20 30 CI rasiilin, 30

mursaliin/52

07

3 Cbapter2T ra

sin

ta sln mursaliin/l0 mursilatun/35 mursaliin/

35'arsalnil45

04

4 Chapter 28

Al q"l+
ta sul

mlm

mursalrnT fa arsilhu/34 mursaln/45'arsalta/47

resilm/47 raxlan//Ss mursalin/ 65

07

The above given table (22) provides data of mursal morphemes occurring in the above

mentioned chapters. The difference between rusul oI rd chapters and mursal of sin

mim can be understood as the one is active while the latter is passive. The table 21

shows that there are three chapters common in both the zub grouPs, 2,3, arrd 4 while

one shnds out: the first one. The template rnursahn which is common in all the above

is in common with the three phonemed letter that is prefixed to these chapters. The

table 2t also shows that there are two groups of. fi and s7z chapters. I chose rwo

chapters as models; tn ha as representative for the ta grovp from group 1 and fi stn to

sample for group 2. This provides sample &ta for all the ta in rnim chapters.
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4.12s gaba

Srudy of table 1.6.10 in the appendix shows that the table is clearly divided into two

secrions, fiand hA.It is significant as it points to the cut nature of the letters involved

here. I shall therefore comment on these separately. Both the lemers contain the long

vowel /a/ , which is the basic assonance of this chapter. The ta element seems to be

thematic which conrributes to the main theme of Musa in the valley of. tuwa. M[sa is

senr ro Pharoah who is ugha, rebellious /72. The morpheme tagbZ finds qystematic

expression and gives cohesion to the chapter, 24,43, ydtgha 45, atghaw 81. The

rebellion is not against the state according to the Qur'an, but against his Lord. The

rebellion is from sirat, the right path the aiqan,77 whichwas shown Mlsan through

the sea while Pharoah was drowned. The sirat which has the last phoneme/t/ implies

physical as well as spiritual guidance.

The ha part of the prefixed letters provides the long vowels with the / ha/ consonant

and is a prominenr aspec of this chapter providing cohesive links within the chapter

and separating it from others. This aspect is marked in all except w.25-32 of one

hundred and thirry five end rhymes of this chapter. The ba element also grammatical

morpheme /ba, h,/ marking the feminine and masculine gender such as minha/ tO

'dfiba/tL 'uhhfi.ba/ 'anba/ 16 biha/ t8 'ahushsbubiha/18 fiha,khuzdh-ba/21 sd

nulduha/2t yrauha/2|'anbA/4T'ilmuba/S2 rninba/sS an-nuba/S4 rtha/sS

minbz/55 hultuha/so fihafi+ fihah6 yansifuha/l}s fd yad.haruha/106 fiba/107 minha

tO7/ minba/l2l minha/ 121 fa nasltaha/ 126 'alayha/B2 and Innahir khil/6

illabii/\hawa/ 76 innahii/24 yafqahfi/zg 'dsbihhfr/32/ 'aduwwullahil./39 yakfulbfr/aO
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faliy-ahii/a6 hhalqahii/SO haydabii/60 a'lkhli/6t are noted for the gender effect created

in this chapter and specific to it. Next sample chapter of the s7z series is ta in the last

of the fourth groups: fi sin the templates formed of. ta and sin separately and together

were found as shown in the table see Appendix 1.6'8. to 1.6.9.

4.13 Sample Chapter (the ga and siz )

tA sin i Naml / Ant

Survey of the chapter shows that this chapter is a collecton of the words made with ta.

Two main episodes have been reponed one of MOsi at tttr e sdynA ( g ;tn)/ 7'14 and

the other of Sulayman dealing with his bird lzir/ZO, both are cohesively linked by the

rwo prefixed letters. The word tair is tr;ed for bird as well as a bad omen/47 and here

both uses are collected in one chapter. The lewer of Sulayman, to Queen of Saba is to

be carried by the bird/ 28. tur esdyna may be the shortened form of. ta sin and tayre

sulayman may be shortened as tZ sin.

4.13.1 EndRhymes

There are eighry lines with /n/ endings; thirry two lines ending with /u/ and forty

eight with /r:n/; the rhyme scheme is therefore set by the third phoneme of the

prefixed letter; in ( see table 5).

4.L3.2 Lexical Morpheme wtth /1/

As stated earlier, /t/ is a phoneme that occurs in the beginning, middle or end of

lexical words while there are no grammatical functions associated to this

phoneme in any specific manner as against such phonems as /l/ end/m/. It is
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therefore found only in content words. Below such words have been picked up

from the said chapter.

rabtin/ 48, Lrurt / 54, Yatatahbariin/ 56

Representative verse is 58 which uses the ta sin in different phrases

V/'a 'arntama'alaybirnmayran fa sa'a rnatarul mundhann,

ta mIm sin

The prefixed letters ta sin provide /t/ end /s/ as aro representative phonemes that are

used together in a single verse that shows the consistency of relation between these

letters and phonemes and their use in different chapters. Note the alliteration of /m/

in mayran, mal and munzann along with the /nt/ ending of 'alayhim with long vowels

/a/ and/ r/ rhat match tZ. sin and mim assonance found in the whole chapter.

Jeffery's remarks uphold my analysis paraly as there is more to this analysis I have

presented for the chapter.

Thus the chapter Naml / Ant shows that the letter /Ta/, a

purely lexical one is utilized here in consistency with the

approach that began with a simple letter [noon]. The main

verse 17 sums up the theme of this chapter,' and before

Solomon were marshaled, His hosts- of Jinns and men, And

birds and they were all kept in order and ranks. (1924, p-

t072)

The word ;ayr is synonymous with 'bad omen' and this use is also exploited in verse

47. In verse 16, Sulayman says: 'O the people I have been taught the language of birds.'

The use of. u continues in verses 7, 16, 17, 20, 2!, 22, 24, 32, 40, 47, 59, 62, 68' 84 and

85 with various implications. The ending lds talun/7, sultanim mubtn/2|,
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Yauuhbarun/SO, fa sZ'a matarul munzrin/58, and inbaza illaz 'asatirul'awanlin/68

contribure the ta end inboth, es tais present in the lexical items while the front close

vowel of yn accompanies it in the end rhymes. A very representative verse is ana

'amttar na'alailtim matran fa sd.tt'lt rnAtdrrtlmunzarin, The use of ta here is made three

times and fore-grounded as a is not a common radical in Arabic.

4.14 Chaptcr Mary

Chapter Mary has five letters, kaf ha ya 'dyn s-ad. Their behaviour is the same as that of

fi sin (see appendix 1.6.11) and therefore they fall in the same group of non templates

(morphemic letters). This chapter has been chosen for srylistic analysis in the next

chapter as it stands unique in this group and can serve to a sample for the grouP.

4.15 Templative fr $n

The srudy of the above templates in ti ba, fi siz chapters confirms that the templates

made of phonemes from rhese letters do not co{ccur in single morphemes but

separately or in phrases. They are therefore marked as non templates: cut letters. Only

yZ stn fromthis small group makes templates within as can be seen below:
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Table ?32 Morphemic templates of. yuin

S.No Prefixed letters Vords made of the

prefixed letters

Total

0 Ya and srn specific

words
mustaqim/4

saddan/ 9 sawa'un/
10 mursalun/13
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'arsalnd/14
mursalon/141a

mursahn/16
Yamassannakum/18

mursalin/2OYas

'alukum/21 Ya has

ratan/30 Yastahzi

'un/30 rasulin/ 30

subhana36

sabiqun/40
mursahn/52
salamun/58

samawati/8l Yas ta
ti'un/50
Yansilun/51
Yaksibtn/65Yas
tetr'un/ /5
YusirrlnT6 Yaral
lnsarul77 Lavsa/8\

2) Sin ya
MursaLn/3

Mustaqim/4

Yas'a20

Mursalin/20

Yasbahrn/+0

Mustaqim/6lNa

siya/78

07

Grand Toml 32

Templates such as; Yas'a 20 yas'aluhum,2l, yastahzi'ltn, 30, Yas ta ti 'ttn/50, Yas ati

'un/75, YusinunT6, Laysa/8, it is therefore placed within the group of prefixed

template model.
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4.16 Summary of this Chapter

In this chapter, templates of all the fourteen letters; alif, lam, rnlm, ra, nfin, sad., qaf, ha,

sin, tZ ba kaf, la 'qn, have been zurveyed in the four major grouPs of chapters. The

survey reveals that i) there are dominant patterns of the prefixed letters in the said

chapters. The templates data shows that the templates can help re-categorize the

prefixed chapters in the following four categories:

,)

ii)

ii0

i")

Templates formed of phonemes of single letter

Templates formed of rwo, three or four letters

Infixed templates

Cut letters

3 chapters

16 chapters

05 chapters

05 chapters

Single letters which are funher divided into two categories; a) single unshared

anywhere as prefixed letters e.g. Al Qalarn (one chapter) morphemes made from the

phonemes of the prefixed letter nun become the main focus of the chapter and carry

the theme and the rhyme and tone of the chapter; the morphemic structure is CWC

and b) shared in other chapters e.g. Qaf and sad (rwo chapters). They share the

characteristics with other chapters according to the common letters between them 2)

Prefixed templates; of more than one letter; that which make morphemic templates

among the phonemes of the prefixed letters and these templates contribute to the main

themes of the chapters. These contain three series; alif larn rnim ( six) , alif lam ra (tive)

and ha mtm( (seven), in all eighteen; three other chapters; Alif lam rntm sad. (l), AW

lam rnim ra (1), and ya stn(l), fall under prefixed templates. The Morphemic structure

is CVCVC and CVCCV which becomes the basis of another category within this
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group. This group of three series is therefore divided into CVCV morphemes (alif lam

mim), (ba mtrn) and CVCCV molphemes (alif km rA) 3). Cut letters are those that do

nor make any templates in themselves and function individually in chapters e.g. kaf ba

ya 'a.ryn $ad, ld ttn, (a sin mlm arLd fi ha and 'an/n in qaf in ltA mim. series (five chapter$'

Their behaviour is individual and may relate to one or more than one of the dominant

feamres of the chapters such as rhyme or some grammatical function. Morphemically

the division is berween CVVC, CVCVC, CVCCV and CV. This completes the list of

rwenty nine prefixed chapters. Detailed division can be seen in table 24.

The following table elaborates this more clearly:

Ttble24z Morpho Phonemic Model of Templates formation for Prefixed letters

S.No. Category

No.

Category

description

Names and number

chapter

Prefixed

letters

Total

number of

chapters

I Templates of

Single leners

CWC

AlQdam (68)

Qef (50), sad (38)

trutr, 9at,

sad

:03

2 2 Prefixed

templates

(cvcvc)

And

Al Baqarah(2), el'Imratr,(3) Al

'ankabut(29), Ar Rtrm (30),

Luqman (31) As Sajda (32)

Al A'raf (7)

Alif lam

mim

Alif lam

mimyd.

Alif lam

06

01
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Ra'd(l3),

Al Mu'min (40), Fussilat(41),

Ash Shure (42), Az

Zukhruf(43) Ad Dukhan(44),

AlJathiya(+s), Al Alqaf (a6)

Ya sin (36)

mtm r4

ha rnint

yZ sin

01

07

01 :16

3 3 Infixed

templates

(cvcc9

Yunus (10), Htrd (11),

Yflsuf(2) t[srhi-(14), Al hijr

Alrf lam

ra

05

4 4 Non

templative

(cv)

Ash Shu 'ard (26), Al Q++

Ql, (ls Naml), Maryam (19),

te he (20),

fisin
mimQ)

ta nn(t)

tehr (1)

kal ltayd

'qngd
(1)

05

Gross

Total:29

The above given table places prefixed letters on the basis of their linguistic behaviour

so Alif lam mtm end Alif lam ra are placed in different categories. Alif larn mim ra

which seemed to belong to both Alif lam mim ar,d Alif km ra now is taken as a bridge

berween Alif tarn mim and Alif lam rZ for its linguistic behaviour of containing
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templatesof boththeseries. hamtm,yZstnalsobelongtocategory of Aliflammtmfot

the reason that all these make morphemic template among themselves.

The finding with reference to the presence of prefixed lemers is that those of category

rwo and three show dominant patterns of these templates while those of the category

four show dominant presences of words formed as cut letters. These findings led the

researcher to investigate chapters of the categories to see whether the words formed

made any pamerns and it was found that these words made cohesive patterns leading to

uniry of rhemes, rhymes, assonances and alliterations that form the basis of stylistic

analysis in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5

STYLISTIC AI{ALYS$

In the preceding chapter, data description and analysis was carried out that led to the

categorization of study for the prefixed chapters. In this chapter, all the four categories

of the model have been analyznd stylistically. At least one sample chapter for each

caregory has been chosen to provide a representative sample of analysis. Chapter Al

Qalam for category one, chapter Luqman for category two, chapter Yosuf for

category three and chapter Mary from category four have been analyzed.

5.1 The Chapter Al Qakm

The srylistic smdy of these chapters begins with category one; single letter which is

unshared anywhere in prefixed chapters. Al Qakrn serves as a primary unit to the

issue of the prefixed chapters as this contains the letter Nil.n which is the only letter

rhar occurs individually and therefore makes a starting natural unit. In order to

analyze this, we do not have to go for many cross references of other chapters. Qaf

which belongs to the second part of carcgory one, for example, occurs in two chapters:

in chapter 50 where ir occurs indidually and,42 where it occurs with the bamtm group

in the second verse. Third step is sAdthat occurs in three chapters. Natural order of

difficulry for category one is then, niin, qaf md sad. occrrring in one rwo and three
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chapters respectively. I begin with the prefixed letter nun, but before I begin let me

quote Ali who remarks on the same letter nun inthe following manner:

Ntn may mean a fish, or an ink holder, or it may be just the

Arabic letter of the alphabet ntn, in this case it may refer to

either or both of the other meanings. Note also that the

Arabic rhyme iu this surah ends in n[n. The reference to

ink would be an appropriate link with the mystic pen in

verse 1. The reference to the fish would be appropriate with

reference to the story of Jonah in verses a8-50. (1993, p.

1707)

This information helps in seeing some connections. For example, the mention of pen

becomes relevant to the prefixed letter and the mention of Jonah (man of fish) also

gets relevance to the prefixed letter, however, phonetically nun is described as the

nasal sound which exists in Arabic language in comparison with bilabial nasel /m/ |ust

as in English language. The knowledge that nose carried special value in Arabic

language and culmre gives funher meaning to the whole chapter which has a highly

dominant nasal effect and mentions the long nose of the opponents. The srylistic

analysis in this research therefore begins from a common point between early studies

and the present one and expands on the same. I begin by first locating the non

templates in the chapter.
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Table25: showing/ n/ +/n/ +/ n/ morphemic templates in Al-Qalam

S.

No.

Template $7ord Total

1 Niin/
endings

majnin/ 2 mamniin/3 yud-hiniin/9 yastathniin/l8 majniin/5 1 05

2 /nn/ Yasturi.inll yubsiriio,/5 maftiin/ 6 nd'imiin/ 19 yatal<hafatnn/23 18



dallun/zomahriimiin/2Tyatabawemiin/3Oraghibin/32y{Lamin/
33tahkumiin/36 tadrustn/37 takhayyariin/38 ta[kumiin/39

y asrarT' trn/ 42 stlimiin/43 ya'lalrridin/ 44 muthqaltin /+6

Grand

Totd
The whole chapter: 37 hnes 23

The above data shows that there is a great density

vowels in this chapter which along with the nasal

nasalized effect accompanied by long vowel which

following section.

of words with long back and front

/n/ combine to give this chapter a

I have attempted to explain in the

A second look at the data of Al Qalam/Niin shows that the sil.rah contains a collection

of lexico grammatical morphemes of. /nitn/. It is replete with the examples of. / niin /

in various aspecrs: lexical, grammatical and phonological. The Table 26 re-arranges the

data of table 25 into various grammatical lexical categories to show that there are

patterns of these.
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T able 26: Lexical Cohesion in Al Qalarn

S.

No.

Template 'Word Totd

1 /noun/ majnin/2 majniin/51 05

2 Adjective mamniin/3 mafttu/ 6 na'imiin/ t9 4ellnn/26 ma\rimin/27,

raghibntr/32 ya'lamin/ 33 tadrusiin/37 takhayyartin/38

tahkumiin/39 yrstrtl'in/42 salimiin/43 ya'leoi;kt/44

muthqaliin/46

t4

3 Verb yastathniin/l8 yud-hiniin/9 Yasturtin/1 yaal<hafaiin/Z3

yubgiriin/5 tahkumtin/36 yataldwamiin/3O
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4 Adjective

with[ rn]

Muhtadin /Tmukadh-dhibrn/8,malun/ Bo$tnl4 /'awwaltn/ 15

musbihln/ 17 musbihin/ 2l sdlirrtn/ 22/ mishn/ 2a qddirin/

25 zilimtn/ 29 taghtn/ 31 mujrimin/ 35/ sadrqn/4|martn/4S

rlitun/ 50'alameen/S2

t7

5 2"d person

singular/plural

'anta/ 2'lnrulaka/ 3,'inna rabbaka / / atd-btnu/7 03

6 3'd person

singular

M^n/7'awrkdna/ 13 02

7 1" person sing.

And pl.

'inn / 17,'innall 25. nahnu/ 27, rabbna/ 'inna,k,ur.inil 29,

'inna kunnataghin/3l, rabbuna/, yubdi larril 'inna 'ile

rabbine, ragbtbnnh2,

14

8 Imperative 'arughdn/ 22 01

The above table shows the presence of patterns which can be categorized into lexical

grammatical categories. We note that the morphemic templates with long back and

front vowels are present in forry places. The long back vowel is part of the prefixed

letter nil.n (table 26) and occurs in the major end lines (see above) while the front

vowel contrasrs with it. The t'wo phonological contrasts point to the t'wo arguments

developed in this chapter: the Divine and the disbelievers'. In the following sections, I

have attempted to show that different phonological, lexical syntactic and semantic

patrerns move around the lemer niin and hence there are stylistic reasons (discussed

below) for the prefixed letter to begin the chapter alqalam with.

5.1.1 General Theme and Style
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Phonologically it is significant to note that the endings of the lines contain the

prefixed letter (n;in) in this case and that many of the templates have the lemer nil.n in

them. Take the example of the word majniin which occurs in the beginning and at the

end of the silrab with niin inside. Similarly, the occurrence of words such as

marnniln/3, yasathniin/lS and yud-hiniin/9 carry the last nitn morpheme that

consistently echoes the prefixed letter. The consistent repetition of. nun produces

semantic, phonological and qyntactic connections discussed below.

As discussed h 4.2 the prefixed letter niln is connotatively related to 'inkpot' and'tbe

fisb'.2 Yerse no, 1 and 48 explore these connotative relationships.' "Nfin and the pen

uith whicb they arite. Niin (inkpot) is juxtaposed with the pen in the first verse which

is related to inscription. Exegetes such as Islahi, Maudoodi uniformly relate this to the

fact that this implies the universal evidence of knowledge that the message given by

the Prophet (peace be upon him) is based on truth. The second reference is relarcd to

rhe nun is 'fish', verse 48 says, 'Do not be like the man of fish.' This verse refers to the

event of Ytnus 'the Prophet Yunus', who left his nation because they would not obey

and ultimately ended in the belly of fish according to the Bible and the Qur'an. Verse

two denies the opponents' claim of the Prophet being majn[n/Lunatic. Its significance

lies in the fact that the chapter begins with nun moves to the argument of the

disbelievers and puts forth its counter point of view: nun- rnajnun- mamnun. The rest

of the chapter develops this argument through phonological assonance, inflexional and

derivational variants of.[nun) quoted above. Thus organized cohesive patterns emerge

that have the /n/, nun as focus. I begin with the rhyme scheme and then move on to
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lexical selecdons, syntactic choices and semantic relationships that are in cohesive

relationship with the letter niin. The possible significance is pointed out wherever

necessary. Before, however, moving to the rhyme scheme of this chapter, it is

important to explain the rhyme endings in the Qur'anic context which I have

explained briefly in section 2.3.2.This is funher explained by Neuwirth:ao

The eady- and densely structured -pans of the Qur'an
reflect an ancient Arabic linguistic pattern, termed saj; as

prose style marked by very short and concise sentences with
frequently changing patterns of particularly clear-cut often

expressive rhymes...the rhyme end takes the form of a

simple -un or ln pattern. (2006, p. 103)

Thus, the Qur'anic pattern of rhyme ends is not limited to the last sound but extends

ro rhe preceding vowel sound. In my consideration of rhyme endings; this factor need

to be always kept in mind.

5.1.2 Srylistic Co-ments: the Rhyme Scheme

First let us look at the rhyme scheme of the lines below:

0 NiinwalqalamianmZyasturiin a

2) Ma anta bini'mati rabbika bimajniin a

3) \Va-inna laha la-ajran ghayra mamniisn e

4) lVa-innaka la' ala hhuluqin azlm b

5) Fasatubsiru anyubsiiim a

6) Bi-ryryikumu almaftiin e

7) Fala tuti il mukadh-dbibin e

oo Also please see 2.3.2 of this study and Bell's, lntrodudion to the Qulan, pp.67-73,1958. The

University Press Edinburgh on the same subject.
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8) \Vadu laat tudhinufaryudhintin a

9) Vl'ala ruti kulla ballafinmahin a

10) Harnmzzin masbsha-in binamirn b

10 MannZinlilkhayirnuradinathim b

12) utullin bada dhalika zanim b

13) An bana dba maalin uabanin a

14) Idba tutla alaybi ayZtuna qala asa;tru al-awwahn a

15) Sanasimultii'ala alkburtiim b

L6) Inna balaana bum kamZ balawna as-haba aljannati
musbihtn

L7) lValayastathniin

18) Fr.afa'alayhafi-fun rnin rabbiha wabarn na-irniin

L9) Fa asbahat kdssanm

20) Fatanidawrnusbibln

2l) Ani igbdii alabarthikum in huntum sarimin

22( Fantalaqiiua hum yatakhafatiin

23) An layddkhulannaba alyawma alarykurn mishTn

24) \Yaghadau alahardin qadiran

25) ta.ldnlrnd rd da)hd qdlu mnd laddUr4n

26) Balnalmumahriirniin a

27) QZk awsatuhum akm aqil kkum lawk tusabbi.ban a

28) Qalii subbana rabbina inna kunnazZlimtn 
^

29) Fa aqbala badubum 'ala badin ydtulaudrniin a
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The above lines show dominant occurrence of rhyme 'a' (un) and (rn) with minor

variation of 'b' (im). Twenty four out of twenty nine lines have the long back vowels

plus /n/ ending. This organized structure added by the dominant rhyme, its theme, is

in contrast of what the Prophet was accused oI,' lunary': One would not exPect a

lunatic producing a rystematically developed argument in form or structure. It sets

the melody of the silrab comprised of long back and front vowel with abundant /n/

endings. Of course, this may be argued that vowels are vital part of words, however,

the insistence on the choice of long back vowel instead of short and long front vowels

is significant as it is also the vowel that exists in the prefixed letter; ntn. This

consistent assonance with slight variation between back and front vowels breaks the

monotony of rune and keeps the listener attentive. This is related to the oral character

of the Qur'an which has attracted listeners and was considered the major problem by

the disbelievers who have been known to be secretly listening to the Qur'an for its

oral beauty. The selective rhyme structure related to the prefixed nunbegins to have

meaning gradually making it a serious work of art: an address which is poetic but not

poetry. It makes the address of Mohammad (peace be upon him) a serious business

that surpasses the flimsy remarks and deserves serious response rather than

accusations.

5.1.3 General Stylistic comments

The oral symphony created through the /nn/ rhyme engages the opponents in an

argument they started, and tries to convince them to its message of faith. Long vowels

rate highest in resonance and sonority along with nasal sounds, their combination in
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long vowels creates a sustained effect that makes a subject that would normally be

considered unpalatable (accusation and counter accusation soft and palatable. The

verses are short; however, the long vowels create long verse effect giving the

addressees/ listeners enough time to reflect upon the subject.

5.L.4 Nasality, Nose andArrogance

The Arab arrogance was one of the major factors in rejecting Mohammad's (peace be

upon him) message.nt The Qur'an has registered this at various places; in Q' 17:51, the

disbelievers are reported to ad&ess the Prophet with arrogance, in Q. 15:6, the

Prophet is called majntn just like this chapter, in this chapter it is dealt in greater

detailinvv 10-16.

Heed not the type of despicable men, ready with oaths, a

slanderer with cdumnies hindering good, trarugressing,

beyond bounds deep in sins, he Possesses wedth and

(numerous) sons. \flhen to him are rehearsed our signs, tales

of the ancient, he cries, soon shall we brand (the beast) on

the snout.

The last verse is sa nasimhu 'alal kburtum soon shall we brand on the snout. Snout

recalls the proverbial usage of nose which stands for pride and arrogance in Arabic

language'2, by calling it snout the Qur'anic text notes the exaggerated pride of the

disbelievers who instead of listening to the logic of the message give way to their tribal

pride and cease ro accepr the truth. The nasaliry of this chapter created by the repeated

use of /na/ initially, medially and finally with long vowel, mentioning of the snout /

a1 
See lzutsu, Toshika Ethico eligious Concepts in the Qur'an . Pp L42-L52.

o2 
lanafalas recorded in Arabic Dictionary, Student's English Arobic Dictionory, Librarie Orientale.

Place de l'Etoile, P.O.B. Beirut London. 1985.
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long nose and the prefixed letter nun combine to produce this effect which can only

be appreciated if one looks at the phonological role of nasal /ne/, the Arabic

proverbial use of nose and the context in which Prophet's message was first reacted to.

The nasal /m/ in contrast produces the same nasal effect in the few /ma/ endings that

this chapter contains ( see above).

The siirah first engages the listeners by addressing something they began (their blame

against Prophet (peace be upon him), denies their accusations against Prophet (peace

be upon him), the line runs md.'anta bi ni'mati rabbika bi majniin the movement of

the adjective rnajnfin away from the second person pronoun 'anta to the end of line is

significant in three ways; it separates mejuniin, from the personaliry of the Prophet (

peace be upon him), grammatically, and reinforces what is said semantically, and keeps

the rhyme of the siirah lntact which in turn maintains the nttn ending. The word

ni'mati rabbiha is also significant it begins with /ni/, maintaining the nil.n/ alliteration

with the alphabets. Furthermore, the next verse clarifies his position as the one greatly

blessed, inna laka la 'ajran ghqra rnamniin; Nay for thee is a reward unfailing;

compare the two templates majnitn and mamnil.n both standing at the end of lines 2

and 3, both contrasting in meaning and in the third radical /j/ and /m/.The emphatic

conjunction innaha and the word 'ajran maintain the /n/ symphony further

supponed by innaka la 'ala khulqin 'Azeem and thou (standest) on an exalted standard

of character. The next verse /6 challenges; they will know, bi alryukum-ul- rnaftiin

which of you is afflicted with madness. So the tables are turned on the addressee; the

template martiin may now be compared with the final templates of line 2 and 3 which
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maintains the same structure, yet contrasts in meaning: majnun versus mafun. Till

here v.6, we have had short exchange like dialogues with /rtn/ endrngs with the

exception of.v. 4 which ad&esses the Prophet (peace be upon him), but the next verse

7 is long and it presents a different argument 'it is God who knows of the gui&nce

receivers.' Verse 8 directly addresses the Prophet (peace be upon him)' so listen not to

those who deny the trurh' The two words muhtad.ln end mukazzibin rhymewirh /n /

assonance but contrast in meaning and create meaning without mentioning to the

Prophet (peace be upon him) that your oPPonents are doomed, followed by the

description of the base character of the disbelievers in v v.1 1-16.

This is followed by the parable of the people of garden who wanted to reap the full

reward of their garden without any concern or belief for the hereafter (which

necessitated share of the poor), their wealth also leading them into arrogance (fhe

nose issue). Verse 18 ua layasuthniin,but they made no exception; is a reminder for

the people who excluded God from their lives and retains the main rhyme scheme that

follows the long back vowel ending with/in/. This is significant as Islahi suggests the

normal grammarical rules do not allow this and km ydsathnii for verse v. 18 was the

preferred phrase. The addition of long back vowel and the rhyme o{. /n/ show

preference in the face of grammatical deviation. Their (the people of the garden) doom

is narrated as a warning for the addressees of the Prophet (peace be upon him) in 14 an

kZna za maliw- wa banln who having wealth and sons feel secure (think they do not

need God), should understand and heed. The people of garden lost their garden and

wealth and ultimately accepted their error of judgement saying; qalu innZd.al-lun , we
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have surely lost our way, dal-\il.n is significant for its double meaning, the one who

loses his way and rhe one who loses his spiritual path, bal naltnu mahriimiin, indeed

we are shut off the fruit of our labour. Now one among the brothers reminds alam

aqal lakum law la usabbihiin, 'Did I not say to you why not glorify Allah?' In verse 33

a compararively long one kazalikal 'azZb wa la 'azabal '-akhirati 'akbar law kani ya

'lamiin, such is the punishment in this life, but greater is the punishment of the

hereafter, if only they knew. This warning is followed by the reward of the believers

where we nore a clear shift of the rhyme and assonance: (marking the argument and

counrer argument) nore rhe line ending /1m/ of. v.34 afrer a long spell of /in/ md

/tn/in 11-33: sigpificanr, for the change of rhyme goes with the change of addressee

from disbelievers to believers. Further note 35-39 that maintains /in/ end /tn/

assonance while addressing the disbelievers and then making a shift to /im/ in v.48

when addressing the Prophet (peace be upon hrm). faabir lihukmi rabbika wa la takun

ha sahibil bdit, so wait with patience for the command of thy Lord and be not like the

companion of the fish. This verse relates the Prophet (Peace be upon him) to the

Prophet Ytnus and ultimately to the brotherhood of all prophets advising him to be

parienr and be not deterred by the trouble creators. The reference is significant, the

lewer niin connores to fish and refers to Zan-niln the man of fish 2l/87 and thereby

provides anorher cohesive link not only intra textually but inter-textually that goes

beyond this chapter to other chapters of the Qur'an and other revealed material of

great religions (fonah l:1-2). The table below provides a panoramic view of the niln

related templates in the chapter.
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Table 2TzDiff.erent catesories of non morpheme
S.

No.
Template Morphemes/ words Totd

1 Lexical

/noun/
majnin/2 majniin/51 05

2 Adjective mamniin/3 maftiin/ 6 ni'imiin/ 19 4ellnn/26 mahntmin/27,

raghtbnn/3l ya'lamin/ 33 tadrusiin/37 takhayyartin/38

tahkumtin/39 yastatr'in/42 stlimiin/43 ya'lamiin/44

muthqdtin/+6

t4

3 Verb yastathniin/18 yud-hiniin/9 Yasturiin/t yaral<hdfatitn/23

yubsiriin/5 tabkumiin/36 yataliwamiin/3O

17

4 Adjective

with[ rn]

Muhtadin/Tmukadhdhibin/8,mahrn/ Banlo,L4/'awwalin/ 15

musbihrn/ 17 musbihin/ 2t saimtn/ 22/ mislso,/ 24 qadtrln/

25 zAJlrmrn/ 29 6glun/ 31 mujrimrn/ 35/ sadrqn/4lmatn/45
salihin / 50' alameen/ 52

t7

5 2d person

singular/plural

'anta/ Z'ianalaka/ 3, 'inna rabbaka / / otd-ltrna/7 03

6 3'd person

singular

Maa/7'mnkanul 13 02

7 1" person sing.

And pl.

'inna/ 17,'inrLa/ 26. nahnu/ 27, rabbna/ 'iana, kunnil 29,

'innr kunneagh\n/3t, rabbuna/, yubdi lata/ 'innr 'ile

rabbina, ragbtbin/32,

t4

8 Imperative 'arrtdbdn/ 22 01

9 Conjunction Inna/ 3, ima/7, 'ar,/12, innill7, 'aai/22, innil26, ilar,d,

kwnd,/ 29, inna kunna/f \ lrut/ 34, lul,na / 38, lnna/ 39, lnw/ 45

'er./50 innahu/51.

5.1.5 Role of Conjunctiond Morphemes

Conjunction is one of the four tools of cohesion ftIalliday 1985, p. 309), the others

being; reference, ellipsis, and lexical organization. Arabic differs in the use of

conjunction as here sentences can preferably begin with a conjunction pardcle whereas
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in English it is considered a bad sryle. This difference must be kept in mind while

discussing the Arabic conjunction. There are various conjunction particles available to

produce cohesion zuch as iz, iza, ana, ka,'dnnd,, la.rnma, lakinna, laan, however, the

consistent use of conjunction inna arrd its variants also make eyery important asPect

of this si)rah. lt is an emphatic conjunction and provides emphasis to what is being

said, for our purpose of analysis it is important as it contains the geminated / na/ . The

whole argument of the silrab whether God giving moral suPPort to the Prophet(

peace be upon him), 3 and 4, or God vowing to punish the disbelievers,lT or the

disbelievers repenting 29, or God promising reward for the faithful,34, or God

arguing with the disbelievers, 38 and 39, makes use of this conjunction. Its use can be

noted in lnna/ 3, innaha/ 4, inna/ 7,' an / 12, inne/ 17,' ani / 22, inne/ 26, innakunna/ 29,

innehunna/31, inna/34, inna /38, inna/ 39, inna/45'an/50 innahu/57.Its repetition

is therefore significant from stylistic perspective. The /na/ repeirion maintains the

nasal element in the overall symphony of this chapter which implies the nasality

discussed above (5.1.4) and continues to remind the message of the undue arrogance of

the disbelievers which is the main theme of this chapter.

The main theme of the chapter, then, is the consistency, continuiry, universaliry of

the message of the Prophet (peace be upon him). Explicit statement made in verse 2,

rnd 'AntA bi ni 'mati rabbiha bi majniin'Thou are not by the Grace of thy Lord; mad

or possessed', gets profound meanings: without saying anything about the opponents

it says what it wants to say, i.e. nay you are not indeed they are lunatics. This is

supported by the following verses and explained by all the interpreters, such as Ali,
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time when they will nor be able to layastapi'iin to obey. Finally, asking the Prophet to

be patient and be not like the man of fish who cried out in agoty, makziim. The

overall argumenr is, therefore, to convince the listenenrs/ readers that it is they who

need guidance, and their addresser is on the right path of guidance and will not have to

repent for what he is doing. It is they (the addressees) who will face hard times in

future and after death and will be the ones who are possessed by evil. The gardeners

repented for what they did, the Prophet Yunus returned to God and so will they have

to but it is better to do so before it is too lare.

Thus the grammatical functions of the letter niln as adjective and second and third

Person plural have been utilized to develop the theme of negating and calling them to

the message intended for them, the phonetic description of nasal/na/ relatesit to rhe

Arabic arrogance which echoes throughout the end lines and internal rhymes and

consonance of the chapter. The /ma/ endings join hand with the nasal effect while the

reference to Pen and fish gives this chapter a uniry that has one connecting point: the

nun.

5.2 Category 2: Prefired templates (CVCVC)

There are rwo major lr-ries alif lam mim, end ha mtm in this group and rwenry one

sDrahs in this variable which makes it the largesr group of rhe prefixed lemers.ar It

contains Al Baqara and 'ali nrmrdn which are the longest of the Qur'anic chapters. This

o' ali\la*mim(6),Atifhm ra(5) Alifkmmimyd(l),Aliflammimrz(t),hamimQ)atdyasin(t);
total rwenty one. See table 24 dso.
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variable has been sub divided for the morphemic difference berween cvcvc and cvccv.

The Atif lam rZ heve been placed under the subdivision cvccv for reasons explained in

the next section on strah Ytsuf. I have dealt with the featrures of two chapters of the

series separately each to give comprehensive coverage to this c^te1ory for its large

volume. This is expected to provide guidelines for future work. The first is Luqman

and the second is Yusuf.

5.2.1 Stylistic sardy of stirah LuqmIn

This chaprcr consists of thirry four verses (56 lines, 34 verses). Its theme is summarized

by Ali in the following wor&.a

The earnest seekers after righteousness receive guidance,

unlike the seekers of vanity, who perish: all Creation bears

witness to this: Sfisdom as expounded by Luqman the \flise

is true service to Allah, and corsists in moderation. (7993,

p. 116e)

True wisdom is firm and enduring, and discerns Allah,s Law
in the working of His Creation: it looks to Final End of
things whose mystery is only known to Allah.

Maududi sums up the rheme in the following words:

In this chapter the futiliry of Polytheism and the value and

truth of monotheism is explained. They are reminded to
give up the blind following of parents. They are advised to
observe the world around and within which is a clear

evidence of the oneness of the Creator. (198 1, p. 6)

The comments clearly show that the basic theme of this chapter is monotheism,

faith and the search for truth. \7hat we are inreresred in here is how the theme is

developed by the use of the prefixed letters. A detailed survey was carried our
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which resulted in the following findings. I shall deal these templates with

reference to the already dealt topics of the theme of the authority of God, the

phonological effect and qyntactic structuring inthis surah.

Table 28: Irrqmln: Morphemes from/t/,Maad/m/

S.

No.

Template Morphemes/\flords Tota

I

1 names of
God

Al balim,/ 2, 9. N h^$d/ 26 03

2 Endings al muflihiin./5 lil muhsinin /3'uld'ika lahum'adhabum-muhin/6
'^li'n/ 7 dalalim mubin/11 innallaha ghaniynrn \aa1d./|2
ilryyal masir/ 14'azmi,'vm,jir/\7 le kitabim rrrtntr/ZO ilallahi
' iqib atul wiJrr / 22 la y a' larldrn/ 25

11

3 name

Luqman

11 and /13 02

4 Lexical

items

azzahain/ tt al h i k*"67 r, mithqala/aln unrkari / 17, al hamn / tg
alqamar/29 ajalin musamman/29 mawjun kazztlal/32 al

*ham/3,4

09

5 Negative fala tuti'humd/|S wa la ba'thukum/Zt y^*^^lt^/ll *^ h
mawliidun/33 fa le taghurrannakum/33 v/a la
yaghurrannakum/33

07

6 Interrogativ

e

'alam20,29.31 03

7 Conjunction : Ka-allam 7 law'ar,r'ane/27 f.alqrnrna/32 03
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8 Imperative aqimissaleta, wa'mur bil ma'riif/ 01

9 Total 25

The above table shows that in every area of this chapter, the phonemes /a/, /l/ end

/m/ which are the representative sounds of alif lammim are used. Nine areas have

been identified above. This reinforces and reinstates our claim about other chapters.

Alif larn mim like all the chapters of. cetegory two is a verse here. The second verse

after the prefixed letters ends with khabil hakim, the phrase is significant as ir conrains

the alif lam mim templates. It has the end rhyme noted for Baqara and 'ali lmrd.n

already. Verse 4 and 5 link it to the chapter two of the same series. Verse 11 after

showing the creations of God says, 'This is the creation of God, what do other apart

from God create? Allazina yuqimus salau reverberares verse 3 of Baqarah, links it ro

the whole category 2 keeping the prefixed letters conrinue playing their role, rhis verse

ends on the same tone as verse 4 Baqarah; wa bil 'ahhirati hum yuqinun , the

grammatical lexeme, 'rula'ikd is typical of these chapters (alif lam mim ) as discussed

above especially in the beginning verses which occurs rwice in verses 5 and 6, it

combines with labum in v.6 and budam in 5 to create the prefixed phonemic effect.

The phrase ka 'al hm yasm'au ba (as if they had not heard) about rhe disbelievers

contrasts with the behaviour of the believers, so give them the news of 'azdbun'ahm,

painful doom. The next verse innallanna'amanuwa'amilussailbari is carried by the

prefixed letters.Ten phonemes of the prefixed letters. s out of thirry three, Al 'azizul

bahtnt, begins with alif and lam repears it and ends with mim. The question ma za
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hhalaqal lazina min danihi,, whar have others (beside Allah) created contains the

phonemes of the prefixed letters The next phrase dalalim mubin, manifest error,

carries the same effect. The proper noun Luqmdn contains the same along with the

word albikma, the wisdom; the episodic guidance of. Luqman to his son begins with

idh,when, so characteristic of alif lam series and ends with la sawtal ltamir, the sound

of donkey keeping the, prefixed phonemic effect intact. This effect continues in

questions such as 'alarn taraut, do not they see? Of verse 20, that ends on kiabim

munir on the same phonemic effect. The clause, wa iza @la lahum matches the

prefixed phonemic effect along with llayna marji'uhum end'alhamdu lillah, 25, la

ya'lamun, 25, and innallaba buutal ghantlryin l.tarnud, 26 has rhe effect along with

inallaha'azizun bahtm ZZ.

5.2.2 Authority of God

Alif lam rnim chapters contain the subject of the authority of God with greater

emphasis. Every verse either begins with this authority or ends with it. In this sorah, it

continues rypically; 'It is He who created the skies without pillars', 10, 'and brought

down rain from the skies, show what the others have created, God is free of all wants.

Worthy of all praise, polytheism is rhe highest wrongdoing, He is well acquainted

with finest mysteries, He is well aware of all that is men's hearts.23', 'All the forests(

turned into pens) and all the seas (turned into ink) cannot afford to write down His

words.' This theme is carried through verse 28, when it is said, your crearion or your

resurrection is in no wise, but as an individual soul, and by different examples the

authority is asserted in 29,-34.In short, the kingdom of skies and earth belongs to
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Him. He is mZlik ul mulk as reiterated in ali 'imran 26. The point of interest for this

research is the carrying of all these themes through the prominent uses of the

phonemes of the prefixed letters.

5.2.3 Monotheism

Monotheism is one of the main themes associated with alif lam chapters, verse 11

challenges the polytheists to show what the others besides Allah have created,

similarly Luqrnan/ Lokman, teaches his son about monotheism against polytheism in

verse 15. Thus, this chapter serves as a rypical example for all the Alif lZm mim

chapters regarding the theme of monotheism and particularly f.or alif latn mtrn grotp

as the chapter which teaches without involving Prophets. This chapter has its

individualiry for pointing to human wisdom as one guide towards its creation and that

people who associate with God have no book or guidance 20.Ihave related the theme

of monotheism with the letter alif. early in this section, in this surab the word 'ab,

father who is Luqmrn, guides his son, 'ibn on monotheism and against polytheism,

the argument of polytheists in 21, bal nattabi'u rna anjadna'alayhi'abana, we follow

what we found our fathers upon is rejected, even if they were welcome ro the penalry

of the blazing fires. So the theme of monotheism is presented through the reachings of

father to the son.

5.2.4 Vowelpatterns

There are three short vowels in Arabic, /i/, /u/ and /a/,which contrasr phonemically

with their long counte{parts, /t/,/tr/, /u/.lt is therefore clear that while investigating

the vowel effect we have three areas of investigation. It may be mentioned that the
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alphabet alif is related to the phoneme / a/ , while the / ya/ is related to / a/ and / i: /

while the waw is related to /u/ and /i//(see table 5 for the relationship of alphabet

and phonemes)

5.2.5 Consonanal phorrerre/m/ andEndRh)'mes n l4tnan

The mtrn rhyme continues in 7, 8,9, lO, 13,26, 27. Also the alliteration of mubsintn,

muflibnn, mubln, mubln, rnukhtalin, munlr, internally contributes to the /m/ eflect.

This is also reinforced by the grammatical forms of minan, mI, man, ma, min. as

shown below.

T able 29 : /m,/ morphemes

S. No \[ords I otal

1 minanr 6 01

2 mZ,Ll,li, 20, 21,2L, 28, 06

3 man,6,12,72, 20, 22,23, 25, 07

4 rnin,l}, L6, t9,20,30, 05

5 hum,4,4,24,24,25, 05

6 ld.m/, 01
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7 l^ahum 01

8 tburnmarl5 01

0 hum,28, 01

I otal 28

A survey of one of the rypical chapters from alif lzm mlm reveals that the whole

chapter consists of the dominant rhyme with /l/ consonance. Out of the thirry four

verses fwenty three have /t/ wold endings while eleven end in/ u/. Thrs sets the tone

of the chapter in favour of the letter rnim prefixed to these chapters and contains the

long close vowel in the very letter: mlm. The number of occurrences with

grammatical panicles shows rhe mim echo in the surah.

5.2.6 Summary

The thematic and stylistic study of the above chapter places it in the alif lam series

broadly and in the alif lam mlrn series specifically, it shows that there are thematic and

stylisdc implications of the three letters prefixed to it. The focus of the stylisdc

analysis is restricted to the phonemes of the prefixed letters. The aim is to show that

while the Qur'anic chapter continues with its routine message of monotheism,

guidance, authority and sovereigrry of God, it shows this through the mastery in the

use of the sound of the prefixed letters. The next chapter is strahYlsuf/ Joseph which

is a representative of the alif lam rZ series and uses alif lam rZ morphemes in the

manner alif lam rnim morphemes are used in the above.
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5.3 Chapter YiisuflJosepV Theinfixed Templates ( CVCCU

Surah Yusuf is the welfth chapter of the Qur'an and third in the alif lAm rZ series in

the order of chapters as it exists. The reason for its selection for srylistic smdy is its

populariry among scholars and public alike, its unity of plot and theme and its literary

value. For these reasons this chapter may work as a rePresentative one.

The five alif tan't ra chaprcrs of the prefixed templates vary in their morphemic

behaviour as the prefixed morpheme /a/, /l/ and /r/ do not make templates of

CVCVC, but CVCCV. These have therefore been placed as a zub division of the

caregory 2. Srylistic srudy of Chapter / Yusuf has been carried to show that this

chapter carries the /a/, /l/ and /nlnphonemes through its plot, sryle and story. The

/r/ phoneme carries a special value and has been dealt with first. It is interesting that

the phoneme/r// has a.very significant role that relates to the theme, style, plot and

the various important events of the story. /r/ links the lexical items cohesively and

coherently to make this story masterpiece of narratives 'absanalqa;as, 'best of stories'. I

have therefore begun with this phoneme.

5.3.1 Theletts/ril

/rZ/ is represented by the tenth letter in the Arabic langtage/re/. It is an alveolar,

trilled, liquid voiced and partially contextual emphatic /ana/.It is the equivalent of

English/ra/ in semi vocalic non repetitive semi vowel. (Al-Ani 1970).The use of /ra/

in these chapters needs special attention as it is this element that separates the series

oo 
The nunnated form
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alif lam rZ from alif lam mirn.The only consonantal phoneme represented by this

letter is /r/ so the phoneme /r/ means the letter /ra/ in this context.

The morphemic template developed from the first template in verse 4 is ra'aytu which

is repeated in the same verse as ra-aytahum,the root radicals are rd.'d. meaning to see

and this radical rZis found in verse 24 as ra'Z burbana, saw the verdict, in 30 as inna la

narZbAverily we see her, in 3lfalammara-arynahfi when these ladies saw him, in 35

rnd ra' uul ayati, when they saw My signs. in 36 inni 'aranlshtt I see, and innZ

naraka,we see you, in the dream of the king in 42,inni d.rZ, I saw , in 78,'inna nar-aka,

we see you. (I have quorcd parts of expressions where the ra'a is used for complete

expressions see the Qur'anic text).

5.3.2 The Vord RZwafutasditsVariants

Another morpheme is rawad.at meaning to incite or persuade. This is made of the

root template/ra, wa, da/. Having raas its basic comPonent, in 23, it is used as

rauadat-bu, she incited him to, in 26, Yusuf says hiya rlwad.atni, she incited me to in

30 the women of Egypt say turZuidu fata-ha she incites her boy, in 32 the wife of Aziz

admits to her friends rawad.at-bu,I incited him and in 51 in front of the king, anZ

rA@dt-tuhi), I incited him, as the king asks her, idh rawat-tunna yil.sufa, (what

happened) when the women incited Yusuf . The sons of Jacob say sa nu'rawidu'an'bu,

we will try to convince him.

Another verbal template that has rZ in it is 'arad.a, he intended, it is used in 45, other

words ya-busbaa, Good news/ 79, darahirna, plr,xal form for dirham/Zl,a well known
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s.3.3

Egyptian currency of the times, baqarZt, cows in 43, 46, the name of prophet lbrahlrn,

Abrrtam/6,38, khamran, (wine)/36 and 40 ra\i, (my hea$ /36, and in the attributes

of God, rahimtn,/ 64,92.

The above study shows the use of the ra radical in different morphemic templates,

which runs like a cohesive stream in the whole story; the question would be whether

there is any connection with the theme of the story. The upcoming section sets out to

investigate this factor.

Plot of the story endthe/rZ/ morpheme

The plot of the story of Y[suf in the Qur'anic text moves round the dream of Yusuf.

It begins with; innii ra'aytu abada 'asbara hduthaban wasltshamsa wal qarnara

ra'aytuhurn ti sZjifrn, /4.1 saw eleven stars and the moon and the sun, I saw them

prostrated to me. The whole story moves around this dream and ends with its

fulfillment: hadha M'anilu ru'ya ya minqablu,/L0O this is the interprerarion of my early

dream.

The main dream of Yusuf is paralleled by three other dreams, two dreams of the

prisoners whomYuzuf provided with the right interpretation and one of rhe freed

prisoners became the cause of Yosuf's fame in the court of the king who himself had a

long dream in which he saw seven lean cows and seven fat cows while the lean ones

were eating the fat ones. Thus a series of dreams knits through the story. The lexeme

for dream is ru'ya and in its template it involves ra. There is coherence and cohesion

and both these involve the rZ radical.
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The next important aspect of the story is the climax scene in which the wife of.'Aziz

incites Ynsuf and the question of who did this is still open to the king, whose

attendant suggests a test to see the tonic of Yusuf whether it was torn from back or

front to confirm his guilt or innocence. Vhen they saw his shirt torn from the back,

his innocence was confirmed; the verses 26-28 display the use of rZin rautadat and ra'a

very beautifully. This theme of. rZwadat pervades throughout the story and finally

with her confession in verse 51, ' Now the truth has come to light, it was I who

sought to make him yield,'. Ylsuf stands acquitted in the eyes of the king and rises to

the throne. Th:us aawadar and and rd'd ere the key words and play crucial role in the

story. Hence, their phonological link wirh the rwo mentioned morphemes is

significant. There are mary other lexical, semantic and syntactic factors which may be

discussed, however, for the objectives of this thesis, a model representation has been

made.

5.3.4 Alliteration and Assonance in Irricd Morphemes r&b *draliim

The chapter yusuf is replete wirh /r/ alliteration and assonance of/a/ vowel. The

words ra'arytahum, 4, rabbuka, rabbaha, 6, rawadathu,23, ra'Z 24 ra'a,28, la naraha/3},

r a' a:yt alt u, raw adath u /32 r a' aw u I / 3 5, ru'ya, rab bt / 98 rahlm / 9 B.

5.3.5 Significance of the Repetition of, rah arrd ru'y7Morphemes

The lexical morpheme ra'a (see) seems to be placed in every conrexr in this chaprer:

from physical action of seeing to the seeing of realiry. This is conveyed through

different manners of seeing of the characters in the story. Y[suf saw a dream, and

practically went t}rough the experience and ultimately saw his dream rea,lized, the
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man who wenr to draw water from the well saw Ytzul the lady of the house of Aziz

got clear of her illusions and saw the truth, the two slaves saw dreams and saw the

truth, rhe King saw the truth and made Yusuf the Lord of the land, and the brothers

of YOsuf saw their price money returned to them , th"y also saw the truth and

repented, the Prophetic eyes of Ya'qlb saw the truth and even his blindness did not

hinder him from seeing it which was ultimately restored. Qur'an rePeats the word

ra'a, ry'yZ and this leads the reader to the question; 'Did you see?'

5.3,6 The Represenative Phonemes of.Akf lanin Strah Yosuf/Joseph

The above analysis concentrates on the /ra/ element of the prefixed letters, this is

done as this phoneme significantly stands out in this surah for the communication of

various themes of this chapter. As for alif la mphonemesare concerned that keeps

playing theirs role just as they do in other alif km chapters: thirteen in number. The

aurhoriry of God is expressed in various verses of this chapter in v.6 'inna rabbaka

'ahrnun haklrn/6, uallabu gbalibun 'ala 'amrihi/27 inilhukrnu 'illa lillah/+0, innahu

buwal 'ahmun haktm/l3, innallaha la yudi 'u ajral muhsinin/9O innabu buwal

gha/unaltim/98, innabu huwal 'ahrnun baktm/t0l, polpheism has been denied, 'a

'arbAburnmutafaniqun kbayrun 'amillahul wahidul qah barh9, wa mZ 'ana minal

rnusbrihtn/L}l. wal.tidilqahbar/ll lir ru'ya u'burun/43 fa 'arsilun/45. In addition,

rhere are mary alif lam ra templates repeated in this chapter in words, phrases and end

phrases. inna 'anzalnabu qur'anan'arabilryan /2 consonance in end rhyme innZ idhal la

kbasirnn/t+ qalat ikbruj /37, minassZghifin/32'ana kbayrubnunzihn/S9 zaliha kaflun

yastr 65 la sariqun /70 imperative fa 'arsil /45 ra'awul'a.yZt/35 'annushrih billahi /38,
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ila rabbiha /50, question zuch as 'alZ tdrarend /59, ruddat'ilayna 65, sdrdqa 'akhul lahu

/77, lan 'abraltal'arda /80 ans'alil qarya, ua 7r /82, rawltillah /87 The aim of

enumerating these phrases is to show that while the theme is developed with /ra/ itis

supponed by all the alif lam ra templates which create the context of these prefixed

letters, where everything seems to be surrounded by the rhemes, sound effecB,

rhymes, syntactic and semantic elements expressed through them; more examples; k

yasb'urun /15 fd 'arsalu /19, raandat bullati /23 fd larnma ra'z /28, la naraba /30

'arsalta, /31.
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5.4 Moy/Moyr m: CV

There are five chapters that can be said to be prefixed by cut letters fi sin mim (two)

tZ sln naml (A"0, ta ha and Maryam. The reason for calling them 'cut letters' is

phonemic as their phonemes do not form morphemes among themselves and join

with other phonemes. This behaviour is different from alif km mim, alif lZm ra end l.ta

mlm letters which, as has been demonstrated make morpheme amonB them, hence the

justification for calling them cut letters. The chapter Mary/ Maryam falls under this

category 2 of Cut lemers: letters that do not make any morphemic templates among

themselves and function individually, I have therefore placed it in a separate category

for anlaysis.

Mary/ Maryam is the nineteenth in the Qur'anic series of chapters. It has five letters

affixed to it; kaf, ba, ya'aryn s-ad. giving us to consider /k/, /h/, /y/, /'/ and /E/

phonemes in this chapter.( see table 5) It is one of the rwo chapters with five letters in

the beginning. The difference is while Mary has all the lefters in the first verse Sbilra

(chapter 42) has five letters divided in first and second verse; two and three

respectively. I shall deal with all the five letters, / kaf/,/ha/, /ya/, / '/ md sad, to

show how each of the phonemes of these letters play their role in a sigpificant manner

contributing to the main subject matter and sounds of the chapter that makes the link

to the prefixed letters inevitable. First, let us have a look at the first ten lines of the

chapter to note words formed of the prefixed letters. The letter Sed is not included

here which, as discussed in the later part of this chapter, has a special role and studied

accordingly (see 5.9.4. t3).
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f1btg3gt Ph."emic occurrence of the prefixed lettersinMary: : Ten lines verses 1-7 (Ien lines)

Line no. /Verse

No.

/K/ /h/ /Y/ Total

1/t-3

Dhikr,

rabbika,

zakariyya

04

'abdahu,

rabbahu,

03

Ya, ln

zakariyya

02

'^yn in

'abdahu,

02

11

2/2-3
'Wahan,

01

khafiyya,

01

'azmu,

washta'ala,

02

04

3/4-5 'aku[,

ou a lKa

02

Shayban,

shaqiyya,

mawiliya

03

Du'Iika,

01

05

4/ s-6 kanat,

ladunka,

02

Hab,1 wahyya,

yarisunr,02

'aqiran,1 06

5/ G7 zakaiyyd,

nubahshiruka,

02

'\tr(aj'alhu,

01

Yarisu,

radryyu

ya'qub, ya,

zakariyya,

os

Ya'q[b

waj'alhu,02

10

6/ 7-8 ismuho,

lahu, 02

yabya,

samiyya,

03

Naj'aI01 06
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7/8 yaktnu,

kanat, kibari,

03

yaunu,01, 'aqiran,01 05

8/ 8-9 kazalik,

rabbuka,

khalaqtuka,

03

Huwa,

hayyinun,

02

'itiyya,

'alayya,

haynrn,

03

'itiyya,

'alayya,O2

10

9/ 9-t0 Taku,

01

Shay'd,

'aYaro2

Ij'al

01

04

r0/ r}rl 'ayatuka,

tukallimu,02

qawmihr,

01

l"yalir,,

sawryya,

02

0'ala

1

06

Total 19 11 24 14 68

The above given table shows a concentration of sixty eight occurrences of the

phonemes from four prefixed letters; kaf, ba, yZ, 'ayn.The letter sad md its phonemes

have been discussed in detail in the last section 5.5 of this chapter.

5.4.t Significance of Cut kttcrs io M"ry

As discussed in the last section the prefixed letters are also called cut letters (the Arabic

word muqattu' at in fact means this), but if they can ever be justifiably called cut

letters it is here in this chapter as other letters such as alif lam rnim, alif lZm ra and ba

mtm easily join with one another while kaf ha ya 'ayn 5ad do not make templates in

themselves. The text of the chapter is formed of different flashes of history which

anyone looking for normal coherence will find difficult to follow. For example the
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sudden beginning of the chapter without any preamble to the story of Zakarfirya'Of

the mercy of thy Lord to His servant Zakarfirya' is not found anywhere in the

beginning of Qur'anic chapters except in Ytsuf and Nuh which in each case tells the

stories of these prophets respectively. The zudden beginning in Mary is followed by

the dialogue berween Zekeriyya and God in which he is assured of a son's birth

Yahya. Sudden change to the address to Yahya whose binh, situation, context is

missing, this is followed by sudden change to the episode of Mary facing an angel.

'Relate in the Book Mary'which is followed by her dialogue with the angel discussing

the birth of a son without a father, suddenly Mary appears with a child who gives a

surprise speech. The stylistic significance is that the cut letters in the beginning reflect

the cut scenes drama depicted in the chapter, the cut nature birth of Yahya and Jesus.

This phenomenon of the outside inside reflection is noted by \Tiddowson (L975, p. 66-

70) as an important literary fearure. It is well known among literary masters such as

Shakespeare who created the lines by Ophelia where the external chaos in the state of

Denmark was poftrayed. This flash scenes pattern is followed for /4llbrahim , and

his dialogue with his father and this follows MOsa who is zuddenly called from the

right side of the Mount Sini/52, and other prophets who make one Pattern of

believers and their followers 'who would fall down in prostration and adoration to

when recited the verses of God'/58 whose natural line of followers should have been

believers but the cut leffer pattern reflecdon is funher reinforced in the following

verse/59,'But after them followed a posterity who missed prayers and followed after

lusts soon, then will they face destruction'. One can now compare that disorder is the

order of the day in this chapter and it reflects the disorder in the universe. As cut
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letters do not make templates I have dealt with these letters separately and begin with

the dominant end rhyme /ya/ the third letter in the prefixed letters in this chapter.

5.4.2 Rhy-" nn.lineF nd /ya/ Morpheme

There are ninety eight lines here out of which sixry five lines follow the lyAl

morpheme ending: 1-33 and 4l-74.This means it is the dominant end rhyme of this

chapter and deserves funher attention. A closer study shows that this ending is

achieved with proper syntactic functioning, where pre-posing or fronting (bringing a

word to the fronr of the sentence while its natural place in grammar is somewhere

else) transposing (changing) and inversion have been used to achieve it Toorawa (2010

shows the importance of end rhyme here, quoting Hamsawi, who sees rhetorically

and aesthetically motivated repetitions in the said chapter with a special focus on the

rhyming end words. For example, verse two of this chapter dhikru rahmati rabbika

'abdahii zahariyya may be compared with 3:39, the line; buna lika da'a zakari'1rya

rabbahfi.. The rwo srnr*ures; rabbika 'abdahii zakariyya tnd da'a zakarilrya rabbahii

show thar in the first structure,'abdahil zakariyya has been transposed and brought to

the end of line, while in the second line the structure da'Z zaharilryi. rabbahii follows

its natural course; VSO45 where verb is da'L, Subiect is the ProPer noun Zaharilrya ar.d

Object is rabbahii. As such an arrangement does not go with the [12] ending, the

transpositions have been done to suit the demand of the co-text. Similar changes occur

in almost every line, for example, line three could have been naturally, idb nada

nida'an hhafi.yya li rabbahii, where it has been changed to, idh n-ada rabbahii nida'an

ot 
Verb+ subject+ object structured languages.
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khafi.yya. Thus rhe lyZl endrng is structured by placing it at the end of sixty six lines

and by doing necessary grammatical activity on almost each of the sixry six lines. \fle

can see this if we compare similar occurrences in the Qur'an to note the structures

where the motivation of lyal is not involved. The phenomenon can be said to be

associated to the normal style of the Qur'an, however, when we note that the same

message in another place is conveyed differently, we have a reason to compare. For

example, in this chapter when Zakariyya asks for a sign he is told, Qala'ayatuka'alla

tukallimannasa tbalatha layalin sawlrya./ Q.19: 10 'thy sign shall be that thou shalt

speak to no one for three nights.' The same question by Zaharilrya is responded in Q.

3.41 as QZla 'ayatuka 'alla uhallimannZsa thalathau 'ayyZmin illaa ramza. Thy sign

shall be that thou shalt speak to no one for three nights but with signals.

The additional word saailryZ not only serves the communication of message but helps

harmonize the co-text to rhyme with the sixry five other lines and thus foreground the

prefixed leuer [yZ.). Toorawa (ZOtt, p. 58) suggests that the repetition of some words

such as samiyya vv.7,65,wahyya 5, 45 and sawiyya w. 10, 77,43 create an echo rying

the later parr of the surah to the earlier one and their role is is structural in this

regard.

The episode of Zakariyya runs parallel in the two chapters: Three and Nineteen of the

Qur'an, and examples from verse 38-41 and2-Lt respectively uphold the motivation in

Mary for [yZ] morpheme to be included. When, despite the availabiliry of other choices

there is preference for one kind of choice we tend to feel it is a case of foregrounding

(see 2.3.10.5).
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Verse seven of this chapter which addresses ZahaiyyZ, begins as, yZ zakariyya contains

the morpheme twice and becomes a natural suPPort to the above phenomenon.

Similarly, yAyd.lryA in verse 12, contains this [1U] twice, echoing the /ya/ rePetition.

5.4.3 Refrains Intro&rcingProphets

\[hen Prophets are introduced in the Qur'anic text, v/e note that their introduction

carries a co-texrual link with rhe prefixed letters. ln this chapter Abraham/+1 has been

referred as sidttqan nabi1ryZ, k baq, ya'qiib/49 as nabi1ryZ, miisa /51 x rasillan

nabiyyZlsme'rl, isma 'l /54 as rasiilan nabiyyZ, Idrees/ 56 as rasiilan nabiyya have

been introduced with special introductory phrases that include the[ya] morpheme as

rhyme ending. The alternative available in each case is nabtyyun rasillun'Prophet' as

singular and nabilrytz 'Prophets' as plural. Choices resulting in these stnrctures make a

good case of foregrounding offyal.

Thelyflcharisma is strong enough to change shaqi nto shaqilrya/4, wah to waliyya/5,

radi to radilryZ/6,'asbii to'ashiyya/\l aqi b tdq\rya/L3, zaki to zakiyya/\9 and the

list goes on to about sixty such examples: a phenomenon unique to this chapter' It is

proposed that for all these srructures, the motivation along with the content of the

rexr is the language. Syed Qutub notes that this chapter has special melodic effect

which is contributed by the ya endings. He, however, remains silent on the zubject of

the initially prefixed ya.

Let us note how Rauf has commented on the use of /ya/ in this chapter
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'W'e 
also encounter in Qur'anic discourse srylistic variation

at the word level due to the macro phonetic environment or

the phonetic co-text of the final letter of a sentence final

word. The present analysis attemPts to investigate the

srylistic shift which occurs at the end of the sentence with

regard to the Qur'anic fearure of assonance. In this analysis

we are concerned with the final letter or letters which act as

a prerequisite for the occurrence of specific sentence final

words. Q004,p. t21)

He gives the following rwo examples to elaborate his point,

qZla rabbi 'annZ yakilnu lt ghulamun wa qad balagbani yal kibaru a)drnrd'd.ti

'aqiran./3:40 translated as He said " O my Lord How shall I have a son, seeing I am

very old and my wife is barren

qala rabbi 'anna yakiinu lt ghulamun @d qad balaghtu minal hibari 'iilWA./Lg$ He

said " O my Lord How shall I have a son, when my wife is barren and I have grown

quite decrepit from old age. The two verses convey the same message as translated by

Yusuf Ali. However, the Arabic text of the two verses differs in their structuring, on

which Rauf comments:

The changes in word order of the above sentences mark

their srylistic variation...why sentence 19:8 ends with the

word (S'- extreme old age). This is attributed to the macro

textual phonetic environment which is dominated by the

same phonetic features of the sentence find word in Q.19:8.

The assonance of Q.19 is based on the long vowel/aa/

represented by the Arabic letter ( ) as in tr.Je l+'ie l:ii(as

already noted ). Q004,P. 192)

It is clear that the writer notes what has been noted here, however, he stoPs short of noting

the /ya/ as a morpheme which is common in all his noted examples and to relate it

to the prefixed letter /yZ/. There are various other places where the [r] assonance
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a -.

occurs for example chapter 15, where the final [Z] remains constant while the

penultimate consonant keeps changing. Here, however, the final and the penultimate

both remain constant; hence the case of. [ya]rather thanlZfis stronger (Rr,rl 2004).

5.4.4 Significance

The prefixe d lyal forms the dominant sound effect of the chapter and echoes the

vocative theme where characters are directly addressed and in turn they ParticiPate in

the dialogues of the chapter. Ya as anexclamatory echoing pafticle should also be kept

in mind when so many wondrous experiences are put together in a single surah.

Moreover, it contributes to the overall oral echoing effect of the chapter. Commenting

on rhis Qurub 1997: pp 534-5 writes that this chapter when read carefully conveys the

feelings of mercy and the shadow of the results of spirirual comfort, which is its

dominant effect and at rimes when the complexities of polytheism come under

discussion the tone changes and the rhyme endings and the word choices change to

more charged words: from resonant /ye/ to plosive/da/ /ke/ and geminate /ddl/.ln

order to funher understand the significance of ya, each end word will have to be

studied in conrexr which as artempted by Toorawaa QOLI, p. 59) will yield individual

significance.
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5.4.5. The lVpboaerrcofletter hzf iaMary

Table 31: The patterns of. lVpboneme.

Serial

no.

Templates !7ords Total

1) /W in lexical OAtt,, t Z, Z^Uariyyil 2' yd zakariyy-a/ 7, libar / 8 tukallim/



morPhemes 10 bukra/11, litab/t2, alkiab/30 fil kitab/51, 54, 56

zaka/!3, wadhkur/16, maklnan/16, 22, kuh/ 26,

'ukallimu/ 26, ,zal{a/3l muberakan/ 3t, wadhkur/4t,

frlkitab/4l, kullan/49 wadhkur/5l, 54, 56,. Bukr-a/ 62,

takadu/9O, kulluhum, ril<za/ 98.

2.1 /K/in
grammatical

K?ea/ and its

forms.

'akun/4, Vanat/S,8, 28, yakiinu/8,20 takt/9 kana 13,28,

29,35, 41,44,47,51,54,55,55,6!, 63, 64,75, yakw/ 74,

21, y al<in/ 3 5 takiinu/45,

2"d

singular,

masculine

feminine.

Person

and

Rabbika/2,ladunka/s, nubash-shiruka/7, rabbuka/ 8,

minka/ 18, rabbiki, lak'r/ 19, rabbuki/2l, tahtal<r/24,

' alayl<r / 25,' abirlr.j/ 28,' a*a / 42 y a' tika / 43, y, 
'" 

assaka/4 5,

rabbika./64, rabbuka/ 64

The morphemic data shows patterns of. dbikr and hitab at lexical level and the various

inflections of /kana/ and second person singular, masculine and feminine formation

/ ha/, / ki/ ar grammarical level. These patterns are spread throughout this chapter and

are unique to it. A comparison with data from other chapters shows that this density

of lexical and grammatical items is rare, for example, the chapter Two al'baqara f.or

similar number of lines as that of Mary. i.e. 105 lines contain only three /ka/ /ki/

usages, in verse 30 and 32. This goes with the theme of the chapter where Prophets

and God have very personal interactions, especially, Mary, ZaharilryZ and Jesus. One

can see the grammatical connection if one notes the relation berween the vocative

/ya/ andthe inflection /l<a/ both related to the addressee.

The construction lVadbkur filkitabi, for Maryam, t6 lbrabtm, 47Mfisa,5L Ismatl,S4

Idrts-56 recurs as refrain and draws one's attention. Al Hasnawi'calls this an example
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of insistent beseeching. If we compare this reference of prophem with other chapters

'we can see rhe uniqueness of this phrase. Lexically or semantically the element of kaf

menrioned in the prefixed letters seems to be related to this phrase specifically which

occurs in both dbihr and kitab md this chapter in general consistently. For example,

Prophet lbrabim has been referred to in Chaprcr bild; wa la qad. ia-'at rusulanZ

Ibr-ahtma bil bushra/ 69, Miisa, in A'rZf, thumma ba'atbna rnim b'adihimMilsa /L03, and

in chapter Hfid'wa la qad. arsalnT Miisa bi ayatina/96, Sbu'a.yb\n A'rafi as uta ila

madyana akb-ahum sbu'aiba,/ 85 repeated in the same manner/ bild/84.In chapter

Shu'ara,Ibrahm is referred to with watlu'alayhim naba-a lbrahrn/ 69, Miisa in verse

es',red idh n-ada rabbuka Musa/l}. Noah kadh-dhabat qdurnu Niibinil Mursalin /105,

and lut: kadb-dhabat qffiDruu l;itinil Mursahn/ 160 shows that a different pattern is

followed in referring to the stories of prophets in every chapter and therefore has

some kind of motivation and need to be dealt individually.

The fact that a special pattern of 'wad.hkur fil hitabi'has been followed in Mary while

referring to different prophets along with other kaf petterns is significant and that the

two kafs in this consrrucion idendfy with the haf of. the prefixed letter make it

prominent to be noted f.or any student of sryle. Moreover, we also note in the mble

above that kana end its different forms have been abundantly used with reference to

every prophet or person in this chapter the word hana or kanat has been used

accordingly.Yol.rya 12, Maryam's mothers ZA,lillab 35,Ibrahlm 41, Satan 44, Rabbi 47,

Miisa 51, kmZil54,Idns 56, is sigrificant.
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5.4.6 The haMorpheme'^ Mory

The chapter opens wirh dhikru rahmati rabbiha 'abdaha zaharfirya/2. The word

'abdabu first time introduces the inflection /bn/ and its variant grammatical and

lexical forms recur throughout this chapter. The proper noun herun the lexical items

wahana, 4 ba1ryin 9,,ah/16, huzzi 25, maba,29, buwa, ha.yya,2l huda43, ilah46, hijr46,

hu49,' abd58, hildddgl, halakgS provide for the general paftern of. ba. These contribute

to the base harmony of the surab alongwith carryingthe silrab forward. The pattern

of.94 bu, ha, hum, bim elong with the above t4 lexical units create a combination with

ya to create a resonant effect in the si.irah for the ear of the listener. The 'ha'in the

prefixed letter draws our attention to these funcdons and work as anaphoric agent.

Table 32; The occurrence of. lhil variant morphemes.

Serial

no.

Templates ttr7ords Total

1) /hu/ 'abdahii 2, rabbahti 3, waj'alhii 6,lahi 7,

lahu 35,

04

) /Huwa/ Huwa 9, 21,65,75, 04

3. Hi, Bi walidayhil4,layhi2g, fihi 34, lillahB5, li
abtht42, tantahi46, diinillehi 48 rabbihi,55,

08

4. Hum, 'anzirhum39,'a'tazalahum49, lahum5O,

lahum6l,lanahshuranna-hum 63,ayyuhum

69, hum 70, qablahumT4,

lahum,81,ta'uzzuhum 83, lahum 84, wa

'ad&hum 94, kulluhum 95, lahum

96,qablahum 98,

15
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In answer to rwo questions in this chapter by Zakariya and Mary, Qala 'anna yakiinu

hghulamun /8 end qzlat 'annz yakiinu h ghuknun/z0 the ansv/er 'buwa 'ala.y'ya

balryinun/9 and 27 seems very differently motivated from answers to similar questions

by the same people in Zli'imraw chapter three where the answer is' qala kadbalika-

allabu yafalu ma yasbZ/40 and 'idba qada 'Amrd.n fa 'innama yaqiilu labii hun fa

yakln./47. In the short identical answers in Mary rhe /ha/ morpheme is clearly

focused while in the rwo different answers in Zli 'irnrZn it is either not there/4O or

non- focused in /+2.

5.4.7 Ye 'ukhti llznin/ O' the Sister of Aa^ron

Maryam is for the first and last time addressed es'ukhta hariin in this chapter, which

is also in keepingwith the /ha/ co text, where everywhere else in the Qur'an she is

called as Maryam; see 3/ 35,36, 42, 43, 5/ 75, ltl,23/50 ar..d 66/ L2. The choice of the

sister of Aaron may have many historical implications, but its occurrence here seems

clearly motivated by the /ha/ ofthe prefixed letters.

5.4.8 The Phoneme / '/of.theletter'ayn

It is an alphabet that forms lexical morphemes only, therefore its phonemic

occurrence is limited to the same. The first line contains the letter 'in'abd, slave. The

pattern of. 'abd is regular one that occurs in different words shown in the following

table.
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Table 33; The occturence of. /'ryn/ morpheme.

Serid

no.

Templates
'Words Total

1 'abdahi/2, inni 'abdullah /3OFa 'budiihu/35, lima ta'budu/42 li
ta'budi/44 'ibadahii/51, 'ibadinil63 fa 'abduhu/65 li

'ibadatihi,/65 ' ibadatihim/ 82, ' abdan/93,

11

2. Du'a/ 4 Tad'idina/ 48, du'a'i/48 03

5.4.9 /'dA/,/gbulanl and /ualdl

The word ghulam is parrly synonymous with ualad, the son. According to the Arabic

lexicography 'abd means slave, and gbulam means a slave, aboy, and youth wakd: a

son. In this chapter these words have been used alternatively in verses 7, gbulam/

meaning son, 9, 79, 20 and 30 to equate the birth of Jesus as a son similar to the binh

of Yahya, i.e. in miraculous conditions. 'abdulhb meaning the slave of God.

Ultimately the difference of meaning between a slave and son has been brought out in

35, gl. After the first prayer of. Zahariyya God gives him the good news of a son;

ghulam, which surprises Zakarlrya for he is old and his wife barren and he esks'anna

yakiini li ghulZmun, how can I have a son. Thus the meaning is clear which is further

reinforced in the episode of Mary who is given the good news by an angel saying,

innarna 'ana rasiilu rabbiki li 'ahaba laki ghularnan zakiyya, I am an angel from God to

grft you a soz. Now when Mary comes back carrying a child the first utterance of the

child is inni 'abdullab I am the slave of God.The theme of Jesus being the son of God

is picked up in v.88 waqZlut takhaz anal.tmanawalada and they say God has begotten a

son. taleZdus samZandtu yaufdttdrna minbu wa unsbaqqul 'ardu wa thakhir rul jibZlu
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bad.dZ as if the skies ere ready to burst, the earth to split asunder and the mountains to

fall down in utter ruin. Thus this is one of the themes of this chapter where the basic

difference of these three words is brought out to say that all the Prophets were /'abd/

end'r,A/ Jesus was the son of. Mary and a Prophet, moreover under impossible

circumstances came the birth of. Yal.rya the son of. Zaharilrya as well so that is no

excuse to call anyone the son of God. It is declared that everyone in the skies and eanh

is His slave and no one is His son. The message of Jesus was'innallZha rabbi wa

rabbukurn fa'budiibu/36. Ibadah of Allah and not son ship is the theme emphasized

through the letter /'/.This theme is significant because of the stand taken by two

world religions about the position of Jezus and this chapter brings out the Islamic

perspective.

5.4.10 The lexical Morpheme/z'al/ a mal*e

The word ja'ala/'to make' is also patterned together to emphasize the created aspect

of all the Prophets. Allah says I created, Naj 'al / 7 li ndi 'alabii/ 27, ja'alnZ/ 49, while

Prophets say ja'aknt/3O yaja'alnt/32 , we were created. This Pattern emphasizes the

contrasr bef,ween the Maker and the made sharper. This supports the theme of the

chapter where everyone is created by One Creator.
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5.4.11 $ad in Mary and its Phorcme/q/

Ibrahim (L99a: p57) writes about the first phoneme of the letter SZd that it is produced

at the tip of the tongue which is light, raised and whistling sound with unvoiced

qualiry. It is the fifth letter in the sequence prefixed to this chapter. It was noted above

that the refrain regarding prophets mentioned in this chapter contain kirab and

nabiyya and these rsro words are related o /kaf/ and /ya/, there is one more word

that is part of this refrain and occurs regdarly:/5,n4/. ll{/ddhkur fil kiubi lbrabim

innabu kana sid.diqan nabilrya/4l,' Call to mind tbrough this Dioine writ lbrahim, he

wr6 d rndn of truth' . About Ishaq and Yaqiib, \Va ja'alna labum lisZna sidqin'ali1ryZ/ 50

Ve granted them a lofty poarcr to conney the truth And about lsmail/54 Innabu

kana^sad.iqal wa'di wa kana rasiilan nabilrya/54'Call to mind through tbis Dioine urit,

khm.ael, be was aluays true to bis prornise and was 4n dpostle of God and musa,

Mukhlasan/S\ Musa ans specially cbosm. Innabu leana mukltlasan ana kana rasulan

nabiyya/S\ And ldris, Innahu kanasiddiqan nabiyya/56 Behold he utas d rnttn of trutb.

The above examples show that all the prophets are referred to cohesively by the word

/sidq/ and its variants; sidttqan, Vdqin, qZdiqal, mukblisan thus, all the prophets and

events have been linked by their truth and sincerity and consonance with the Ead

element in the text. In section 5.4.9.5,I noted that the kana (related to kaf) gives surety
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ro rhe srared events of the prophets, the qid7 $elatedto q-a"d adds truth to the event by

calling every prophet gadiq.o6

5.4.12 Analysis of Sample Verses.

In this secion I have analyz*da few verses from this chapter that will explain how the

relation between phonemes of the prefixed letters and moephemes from the related

chapters have been looked at. The same method may be followed for any prefixed

Qur'anic chapter and therefore finds its place in the last section of chapter Five.

\Yad.hkar fi.I kitZbi musZ innabu ha:na muhhlasan wa hAna rasiilan nabilrya

wa nZdaynZhu min ianibittiir il 'arymani uta qarrabnzhu najlryZ 'Iod

uahabnZ labu mir rahmatina'akhahu bariina nabiyyZ ( v. 51-53)

The above sample makes a rypical case for srylistic study. All the three verses end on

the/ya/ morpheme: the third prefixed letter and provide the rhyme to these lines.

One can see rhar the word nabi in the first and third verse naji in the second and third

seems ro be especially moulded to get this /ye/ effecr. Moreover nZd.ayna and'ayman

assonate to contribute to the sound effect. The phoneme/k/ (reprex.ntative phoneme

ofletter kafl is pan of andbkur, a verbal morpheme ar,.d kitab: a nominal morpheme

and as a grammatical morpheme and part of. hana (mentioned twice). ba is part of the

proper noun hari,in, lexical wahabna and part of the grammatical morpheme; innahu,

nad.aryabu, qanabnahu, labu and 'akb-ahu. s-ad is part of the lexical itam mubklasan'

otAs 
Sed occurs in two other chapters, Al A 'raf Q.7 and $ed,Q.37, I have dealt with the subject in

section 5.5 of this chapter in a more detailed manner'
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This seems significant when it is noted that these morphological patterns are recurrent

in the whole chapter of Maryam and not found elsewhere in the Qur'an.

Ii) \Yadbkur fil kitabi isma'il innabu kana s-ad.iqal wa 'di wa kAna rasiilan

nabiyya wa kana ya'maru 'ablahu bissalati waz zakati wa hana 'inda rabbihi

mardiyya(v. 54-55).

One can now norice the repetition of. uadhur, kitab, kana, innahu andthe /ya/ endir.g.

Vhat is new here is the lexical morphemes'abhbu which uses /ba/ in the lexical as

well as grammarical particle and the phrase {adiqal wa'di which carries the typical sidq

roor (in this chapter) and the phoneme/'/ ('tyn) and the word salat that alliterates

with rhe phoneme /E/ of the prefixed letter s-ad. the significance of this molpho

phonemic patterning may be intelpreted by the grand patterns of prophets that the

Qur'an presenrs. The harmony of effect of /ya/ morpheme is maintained for the

dominant part of this chapter reflecting the harmony of the believers with the Divine

Vill that all these are prophets and none of them is God. \flhen the address changes

from believers to disbelievers, the tone ofthe chapterchanges from soft /ya/ endingto

gemminated /da/(plosives) and charged /za/. (75-98), the endings of these verses here

madda, mara.dda, 'izza zidda, azza, 'addZ, hudda, wudda, ludda and rikza reflect the

changed tone of the chapter. Syed Qutub (1971) has noted this phenomenon where

the wrarhful tone of condemning the disbelievers is reflected in the charged voiced

plosives; /d/ andvoiced fricatives.
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5.4.13 ABriefStrmmary

The srudy of Chapter Mary with reference to the phonemes and morphemes of the

prefixed letters leads to conclude that every letter plays a different and significant role

in the text. For example, the morpheme /ya/ of the letter /ya/ sets the main rhyme

scheme of rhe chapter and to the vocative use, the phoneme/k / of letter baf rc rhe

grammaticel (verb to be) the 1" person singular in objective case /ka/ morpheme and

to rhe lexical lkitabl, morpheme /ha/ has feminine and masculine implications it

relates to the feminine reference of.Mary, bariin;bu for male prophets,/'/ of'ayn may

associate to the personality of 1.sa,Jezus and his status as the 'abd, slave of God which

makes the central theme of this siirab andphoneme /q/ ofsed to the truth conveyedby

the truthful prophets. This covers the dominant phonological and semantic (role of

ya), syntacric (role of kaf and ba),leical (role of 'ayn and sAd).They all contribute

separately and hence their placing in the category 4(cut letters). I conclude this

chapter by daring ro compare my analysis of Mary with the conclusions arrived by

lefftery and Ali ro show that this analysis is comprehensive and provides uniform, text

based answers ro many questions regarding the prefixed letters in this chapter. In the

same context what leffery says may be relevant to have a look at:

KHY'S Sura xix. This is a composite Sura. Verses t-34;42-75

are connectd by similarity of rhyme, and deal with the

history of the Propheu, John, Jezus, Abraham Mtsa, , Israel

and Idris. Verses 354L are an interpolation about Jesus in a

different rhyme. Verses 76 to the end are also in different

rhyme, and look like a later embellishment' This suggests

that this long list of signs is also composite, and Goossens

unravels them as follows: Y - Yalrya [oht), ' -'Is4 0.*t).
That clears up two of the sections. The third section v.76 fI.
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is a fragment of a sermon of Mohammed to the Meccans'

and was once known as "Ad'-Dahl" (the Error), so this gives

us our S'ar But what of the I(H? There is cleady nothing

with which they can be related in Sura xi; but if we look for

a moment at Sura xviii, we find its name is 'Al-Kahf' and

thatisalsoacompositeSuracontainingstoriesmuchafter

the style of Sura xix. So the conclusion is that they formed

one Sura, and the KH at the beginning of our group of sigrs

is exPlained. (1924,9. 5-lL)

Jeftery acknowledges the role of rhyme and mentions its relation with yZ' In a tacit

manner, he mentions Goossens relating ya w yalryA,/'/ to *tsd. He relates /1/ n the

sermon without any explanation for ir, however, does not find any justification for kaf

and ha,which he relegates to the next chapter;"Al- Kahf

on the other hand Ali comments on rhese letters in chapter in the following words:

I should be diqposed to accePt sZdwiththe meaning of qts'4'

i.e.,storiesoftheProphets'Themainfiguresreferredto
here are Zakaiyya, Yahya, Maryam, isl and Ibrahrm: "'the

strong letter in7aKariyya is K irr Ibrahrm, H in YahYa' Y

and perhaps MarYam, Y , and in 'isa - 'A (ayn)' H also

comesinHeriin,(Aaron)andtheArabicyicomesinallthe
names including Ishmael and Idns"' (1993, p' 8a7)

Ali,s commenrs seem to be in line with Jeffery in relating the prefixed lerter /1/ to the

stories of the prophets and other letters with their name. He does not see any

relationship with the rhyme and there is no mention of the themes and sryle Present

in the text. The difference berween the two approaches may now be clear' This work

follows a texmal approach that surveys the text of the sfirab thoroughly to look for all

the morphemes made up of the prefixed letters then looks for dominant patterns of

lexical, semanric and ryntactic applications and proceeds towards srylistic study' This

study is by no means exhaustive and it is felt that this should lead to more in-depth
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analysis of these chapters. In the upcoming section (5.5) of this chapter I have

presented the smdy of the cut letters from a different angle' I chose one letter S-ad and

followed it in all the chapters it was prefixed to. The study reveals some very interesting

facts that should provide line of reading for any prefixed letter as I have advocated the

consistency oftheir behaviour in this study'

5.5 One letter in fhree ChaPten

Introduction

one strikingly common elemenr seems to cohesively bind three different chapters in

the Qur'anic rext: the letter $d, which is prefixed to all the three chapters: Sdd' /38'

Mary/l9 and Al a'raf /7; qad, individually with kaf' h-4 yZ 'ryn and alif lam mim

respectively. This section shows how the phonemes of this letter S-ad form templates in

these chapters to make semantic and srylistic Patterns creating a value over and above

the meaning of the letter found in the code (\fiddowson ' t975'p' 31)'

5.5.1 The T*ttr:r qad

/qad /is a lexical letter, i.e. it occurs only in lexical words' This factor gives it a more

limited role to play in the texr as compared to their former counterParts, i'e' the lexico

grammarical letters Q.3.7.3).Ibrahim (tll+, p.57) writes about the letter Eal that it is

produced ar rhe tip of the tongue which is light, raised and whistling sound with

unvoiced qualiry. The sound of the letter'Sdd.' by the structure offers an open vowel

assonance pattern that is different from'mlrn' which contains a long close vowel; it is

also different from 'hm' end'haf' whichhave different rhyme endings /m/ ail /f/ '

A survey of the chapter $d/ shows that words have been Put together with/sZ/ ''sed
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initially, medially and finally rather than such alternatives that do not contain this

phoneme. For exampl e, 'a1 hahal 'ayha' 'the people of the forest' has been used instead

of 'qawmi Sbu'ayb 'the people of Sha'ayb' and safinZt has been used in place of kbaryl'

for horses'. We can see thar if these altematives are not used the whole music of the

chapter is disturbed and rhe specific assonance of this chapter is also lost' This gives a

specific characer ro rhese words as they fit in the general scheme of this chapter with

respect to the rhyme, rhythm, assonance and consonance and other phonological

effects of the letter Sdd. At the same time, these choices give a special identity to this

chapter. Moreover, a closer look at the said chapters reveals that the words chosen do

not iusr make a cohesive bundle, but contribute to the main themes of these chapters.

Four main areas have thus been identified; first, contribution to the tone and rhythm,

second, development of the main theme, third, the development of the narrative and

fourth, the intra-textual and inter-textual links. First, I discuss the rhyme and

assonance scheme in more details in the following section.

5.5.2 Thelctter qadud Assonance of the Chapw qad

Following the formula of the phonemes inside a letter discussed in 4.1.1 (Iable 5), the

long open vowel assonance can be related to the lettrr sad. This assonance can be felt

throughout this s[rah, especially at the line endingp such as; shiqaq, Manas, kazzZb,

,ujab, Yurad, Ikbtilaq, 'azab, lV'ahhababyar 45dar 46 aklryar 47,48and Asbab provide

good examples in this regard bt* yurAd 7,Sirat, Jiyad 31, asfad39, nafad 54,and mibAd 56

especially contribute to it for the dental consonant end rhyme. This chapter, then,

presents a musical effect that is comprised of rising vowel plus dental plosives to give

the end rhyme a peculiar effect. From verse number two dll sixty six, this scheme is
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dominantly followed. For recitation, this scheme provides a sweet melody.

Commenting on the selection ef ,-,&i61ead of ',ut' Rauf Q004) writes,

There is a shift from the morphological form of the adiective(''+;+o)-

amazing)in Qll:72/ Q50:2 to the adjective( Lirc-su11.rt; Q38:5'The
adjective.,ri-is on the pattern of (cJ+.r)...similarly the adjective(,-,l+o)is on

the pattern of (c},.l) that has been employed in word-final co text sentences

such as Q38:2-4,6,like (c!ti- -dissension (,ru - escaPe )'. b. 60

This research takes the stand that the alternative selection is in keeping with the rising

rhyme assonance scheme of the letter (,r) /sad/: the open vowel assonance and this

phenomenon have consistently been followed in the whole surab.This reminds one of

the definition of parallelism where the writer 'insists on a particular choice' (Leech,

1969, p. 64) although other choices within the language are available and this

conrinues till verse 66. Thus, the dominant music of the surab :allies with the

assonance inherent in the letter sdd, along with the dental plosive end rhyme i.e.66

verses.

5.5.3 qad and tfie Main Theme of the Sluah

The main theme of this surab seems to be patience and perseverance,'sAbT' as this is

mentioned from different angles. For example the disbelievers say, wasbiru'ala'alibati'

kum/6 stand by your gods. All the Prophets in this surah are known for their patience

and perseverance, for example, the Prophet Ayyub, \Vajadn-ahu sabira/44, V'e found

him patimt. The prophet Mohammad is told, 'i4bir 'ala rna yaqiiliina /17 haae patience

in wbat tbq say and lbrabim/Itbraham, Ishaq/lsac, Ya'qub/Jacob, Ismail,

Ishmail,/yasa'a/toshta and Zulkifl, /Dhul Kifl Kullum rninal dklryar/47 all were tbe

cbosen ozes. Thus, patience is emphasized not only in the theme of the text but also in

the prefixed letter which is alliteratively tied to sabr, 'patience'. In the next section,
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we see how Edd (the letter) and dhikr (remembrance) are related. By implication this

surab directs the addressee to remain steadfast in turbulent times. This is held by the

historical facts i.e. the time of revelation.

5.5. 4 qdd and dltilq 'remembrance)

There is also a marked occurrence of the word / dhikr/, the remembrance. It is striking

as it occurs in the second and the penultimate verses. In the very first verse: Sdd utal

Qur'an i dhiz dhikr/l Sad and Qur'an tlte rernindsr: the disbelievers declare,'a unzila

'alaybidh dhikra rnin baynina/4 Does the rerninder conrc to him amongsr zsi God says;

Bal burn fi. sbakkirn min dhihri/8 Na.y, but tbq are in doubt about my rerninder. The

Qur'an is called, Kitabun 'anzalnabu mubarahan li-yaddabbaru 'ayZtihi wa li

yatadhakkara 'ulul 'albab/29 Booh reuealed to you for the pondering of signs and

remembrance of the people of uisdorn. Haza dbikrun/49 Tltis is a rerninder. In huan illa

dbikrul lil klamin./87 Tbis is but a reminderfor the utorlds.

This consistent occurrence and juxtaposition o{ dhikr compels one to look for links

between the letter sdd. and dbihr. This relationship is expressed ,'aqimissaha li dhikri,

Taha/T4Establish prayer for my remembrance. IzZ nudiya lissalati min yaumil jum'a

fas'awiladhikrill-db /e2:t0 Vhen you are called for the prayer on Friday, hurry to the

dbikr of Allah. Qad aflaba rnan tazakka wa dbakarasma rabbihi fa.1alla.87:15 But tbose

aill prosper who purifi tbemselves and glorifi tlte name of tbeir Guardian-Lord and (ift

tbeir hearts) in prayer pointing to initial relationship between sakb and dbihr.ln all

these verses quoted we can see that sakh and dbikr seem to complement each other. In

the verse from Ta hasalah is establishedfor dhihr, the example from strah J:um'a/62
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you go to salab f.or dhhr and in the last example from strah 87 juxaposes dbikr and

salah together.

Coherent relationship berween the letter Sdd, Sakh end dhikr can be seen if we have a

look at the different important words that begin with the letter in the Holy Quran'

The examples in the table below may explain how this happens;

Table 35 words beginning with $a/

saleh Prayer

Vf Lines

sirat The way

gab Patience

;idq Truth

;adr The Chest, The heart

Nalipa guidance

Analysis of each of the above given words yields an overall communicative message

that &aws one to the remembrance of God, the consciousness of oneself and

righteousness. For example, sakh' prayer', saf, line in the prayer' and dbikr

'remembering God' are related cohesivelyaT as well as coherently and Quran itself is

related ro salah and dbikr. Therefore, all these words are interrelated and

interconnected semantically, thematically and phonologically. This creates a special

communicative effect of the message leading very tacitly to the extreme form in sajda

of. salah, (prostration in prayer) which is also present in verse 24 of this surah: when

a7 
By alliteration
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David (the prophet) is reminded of the teachings and he falls prostrate to Allah. The

sajda of David is related ro rhe firsr sajda of angels which declared man as the

vicegerent on earth/73. The defian ce by lbhs/74'the disappointed' on the other hand

senr him asunder from the Divine forces which always obey and never dare to

disobey. Sajdaleads ro prayer on rhe one hand and to other Saidas(Prostrations)in the

Holy Quran on the other. Sajda is the extreme physical; the per formative, form of

submission and obedience and therefore links this zurah to salab md dhikr both. A

chain of reminding process is, therefore, set in here, the key of which lies in sal'

The theme of obedience is reinforced by Ibahim's obedience 37107 which is

unmatched on the earth's. One after the other, all prophets mentioned in surah Sdd. are

referred with the conjunctional verb wadhkur/t2,4L,46,47. Thus, the text is inter-

knit with the theme of dhikr; obedience by the letrer Sad. We note that there is an

enhanced occurrence of the letter Sdd.lVe also norcd that dbikris the component of

the second verse of this surah after the letter Sdd. It is also interesting to note that

both the elements of the verse, Sdd arrd dhikr have an enhanced occurrence. dhikr

occnrs 11 times in this surah while the common occurrence of dhihr in other strahs is

far less, for example in sorah 37, Sffit a relatively longer one the worddhihr occurs

only three time, and no occurrence in zurah 35, a s[rah of almost equal length to

this. This draws our artention to the connection berween $a/ and dbikr and we feel

obliged to analyzr, dhikr fu*her. The following table points to this connection.

o8 offering to sacrifice his son
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Table : 36 dbikr and its meaning

dbikr means remembrance in a spirit of reverence.

dhihr is also used for recital

The celebration of the presence of Allah is also known dhikr

It also has the meaning of

Reminding

Teaching

Admonition

lVarning

Special meaning is Qur'anic revelation

dbihr is also used for devotional exercises used by certain 'szfs"mystics'.

The above table shows that the initial juxtaposition of. Sdd wal Qur'ani dhiz'dbikr is

nor a random placing, but is supported by other parallel occurrences and deserves

deeper analysis. It is therefore proposed that Sdd is semantically related rc dhik.If this

is the case, we may have support from other s[rahs with Sdd prefixed. This lea& us to

the study of the other two surahs where Sddis one of the prefixed letters: Maryam and

Al A'raf, The study of the remaining two sirahs makes dhikr as the dominant theme.

In the following section I shall discuss how this happens.

5.5.5 gal and the Disputes' kbalatn'

Dispute is one of the sub themes of this surah (Suyuti p.Lt2-Ll3), -d three narratives;

the story of rwo brothers having a debate over distribution of wealth /21.The fight of

the people of. fire/64 and the fight of the high ups regarding the creation of man are

reported and all these serve in the Qur'anic text as reminder; dhikrhere. All have the
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radical $a/ in them as a cohesive factor.lYa bal 'ataka naba'ul hhasmi/27Did the news

of dispute reach you? Khasmani bagba ba 'duna 'ala ba'd/22 and Inna dbaliha la

hrqqro takhhumu'ahlannar/64The dispute berween the people of the fire ma kana li

min 'ilmun izyakht*intun/ 69 I haae no news of the dispute of the higb.

5.5.6 Dbikr n Chapter Maryam/ Mary

As discussed with reference to /dhikr/ in surah;a/ and al a 'rZf, we note avery

consistent use of dhikrwith the narratives of the Prophets, The surah begins with the

word /dbikr / and continues in the following mentioned verses.

1. Dhikru robmoti robbiko 'obdohu zokoriyyZ.

2. Wodhkur fil kitabi maryom.

3. Wodhkur fil kitabi ibrahim.

4. Wodhkur fil kitabi ismail.

5. Wodhkur fil kitabi.

6. Wadhkur fil kitZbi maryom.

The above mentioned verses make/dbikr/ the fore-grounded fearure of the chapter

Maryam, 'Mary'. As dbikr was also noted with reference to chapter sad, this is thus the

inter-textual link in all the three chapters under discussion. We can now move to the

element of. dhihr in Al A 'rZf.

5.5.7 Dbikr taChapter Al A'raf

On the other hand, in Al A'raf, it occurs 16 times with different variations and also

becomes part of the alternative word 'nasahd' ( good advice) which is coherently

linked to the meaning of dhikr (to remind) and cohesively w Sdd for its medial radical

Sdd. /na, sa \e/. All the Prophets in Al A 'rZf are juxtapose with dbikr, for example,

Aw 'ajibtum 'an jz'akum dbikrum rnin rabbihum/43 Repeated in/69 by Hud, and salih,

wadhhurutT4 and fad.bhuril/74. The same rone continues in Lut and Shu'ayab\
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addresses when they say, wad.hkunt idb kuntum qalilan/86 Remember when you were

few. The above examples establish the fact rhat / dbikr,/rs the main theme of the two

surahs, Maryan ail Al A 'raf The two words nasalta and dhakara in this context point

to the same semantic function and are synonymous as both mean to remind one to his

duty. The second word has been discussed in section 2.6.3.7.

5.5.8 dhikr Lo,the First Versq of tle Three Chapters

Ir is interesting to note that dhikr appears in the first verse of. Sad all the three s[rahs

under discussion after the prefixed lerters.dbikru rahmati rabbika 'abdahu zakarilrya

Maryam/2. Remember the blessings of your Lord on His slave Zakariyya. Kiubun

unzila 'ikiha fa la uhun fi. sadrika l.tarajum minhu li tunzira bibt wa dbikra lil

mo'mintn./Al a'raf/2, The book revealed to you so that there remains no doubt in

your heart ro warn and remind the believers. Just to remind the reader that the

element sdd was initially juxtaposed with /dbikr / in the surah s6l and from then it

occurs consistently in all the three chapters with this letter. In this strahs the word

dhihr ocatrs 16 times. This theme of. dhikr pervades these two surahs just like the text

of. sad .

5.5.9 Foregrsun.ling Element in' Al A'rAf

The foregrounding feature in this zurah is the use of /na, sa,l.ta/. To begin with the

first story of Adam and Saran's encounter, the word/ nastba/ finds expression as the

Saran says, Inni lahuma la min an nasibtn/2lYeily I am of those who wisb you utell

indeed.TheProphetNoah said,V'a'ansabulakurn/6Andlpidedyou;Hndsaid,'anZ

lahum nasihun'amin/681am a good advisor for you. And when the Doom came and

the people were destroyed he turned away and said, W'a naqal.ttu lakum an labil la
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ruhibbnnan nZsilin. I guided you but you do not like good guides. Similarly, Shu'ayb said,

lVa nasabu lakum/g+ I gaae you good a.doice.

The above given examples from Al A'raf establish the foregroundingword/nasilta/ in

different conrexts reminding what Suy[ti said regarding the use of prefixed related

words (2.1.18). This phenomenon is further supported by parallel uses of many other

words which on the one hand supports the theme and on the other hand works as a

cohesive link.

5.5.10 General Use of 9a/ in Al A'rAf

,sdd occurs for the third time and in the fourth letter; alif larn rntm sZd.. A survey of

this slrah reveals how the collections of different variants from Arabic language that

involve the /s/ phoneme have been put together.

For the making of man, the word gawanr' to make'is used. The standard word in

other surahs is, ja'ala, 'to make' used in Baqara/3}.The word saghtr is used for Satan

while he calls himself. min an nasihin, from good advisors. In other slrahs, the

variable, rdJirn, the cursed one Hijr/L7, and iblts, the despondent Baqara/34, are

preferred. The word saghirtn, bumbled is used; all these variables make use of the /g/

phoneme; initially or medially: creating cohesion through consonance and alliteration.

Prophets and their events carry the special feature of. sad factor. \Vhen Adam and Eve

commit the sin, they begin to cover themselves, Tafi.qa Yakb;afini/23. The Prophet

tells the story (qissa), yaqussuna 'alarykum 'ayZti (tell you stories) /lS. The Prophet

Mohammad (peace be upon him) is called sZhibibim $heir friend)/184, the normal title

'rasul' is employed in other strrahs of the Quran. The name of Prophet sa/l} begins
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with $ad and matches the cohesive use of. qadvery well. So does the vocative address,

Y^alib/77. Vhen the wrath came, they got rurned, f^bo.l.rn.. jasimln( They got

overnrrned/78). Salih said to them, nasahtu lakum....h tubibbun nasibtn.Q, gave you

good advice, bur you do nor like reformers. This pattern is repeated with the narrative

of all prophets. L[t's discourse makes good use of. Sad,'do not create chaos after

reforms' (ba'da islal.tiba/85, and do not stop the paths( sira)/86 or stop(tasuddrt/86

ard fasbiru/87 , dl the wrath came and fdsbdhrt/ .. jathirningl( they became

overturned ). He said to them nasahtuJakurn/93(I gave you good advice). Allah says,

'a;abnahum (I made them suffer)/tOO. t$fie tell them the story, God says, (naqu;5u/101.

Mtsa threw his 'asa (staff)/, l07,tl2 and that rurned the magicians sZghirtn (small)

/tl2.lIlhen the magicians surrendered, Pharaoh said, la 'u\allibanna-hum/124, (I must

crucify you) they asked for patience (sabr/L26. Musa asked his people to do the same,

'asbirn/Ll8. The people of Pharaoh were caught by losses 'ndqs'of fruit./130. lVhen

they were tested by (tusibbum)/L3l,butthey failed.

Mtsa passed by a nation that worshipped'awZm (statues)/138. Musa said to Harun

'aslih (reform)/A2. MDsa went to see God and f.ell sa'iqa (struck by lightning)/143.

God said to Mose, I chose you among people'/ 'asafatuha/l44 and gave everything

with details ( tafstla/ 145

Other general descriptive statements also utilize the same Sad letter; verses were

explained 'mufalsilat'and the Israelites were patient (Sabir)/137. \fe (God) demolished

all that Pharaoh bujh (kana yasna'u) /737atd the proud will be mrned away(sa'a.;rifl

rnd'usibu( I put to test) whom I want. I will lessen the burdens (israhum)/t57, of.
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those who help the Prophet nasaruhu/ 157. In the eerth, salihtn (reformers and ghay'

;atipin (non reformer$/168 passed so muslibint deeds are not wasted. /170. Se

explain the sigp$ NufdSSilul dyAt /774, so faq1us'aldyhimul qaSas (tell them the story

/176. Allkind of help, nqr is from Allah, /t92. \xthen Qur'an is recited people must

ansitu silmt', /204. Similar word sumut (silence) is used in /tg+.

The proud are the ashabunnar (people of fire)and find their fate in the book of. nasib

/37 . Eyil is drawn from the sudur 'hearts' of those who do 'amilus SAliha(good deed$'

Seven times the noun 'ashdabunnZr end'asltabulJannah (people of fire and people of

gardens) has been repeated. The book has been explained (fas salnahu) /52 and people

are nor expected ro creare 'fotad( cbaos) aker islah(re{orms). Verses have often been

repeated and explained (nu;anifulayat),58. The Propher is nasih/68 and the people

challenge him for truth ('in huntum {aadqtn(if you are truthful )/70)'

Thus, one can see how the sal element knits the whole strah. It occurs in the above

variables initially, medially and finally. In fact, the whole story of the strah can be

told with gad words only. Many other examples still remain to be quoted. It seems as

if rhere is an inexhaustible source of the use of leder Sdd here which works as a

cohesive force that binds the text together. \(ords for which other variables are

available, however, the Sad variables are preferred and thus an artistic patterning has

been achieved which is considered the distinctive feature of literary communication.

5.6. q6d n luIaryan Ot"ty)

If the foregrounded features of surah Sddand Al A'raf ere sabr, Patience, Perseverance

and natha, 'well wishin g',Mary foregrounds the features of the sidq'truthfulness' and
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sinceriry /khulus/ of the Prophets, so it reminds us, wad.hkur fil kitabi lbrabim innahu

kana siddiqan nabilrya/4l, Call to mind through this Divine writ, Ibrahim, he was a

man of truth. About Isac and Jacob, \Ya ja'alna kltum lisana sidqin'ali1rya/ 50lWe

granted them a lofty pouter to connq the truth, and about Ismail/S+Innahu hana saad.iqal

ua'di uta kana rasulan nabiyyZ/54;.F/e ( Ismail,) was aluays tlue to bis promise and was

an apostle of God. And Musa, MukblaSan/Sl; Musa was sincqe. Innabu kana mukhlaSan

ua kana rasulan nabiyya/Sl, Innahu kana Sidfi.qan nabilrya/56 Abo mention in the Booh

tbe case of ldris ; be utas d ?ndn of truth(and sincriry), fund) a prophet.

The above examples show that all the episodes of the prophets are cohesively

interlinked by the letter /sad /. Thus, all the Prophets and events have been linked

simultaneously at two levels: by their truth, patience, sinceriry in the theme, and

consonance and alliteration with the sad element at the language level of the rext.

S.TComparison of dhi,b Distribution in the Three Chapters

Narratives of the prophets

In a surah after the necessary preface of hymn about the Crearor, the holy Quran

normally relates the stories of prophets. These stories make the main srrucrure of the

slrah and go with the overall theme. The first of these verses normally reflects the

basic identity of the style of the prefixed strahs. For a stylistic study these lines would

be cenainly important as these introduce a new event. Vhat is noteworthy, that these

linesmakeasmallunitof thetextwhichitself makes alargerpanof theholyQuran

like a brick making a wall and the wall itself making a part of the whole strucrure.
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These areas are especially noteworthy with respect to the sryle of the holy Quran in

general and the sryle of the prefixed strahs in particular. An example from this surah

will elaborate the above point funher.

It can be nored that every reference begins with wadhhur' remember'. The association

I discussed with reference to Sdd.(see 2.5.1) In the second surah under discussion

every relerence begins with wadbkur fil kiub, thus adding leiub to it. This is discussed

below:

To remind our readers the examples from snreh sad are given below:

+ji trs! -$t.:wadhkur'abdana a4ryub

:3lli Eiii j\tS *odbkur 'abdana dauud

pp l-;,11 u.rr:c tl:tti *oahkur'ibadana'ibrahim

Both the parterns share this element of. dhikr and both the strahs have the letter $ad

prefixed. The basic similariry berween the rwo patterns i.e. the beginning with the

imperative form of dhikr and referring to Prophets at the end of the lines, leads to

confirm the above statement regarding Patterns in Prophets' stories. It can be

concluded that the relation between sad erd dhikr already established (2.a) with

reference to surah .;d/ seems to be holding here. A survey of Maryam (Mary) with

reference to sad gives many interesting facts about sadwhichare discussed below:

Many words with the letter $dd find their way in this s0rah that support, the Sad,

cohesion and consonance. 'Words like sablrya, Q6WZ, sirAfi mustdqtm, jabbZran

'asiyrya, goa)trr.t, saliyyZ, siddiqannabiyyZ,and adA'*ssalAh provide a cohesive suPPort

throughout this surah working as intra-textual as well as inter-textual links.
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If we look at this surah from the angle of. Sdd related words, we find that the similariry

of theme is maintained. For example, the word Sid7 $ruth) has been repeated in four

lines, 41,50,54,56 with reference to different prophets. In the same way the word sirzt

(p"rh) 36, 43 sowm (fasting) 26, salzh (prayer) 31, 55, 59 and sZlibat 95 bring this

similariry forward. other words, such as sabiyya 12, Qasilrya 22, 'asba L4, 44 and

saliyyaT0, provide supporring homogenous environment for rhe sad phoneme. This

provides cohesive links that exist between the letter Sdd, in ttrah Sad and Mary'

The name Zaktiyya attracrs dhikr f.or its phonological similariry. Although dhal and

za in Arabic have a clear phonemic value, their similarity f.or srylistic PurPoses cannot

be ignored. Both dhihr and zakariyya are nouns; abstract and proper respectively'

Both have historical, thematic and phonological relationship. Zekatiyya is known as

God fearing, praying and humble personality in the Bible and Qur'an' He is also

quoted for the acceptance of his prayers of a son at an advanced age with an infertile

wife. The very first line foregrounds dhikr and Zektriyya to draw the reader's

attention to this status of Zakariyyawhich is brought out in this surah.

5.8 Organization of the ChaPters

The surah Maryant/Nlary', begins with Dbikr and continues with the mentioning of

different Prophets whose 'Sidq'truthfulness is emphasized. It links the whole slrah by

wadbkur fi]kitabi and then mentions the truthfulness and devotion accordingly. The

srrucrure and organization of this slrah can now better be understood. It begins with

dbikr andends with dhikr.Ir discusses different Prophets for their 'Sabr' and Dbikr. k

discusses the opponents of the Prophets for what they forgot of the remembrance of

God and were reminded. Thus one can see that lerter 'Sdd'has a special role in the
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overall organization of the slrah. The surah Al A'raf also opens with dbikr and

differmt Prophets one by one. For the believers, the narrator of the story also

menrions the story of the creation where Satan after being expelled from Paradise as

'saghira' swears to them that he was from the well wishers, nasihin

The story of Prophet Noah begins in verses (59-64). The Prophet warns them and

emphasizes his role 'utd'ansa])tA lakum'. The story of Hud is next who also warns the

people in exactly similar fashion and tells them inni hkum nZsihun arnin'. The people

refuse to Noah's advice who reminds them again saying, Fadhkur ham'ala'Allahl. The

same nalrative template composing of five to six verses is repeated for different

Prophets; 'ed/65, qalih/73, Lntl8O, Shu'ayb/85. All these narratives in this sorah have

a set pattern, whereby these follow a beginning of the reminding of the people by a

certain Prophet, their refusal, their doom and the final address by the Prophet. After

all these episodes comes the narrative of Mosa in detail: from verse 59 to 64 a certain

template of six verses is used which is repeated in 68 to69 in the narrative of Hood,

Sehh,73-79,Lit,Sbu'ayb -86-9. In all these extracts, one thing is common; every one

begins with nasiha, talks about dbikr and ends in the doom of the people. This gives a

parallel structure to the whole slrah and is the leading, foregrounding factor.

The organization of the stories in the surah follows every structured pattern in which

the /dhikr/nasiha have a very prominent role to play. As discussed earlier both are

connected to the sdd. factors. W'e therefore have cohesive and coherent links in the text

that lead to the role oI sad in the organization of the text. Vhat is important to note is
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that all the three surahs show these links of strucure of organization along with other

factors already mentioned.

5.9 Prostrations

Every Muslim is aware of the relation berween salah (prayer) and sajda @rostration)'

gatah isincomplete without sajda. I have already talked about the link between the

consonant Sad., Sdlah a11d d.hikr with regard to-organization of these three chapters'

one more striking feature is noticed: the presence of places called, Prostration' \ajda''

vhen a reader reads these areas, he immediately bows down or does so later' These

areas are nor many in the Qur'an ,14 or sixteen according to some traditions' This is a

small number looking at the overall figure of one hundred and fourteen slrahs in the

Qur'an. However, in all these chapters mentioned there is a Prostration place' This is

indeed significant, as sajdas the main comPonent of. salah and I have alreedy pointed

rhe alliterative as well as semantic links in early discussion between salah end the letter

;ad.

Summary

The above study looks at the study of the letter from a different angle. ln this I picked up

one letter and looked at the usage of its leading phonemes in all the three above

mentioned chapters showing that there is a pattern of cohesion and coherence that

relates the three chapters and the letter 5-ad works as a cohesive coherent force in

building this relation.
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Summary of This ChaPter

This chapter contains srylistic analyses of four leading Qur'anic chapters; Al Qalam'

Luqmln, Yusuf and Maryam. Every chapter may serve as a sample for a certain grouP

for example A1 Qalam may serve as a rypical case for one letter prefixed chapters'

while Luqman may serve for all the alif lam mim erid ba rnlm chapters, Yusuf may

serve for the whole series containing the alif lam rd,Maryam may accordingly serve as

a sample for all the cut letters. The analyses demonstrated the prefixed letters as linked

to the text of the same chapters for themes, connotations, rhymes and lexical

selections. The last section follows one letter in three different letters showing

different pafterns rhar are formed of the morphemes developed with the help of the

lemer qad showing that the text of these sorahs contain material developed in a literary

fashion as described by Widdowson (1975, p. 33) who holds that in literary discourse

,involves correlating the meaning of a linguistic item as an element in the language code

with the meaning it takes on in the context in which it occurs'' This study then comes to a

point to say that neither the choices of letter in the beginning nor the content and the

patterns in the prefixed chapters are random but pattern into one whole and their textual

study proves this.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

The study of the Qur'anic text has attracted the attention of scholars who have been

divided into three categories in this research, the raditionalists, the modernists and the

post modernists. As for the srudy of prefixed letters is concerned the first two i.e. the

traditionalists and the modernists have carried out in depth studies of the subject.

However, the post modernists who carry out textual and stylistic analyses of the text,

have yet not carried out this subject from a textual persoective.. A synthesis of the

studies of the scholars about the zubject is presented in Chapter two of this thesis;

scholars who think the subject should not be srudied to those who have srudied it

from various angles and come up with different interpretations. In addition srylistic

srudies of the Qur'anic chapters revealed their way in highly serious academic circles

of present times. Various post modern writers already mentioned in the Chapter Two

have applied the textual techniques mentioned here for textual explanation of the

Qur'anic text, however, none has done any work with reference to the prefixed

letters. I, therefore, saw a possibiliry of analyzing the text of the prefixed Qur'anic

chapters for any srylistic links berween the letters and the text.

This research presents srylistic study of the text of the prefixed letters following

Leech's tripartite model (1969, p. 37-38) which required the presence of data purely
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from the angle of phonology, morphology, denotative and connotative associations of

the prefixed letters; as data for such a study was not available, the researcher took the

task of collecting data of different prefixed chapters to check consistency of the

morphemic templates present in these chapters. In order to do this, it was essential to

look for various phonemes which lay latent in the prefixed letters and various

morphemes that resulted by ioining the phonemes of the letters' Survey of major

series of the prefixed chapters: alif tarn mirn, hZ mlm, alif lam ra a'.d tZ sin was carried

our. As a next step, the data was compared with other chapters that did not contain

similar prefixed letters and showed difference of patterns which made a case for

carrying our rhe srudy further and look for cohesion. The analysis of the corpus led to

conclude that the said chaprers contained over-whelming number of morphemic

templates of the prefixed letters (their phonemes) in the chapters' The data shows the

presence of four different templates formation in the Qur'anic text of these chapters'

These template formation; i) single lettered (based on the phonemes of single letters)

which played dominant role in the formation and cohesion of the text through lexical

choices, synrecric structuring and semantic implication, ii) the templates that were

formed from the phonemes of gwo or three of the prefixed letters were varied and iii)

the templates that could be formed only through infixing of some consonantal sounds'

one last c tegorywas rhat of non templates which existed separately in the text' but'

played cohesive role in the text and have been srudied as cut letters (see 5'4)'

As a next step, the rationale behind the phonological, lexical, syntactic and semantic

selections was searched in t}e light of Halli&y's theory of cohesion. Findings show
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that patterns of assonance, alliterations and end rhymes are formed by using different

combinations of the phonemes of the prefixed letters. This was followed by the

application of pedagogical stylistics of Widdowson and Leech's tripartite model which

isa well developed model for describing selection of lexical, syntactic and phonological

pamerns and therefore useful for describing the repeated lexical items, syntactic and

phonological patterns for srylistic analysis of four representative surahs carried in

this research that should work as a model for the smdy of the prefixed letters and their

role in the Qur'anic chapters. Three levels of prefixed lewers have been identified

through this study; Phonetic, syntactic and semantic.

6.1 Phonemic Level

At phonetic level I noted that the prefixed lemers are formed of two, three and five

phonemes which are vowels as well as consonant. First component is always a

consonant and makes the main representative sound of the letter. The second

phoneme is always a vowel sound. The third phoneme if present is always a

consonant. The third phoneme, if it is a sonorant makes the rhyme ending in

dominant cases of the chapters to which it is prefixed.

6.2 Relation of prefixed letters to tfie End Rhymes (Please refer to Table 4)

A study of the end rhymes of the prefixed chapters reveals that nasal /m/, /n/ and

open ending /a/ make the basic rhyme scheme of these. It is significant as these

endings relate to the /m/ of two, and three of Table 4, while /n/ relates to 5, 6 and 11

and /a/ to open ended rising vowel endings in 4,9,10, 13 and 14 of Table 4. Their
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significance has been highlighted at the relevant places (See chapter Nun). The

preference for rhyme endings; /m/, /n/ and open ending vowel such as /a/ shows

direct association with the first representative phoneme in case of./nnn/ and alif,lam

ar,d mimae.These are part of the sonorant group and contribute to the oral effect of

the lines. For the same reason plosives; velar /k/ and glottal /q/ andfricatives/f./ are

avoided even if they are part of the prefixed leters as this would have led to less

sonorant texr.5o These show the preference of the Qur'anic text for its oral character

(see 4.7. t, 4.7L.L ard 5.4.2 for detailed dealing of the subject).

6.3 Syntactic Level

At syntactic level the phonemes of the prefixed letters provide morphemes which play

imponant role in the text and texture of the chapters through many grammatical

morphemes that contain the phonemes of the prefixed letters in interrogative,

conjunctions, and negative morphemes and in the choice of the structures.

6.4 Semantic Level

At semantic level, two levels of meanings have been noted: denotation and

connotation. The common meanings associated with the words that contain the

phonemes of the prefixed letters make the denotation of the prefixed letters. For

example, alif alliterates with Allah and sin for Sulayman just like A is associated with

apple in the text books that teach alphabet However, there is one more area which is

specific to the connorations of the prefixed letters and also seems to be under the

o' lm/ beinlthe first and last phoneme of lmim/ and the last of /lam/
s0 

First phoneme ol qdf ,/ql,last phoneme of qlf and kaf , lf /.
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considerarion of the meanings involved in the text, for example , alif is associated with

oneness and cow and these meanings recur in some of the chapters that have alif

prefixed ro rhem. S7z is associated with snake and the chapters that have sin prefixed

tell the story of M[sa's serpent miracle, rd is associated with rusul'

6.5 Overal Discourse

In the overall text the role of the phonemes of the prefixed letters, their morphemes

and connoration values, all combine to produce a cohesive and coherent effect in the

chapters. This has been discussed with reference to four strahs in the chapter five. The

study points to srylistic implications for all the four chapters and has potential

application for other chapters of the same categories for future studies. This study

shows that the beginning of the chapters, their endings, Prophets' episodes and the

refrains, end rhyme phrases and the phonemes; consonants and vowels inside the

prefixed letters are key to an understanding of the roles the prefixed letters play in the

rcxt. The role may be thematic as in ba mim chapters or it may be holistic as in the

case of the single letter nnn in al- qakm or alif larn mim templates in six chapters.

Sometimes, in order to understand the role of one letter, one must go through all the

chapters that rhe said letter is prefixed to such as ;-ad in three chapters. Srylistic

analyses of the four texts are presented as an application model for the above. The

study concludes with a strong case for doing research on the prefixed letters in any

furure study of the prefixed chapters.
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6.6 significance

Significance of the pamerns has been discussed at the appropriate places already;

however a general significance applicable to the whole text needs to be mentioned

here. First and foremosr is the presence of phonemes of the prefixed letters in the text

of the prefixed chapters along with many other denotaional and connotational values

attached to these letters; second relates to the oral nature of the Qur'an which

characterizrs recitations and listening activities; the presence of mainly the sonorant

phonemes make the text more sonorant to the ear of. the listener. Next is the

memorization of the text made easier through repetitions, use of consonance and

assonance and the end rhymed phrases; third is the connection within the text; these

patterns creare equivalences in the text and thereby connect the text to the issue of

cohesion in the Qur'anic text, which can be explained through their use. Fourth is

these patterns work as repetitions and create length and contribute (kech, 7979) to

the graviry and weight required by a serious message. Fifth and final sigpificance may

vary among rwo rypes of ad&essees of the Qur'anic text; those who believe it to be

the word of God would ger further strength 'this is the proof of the word of God, and

those who do not will find it emazing, but not enough to prove as God's word. I have

described it for both the readers and they are free to choose whatever stance they like

to take.
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On the basis of morpho phonemic study it has been possible to give different

categories of the prefixed sets of letters; category one single lettered chaPters, CVVC

c rcgory rwo; cvcvc morpho phonemic templates, chapters which contain the

prefixed letters in template forms; category three; infixed templates chapters that

contain the prefixed letters which do not form templates straightway, but do so by

infixing another consonant CVCCV and category four; cut letters which do not form

templates CV. Four rePresentative chaPters were then anilyzed on the basis of this

categorization which may work as a model for all the prefixed chapters'

6.7 Funrre snrdy

A thesis of this kind is not exPected to be just an explanation about what happened,

but to provide a powerful instrument that can work and provide explanation for

further research even on the same lines. Any researcher who has had the patience and

tolerance to have srudied this work from the beginning till end would be well aware of

the method used; however, it is briefly stated for convenience of reference'

The procedure followed is that first a letter is chosen; its etymology, morPhology in

Arabic literature, its phonological make up along with its semantic connotations are

noted and then text of one chapter is studied to which that letter is prefixed following

the words that use the prefixed letters initially, medially and finally make the first

point of srudy. The words so collected are put together and their rePetition is

considered significant for the main theme of the chapter, other synonyms and

anronyms related to rhe main theme are also picked which lead to the linguistic and

srylistic connections. In the same way chapters line endings, assonances and
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consonances are noted for phonological effect and syntactic structures of lines are

srudied. If the letter occurs in a series clearer picture will only emerge when the whole

series is studied. The theme, the phonolog/ and the co - text follows the lener or

letters very closely and to be discovered so much so that alif lam mlnt' chapters not

only link themselves with similar group but seParate themselves from alif larn rZ; a

slightly different group, but also make a very shalp distinction of the relevant

linguistic fearures with chapters such as alif larn mtm ra md alif lam mirn sad' The

useful points of concentration are; end rhymes, mid rhymes, assonance, consonance

and alliterations. Cut leners surahs are studied with reference to the phonemes of

single letters separately in the text which later produce a collective effect in the text

but do not make templates as category two does'

6.8 Tte Reconstruded Picture

In the beginning of this research there was considered a need to understand the

prefixed letters and the picture wx fuzzy regarding these, at the end of the thesis there

can be a reconstruction of the picture that is more organized and leads to interesting

findings. The main finding of this research is that the prefixed letters are formed of

phonemes as well as names of letters which together function to produce morpho

phonemic impact on the one hand and srylistic implications for their connotative and

denotative implications on the other. If the leading phoneme of the letter takes part in

grammatical as well as lexical morphemes it is lexico grammatical letter, in case it does

not do so it is only lexical and its occurrence is far less as compared to the grammatical

phoneme. The role of the alphabet can be seen at phonological as well as lexical level.
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Based on the presented research, it can also be said that the t'wenty nine prefixed

chapters in the Qur'an have Morpho phonemic implications at linguistic level along

with the srylistic implications for assonance, consonance, end rhymes and various

other meanings in socio culrural context such as denotations. It seems that priority is

given in the prefixed chapters to the language which moves round the various

characteristics mentioned about the prefixed letters. For stylistic, analysis the picture

is even simpler; these letters can be grouped on the basis of their morpho phonemic

behaviour in the text, second, the groups interlink with other grouPs as much as they

share the letters/ phonemes, so alif lam rntm end alif lam rZ series have many themes

related ro rhe atif lam lecers, similarly ha nttm arrd alif lam mirn share some themes

which relate to the phonem e /m/ofthe letter mirn arrd so on. It can, therefore, be said

about the groups of. surabsthat have identical prefixed letters that they have thematical

unity as well.

6.9 Thematic Focus

Each chapter of the group carries its own thematic focus which is mainly based on the

link berween the phonemes of the letter and the morphemic connections in the text'

The theme within a certain group is zupponed by other chapters of the same grouP'

All the series togerher narrare what is in the rest of the Qur'an with a specific sryle

focusing on the prefixed letters already noted. This can be zummarizedthat alif and

lam which occur in thirteen chapters have a special eflinity with monotheism and

their joint template is formed in the word; Allah. Mirn relates rc Malik ul mulh

(Owner of the Kingdom). His sovereigny, His attributes, and His plan, Other topics
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such as Mornin, those who believe in Him, Mawt, His power to take life, His house (

Makkah), His lJmma ftIis people) find coverage in alif lam mim chapters. The

addition of. ra to alif lam gives way to another theme which adds the character of rabb

and rusul to rhe prefixed chapters and all the alif lam ra chapters have this theme of

presenting the message of one God/Allah through rusul as common. The chepter alif

lZm mim rZ seems to conrain both the characteristics of the former and the latter.

\(hen s-ad is added to alif lam the element of nasiha comes up and this is the theme of

the said chapter seven. ha r*m series concentrates on the theme of the hayyul Qayyltm

and haryit end maant . tZ stn mlm wirh their qpecific phonemes attract the stories of

Mlsa, tur sqm^ and the story of sulayrnan and other ntursalin (the sent ones) into

focus. Similerly Sa"d in chapter S-ad follows the leading phoneme/E/ for the main theme

of. Sabr, parience of prophets and in Maryam the same phoneme finds expression of

sidq,the truth of the prophets. Thus, the cut letters which contain eight chapters act

singly in the text.

Phonology of the letters can also be summed up as alif relates to long open vowels

while mirn to long front vowel, nun to long back vowel and the chapters they are

prefixed carry rhese vowels dominantly. End rhymes of mim ra and yZ are found in

relevant chapters. Assonance and consonance of vowels and consonants Present in ,a

ga, 'ayn are found in relevant chapters. In the same manner the syntactic function

relevant to the letters are found in the prefixed chapters, such as the use of'a as an

interrogative is found in alif chapters, the grammatical functions of. la abounds in lam

chapters, ya chapters follow the various grammatical formations in which ya
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morpheme is an active particle ha shows gender marking in the two chapters of its use.

nun shows 1" person plural, inna and 2"d and third person imperfective formation. It is

always the first phoneme that plays the dominant role in phonology. The last

phoneme comes into action only when it is highly sonorant as /m/ in lam and /n/ in

siz, where ir is rhe end pardcle to be used in rhyme endings for example /f/ in /qaf/ is

not used as an end rhyme.

The research has attempted to link the linguistic patterns and the themes and sryle of

all the prefixed chapters and provided a morpho phonemic model that organizes the

prefixed chapters without any emendadons either in the organization of the chapters

or rhe text. This has been achieved as much as the present tools in stylistics and

linguistics knowledge allowed. It is for future researchers to validate, or otherwise,

what has been presented in this research.
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APPENDICES 1-9

Appendix t dlif lan mim chaPters

Data of the first ten lines of chapter Baqara/ the Cow.

!.1. Cow/kqara First ten lines

Table 1.1. Alif lant mim templatesin Baqara

Serial

no.

Templates I$flords Totd

1) alif larn rnim 'ule'ika 'ale hu&n/ 'ula'ika hum,/ almuflihtin/

'alayhim/'ala qultibihim/'ala sam'ihim/'ala'absaibtm/

'ille 'anfusahum/ 'alim/ lahum/ 'ale 'innahum/ 'almufsidiin/

t2

2) alif mim lZm /'amlam/ 2

, mim alif lam Khatamallahu/ 01

4) rnirn lam alif khatamallahu/ 01

, larn alif mim lahum/ lahum- 01

6) elf hmalif 'ala/qaht/'alil eJa/'ule'ika/'innaladhrna/'alil'la/
walladhrna/'idha qila

t4

7) lam alif La/ la/ la/ fil'ardr/ lakin/ lil biUahi/

' allaV' lld /' zadahumullahu

07

8) mirn l5m humul/ muflilrtin/ 02

0e) lam mrm lam./ lahum/ lahum 03

10) Alif mim Al'/I/'am/:7 01

10 mim alif mra/ md/ 02

t2) INIAmirn /'imanne/ 01

t4) AA sawd'un/'ekhiri 02

I OIAI 49
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1.L.2 Cow/Baqara last ten lines

Alif lan rfimteaplatcs in Baqara: last ten lines

S.

no.

Templates ltrflords Total

0 alif lZmmim Almu'mintin/ bima'unzila/'ilaykal masu/'ilayhi min/ al

mesTr/

05

2) AML mlm kama-hamaltahi.i/ ruham mil-na/ 02

3) MAL mlm

lam

/ mala'ikati-hi/ hamal-t thn/ mali/ 03

4) MLA mlrn

ldnT

khatamallahu/ 01

, LAM lZmmim kullun amana/ laha ma/' ahyha maktasabat/ le hhmil/ 04

8) lamtt wallahu/ 'ale/ lu"'zila/ billahi/ la/ la/ bha/ 'alayha/ lil la/

la/ 'alaytil lil lal.il lanil mawlana/

15

e) ML mim lam / tuhammilnil 01

10) LMmlnt / liman/ 01

10 Al,/Imlm 'ieyht/'rlayfu/ qaln/ 03

12) MA mlm ma/ ma/man/ mat / kamd/ 05

13) AMA mlm / dmoaa/ b:tma/ -aaana/ 03

14) AA sawe'un/ Ikhiri 02

1s) LAL lam ' alalladhina/' ilaykal / 02

Grand Total 47
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t.2.t The family of.'lmrar./ -ali imrZn First ten lines

Serial

no.

Templates !07ords Total

0 alif lam mim Musaddiqallima/ 1

2) alifmimlZm ummul/ 'ammalladhrna/ 2

, lam alif mim Ya'lamu/ 01

4) lamalif alhayyu/ al qayyiim/ al kitab/ qablu/ hudallinnas/Al furqan

'innalladhi"a / ayatillah/ atzala/ alaikal/ al furab/alfirna/

ta'wiluhii/'illalahu/

l4

, larn alif Ld/',aahaillehu/ la/ wala/ la/ 07

6) Alif km alif 'allahu/ nazzala/ razzala/'anz.ala/ wallahu/'innillaha/
' alaybi/' alladht / laha/ tllil

10

7) ldn't. dltJ ldrn \$[alinjil/ 01

8) 6lif m;m alif Fa' a m m alladhlna, / sama' / 02

e) Alif larn alif
ld.rn

'alaykal/ waal.zalal,/ 02

Total 40

L.2.2 Thefamily of.' lmrankli lmrZn last ten liues

Serial

no.

Templates \flords Total

0 alif lam

mirn

Almihad/ ilaykum/ ilayhim/ula'ika lahum/ udkhilannahum/ 05

2) lam alif
mtm.

Lahum/ laman/ la'udkhilannahum/ 03
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3) alif

lam alif
ldm

'ahlil kitab/ billah/ 'indillah/ wdlahu/ tahtahal 'anhar/

khalidina/ alleV'inddlahi/'ahlil kitab/'unzila / Lllah/'ula'ika/
'innallaha/ al hisab/'aynrhalladhrna/

15

4) lam alif Lal<tn/ lahum/ buldd/ fa/ b/ 04

, mtmlZm Mata'un qalil/ 01

06) lZm mtm La'allakum 01

07) alif. rnim ' ajruhum/ rabbihim/' amanii/ 03

08) mim alif Mel ma'wahum/ wamil wama/ 04

0e) alif rnim

alif
'imanii/ 01

10) Alif lam

alif
Vallahu/ alnihed/'ahlil kitab/ 03

10 lam alif
lam

Lil'abrar/ 01

Grand total 35

1.3.1 Spider/Al'ankrtfra, first ten lines

Serial

no.

Templates \0flords Total

0 alif lam

mlm

'ahm/'-alositr/ 02

2) Alif rnim

lam

'amilussilihati/ 01

, rnim alif

lam

Ya'maliina/ 01

7) larn P^t/

ALA
Qablihim/ laya'lamanna/ wa la ya'lamoana/

alkadhibin/'alladlnna/'alladbna/allahi/ walladhrna/

alladhi/'al'insana/ wllidayhi / falil'layya/

13
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8) lamtt La/ laqad/ hqal'a/ la'at/ walanajziyannahum/ laka/ 05

e) mlmML Ya'maliin/ 01

10) larn LM

mlrn

'ilmun/ 01

10 alifmim amanni/ am/ dmani/ 03

t2) mlm alif Ma/ 01

13) alif mirn

alif
lnnamil 01

14) Alif km
alif

Alladhrna/'innalleha/ 02

17) Alif lam

alif km
ajalallahi lal 01

Grand total 32

1.1.2 Spi&r/Al'anle&fitz last ten lines

Serid

no.

Templates \(ords I otal

0 alif lam

mlm

Alhamdu/ bal aktharuhum/ da'awullila mukhlistna

lahuddin / fxfu rn m,'x/ aw alem/' azlama/' alay sa f\ jah^ 
" " ama/

'almuf;simn/

08

2\ rnim alif
lam

Man a/amal 01

, larn alif
mlm

Lanahdiyannahum/ lama'al 02

4) lam alif
mlm

Falamma/ lamma/ 02

, alif larn allaha/ lillah/ alhrydt/ 'illal alfulki / 
^llah/ 

hawlihim/

walladht"a/

08

6) lam alif Le/ lehwun/ lahii/ ni'matillahi/ subulana/ 05
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7) mbnlAm Mukhlisrna/ 01

8) lam mtm Ya'lamiin/ 01

0e) mlrn alif M^/ 01

10) alif Daral-:al<hirata/ 01

10 Alif lam

alif
' alhaiwln/ f1!am m a / ja' alna / 03

12) lam alif
lam

Layaqiilanall ah / la y a' qilij,n / 02

13) Alif lam

alif lZrn

'ilal/ 'af.abilbatiV 02

Grand total 37

L.4.1 /Ar firz (Rome)first ten lines

Serial

no,

Templates \(ords I otal

1) alif larn

mlm

Al'amr/ almu'miniin/ aJ 'aziz-ir-rahrm/ 'awalam / 'awalam/ 4

3) mrm alif
lam

Hum ghafil0n/ me khalaqallehu/ 2

4) mrm lem

alif

lfinal\ayat/ 1

, lam alif

mim

Laya'lamin/ 1

7) Alif lam Al'ard/ ghalabihim/ al'nrz/ wa'edallahi/ illa/ alhayat/

'ajd,/ qabhbrm/

08

E lem alif Lrlldfu/ lil lal<tn/ lil Bii,qd'i/ lakafitn/ frl'ardi/ 07

10) lam mrm Ya'lam;J,o/ ya'lamiinal 02

11) Alif mim amr/ arruhim/ 01

t2) mrm alif Maynyyxha'/ 01
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1.4.2 Arnim (Ro-.) lasttenlines

Serid

no,

Templates \[flords Total

0 alif lam

mlm

Al'alim/ almujrimiin/ 02

3) mim alif

lam

Me labisti/ 01

7) Alif lam Alqadir/ kadhalik / qila/alladbna/ kadhilika/ alqur'an/

kadhalik/allah/

07

8) lem alif Labisi.i/ lakinnakum/ te/ [a/ la/laqad/ltnnxi/ la'in/
ladhtna/'il^/ la/ la/ la/

t3

e) mrmlam mubtiliin/ 01

14) Alif lam

alif
ale/ allaht/ 01

1s) lam alif

lam

Layaqiilannal / la y a'lamiin / 02

Grand

total
27

Grand total 27
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1.5.1 Luqman(Lokman ) first ten lines

Serid

no.

Templates Total

0 Alif lam

mim
al lrakim/ alrnufl ihiin/ kallur. /' qlt,n / ilhaklm / 05

, lam alif
mim

Lahum/ 01

?) Alif lam /alladhrna,/ alhads/'iDnalladhrna,/ khelidina/ al'azIz/
alardr/

06



8) lam alif bil'akhirati/ uda/ w alla/ 03

e) mimlam amiliissalihat/ 01

10) lam mim IiLnuhsinin/'iLn/ lahum/ 03

11) Alif mrm imanii/

14) Alif lam

alif

salata/ 'ula'ika/ 'ula'ika/ 'allah/ 'ula'iltc./ salihat/ wa

' adoJlah/ kholaqa/' alqa/

09

15) Alif alif
alif

lyat].raa/ samawatl/ 02

Grand total 30

10

1.5.2 ltryin (Lokmarrlast ten lines

Serial

no.

Templates Total

1) Alrf lart
mirt

Ya'lamu/ al'arham/ 02

4) mtm lZm

alif
Yawmalla/ 01

, lam alif
mint

La mawliidun/ 01

6) lam. m.im

alif
FalammE/ 01

7) Alif lam alfnlka/'albah r /' al7ah,/' allaha/ flalbarri/ wilidun/ walidihi/
' allah / alhay-at /' alghaytV'innallaha/

t1

8) larn alif la'ayati/ walil wala/ bi[ili/ 04

e) mtrn lam / mawltidun/ 01

10) lZm rnitn 'ilm/ 01

12) mim alif Mal fr?./ m l mal mal 05

r4) Alrf km ' illa/ foJa/'innallaha/ 03
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ohft

l6) Alif ali.f

/alif
dyaithr/' idha/ ayatnil ya' ayythannas / 04

Grand total 34

1.6.1 First ten l:urexl: Alif lan 14 , dt'rrt'd / T\e Thunder

279

Table 15 showing alif lam mim templatesin Ar ra'd.

Serid

no.

Template

s

Total

0 Alif larn

mim
la yu'minun, 1 'al qamar, 2, 'ajeJim musamman, 'al

biliqe'I rabbikum, 2, maddal 'ar{a3, kulli thamarati,

amr, 06

4) Alif larn

mhn

liqawmin yatafakkariin/3 01

s) Alif lam

mfun

kullun y ajrT li,' alaha/ 3 01

Total 08

1.7.1 Snra fujda @rostration)First teo lines

Serid

no.

Template

s

Tota

I

0 Alif lam

mim

' rlamin/ aJ' an r / eJTm/' al' eztdrrahrn/ 04

, mrm alif
lam

Malakum/ 01

7) Alif rntm am 09

8) lam alif Laraiba/ / ktila/ 02

11) Alif lam 'alkiab/ bal/ al\aq/ 'oJlahu/ al'ard/ dhelika/ ilaybr/ 'alfa/

'alladhr/

01



t2) mrm alif Ma/ 01

14) Alif lam

alif

l(halaqa/ khalaqa/ walil 'afala/ 04

1s) lam alif
lam

Sulalatin/ 01

16) Alil

^if.,/^if.

Ayyam/ 01

Grand total 24

t.7.2 Svn fujfo (Prostration)las ten lines

Serial

no.

Templates Total

0 Alif lam
mtm

'alqiydma/ 'awalam/ 'afah yasma'iin/ 'awalam/ alma/ 06

4) mrm alif
lam

Min liqaihi/ 01

6) lam mim
alif

Lammd/ 01

7) Alif lam Aljuruzi/ ta' kulu/' alladhrna/ 03

8) lam alif la'alnahu/ la/ wala/ 03

e) mrm lam Minalquriini / y asr mal tath/ 02

10) lam mrm Lahum/ qablihim/ 02

10 Alif mrm x' irn rnl/ kam/ an'amuhum/ imanuhum/ 04

12) mrm alif F tmr/ maslkinihim/ matdl 03

t4) Alif lam
alif

'ahlakna/ ilal'ardi/' af.oJil' afala/ 04

16) Alif,
alif,/ allt

Biayatina/ 'anna/ 02

Grand
total

31
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Appendir2 Comparison

Table 1. 8.Mary

Serial

no.

Templates Total

0 Alif lam

mrm

' a\' tzm/ lam'akun/'aLnawali/ 03

2) mrm Alif
lam

Uin alil 01

3) lam alif

mtm

lamnej'al/ 01

4) Alif,
alif.,/^iI

'inn-41/ 01

Total 06

Table 1.9 .First tcn lllrresz alif lam rnim t€mplates n gba

Serial no. Templates Total

0 Alif lam

mtm

Al asmil'al muqaddasi/ 02

2) lam mim

alif
falamma/ hma/ tuzian mimman/ lahti ma,/ 04

3) lam alif Lil 01

4) lam mtm Liman/ 01

, mim alif Ma/ wamil 01

6) Alif mim

alif

Ar rrhmao/ 01

n Alif lam alif ' illa/ faqila/' ilahe/ illa/ 04

8) lam aliflam Li'ahlihi/ 01

Total t5
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Table 1.10 Alif larn mtmtemplatesin Al sbu'ara/ ThePoets

Serial

no.

Templates Total

0 Alif lam

mrm

al mubin/' awilam/ ?ilLnlr./ 03

2) Alif lam Al kitab/ 01

3) IaE alif Laba/ la'ayah/ lahuwd,/ la/ 04

4) Alif mrm Arrahrm/ 01

, mlm alif Mt/ wamd/ 02

6) Alif mim

alif
Ar rahman/ 01

7) Alif lam

alif

alla/ illa/ ild,/ 'ala/ 04

8) lam alif
lam

Li'ahlLhl/ la'allaka/ 02

Grand

Total

18

First ten lines: SwaNaml(IheAnt)

Table 1.11 alif lam mim templates in Naml/ The Ant.

Serial

no.

Templates Totd

0 alif lam

mlm

al mubin/ 'awoJ^^/ ?alrgrln/ alladhrna yuqrmiinagsalat/

'alrm/ idh qela miise/ '-2lar"tn/a1\aktm/

08

2) Alif mim

lam

a'milahum/ 01

4) mrm lam

alif
Hum bil' akhirati / humul'akhsariin / man -aorithil 03

, lam alif La yu'miniin a/ la' allakum/ 02
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mtm

6) lam mim

alif
Falamma/ falammd,/ 02

7) Alif lam 'alladhrna/ 01

8) lem alif La/ 01

e) lem mrm Lilmu'minr'r/ lahum/ 02

Grand

Totd
20

First ten lines: Qasas

Sura al fuqara (Co*) First tcn lines

283

Table 1.12 alif lam mtm templates in The Story

Serial

no.

Templates Total

0 alif lam

rnim

al mubin/'almufsidin. Namunna' oJa/' ild um - i / almursaLn / 05

2) LM Liqawm/ naj 'alahum/ lahum,/ ftyamnt/ 04

Grand Total 09

Table 1.19 Templates of. alif lan mim@hra*and clause lerrel)

Serial

no.

Templates \0flords Total

0 alif lam

mim

'ule'ika'ala hudan/'ule'ika hum/ almufliftin/'alayhrm/' ala

quliibihim/'ale sam'ihim/'ale'abserihim/'illa'anfusahw./
'atm./ lahum/'ah'innahum/'almfsidiin/

L2

2) alif mtm

lam

/'amlam/ 2



3) rnlm dlif
lam

Khatamallahu/

4) mim lam

alif
khatamallahu/ 1

, lam alif
mim

lahum/ lahum- 01

5) Aliflarn alif ala/qeln/alil dil 'ulaika/ 'innaladhrna/ 'ala/'la/

walladhrna/'idha qila

l4

7) lZrn; alif Le/ la/ lil ftl'ardr/ lahn/ la/ bikhi/
' allah /' filil' zadahumullehu

07

8) mlmlZrn humul/ muflliin/ 2

e) lZm rnim laml lahum/ lahum 3

10) Alif mirn PrM/'am/-1 1

12) mtm alif ma/ ma/ 2

11) alif mim

alif
/ amarna/ 1

12) alrf altf sawa'un/ akhiri 10

13) al;f lam alif
lam

02

14) alif 'ula'ika/ innalladhrna/ 'a'ardharta/ 'am / yu'/ 'amannil
'Ikhiri/ 6g'mi ninl AllaV'amanii/'illal'anfu sahu m/ Nleh/
'alimun/ k,o;t/ 'idhil fa/'ardi/ 'inramd/'la/ 'innahum/ lil/
'idha.

23

G. Total 82
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Appendix 3 Morphemes of. /m/

t.27

aA

.f

3, 4, 5, 6, 6, 7, 8, 10, 10, t7, 12, 13, 14, 14, t5, 15, 16, 76, 17, 17, L9, 20, 20, 25,

25, 25, 27, 33, 33, 36, 36, 46, 46, 48, 57, 58, 60, 62, 64, 7 5, 75, 7 6, 7 6, 78, 78, 79,

85, 85, 85, 86, 88, 89, 89, 90, 91,91,94,94, 100, 100, 101, 101, 102, ll2, 713,

ll3,174,114, 118, 118, 118, 120, L20,721,123,129,129,137, L37, 137, t37,

142, 145, t45, 145, 146, t46, 146, 146, 146, 150, L56, 157, 159, L59, 161, t62,

165, 167, t67, 167, 170, 170, 174, 175, 177, L82, L86, 187, 191, l9l, lgt, 191,

l9l, t93, 202,213,213,214, 217,220,240,243, 243, 243,246, 246, 247, 247,

249, 249, 249,25t,253,253, 253, 253,255,257,257,247,257, 262, 262, 262,

262, 265, 27 4, 27 4, 27 4, 27 4, 27 4, 27 4, 27 4, 27 5, 27 5, 277, 277, 277,

6, 7,7, 7, 10, 75, 17, 19, 20, 20, 26, 33, 33, 36, 46, 79, 79, 85, 88, 93, 93, l}t,

llt, 7t2, 113, ll4, 129, 136, 144, 157, 760, 761, t62, 167, 77 4, 17 4, t77, 243,

246, 253, 255, 255, 262, 262, 27 4, 277, 277.

14, 21, 2L, 21, 2t 21, 21, 23, 28, 28, 28, 29, 33, 36, 37 , 40, 40, 47 , 47 , 48, 48, 49,

49, 49, 50, 50, 53, 54, 54, 54, 54, 54, 54, 54, 55, 55, 56, 56, 56, 57, 57, 57, 58, 61,

73, 64, 74, 74, 75, 76, 76, 76, 85, 85, 85, 86, 86, 92, 93, 93, 93, 93, 93, 94, 105,

105, r07, 108, 109, 109, 110 143.

143, 143,

180, 180,

187, 188,

198, 198,

144, 148, 150,

183, 183, 183,

188, 188, 189,

198,200,202,

150, 151, 151,

183, 184, 185,

190,197,791,

203,203,204,

151, 151, 155,

185, 185, 185,

l9t,194, 194,

211,273, 214,

768, 169,

187,187,

t95,195,

2t6,216,

173, 177, t79,

t87,787,187,

196,196,796,

216,216,277,

285
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217, 2L7, 217, 219, 279, 220, 220 227, 227, 227, 229, 231, 232, 232, 232, 23 4,

235, 235, 235, 235, 236, 240, 242, 242, 247, 249, 249, 254, 264, 267, 268, 268,

27 l, 27 t, 27 1, 27 2, 279, 27 9, 280, 282, 282, 284.

d 2t,22,23,28,33,42, 42, 43, 50,5t,55, 61, 6t, 63,64, 80, 83, 83, 85, 86, 86, 91,

92, 92, 93, 94, 132, 133, 134, 737, 141, L44, 150, 172, 187, 187, 188, 196, L92,

198, 200, 214, 215, 216, 227, 229, 230, 232, 232, 232, 235, 235, 236, 239, 239,

239, 249, 267, 267, 279, 280.

,y 765, 166, 173, 178, 778, L8t, 182, 204,247,249, 269, 272,272, 272, 282, 282,

294,294.

o, 1t1,t65,165,178,204,270.

.r' * e- 18,174,

J 28,28,28,29,31,52,75,79, L99,259,259,292.
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Appendix 4 l.ta mtun chapters

Mumin/Gbafir/ The Believer 40

Fq;s. ilat / Exp ounded: 4 1

T eble 1.22b a mim templates in Mu'min

01 ha mrm ba mtrn / t haqqat krlimxgu/('altm/2 yabrnilllna d.'arsha/7 bi

htmdi/7 ra),na/7

Jah-un/7 hakim/S rahimtahii/9 amat-tana..... . wa ahyaytand, /Ll

falhukmu /12 ruhalrrtn/\s ya\mlnn/7 ra\ma/7 Jahtm/7

hamdi rabbihim/7 galaha min/8 hakim/8 rabtmrah/9 hukmu/12

riiha min/13 [ramrm /ra\mdn/2 ruhtm/z fastahabbul 'amill7

hamim/18 halatud-dunya mara' /39 hkama/ 48 hamdi/55'ahsana

sawwarakum/64 alhamdu/65 yu\yr wa y:umtt/68 tahmali.inl8O

haqqa bihim/83

35

02 MH amat-tana .. wa 'ahyaytata/ LL, nd min hamrm/ bi yawmil

hisab/27qawmi niih/
03

Grand

Totd
Total lines in the chapter- 146 38

Table 1. 23zhamim templates inMu'min.

0 HM ha mim,/1 rahmanir/ 2 r^,\-tn/2 fastahabbul 'amd/17 hatta idha ma

/20

fa'asbahtum,/23 haqqa' olaybtm/ 25 nahnu awliya'ukum/3l

rq\tn 132 waliy-yun harnirn/34 hazztn'azim/35 mulryil mawta/ 39

haktm/ +2 baud/ 42 tqbmilu/ +7 rahmatan / 50

15

z) MH Rat'manir-rahlm/2 Mirhlulcum ytha/e yawmayni wa avhill2
ayydmin nahi511i.z15 fastalabbul 'ama/17 Fa asbahtum,/23 nahnu

awliya-'ukum/31 wa man 'ahseur/33/ 'amila salitran/33 muhyil
mawta/ 39 mahis/ 48 muhit/54

t2
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Grand

Total

Totd lines in the chapter 88 27

Sbara/ Consultatior42

T eble t.24lta mim templates in Shu'ara.

1) ha mim ha mrm / L bakJn/3 bif;amdi/S ra)rn/5 hafizun 'alaybt/6

rahmati/8

yuhyil mrwtd,/9 hukmuhil/lO lujjatahum/16 [raqqi wal mlzan/\7

haqqa bikalim atih/ 24 rahmatahii/28 hamid/28 rahma/ 48 hakim/51
rtham rnin /52

16

2) mim hi man hwlaha/7 ummatan wl\ida./ yuhyil masrtd/9 lukmuhii/lO

Yamt''ulhh/24 [aqqa bikalimetih/24 hamrd/Z8 mahis/35 mata'ul

heyrt/ 36

09

Grand

Totd
Total lines in the chapter :92 25

h*braf/ The Gold Ornaments:43

Table 1.25 ba rntrn templates in Zukhruf,

r) ham ha mim/1 baklm/4,84 'ahaduhum/17 Rahmeni/17,19, 20 hatta
ja'ahulm/zg laqqu wa rasiilun mubln/Z9

rahmata/ 32 nalnu qasamna/ 32 rahmat't/ 32 rahmat/ 33, 36,45,8L,

hikmati 63, bisihafin min/7l fas fah'anhum/89

t9

2) mim tra 'humul l.raqqu/30 ummatan wabida/33 mata'ul heyat/35 'am

yahsabiina/80

04

Grand

Total

Total lines in the chapter -95 )\
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Dukhen/ The Smoke -44

Altqaf/ Vinding Sand Tracls:46

289

Tablet.26!a meem templates in Dukhan.

1) ha* ha mtm// t hal<tm/4 rahm fa '"hy" .. ba'da mautihilS aa/6
yuhyi wa yumit/8 rabirna/42, rahim/42

hamtm/ 46 jahlm/ +l hamr m / 48 j^hw/ 56

10

2) mrm ha wa ma nahnu/35 ma ..illa bil haql 39 zawwajnahum bi hiirin/54 03

Grand

Totd
Total lines in the chapter : 39 t3

Table 1.27: ha rntm templares in Jatbiyah.

1) ha mrm ha mrm /t abye ba'da mawtiha/5 hukma/16 rahma/ZO

mahy abw/ 21 ya[ku mnn/ 2l namiitu wa nahy a / 24 ythyllrum / 26

rah matih/30 alahamdu/36 halsm/ 37

10

2) mrm ha am basiba/ 2l mahy ahum/ 21 ne m iiru wa nahya/ 24

'alaykum btlhaq/29 wa ma nahnu/3Z

05

Grand

Totd
Total lines in the chapter:51 15

Table 1.28 showingha mtm templetes in AhqZf

1) ha mrm ha mim/1 h^lnm/2 sihrum mubn/7 lilhaqqi lamma/7 rahrm/8
r a\ ma./ t2 hamalat hu/ 1 5

hamluhii/15 ahsana ma 'amilii/15 haqqa 'alayhi /t8 hayankum/Zo

13



haqqa bihim/26 Yu[ryiyal mawta/33

2) mrmha baynahuma illa bilfaq/3 sehrun mubin/7 ma Wbil9
muhsinin/12 imeman wa rt)ma/ 12 a' malasalilanl15

mdhawlakum / 27 F a lonmahadaru / 29

08

Grand

Totd
Total lines in the chapter - 69 2l
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Appendix 5 comparison of ha mim witfi other chapters

Comparing resrlts of surey: Niln,Qaf,errlds.ad.

HMtcmpht* in Chapter $edin 39lines. *

T eble 1.29 ha rnim templates in Al qalarn.

1) hamim hallafin mahin/ 1o hukmi/ 47 02

2) mrm ha musbihin/17 01

Grand

Totd
03

1.30 Table showing ba mtrn templates in Qaf.

0 ha mrm rahman/33 hamdi/39 Nu[yi wa numrt/43 nahnu 'a 'lamu/45 04

2) mrm ha qav/uru ntih/ mawi billraqqi/l9 yawma hadd/22 mahis/36 03

Grand

Total

07

1. 3lTable showing ba mimtemplates in sZd.*l

1) ha mrm r ahmati / 9 f ahlsrm / 22 fahkum / 26 li' ahadin girrn/ 3 5 04

2) mrmha h;kma/20'amilus-salihati/24'amilus -sahhai/ ZS 03

Grand

Totd
07
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Appeudix 6 Results;

Comparison o{ l.ta mtrn templates in bA rnim and non lta m.im chapters is shown in

the following table form.

292

1.32 Cohesive and coherent Patterns nl.tZmim Ctapters

1 ha mim and

the morpheme

rahma

40: rahmailZ r:.hrr./2 rahmaVT, rahimtahii/9 , ra\imta/9,

41: Rahmanir/ 2, rahtm/2, ra\1m/32, rahmatan/ 50

42t r ahtm / 5, rah - atihl8, r:ihmatahi / 28, rahmah/4 8

43: Rahmani/17,19, 20, ra\mara/32, rr-hmaat/32 rthman/33,

36,45,81.

44 rr)mata/ 6 ra\imrh/ 42, rabt 6 1 42,

45: ra\mah/ZO, rahmatih/30

46: rah;- /8 rabmah/\2

28

2. hakrm 40: hakrm/8, , lakrm, 8, falhukmu /12,

41: t'akim /42,\;111 
^14g

42: hakim /3, hukmuhii/ lI,haktm / 5L

43:haltm /4,64

44:ha]rrm /4

45: hakim / l\,tluna/L5 hukma/ 16, yahkumiin/Z\ hakrm /37.

46 ha]rlm /2

t7

3. \ayat and

Mawt

40: amattana...... wa r\yaytana /lL \ayatuddtnya ma'td'/39

Yu[yi wa Yumrt/68

41: muhyil mawra/ 39

42: muhyil mawta 9 mata'ul hrydaddurya/36

43: mata'ul hayat/35

44: Yufyi wa Yumrt /8 ma'wtatanil,sla/ wa ma nahnu/35

45 fa aWa.. ba'da mawtiha/5 mahyrhum wa mamatuhum/2l

t6



namiiru wa Mbyil 2a yu\yikum/ 26, \ahm/ ll

46: hayltikum / 20, Y uhyiy d, mtwtd/ 33

3. haqqa bihim 40: 5, haqqat kalimatu/6, 20, Haqqa bihim/83

41: haqqa' alayhim/ 25, 55,

42 haqqr w a\ mlzan/ 17 haqqa bikalim 
^rth/ 

24 yu$qqal haqqa/ 24

43: haqqu wa rasiilun mr$1n/29'Humul haqqu/3O. , hikmati 63

Ma shahida bil haql 86 ,

44; wa ma khlaqnahu-a ille bil haq/39

a5: bil haql 6, bilhaq/ 2l,'alaykwbillaql Zg,hdqqabihim/33

46:baynahumr illa bilhaq/3 lillaqqi lammil7 h.qq"
' alaybtm / L8, FI"qq, bihim/ 26

22

4 bamtm 40: ha mim 7, barnlm /18

4L ha rntrn / lwaliynrn hamim /34

4Z hAnrm /1

$:harnim /t

44: bamint /46 barnim /48

45: bAflrim /l

46 46hamtm /l

10

G. Total 93

1.33 Table 5l ltZmim morphemes :ml.tAm\.m chapters

1)

hd n1rrn,

40l yahmiliina aJ' arsha/7 bi haordi/7

Jahln/7 riihan min/15 yahmiliin/7 hamil rabbihim/7 salaha

min/8 ri.iha min/ 13 fastahabbul' ana/ 17

hamdi/ 55 ahsana sawarakum./6 4 alhamdu,/ 65 tatrmxlii-rgO Total
13

39
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4t

ba mtm /1 fastahabbul'amilt7 hatta idha ma /20

Fa'asbahtum/23 nahnu awliyl'ukum/3\ \amrd/aZ a\"r'ifu/47
Total0T

42t

hamtm / 1 bi lramdi /5\afian'alayhi/6

hujjatahum/ 1 6 hanid/ 28 riihan min / 52 T oal 06

+3/

l1a mlm /t 84 ahaduhum,/17 hatta ja'a hum/29 nahnu

qasa-nil 32, bigihafin r;rln/7 L fagfa[r'anhum/89 Total 06

44/

hamtm / I Totalol

45/

lillahillramdu/35 [ujjatahum / 25 Total 02

+6/hamim /1sihrum mubln/7 hamalar h:u/llTo:al02

hamluhti/15 al.rsana ma'amilii/16 hayatikua/ZO Total 02

2) mrm ha am hasiba 121s"by-ahum./21 namiitu wa nahya/24

'alaykum bilhaqq/29 wa ma mhnu/32

05

3) Interrogative 'amhasiba/ZL 01

4) ha nxrm Sa'a mI yahkumiin 02

, Phrases mahyahum wa mamlmhum/21 namiitu wa nahyil24
yuhylkum/26

03

G.Total 50
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AppendixT

4.l2.Yeriable alif lam ra

First ten lines: Yrtnus fonah)

First ten lircszSwaftil

Table 1.5 alif lam ra templates in Hud.

295

Table 1.4. 1 alif lam rd templates in Jonah

Serial

no.

Templates Total

0 Alif lam

ra

ila rajnhn/Z Qalalkefiriina./2 alamr/3'allehu rabbukum/3

'af.ila tadhakkariin/3 ilayhi marji'ukum/4 walladhrna

yakfurtin/+ alqamara/S

08

2) RLA Bashirilladhtna/2 rabbakumullahu/3 02

3) LAR Lasaahirun mub;;n/ 2 w al, araa/ 3' alal'arsh3 03

4) LAR Lahum sharabun/4 01

, RAL Qaddarah0 mar.rrzila/S 01

6) AR andlttr/ 01

7) RL Rajulin/2 01

Total 17

Serial

no.

Templates Total

1) Alif lam ra Ilallehi marji'ukum/3 'ala kulli shayin qadtr/4'ala 'innahum
yathniina sudiirahum/5 innahti'ahmun bidhatissudtir/S
al' ardi/ 6 'alallahi rizq,tha/ 5 ' al arda/ 6

07

2) LRA Ya' lamu mustaqarrahe/6 01

3) LAR Ladun hakrmin khabu/1 lakum minhu nadhtr/Z Ya'lamu ma
yusirriina/5

o3

4) RAL Qaddarahii manazila/S rabbakum thumma ttibii ilayhi/3 02

Total t3



Table 1.5.1 alif lam templates in Yusuf.

First ten lnes AEf htn mlm ra'd / The Thuoder

Table l.5.2.alif lam rZ templates in Ar ra'd.

Serial

no.

Templates Total

0 Alif lam

ra

anzalnlhu quf eaan/ 2 hadhalqur'dn/ 3 walqamart/ 4 03

2) ra, la, alif ' er abiyy an la' allakum/3 01

, la, alif, ra La taqsus ru'y-eka/S qablu ibrahima 02

4) ra, alif, la. Ra'aynrhum lil4 rabbuka wa yu'allimuka/6 02

, alif, ra, la Inna rabbaka'alimun/6 01

Total 09

Serial

no.

Templates Total

1) Alif lam

mrm ra

ilayka mirabbika/1 allahulladhi raf.a'a/2 'ald 'arshi/3

walqamar/3 al'amr/3 biliqe'i rabbikum/ 2

05

2) lam mrm

ra alif

Kullith-thamar-ari/3 01

, lam alif
ra

Lakin 'akthara/ I meddel arda/3 laylantahar/ 3 ja'ala ftha

ra:w-asiya/3laayattliqawminyataf akkariin/3fil'ardi/4
06

4) ra alif lam kullun y ajrt li' faltn/ 3 01

Total L4
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Table 1.5.3. alif lam nim ra template for this chapter Ar ra'd.

Serial

no.

Templates Total

1) Alif hm
mim

'al qamar, 2,'ajalim musarnmatl, 'd 'amr, biliqa'I rabbikum,

2, maddal 'arQa3, kulli thamarati,

06

2) ALmra liqawmin y atafal<karun/ 3 01

, ALmra kullun yajri h'ajrhn/3 01

Total 08

Ibrahim( Abraham)first ten lines

Table l,5.4alif lam rd. rempletesin lbrZhim.

Serial

no,

Template

s

Total

1) alif lam

ta

ilanniir/l ilasiatil/ t'at'ard/2'alal ekhira/ 3 ilanniir/ 5 05

2) RLA Rasiilin rlla/ 4' 01

3) LRA Li rukhrijannesa/l 01

4) LAR Lil kefinna/ 2 likulli sabbarin shahir/5 02

, ARL dhakkirhum bi ayyamillahi / 5'arsalna/3 arslara/ 5 03

6) R Tukhrija/1 rabbihim/1 rasiilin/4 udhkurti/7 04

Total t6
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Al Hiir frrstten lines

dlif lail, rZ in Maryam/llary

dif la*ranAlQalaml The Pen firstten lines

298

Table 1.5.5 alif lam ra ternplates in Al Hijr.

Serial

no.

Templates Total

0 Alif lam ra ayatul kitabi wa qur'anin/l alladhrna kafaru/Z ahlakna min

qarya/4'alayhidhdhikr/ 4 ajalaha wa ma yasta'khiriin/ 5

'alayhidh-dhikru / 6 nazzalnadh-dhikr/8

07

2) RLA Rasiilin'illd/ 11 01

3) RAL Rubama yawaddulladhrna/ 2 dharhumya'kulii/ 3 02

4) ARL Bidhni rabbihim ia/ I arsalru/ L2 01

G. Total l1

Table 1.5.6 alif lam ratemplates in Mary.

Serial
no.

Templates Total

0 alif lam ra '$0ashta'alarr a' stt/ 3 alkibar / 8 qila rabbuka/9 03

2) RAL yarithu rnln -ah /6 01

Total 04

Table 1.5.7.a1if lam ra templates n Al Qalam.

Serial

no,

Templates Total

0 LRA La yasrimannaha/L7 01

42 LAR La ajran /3 01

3) ARL asitirul 'awwaltn/t5 01

Totd 03



dlif lanrra'nAl Sfu'arZl \\e Poets: first ten lines

dlif lan, ra in ;Z ha frrstteu lines

299

Table 1.5.8. alif lam ra templates in Al Shu'ara

Serial

no.

Templates Total

1) alif lam

ra

'awalam yxa'w/7 huwal 'aazur- r'*^\m/9 02

I otal 02

Table 1.5.9. alif lam ratemplates n yn ha

Serial

no.

Templates Totd

0 alif lam

ra

Al Qur'an /2 al' arda/ 4 al'arshi/5 al' ardi / 6' alawrari/ l0 05

2) LRA Ya'lr-ussirra wama/7 01

L otal 06

dlif lanrrainNcnl/The Anq first t€n lines

Table 1.5.10 alif lam ra templates in Naml

Serial

no.

Templates Total

0 alif lam ra Alqur'an/1 Alqur'in/6 ladayyal mursaliin/1O 03

2) RLA Bushra li[ 6u'minin/2 rabbil 'alamin/8 02

3) LRA Bil akhirati/3 Bil akhirati/4 Bil akhirati/5 fa lamma

ra'ahd/t0

04

4) LAR \flalla mudbirea/tO 01

Total 10



Appendix 8 Comparison

* Yusuf has been dealt in detail in chapter 5 of this work (section 5.6.)

First ten lhr-s Alif lan mim ra'd / The Thunder

300

Table 1.5.11 Comparison of. alif lZm ra, templates in alif lam ra, and non alif lam

rZ, chapters.

S.

No.

Name of

chapter

alif lam rZ, templates in

first ten lines

1 Jonah 17 dlt ldrn rd, 170o/o

2. Hiid 13 dhJ ldm rd, 130o/o

3. Ra'd 14 altJ ld.rn rd, 740o/o

4. Ibrahim t2 dltJ ldm rd, l20o/o

5. Hijr 11 dltl ldrn ra, ll0o/o

6. Jospeph*

7. M^ry 04 Non alif lZrn ra, 40o/o

8. telTa 06 Non alif lam ra, 600/0

9. The Poets 03 Noaalif lZmrZ, 30o/o

10. Naml 08 Non alif lam rZ, 80o/o

Table 1.5.t2 showing balance of alif lam mim and alif lam ra rcmplatesh Al ra'd.

Serial

no.

Templates Total

0 Alif lam

mrm ra

ilayka mirabbika/l allahulladhi rrta'a/2 'alal 'arshi/3

walqar"ar/3 al'amr/3 biliqa'i rabbikum/ 2

06

2) lam mrm

rd alif
Kullith+hamarlti/3 01

, lam alif
ta

Ldkin 'aktharu/ I mrddal arda/3 lrylaonal.nr/ 3 ja'ala fihd

rawdsiy a/ 3 lady aa liqaw-i'' yatafakkariin/ 3 fll' ardr/ 4

06



4) rE alif lam kullun y ajrl b.' atahn/ 3 01

Totd 14

Tablel.5.13 alif lam mtrnra in chapterArRa'd

Serial

no.

Templates Total

0 alif lam

mim
'al qamar, 2,'ajalimmusiuumarl,'d'amr, biliqa'I rabbikum,

2, maddal 'arda3, kulli thamarati,

06

2) alif lam

ra

liqawmin yatafakkariin /3 01

3) aliflam a kullun yajrih'ajahm/3 01

I otal 08

Appendix 9 Cut letters

table.1.6.1 ta ha and sin chapter division

S. No The prefixed

letter

Names of chapter

ta I.ta ha

2.tI srn

3.te sin. min (Ash shu 'arr, The Poets)

4. .ta srn mr m (Al Qasas, The story)

2. stn 1.ya srn

2.td sln

3.ta sin. mim. ( fuh shu'ara, The Poets)

4. .ta sln. mrm (Al Qasas, The story)
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Table l.6..2Templates of finnNaml

r) TE tastalin/7 mantiqat-tayr/ 16 wartayra/ 17 qdti'atan/3Z

tarfiika/ +O tayyar-na/ 47 td' irukum/ 47 rahtin/48 Litan/ 54 am

tarna 'alayhim laratrar^/S8 a;tafe/59 mudtarra/ 62 ttbioa/84

yantiqiin/85

t4

2) sin/ sii'al 'aJ,hab/S/ misa/7 dnastu/7 sa'atikum/7 qabasin/7

subhanallahi/8 Ya miisl/9,10 mursaliitr/10 ghayri sii'i/13

tis'i/12 si!rum rilbln/\2 Wastayqanat-h- anfusa-hum/,

mufsidin/14 ya aySrhanna$r/16 fxiqtn/L2 \fla hushira li
sulaymana... /17 wa'ttini muslimin/31 Inru mursilatun ...

yarji'ul mursaliin/35, Ya'tiimi muslimrn/38 Kunna

muslimrn/42 Ilayka tarfuka/.... mustaquran/+2 taqasamii

billdhi/4g Min dtinin nise/55 man yursilur-rly-ah/63 Asagrul

awwalin/68 / 69 'u,a/ 72, taxa'jiljjin/ 72ndsi/73sama'i/75 israll/

76 tusmi'u/ 80 tusmi'u/ 80 tusmi'u/ 80,81 muslimiin/ 81

trasr/ 82 yaskunii/86s amawrri/ 87 tahsabuha/8 8 sahab/88hasana/

/89 sayyi'a/89 muslimrn/91 nafsihi/ sa yurikum/93.

47

ta Srn yalrgiamannakum zulaymln/18 zultan im mubin/21

alraq- tu . min saba/2Z tubit . min saba/22 tis'atu rahtin/48

unasin yatatahhariin/S6 fa sa'a matd mundharin/S8 salamun

....nastaf.a/59

asatirul awwalin/68

09

Grand

Totd
132 lines 70

Table 1.6.3 .Templates of tZ stn lftm izPoets (slru'ara)

1) tZ sln and

Mirn

la yanaliqu lisani/13 a la saufa ta'lamiin, la'uqat-ti 'onna/49

Ile miisa.. ka tawdin 'azim/63 qistasil mustaqim,/ 184

05
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2) ta La'uqar-ti'anna/ 49na1ma'u/50 l<hatayand/5O kaq-lawdil

'az7m/63'arma'u82 atma'u / 84 an yaghfirali khati'ati /84 wa

'ari'tln/lo8/ tlo /126/ 144/ 150/ 163/ t80 bitaridil/114 batash-

tum batash-tun/t3} tal'uha/ 148 la ruti'ii/ l5l ya ln$/t67
shayatrn/2t0

20

3) Sin fa sa ya'tihim/ hsdnt/|3 'arsi./|3 mustami 'idrn/Is sinin/18

mursalin/21 tastami'iin/25 samawati rasi.ilakum,/27 ursila

'ilaykw/Z7, salli6l/34 si[rihil35, s"\\arln/37 mtisr/ 43

sa\arata/4O sabaratu/ 4l sejifin/46 sihr/ 49 misa/ 52 asri/

52misa/ 61 55 yasma'inakum/72 yasqn/79 lisana/84 salim/89

nusarxrwikum,/98 mursalin/105 rasiilun 'amtn/107

'as'alukum/109 mursaLn/123 rasiilun' amtn/ t25' u' alulsrm/ 127

mursal-rn/ 141 rasiilun' afiIn/ 143'as'alukum/ 145 munaLn/ 160

43

rasiilun 'ofi1rL/L6Z/ mursalrn/1/6 rasiilun 'anintL/6 br l$amnl

195 srnin/205 sam'i/212 sami'ul /220 sam'a/223

4) Mrm/ miisa/10 mu'mimn/8, mnqirur./ 24 la mqnin/ 27 masjnntn/ 29

mubin/3O, 33,'ahm/37 ma'liim/ mujtami'iin/ muqarrabin/4Z

mulqiin/43 munqalibiin/S0 mu'minin/sl, 190 muttaba'iiur./52

mushriqin/50 madl'ini/53 maqamin kanm/58 mudrakiin/61

mu'minln/67, l2l ra\rm/ L04 122 140 tgL'elarmn/ 127, 145

mursalrn/ L60, 17 6 munzinn/ t9 4' dlar,'t n / 165

32

, ta stn yanlaliqu hsdm//L3 Yut'imu wa yasqin 79/ lntt nil mursilin/160

bilqisgxil/ 182/ fasqit 187/ yastati'in /2ll
06

Totd 146 lines 110

Table l.6.4.templrtes ofgZ in Lftm in Poets (sha hra)

1) ta Srn and

Mlm

1"'if166-minhum ...yastahyi nisa'ahum/4 Fa wa kuaha
miisa...'amalish-shaylan/16 yabdsha...ya miisa/19

qala ma khalbukuma..la msqi/23 anasa min jentbig-$ri/29

Shati-il...ya miisa/3O Naj'alu lakuml zultanan/35 la'alli aggali'u

ila ilahi miisa/38 batirat ma'ishataha. Fa tilka masakinuha/58

Yabzu turrizqa liman yxha'/84

06
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Grand

I otal

06

T able L.6.5 "tl,l Qoq"r/ The Story (gz *n nin)

0 ta ta' if.a/ 4 faltaqatahi.i/8 khati'in/8 shaytao,/ 15 y abtisha/ 19 rij,r / 29

tastilin/29 shati-il wad/30 zultanan/35 tin/38'aylali'u/38
tatawaJa/ 45 tt r/46 nuta khat-taf/57 balrat/58 yabsum/82

t6

2) Sln and

Mim
mrtsa/ 3 /7,10,15,18,20,29,30,31,36,38,43,44,48,7 6 yastad'iffu

ta'ifirdn/ yastahyT/4 nisl'ahum/4 mufsidin/4 Ummi musa/7

MursaLn/7 'asal9 Ummi miisa/10 muhsimn/14 fa idhalladhis

tansarahii/l8 bil'ams/18 yastasrikh hii ya miisa/ nafsan

bil'amsi/19 'asdl sawd'as-sab;1,/22 Yasqiin/ nasqi/ yasqiin/ la

nasqi23 fa saqd/24 isttyilZl saqayta larilZl is ta'jirhu/26 man

ista'jirta/26 sa ta1iduail27 sdra bi 'ah1ih1/29 -emsa'/29

'aresu/Z9 ya m;j'sd/3O yd miisaa/31 'ashtk/32 ghayi df i/32

fasiqnhz nafsn/33 lisanan fa 'arsilhu/33 Sa na shuddu/34

Sultlnan/35 sihrun/36 sami'na36 W'astakbara/39 Linrusi/43

Mursilln/45'arsalta ilaynr rasiilan/47 muslimin/53 bill, asanatis-

sayyi' ata/ 54 Sami'u/ salaman /55 Masakrnuhum lam tuskan/58

Rasi.ilanl59 !(a'&n basanan/6L MunaLn/55 Yatasa'alia/66

'afala tasma'iiil/7\ Sarmadan/ Taskuniina/72 Litaskuri/73
Laatansilwa ahsin/ ahsanillaVfasad/mufsidln/77 Fa

kJtasaftilS2 'amsi/82 khasafa/8Z hasana/84

sayy i' a / 8 4 / sayy i' dri / 8 4

78

Totd 164 lines 94

Table 1.6.6. ta in in non related chapter, Y[nus

1) ta qist/4 watma'annu/7 rughyanihimtt 'u\eeta/22 sirdr 1m/25

qita'an/ 27 yu\11ni39 sultan/ 59

132 lines

07

2) ta srn siretimm/25 sultan/ 69

132 lines

02
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, ta srn 145 lines 02

4) ta stn sa yubtilihu/ 81 'atmis/88 164lines 04

Totd 15

Tablel.6.T.showingComparison of tAsintemplates rntAsinandnon tasinchaptrrs

S. No. Name of

chapter

ta sintemplates ta sin templates per ten

lines

0 t46
lines

fi sinmim

flhe Poets)

06 td. sinmirn .47 or 4.7 o/o

2) 132

lines

Nari/ ta sin 09 tZ sinmirn .68 or 6.8o/o

3).164

lines

NQuasta in
mlm

06 tii sinmtm .36 or 3.60/o

4) t32
lines

Yiinus/ alif
lam ra

02

Non tZ in

15 or l.5o/o

, t46
lines

Yiinus/ alif
lam ra

02

Non tZvn

13 or L.3 o/o

6) t64

lines

Yiinus/ alif
lam ra

04

Non tZ sin

.24 or 2.4o/o

Table 1.6.8 P sin uml x'ords and phrases eith letter siz

0 Sii'al'adhab/5/Musa /7 Antsat/7 Saatikum/7 Qabasin/Z Subhanallahi/8

Yi miisa/9,10

Mursaliin/l0 Ghayri sii'i/13 tis'i/L2 Sihrun mrabin/\2 lfastayqantaha

anfusahum/, mufsidrn/14 Ya aySrhannisu/l6Fasiqn/12 Va hushira li
sulaymana... watt^yr/t7 I5 yahtimannakum sulaymat/|8 Bi sultanim

mubrn/2| \(a'tiim muslimrn/31 A!u1u bima lam tuEt .. min 5xSx, Tnni

31

30s



mursilarun yarji'ul mursaliin/3S, Ya'tiini muslimrn/38 Kunna

muslimin/42 Ilayka tarfuka/.... Mustaqirran/42 tayyarrna bika Tis'atu

rahtin/48 Taqrsamii blldhL/4g Min diinin nise/55 Lntan/ Unasin

yat*ahharin/56 Wa amgarna 'alayhim matratr fa sl'a matrul

mundharin/58 Sahmun ....nostrfa/59 Man yursilurrtya\a/62 Asatirul

awwaLn/68 Sultanim mubrn,

1.6.10 Templates of, ga ba aChryter gZ bZ

1) te tuwd / 12 tagha/ 24 wastana' ruka bnaf si/ 4t taghd / 43 26
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Table 1.6.9. Showing the occurrence of rasiil patterns in different chapters with stn

prefixed chapters.

S.N

o

Name of
chapter

Prefixed

letters

Rasil templates/ data from whole chapters Total

0 Chapter

26.Shu'art/

The Poets

ta stn

mrm

arsil/ 13 rasul/t6, ana rasi.ilu/ 17, arsil/l8,
mursal-rn/ 2L , inlia rasiilakum , ursila llaylrum/25

rasiV 27 'ursila/ 27 fa arsrl/ 53 fa arsala/ 53

musrsdrn/ 105, /Musa 9ab\/Al Liit mursdin/160,

Shu'ayb, mursalin/ 176. rasii{un amrn Niih/107,
Hiid, Thamiid / l$ L&/ l62,Shu' ayb./ L78.

18

2) Chapter 36

Ya sin

ya srn , 'innxfttr laminal mursaLn, in L3 and t4
mursaliin,/l3 MursaLn, 20 30 as rasiilin, 30

mursaliin/52

07

3) Chapter2T

ta srn

ta srn Mursaltin/lO mursilatun/3S mursdiin/
35'arsalnil45

04

4) Chapter 28

Al qasas

ta srn

mrm

MursalinT fa arsilhu/34 mursalin/45'arsalta/47
rasilan/ 47 rasnlan/ / 59 mursalin / 65

07

G. Total 36



y afruta./ 45 y aghe/ 45 r' td/ 50 bitariqatikum / 63 la' uqat-t[' anna/

7lf araram/72khatdy'ana/73tarlqan/77tiirl80layyibalu/8|

atghaw/8l afatilla/86 atf i/gO khatbuka/g5 tarrqatm/t04

yuhft iina/ 1 10 tafiqa/ t2l ahbile/ t23 tulii' / 1 30

avafinnahar / 1 3 0 wastabir/ 132 sir-art / 13 5

2) ha minha/ lO 'ar.aha/lL'ukhfiha/ 'anha/ 16 biha/ 18 'ahush-shu

biha/18 fiha,khuzdh-h a/ 2l sa nu'Iduhd/21

sir*aha/2L 'aahil4} 'rlmuha/52

minhe/55 an-ntha/54 flha/55 minhe/ 55

kulluha/SO fihe/7 4 fiha./76 yansifuha/tOS

fa yadharuh^/106 fih^/107 mitha 107/

rrirta/Dl minhl/ LZl fa nasTtaha/ 126

'alayhil t32

27

3) Hii/u Innahti lahn/6 illa hii/8hawa/ 16 innrhn/24 yafqahn/29

' asharakahii/32l'aduwwullahnng yakfu lhii/40 f.a' riy-ahii / 46

khatqahii/sO kaydahti/50 a'llahti/Sf innahii/ 7l wallehu/73

innaht/ 74 rabbahn/74

t7

4) hr yiaht/74 bi jundihi 78 qawmahii/ 110 rabbahii/ qablahn/ B4 0s

, hi-,
Hum,

hibeluhum' asiyyahum/ 66 sihrahum/66 lahumT5 ghashiya-hum

78 fa'dyahum, hum/88 'dyatah,am/ 92 'amthalu-hum /
lahum/'ilayhim/ lahum/'aydr-him. khalfahum/ 1 10 la'allahum/

1 13 yahdi la-hum/ 128'anfu sahum 13 1 t'ati-him'ahlakna-hum/

18

6) Huma lahwa/ 'alayhi"''il saw dtuhuma/ 121 03

Grand

total

Lines 144 96

Table 1.6.11. Templates iaMaryam: Line 1-10

1 kaf ddhikru /l nbbika/t zakaiyyd/l ladunka/5 yd zakariyyd,/ 7

nubash-shiruka/ nubashiruka/ 7 yakinu/ 8 kibari/ 8

kadhaliVg rabbuka/ 9 khalqmka/\O taku/ i0 ayatukal10

11
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tukallimu/ ilayhim/ ll btkratan/ 12

2 ha rabbahn/2 wahana/3 fa hab/4 wai'alhtt/6 huwa/ hayWn/9

ilayhtm/ ll
07

3 ya Shaqiyya/ 3maw-eJtya/ 4 yaritbunt/ 6 yarithu/6 ya"qib/ 6

radiyya/ y&ya/ shay'a/ dyah/|O ayautka/\O sawiyya/

' ashiyy a/ 12 ntda' an khafryya/ 2

t2

4 '^yo 'abdahti/1 washta'al/3 shayba/3 'a7mu/3/ bi du 'a'il 3

'aqirar/ ya'qib/ 6 waj'alhu/ nifal,/ 7 'aqiran/ 'itiyya/ 8

rabbij'al/LL

11

5 Saad ,(.

Total 41

* sZd has been dealt separately in' sZdn three chapters of the

Qur'an'

1.6.12. tfmplarcs in yZ $n

0

Ya and

stn

specific

words

mustaqlm/ 4 saddat/ 9 sa:wa'un/ 10 mursalun/|3 'arsalna/

14 mundun/ 14 la mursakrn/ 16 Yamassannakum/l8

mursalin/2O Yas'alukum/21 Ya has ratan/3O Yastahzi'un/30

rasllin/ 30 zubhana 36 sabiqun/4O mursahn/52 salamun/58

samawati/81 Yas ta ri 'un/50 Yansilun/51 Yaksibnn/65 Yas

ati'un/75 YusirrunT Yaral InsdnuTT Lrysa/8t

25

2) Srn ya
Mursalin/3 Mustaqim/4 Yas' a2/0 Mursalin/2O Yasbahun/4O

Mustaqrm/61 Na siyal78

07

Grand

Total

12
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